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## General Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration</th>
<th>Advance and On-Site Registration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location:</strong></td>
<td>Level Five Foyer, Philadelphia Marriott</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Hours:** | Wednesday, 10:00 am-7:00 pm  
Thursday, 7:30 am-5:00 pm  
Friday, 7:30 am-4:00 pm  
Saturday, 7:30 am-1:00 pm |
| **Registration materials:** | Program, meeting edition of the Anthropology Newsletter, and a badge (required for admission to all sessions, meetings and convention services). |
| **Program Changes:** | All Program changes received after September 30 are printed in the meeting edition of the Anthropology Newsletter. |
| **Lost badges:** | Lost badges will be replaced with proof of registration. Lost programs will be replaced for a $5.00 fee. |
| **Abstracts:** | Abstracts of Papers presented at this meeting may be purchased at the on-site registration desk or at the AAA booth 318 in Franklin Hall (Level Four). |

| Annual Business Meeting | Location: Salon H, Level Five |
| **Time:** | Thursday, 7:30 pm |
| **Chair:** | Jane H. Hill, AAA President |

| Convention Office | Location: Registration Office #1, Level Five |
| **Hours:** | 10:00 am-8:00 pm Wednesday  
7:30 am-5:00 pm Thursday through Saturday  
7:30 am-12:00 pm Sunday |
| **AAA staff will be available to help with meeting arrangements, session or paper cancellations and a/v questions. For other AAA business, see staff in Registration Office #2, Level Five.** |

| Day Care Center | Location: Rooms 302 & 303, Level Three |
| **Hours:** | 7:30 am-6:00 pm Thursday - Saturday  
Attendance is by advance registration. For information see AAA staff at the Information Desk, Level Five, or staff at the Day Care Center. |

| Exhibits | Location: Franklin Hall, Level Four |
| **Hours:** | Thursday and Friday: 9:00 am-5:00 pm  
Saturday: 9:00 am - 4:00 pm |

| Information Center | Location: Level Five |
| **Hours:** | Wednesday, 11:00 am-7:00 pm  
Thursday - Saturday, 7:30am-4:00pm  
Sunday, 7:30am-2:00pm |

| Invited Sessions | Sessions designated “Invited” are open to all meeting registrants. |

| Membership Services/Publications Sales | Location: Franklin Hall, Level Four, Booth #318 |
| **Hours:** | 9:00am-5:00pm Thursday and Friday  
Saturday, 9:00 am-4:00pm |
| **AAA staff will be available to answer questions about membership, and publications.** |
Message Center  
**Location:** Level Four Foyer  
**Hours:** Wednesday, 12:00pm - 8:00 pm  
Thursday - Saturday, 8:00 am - 6:00 pm  
Sunday, 8:00 am - 12:00 pm

Placement Service  
**Location:** Franklin Hall, Level Four  
**Hours:** Wednesday 4:00 pm - 6:00 pm  
Thursday and Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm  
Saturday 9:00 am - 4:00 pm  
Position-open boards will be open to all individual AAA members without registration. Employers who are members of the Academic Services Program may use the services without charge. Other employers will be charged for listing position vacancies.

Workshops  
Attendance by advance registration only. For more information, see AAA staff at the Information booth on Level Five.

Plenary Session  
Distinguished lecture, Saturday, 8:00 pm, Salon E & F, Level Five

Press Room  
**Location:** Room 308, Level Three  
**Hours:** Wednesday 11:00am - 6:00pm  
Thursday - Saturday 9:00am - 5:00pm  
Copies of papers delivered to the press room should carry the following statement: "Quotation of isolated portions (not exceeding four lines) for purposes or reviews or news articles is permitted. All other rights are reserved by the author and other quotations may not be made without written consent of the author."

Recording Sessions  
To record scholarly sessions, follow scholarly convention and obtain permission of the person to be recorded and the organizer of the session. There should be no publication of such material without following scholarly procedure regarding permission and citation.

Smoking Ban  
On November 19, 1989, the Board of Directors adopted a motion requesting that persons in attendance refrain from smoking at all sessions and meetings. We ask those who attend this meeting to comply with this motion. In working toward a goal of a smoke-free convention, we also ask that people only smoke outdoors, and particularly not to smoke in common areas, such as hallways, exhibit halls, and foyers near the meeting room.

Accessibility  
Space for disabled persons is reserved at the back of each meeting room. The Association requests that this space be left available for those persons requiring it. Thank you.
## AAA ANNUAL MEETING AT A GLANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SERVICES</th>
<th>WEDNESDAY</th>
<th>THURSDAY</th>
<th>FRIDAY</th>
<th>SATURDAY</th>
<th>SUNDAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAA Booth 318 Registration</td>
<td>10:00 am–7:00 pm</td>
<td>9:00 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td>9:00 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td>9:00 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–12:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Exhibits</td>
<td>4:00 pm–6:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–2:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placement Center</td>
<td>10:00 am–8:00 pm</td>
<td>9:00 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td>9:00 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td>9:00 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day Care Center</td>
<td>10:00 am–7:00 pm</td>
<td>9:00 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td>9:00 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td>9:00 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention Office</td>
<td>12:00 pm–8:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–6:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–6:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–6:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Center</td>
<td>12:00 pm–8:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message Center</td>
<td>12:00 pm–8:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Press Room</td>
<td>12:00 pm–8:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–6:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–6:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 am–11:45 am</td>
<td>Committee &amp; Board Meetings (12:00 pm–10:00 pm)</td>
<td>Papers Workshops</td>
<td>Papers Workshops</td>
<td>Papers Workshops</td>
<td>Papers (8:00 am–9:45 am) (10:15 am–12:00 pm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:15 pm–1:30 pm</td>
<td>Workshops (8:00 pm–6:30 pm)</td>
<td>Business Meetings Workshops Forums/Panels Board Meetings Films</td>
<td>Business Meetings Workshops Forums/Panels Board Meetings Films</td>
<td>Business Meetings Workshops Forums/Panels Board Meetings Films</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:45 pm–5:45 pm</td>
<td>Papers (12:00 pm–9:45 pm)</td>
<td>Business Meetings Workshops Films Posters</td>
<td>Business Meetings Workshops Films Posters</td>
<td>Business Meetings Workshops Films</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15 pm–7:30 pm</td>
<td>Film Screenings (7:00 pm–8:30 pm)</td>
<td>Business Meetings Panels/Forums Board Meetings Cash Bars</td>
<td>Business Meetings Panels/Forums Board Meetings Cash Bars</td>
<td>Business Meetings Panels/Forums Cash Bars</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evening</td>
<td></td>
<td>AAA Business Meeting</td>
<td></td>
<td>Awards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Presidential Address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Saturday Night Dance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CONCURRENT SESSIONS

- **WEDNESDAY**
  - 9:00 am–5:00 pm: Committee & Board Meetings (12:00 pm–10:00 pm)
  - 12:15 pm–1:30 pm: Workshops (8:00 pm–6:30 pm)
  - 1:45 pm–5:45 pm: Papers (12:00 pm–9:45 pm)
  - 6:15 pm–7:30 pm: Film Screenings (7:00 pm–8:30 pm)

- **THURSDAY**
  - 9:00 am–5:00 pm: Business Meetings Workshops Films Posters
  - 1:45 pm–5:45 pm: Business Meetings Workshops Films Posters

- **FRIDAY**
  - 9:00 am–5:00 pm: Business Meetings Workshops Films Posters
  - 1:45 pm–5:45 pm: Business Meetings Workshops Films Posters

- **SATURDAY**
  - 9:00 am–5:00 pm: Business Meetings Workshops Films Posters
  - 1:45 pm–5:45 pm: Business Meetings Workshops Films Posters

- **SUNDAY**
  - 9:00 am–5:00 pm: Business Meetings Workshops Films Posters
  - 1:45 pm–5:45 pm: Business Meetings Workshops Films Posters

### EVENING

- **WEDNESDAY**
  - 9:00 am–7:00 pm: AAA Business Meeting

- **THURSDAY**
  - 9:00 am–7:00 pm: AAA Business Meeting

- **FRIDAY**
  - 9:00 am–7:00 pm: AAA Business Meeting

- **SATURDAY**
  - 9:00 am–7:00 pm: AAA Business Meeting

- **SUNDAY**
  - 9:00 am–7:00 pm: AAA Business Meeting
ASSOCIATION BUSINESS MEETINGS

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Association for Africanist Anthropology  
Room 404, Level Four

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Association for Feminist Anthropology  
Salon F, Level Five

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology  
Room 501, Level Five

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Culture & Agriculture  
Room 407, Level Four

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Society for Cultural Anthropology  
Room 502, Level Five

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Society for Psychological Anthropology  
Rooms 401 & 402, Level Four

7:30 pm - 9:30 pm  American Anthropological Association  
Salon H, Level Five

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4

12:15 pm - 1:30 pm  National Association of Student Anthropologists  
Salon J, Level Five

12:15 pm - 1:30 pm  Society for Latin American Anthropology  
Room 405, Level Four

6:00 pm - 7:30 pm  Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges  
Salon L, Level Five

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  American Ethnological Society  
Salon J, Level Five

6:15 pm - 7:00 pm  Archeology Division  
Salon F, Level Five

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Association of Latina and Latino Anthropologists  
Room 501, Level Five

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  General Anthropology Division  
Salon G, Level Five

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Society for the Anthropology of Europe  
Rooms 401 & 402, Level Four

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology  
Salon D, Level Five

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Society for the Anthropology of Work  
Room 413, Level Four

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Society for Humanistic Anthropology  
Room 406, Level Four

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Society for Linguistic Anthropology  
Rooms 414 & 415, Level Four
6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  **Society for Visual Anthropology**  
Rooms 411 & 412, Level Four

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  **Anthropology and Environment Section**  
Salon E, Level Five

6:15 pm - 8:00 pm  **Society for Medical Anthropology**  
Salon C, Level Five

6:30 pm - 8:30 pm  **Central States Anthropological Society**  
Room 407, Level Four

**SATURDAY, DECEMBER 5**

12:15 pm - 1:30 pm  **Association of Black Anthropologist**  
Salon K, Level Five

12:15 pm - 1:30 pm  **Council for Museum Anthropology**  
Room 501, Level Five

12:15 pm - 1:30 pm  **Society for the Anthropology of North America**  
Salon C, Level Five

12:15 pm - 1:30 pm  **Biological Anthropology Section**  
Salon L, Level Five

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  **Anthropology of Religion Section**  
Room 403, Level Four

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  **Middle East Section**  
Salon J, Level Five

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  **National Association for the Practice of Anthropology**  
Salon K, Level Five

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  **Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness**  
Room 501, Level Five

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  **Society of Lesbian and Gay Anthropologists**  
Salon C, Level Five

6:15 pm - 8:30 pm  **Council on Anthropology and Education**  
Salon A, Level Five

6:15 pm - 8:00 pm  **Council on Nutritional Anthropology**  
Salon L, Level Five
INVITED SESSIONS

AAA Presidential Symposia

1-095  Save the Rainforest? The Last Terrestrial Frontier Population and Conservation Past Present Future
       Thursday, 1:45 pm - 5:30 pm
       Salon E, Level Five

2-038  Science and Technology Studies Approaches to Population, Demography, and the Politics of Reproduction
       Friday, 10:15 am - 12:00 noon
       Salon E, Level Five

2-088  Rediscovering Malthus: Demography, Resources, and Health in Anthropological Populations
       Friday, 1:45 pm - 3:30 pm
       Salon I, Level Five

3-027  Languages, Discourses, Populations
       Saturday, 8:00 am - 11:45 am
       Salon F, Level Five

AAA Executive Program Committee

1-021  Toward a Critical Anthropology of Population: Where We Have Come From and Where We Are Going
       Thursday, 8:00 am - 11:45 am
       Salon F, Level Five

1-113  Public Policy Session: What Can Anthropologists Bring to Policy Debates on Population
       Thursday, 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm
       Salon K, Level Five

2-007  Scenes from a Marriage: Blending Ethnography and Survey Research in the Study of Mexico-U.S. Migration
       Friday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am
       Salon A, Level Five

2-046  A Talk with Bennett Bertenthal: Preparing for Anthropological Research in the 21st Century: Challenges and Opportunities
       Friday, 10:15 am - 12:00 noon
       Salon K, Level Five

2-089  AAA Public Policy Forum on Anthropology and Middle Class Working Families: Knowledge and Policy
       Friday, 1:45 pm - 3:30 pm
       Salon K, Level Five

2-117  Social Inequalities and Human Biology: Political-Economic Perspectives in Biological Anthropology
       Friday, 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm
       Salon I, Level Five

AAA Executive Program Committee, American Ethnological Society, Society for Cultural Anthropology

3-026  New Directions in Kinship Study: Kinship Beyond Biology
       Saturday, 8:00 am - 11:45 am
       Salon E, Level Five
AAA Executive Program Committee, Association for Feminist Anthropology

2-093 Questing for Perfection: The New Eugenics  
Friday, 1:45 pm - 5:30 pm  
Salon E, Level Five

AAA Executive Program Committee, Society for Linguistic Anthropology

2-102 Language Matters in Anthropology: A Lexicon for the Millennium  
Friday, 1:45 pm - 5:30 pm  
Salon D, Level Five

AAA Executive Program Committee, Society of Lesbian and Gay Anthropologists, Society for Cultural Anthropology and

1-091 “Checks of Vice”: Contesting the Rhetorics of Reproduction and Sexual Deviance  
Thursday, 1:45 pm - 5:30 pm  
Salon F, Level Five

AAA Commission on Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual/Transgender Issues in Anthropology

1-029 Sexual Aim and Sexual Object: Beyond “Homosexual” and “Heterosexual”  
Thursday, 8:00 am - 11:45 am  
Salon A, Level Five

AAA Committee for Human Rights

1-025 The Anthropology of Genocide  
Thursday, 8:00 am - 11:45 am  
Salon E, Level Five

AAA Committee on the Status of Women in Anthropology

1-042 What’s a Feminist Project?  
Thursday, 10:15 am - 12:00 noon  
Salon H, Level Five

Association for Africanist Anthropology

2-080 State Power, the Liberalist Mirage, and Politics from Below in Africa  
Friday, 1:45 pm - 3:30 pm  
Room 501, Level Five

4-017 Anthropological Concepts in Population Studies: Lessons from Africa  
Sunday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am  
Salon C, Level Five

Association of Black Anthropologists

Wednesday, 8:00 pm - 9:45 pm  
Room 403, Level Four

1-039 Different Differences: Race, Nation, and Identity in Recent Books by Black Anthropologists  
Thursday, 10:15 am - 12:00 noon  
Salon D, Level Five

Association of Black Anthropologists, Association for Political & Legal Anthropology

3-016 Paradigms and Paradigm Shifts in the Anthropology of Law  
Saturday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am  
Salon K, Level Five
Archeology Division

2-119  Cosmos and History in Mesoamerica: Papers in Honor of Linda Schele
Friday, 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm
Salon L, Level Five

American Ethnological Society

0-106  The Country and the City in East Asia II
Wednesday, 8:00 pm - 9:45 pm
Room 502, Level Five

3-032  Authors Meet Critics: Reading Jean and John Comaroff's "Of Revelation and Revolution," Volume Two
Saturday, 8:00 am - 11:45 am
Salon G, Level Five

American Ethnological Society, General Anthropology Division

2-028  Anthropology Courseware: Teaching with Electronic Media
Friday, 8:00 am - 12:00 pm
Rooms 414 & 415, Level Four

American Ethnological Society, Society for Cultural Anthropology

2-100  Culture-at-Large: Grappling with (Cultural) Capital: Anthropology in a Cultural Studies Era
Friday, 1:45 pm - 5:30 pm
Salon H, Level Five

Anthropology & Environment Section

0-080  Population, Production, and Environmental Change in North Atlantic Islands
Wednesday, 6:00 pm - 7:45 pm
Salon I, Level Five

1-006  Malthus with a New Twist: The Challenge of Population, Diversity Loss, and Future Adaptability
Thursday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am
Salon B, Level Five

Association for Feminist Anthropology

1-069  The Gendered Politics of Reproduction
Thursday, 1:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Salon H, Level Five

1-100  Gendered Modernities: Ethnographic Perspectives
Thursday, 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm
Salon H, Level Five

Association for Feminist Anthropology, Society for the Anthropology of Europe

1-079  Fish and Silicon Chips: Europe, Globalization, and the New Technologies
Thursday, 1:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Salon L, Level Five

Association for Latina & Latino Anthropologists

1-092  Beyond [and Including] Black and White: Rethinking Racial Paradigms for Multicultural Contexts
Thursday, 1:45 pm - 5:30 pm
Salon D, Level Five
3-045  The Spanish American War Revisted: Colonial Theory and the Archipelagoes (Part 1)
Saturday, 10:15 am - 12:00 noon
Salon I, Level Five

Association for Latina & Latino Anthropologists, Society for Latin American Anthropology

4-011  History of the Death Penalty in Puerto Rico: A Conversation with Jalil Sued-Badillo
Sunday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am
Salon I, Level Five

Anthropology of Religion Section

1-077  Ritual and the World of Commodities
Thursday, 1:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Room 501, Level Five

3-006  Mediating the Boundaries of Belief: Papers in Honor of Morton Klass on Contested Constructions of Modernity in the Anth
Saturday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am
Room 501, Level Five

Association of Senior Anthropologists

0-098  Part I: Alphonse Ortiz and Research in the Southwest & Part II—Research Then and Now
Wednesday, 6:00 pm - 9:45 pm
Room 310, Level Three

Biological Anthropology Section

2-023  Population in the Past: Theoretical and Methodological Advances in Human Skeletal Biology
Friday, 8:00 am - 11:45 am
Salon I, Level Five

Central States Anthropological Society

3-091  The Cultural Analysis of Kinship: The Legacy of David Schneider and Its Implications for Anthropological Relativism
Saturday, 1:45 pm - 5:30 pm
Salon G, Level Five

Council on Anthropology and Education

1-009  Learning in Multiple Spaces: Knowledge Construction and Assessment in the Post-Industrial Society
Thursday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am
Salon I, Level Five

1-040  Whose Voice? What Commitment? Debating Anthropological Approaches to Research and Educational Change
Thursday, 10:15 am - 12:00 noon
Salon I, Level Five

2-084  Populations and Policy: New Studies in Educational Anthropology
Friday, 1:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Franklin Hall, Level Five

3-040  Anthropology, Anthropologists and Their Association: Exploring Their Relevance for African American Populations
Saturday, 10:15 am - 12:00 noon
Room 501, Level Five
Council on Nutritional Anthropology

0-093 Council on Nutritional Anthropology
Wednesday, 6:00 pm - 9:45 pm
Room 501, Level Five

Culture and Agriculture

3-090 Eating Right or Left: Moralties of Ingestion
Saturday, 1:45 pm - 5:30 pm
Room 501, Level Five

General Anthropology Division

0-075 Forced Diasporas and the Construction of Suffering
Wednesday, 6:00 pm - 7:45 pm
Room 410, Level Four

1-087 Jewish Self/Jewish Other: Race, Space and Place at the Intersection of Anthropology and Jewish Studies
Thursday, 1:45 pm - 5:30 pm
Salon B, Level Five

2-101 Public Anthropology
Friday, 1:45 pm - 5:30 pm
Salon G, Level Five

3-094 Significant Consequences of Cultigen Diffusion
Saturday, 1:45 pm - 5:30 pm
Salon K, Level Five

General Anthropology Division, Council for Museum Anthropology

2-115 Re-Making Authenticity and Belonging: Art, Artifacts and Commodities in the Former Soviet Union
Friday, 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm
Room 501, Level Five

Middle East Section

1-089 Population Movements in the Middle East, Past and Present: Politics, Ecology, and Cultural Identity
Thursday, 1:45 pm - 5:30 pm
Salon I, Level Five

National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

1-102 Anthropological Perspectives on Welfare Reform
Thursday, 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm
Salon C, Level Five

2-045 Organizational Dynamics: Issues of Power and Culture in Team Based Organizations
Friday, 10:15 am - 12:00 noon
Room 410, Level Four

Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness

2-024 Turkic and Siberian Shamanism in the Former USSR: Historical Roots and Contemporary Practices
Friday, 8:00 am - 11:45 am
Salon L, Level Five
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-030</td>
<td>Globalization, Restructuring, and Women's Poverty</td>
<td>Thursday, 8:00 am - 11:45 am</td>
<td>Salon C, Level Five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-044</td>
<td>Transgression and Social Control: Rethinking Crime and Punishment</td>
<td>Saturday, 10:15 am - 12:00 noon</td>
<td>Salon K, Level Five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-043</td>
<td>Rationale, Romance and Third World Cities: Post-2000 Agendas</td>
<td>Saturday, 10:15 am - 12:00 noon</td>
<td>Room 502, Level Five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-013</td>
<td>Culture as Entitlement: Navigating Political and Economic Fields in the Post-Welfare-State Europe</td>
<td>Friday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am</td>
<td>Room 502, Level Five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-078</td>
<td>Ethics and Politics in the Anthropological Study of Science, Technology, and Work: Papers in Memory of Diana Forsythe</td>
<td>Friday, 1:45 pm - 3:30 pm</td>
<td>Salon J, Level Five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-113</td>
<td>Work Anthropology: The Next 20 Years</td>
<td>Friday, 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm</td>
<td>Room 410, Level Four</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-096</td>
<td>New Directions in Kinship Study: Anthropology's Once and Future Genealogies</td>
<td>Saturday, 1:45 pm - 5:30 pm</td>
<td>Salon E, Level Five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-114</td>
<td>Readings in Humanistic Anthropology: From Ethnography to Poetics and Fiction</td>
<td>Friday, 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm</td>
<td>Salon J, Level Five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-109</td>
<td>Disappeared Populations: Forensic Anthropology, Human Rights, and the Latin American Experience</td>
<td>Thursday, 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm</td>
<td>Salon A, Level Five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-109</td>
<td>The Border Counts: Subjugating Signs and Transnational Agitation</td>
<td>Saturday, 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm</td>
<td>Salon I, Level Five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-029</td>
<td>Population and Preindustrial Cities in Both New and Old Worlds</td>
<td>Saturday, 8:00 am - 11:45 am</td>
<td>Salon J, Level Five</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Society for Linguistic Anthropology

2-011  Embodying Linguistic Ideologies (Part I): The Sense and Sensibilities of Linguistic Populations  
Friday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am  
Salon B, Level Five

3-112  Locating Populations: Constructing Communities through Variable Linguistic Standards  
Saturday, 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm  
Salon A, Level Five

Society for Linguistic Anthropology, Society for Psychological Anthropology

2-044  Stranger Anxieties: Immigration and Population in Interdisciplinary Perspectives  
Friday, 10:15 am - 12:00 noon  
Salon A, Level Five

Society for Medical Anthropology

1-005  Toward an Anthropology of Managed Care  
Thursday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am  
Salon K, Level Five

2-006  Interpreting Infertility: Childlessness, Gender and the New Reproductive Technologies in Global Population Perspective  
Friday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am  
Salon E, Level Five

2-034  The Liminal Medicalized Body  
Friday, 10:15 am - 12:00 noon  
Room 502, Level Five

2-121  Population Control Within Socialized Medical Systems: Policy, Discourse and Practice in a Cross-Cultural Perspective  
Friday, 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm  
Salon A, Level Five

Society of Lesbian and Gay Anthropologists, Association for Feminist Anthropology

2-103  Transgender Ethnographies/Epistemological Challenges  
Friday, 1:45 pm - 5:30 pm  
Room 403, Level Four

Society for Psychological Anthropology

1-101  The Narrative Construction of Self in Cultural Contexts: Formal-Functional Approaches  
Thursday, 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm  
Room 501, Level Five

2-009  Anthropology and Relational Psychoanalysis  
Friday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am  
Room 501, Level Five

Society for Urban, National and Transnational Anthropology

1-068  The Consequences of Restructuring for Urban Communities  
Thursday, 1:45 pm - 3:30 pm  
Franklin Hall, Level Five

2-116  Injuries of Scale: New Forms of “Exclusion”: A Conversation with Neil Smith, Mercedes Gonzalez De La Rocha, and Martha Burt  
Friday, 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm  
Rooms 414 & 415, Level Four
Society for Visual Anthropology

3-015  Proxemics, Culture, and Communication: an Interactive Symposium in Honor of Edward T Hall
Saturday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am
Salon L, Level Five
PROGRAM OF THE
97th ANNUAL MEETING

(This program reflects scheduling changes made after publication of the Preliminary Program)

TUESDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 1

0-001 VISUAL RESEARCH CONFERENCE (Society for Visual Anthropology) Room 501, Level Five
9:00-6:00 Chair: THOMAS D BLAKELY (Pennsylvania State U). Panelists: KWAME BRAUN (UC-Santa Barbara), LAURA LITTEN (Field Museum), JEFFREY RUOFF (Reed), DEBORAH BARNDT (York), GAIL BAKER (Royal Anthropological Inst), NAJWA ADRA (Hofstra), RICHARD CHALFEN (Temple), MALCOLM COLLIER (San Francisco State), AMY DONOVAN (New School for Social Research), RON RUNDSTROM (Independent Scholar), ADAM KENDON (Pennsylvania), CATHERINE YOUNG (UC-Berkeley), DAVID PLATH (Illinois), DWIGHT READ (UCLA) and FADWA EL GUINDI (Southern California)

0-002 JOB SEARCH CLINIC (AAA Special Workshop) Salon 1, Level Five
8:30 am- 9:00 pm Leader: HOWARD FIGLER

WEDNESDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 2

0-001A VISUAL RESEARCH CONFERENCE (Society for Visual Anthropology) Rooms 408 & 409, Level Four
9:00-6:00 Chair: THOMAS D BLAKELY (Pennsylvania State U). Panelists: KWAME BRAUN (UC-Santa Barbara), LAURA LITTEN (Field Museum), JEFFREY RUOFF (Reed), DEBORAH BARNDT (York), GAIL BAKER (Royal Anthropological Inst), NAJWA ADRA (Hofstra), RICHARD CHALFEN (Temple), MALCOLM COLLIER (San Francisco State), AMY DONOVAN (New School for Social Research), RON RUNDSTROM (Independent Scholar), ADAM KENDON (Pennsylvania), CATHERINE YOUNG (UC-Berkeley), DAVID PLATH (Illinois), DWIGHT READ (UCLA) and FADWA EL GUINDI (Southern California)

0-002A JOB SEARCH CLINIC (AAA Special Workshop) Room 309, Level Three
8:30-4:30 Leader: HOWARD FIGLER

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 2

0-003 IS THE HUMAN SPECIES A CANCER ON THE PLANET? (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Salon C, Level Five
Organizer: WARREN M HERN (U Colorado). Chair: PRISCILLA REINING (Florida, Ctr for African Studies)
Introduction: PRISCILLA REINING (Florida, Ctr for African Studies)
12:00 WARREN M HERN (U Colorado) Is Human Culture Oncogenic for Uncontrolled Population Growth and Environmental Destruction?
12:15 LYNN MARGULIS (U Massachusetts) The Gaia Hypothesis and the Human Species as a Cancer on the Planet
12:30 ALFRED W CROSBY (U Texas) Homo Sapiens, The Keystone Species
12:45  COMPTON J TUCKER (NASA, Goddard Space Flight Ctr) Identification of Anthropogenic Changes in Global Vegetation, Climate and Ecosystem Function Through Satellite Data

1:00  Discussant: IRVEN DE VORE (Harvard U)
1:15  Discussant: EDWARD T HALL (U New Mexico)
1:30  Discussant: BERNICE A KAPLAN (Wayne State U)
1:45  End of Session

0-004  FIELDWORK, ETHNOGRAPHIC REALISM AND REFLEXIVITY—THE LEGACY OF JANE C GOODALE (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Salon I, Level Five
Organizers: LAURA J ZIMMER-TAMAKOSHI (Truman State U) and JEANETTE L DICKERSON-PUTMAN (Indiana U-Indianapolis). Chair: LAURA J ZIMMER-TAMAKOSHI (Truman State U)
12:00  LAURA J ZIMMER-TAMAKOSHI (Truman State U) Introduction
12:15  JEANETTE L DICKERSON-PUTMAN (Indiana U-Indianapolis) An Ethnographic Life: A Retrospective of Jane C Goodale and Her Students
12:30  MICHAEL D LIEBER (UIC) Understanding My People—The “Part-Ethnography” and the Region
12:45  MICHELE D DOMINY (Bard C) Pulling the Right Thread
1:00  Break
1:15  ROBERT L RUBINSTEIN (U Maryland-Baltimore) Realism and Reflexivity in Studies of the Life Course: The Legacy of Jane C Goodale
1:30  JOY BILHARZ (SUNY-Fredonia) From Pig Lunch to Praxis: A View of Jane Goodale from Outside Oceania
1:45  PAMELA ROSI (Bridgewater State C) Remember Malinowski’s Canoe and Luk Luk Gen (Look Again)
2:00  DEBORAH B ROSE (Australian National U) Ecological Savagery and the Ethics of Attention
2:15  Discussant: FRED R MYERS (New York U)
2:30  Discussion
3:45  End of Session

0-005  MODERNITY AND THE POLITICS OF SELECTION: EXPLORATIONS IN MIDDLE EASTERN CITIES IN A GLOBAL CONTEXT (Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Rooms 401 & 402, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: FARHA GHANNAM (New York U)
12:00  PETRA KUPPINGER (New School for Social Research) Ancient Sites and Modern Spaces: Shaping Giza
12:15  ELIZABETH FAIER (Indiana U) Two Tales of a City: Narrating Hifa in the National Imaginations
12:30  SHARON NAGY (U Pennsylvania) Planning and Practice: Contradictory Images in the Built Environment of Doha, Qatar
12:45  FARHA GHANNAM (New York U) Building Modern Dreams: Spatial Practices and the Production of Locality in a Global Cairo
1:00  Discussant: MICHAEL GILSENAN (New York U)
1:15  Discussant: STEVEN GREGORY (New York U)
1:30  Discussion
1:45  End of Session

0-006  LEST OLD ACQUAINTANCE BE FORGOT: MEMORY, HISTORY AND IDENTITY IN DIASPORIC COMMUNITIES (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Salon F, Level Five
Organizers/Chairs: IVERIS MARTINEZ (Johns Hopkins U) and JEFFREY W MANTZ (U Chicago)
12:00  JACQUELINE H FEWKES (U Pennsylvania) When We Left without the Yaks: Tibetan Exile Histories and International Tourism
12:15  YURI DEKIBA (Johns Hopkins) Memory of the Past in the Present: Okinawans as the “Other”
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 2


1:00  IVERIS MARTINEZ (Johns Hopkins U) Cuban Studies: Placing History and Memory across Generations in an Exile Community

1:15  JEFFREY W MANTZ (U Chicago) Between Tradition and Thrift: Farming in Dominica after EU Protectionism

1:30  Discussant: SONIA RYANG (Johns Hopkins U)

End of Session

0-007  MINORITY LANGUAGES IN THE “NEW EUROPE”: RECONTEXTUALIZING REVIVAL AND COMMUNITY (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Room 403, Level Four
Organizers/Chairs: EMILY C MCEWAN-FUJITA (U Chicago) and EILEEN MOORE QUINN (Brandeis U)

12:00  RICHARD S JONES (U Connecticut) Language, Autonomy and Identity in Trentino-Adige

12:15  BEGOÑA ECHEVERRIA (UC-San Diego) Euskera (Basque) and the Construction of Gendered Ethnic Identities Among Adolescents in San Sebastian, Spain

12:30  LENORA TIMM (UC-Davis) Rejuvenation of an Old Language: Who Benefits, What is Lost?

12:45  EMILY C MCEWAN-FUJITA (U Chicago) “I Am on the Big Streets of Europe”: Scottish Gaelic Language Revitalization and Pan-European Identity


1:15  Discussant: ALEXANDRA M JAFFE (U Southern Mississippi)

1:30  Discussion

1:45  End of Session

0-008  THE POLITICS OF MEDICINE, POPULATION PLANNING, AND HEALTH POLICY AT THE MARGINS OF THE LIFE CYCLE (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Room 405, Level Four
Organizers/Chairs: LAURA M OAKS (UC·Santa Barbara) and PAMELA STERN (UC-Berkeley)

12:00  CLARISSA W HSU (U Washington) Connecting the Unconnectable: Constructions of Birth and Death in St Lucian Hospital Births

12:15  KATHRYN YOUNT (Johns Hopkins U), RAY LANGSTEN (American U-Cairo) and PATRICIA MECHAEL (Mother Care) Intrahousehold Power and Reproductive Health: Familial Responses to Perceived Illnesses of Pregnant Women and Their Newborns in Egypt

12:30  LAURA M OAKS (UC-Santa Barbara) The Politics of Reproductive Rights, Population Change and Cultural Identity in Ireland

12:45  PAMELA STERN (UC-Berkeley) Native Peoples, Family Planning, the Demographic Transition and Socialized Medicine: A Case Study from the Canadian North

1:00  PETER COLLINGS (Pennsylvania State U) Discourses on Aging and the Life Course in an Inuit Community

1:15  SCOTT T ANDERSON (UC-San Francisco) Health and Aging in Tzintzuntzan

1:30  Discussant: PATRICIA DRAPER (U Nebraska)

1:45  End of Session

0-009  JOURNEYS AS RITUALS OF POSSESSION (Reviewed by Anthropology of Religion) Room 501, Level Five
Organizers: MARIA PIA DI BELLA (CNRS-Paris) and GARRY R MARVIN (Roehampton Inst-London). Chair: MARIA PIA DI BELLA (CNRS-Paris)

12:00  DAVID H HOLMBERG (Cornell U) Transcendence in Shamanic Soundings
ROBERT C DAVIS (Ohio State U) Redemptive Rituals in the Voyages of Christian Slave Ransoming (1500-1800)

ELISABETH CLAVERIE (CNRS-Paris) Where Does the Encounter Occur? Journeys of Pilgrims, Seers and of the Virgin Mary (Medjugorje, Bosnia Herzegovina)

STEFANIA PANDOLFO (U.C.-Berkeley) Between Dispossession and Belonging: Moroccan Narratives of Patients

JOHN EADE (Roehampton Inst) and GARRY R MARVIN (Roehampton Inst-London) Pursuing the Elusive Icon: Attempting to Possess Diana

Discussion

End of Session

HISTORICAL TRANSFORMATIONS IN THE MOUNTAIN OK REGION OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA

Organizers: ROBERT BLINKOFF (Rutgers U) and BELINDA J BLINKOFF (Rutgers U). Chair: BELINDA J BLINKOFF (Rutgers U)

ROBERT BLINKOFF (Rutgers U) Changes in the Principles of Ownership and Social Relations in the Context of Mining and Conservation Projects: A Case Study among the Sokamin of Papua New Guinea

BELINDA J BLINKOFF (Rutgers U) Desire for Modernity in Sokamin, Papua New Guinea

DON GARDNER (Australia National U) Demographic Warfare and Its Consequences for Resource Development in the Mountain Ok Region

DAN JORGENSEN (U Westem Ontario) Bone, Stone and Gold: Mining and the Claims of Wealth in the Sepik Headwaters

JOGER E B MORREN (Cook C/Rutgers U) Mortality and Modernization in the Mountain Ok

ROGER I LOHMANN (U Wisconsin-Madison) Discussant

Discussion

End of Session

THE NEW COMPARATIVE MYTHOLOGY: PAPERS FOR THE DUMÉZIL CENTENARY

Organizers: JOHN LEAVITT (U Montreal) and C SCOTT LITTLETON (Occidental C). Chair: KEVIN J TUITE (U Montreal)

JOHN LEAVITT (U Montreal) Introduction

JAAN PUHVEL (UC-Los Angeles) The Philologist as Hero: Centennial Recollections

DEAN A MILLER (U Rochester) Mysteries of Duality in the First Function: Ringing the Changes in Indo-European Sovereignty

N J ALLEN (U Oxford) Cuchulainn the Light of the Mahabharta and the Odyssey

KEVIN J TUITE (U Montreal) Outsiders on the Inside in South Caucasian and Indo-European Social Ideology

C SCOTT LITTLETON (Occidental C) The Binary “Spine” of Dum zil’s Tripartite Indo-European Ideology: A Pan-Nostratic/Eurasiatic Feature?

EMILY B LYLE (U Edinburgh) From “Dual Aspects of Sovereignty” and the “Spine of the System” to Alternate Succession and a Line of Queens

JOHN COLARUSSO (McMaster U) Dum zil and the Details

JOHN LEAVITT (U Montreal) The Magic Cow in India and Ireland

MARYANNE HOROWITZ (Occidental C) The Tree at the Center and the Indo-European and Hebraic Image of Mind Growing as a Plant

PAUL FRIEDRICH (U Chicago) The Psychological Realities of Indo-European Etymology

Discussion

END OF SESSION
0-012  POPULATION DYNAMICS IN SOCIAL REPRODUCTION AND ITS REPRESENTATION IN TAIWAN, SOUTH CHINA, AND SOUTHWEST CHINA  
(Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Room 413, Level Four  
Organizer: JAMES R WILKERSON (Tsing Hua U-Taiwan)  
12:00 SHANSHAN DU (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) "Bone, Marrow, Blood and Flesh": The Parent-Child Bond and Gender-Unified Kinship System among the Lahu  
12:15 BIEN CHIANG (Academia Sinica, Tsing Hua) Regenerating Persons and Proliferating Houses: Taiwan Social Reproduction  
12:30 TS'UI-P'ING HO (Academia Sinica) The Numerical Force of the Jingpo Manau Festival  
12:45 YING-CHANG CHUANG (Tsing Hua U) Woman and Marriage in South China  
1:00 JAMES R WILKERSON (Tsing Hua U-Taiwan) Minor Marriage in the Penghu Islands  
1:15 Discussant: MYRON L COHEN (Columbia U)  
1:30 Discussion  
1:45 End of Session

0-013  CULINARY COMMUNITIES REIMAGINED: CROSS-CULTURAL CONSTRUCTIONS OF FOOD AND IDENTITY  
(Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Room 502, Level Five  
Organizers: JULIANNA ACHESON (Western Washington U) and MELISSA L CALDWELL (Harvard U). Chair: JULIANNA ACHESON (Western Washington U)  
12:00 JULIANNA ACHESON (Western Washington U) Brynzove Halusky: A Culinary Exercise in Authenticity among Slovak Immigrants Residing in the United States  
12:15 APRIL K SIEVERT (Indiana U) They Are How They Eat: Archaeologists' Views of People's Past  
12:30 ERNEST G OLSON (Wells C) Roasting Pigs and Baking Taro: Tongan Food and Identity  
12:45 MELISSA L CALDWELL (Harvard U) Cooking, Serving and Consuming Nationalisms: Eating in a Soup Kitchen in Moscow  
1:00 Discussant: JAMES L WATSON (Harvard U)  
1:15 Discussant: KELLY ASKEW (Indiana U)  
1:30 Discussion  
1:45 End of Session

0-014  TRANSNATIONAL POPULATIONS AND THEIR EDUCATIONAL JOURNEYS  
(Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Room 407, Level Four  
Organizer/Chair: DIANE L BROOK (U Georgia)  
12:00 JOSE MACIAS (U Texas-San Antonio) The Crossing Over of Mexican Music in the US: Population Shifts and Popular Cultural Adaptation  
12:15 PHYLLIS M RYAN (U Nacional Autonoma) Transforming Issues Impacting the Learning of English as an International Language  
12:30 MARIA P ECHEVERRIAZARU (U de la Republica Uruguay) Going Beyond Predictions of Undergraduate Performance in the Public School of Engineering of Uruguay  
12:45 DAVID C VIRTUE (U Georgia) Educational Programs and Transnational Populations: A Case from Denmark  
1:00 ELLEN BIGLER (Rhode Island C) Telling Stories: Puerto Ricans and White Ethics Talking "American"  
1:15 ROBERT K HERBERT (Binghamton U) “We’re ESL”: Immigrant and Refugee Identity in an Urban School  
1:30 JAMES J MULLOOLY (Columbia U) The Making of New Identities: Latino Trajectories in the South Bronx  
1:45 End of Session

0-015  BODY PRAXIS, BODY POLITICS  
(Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Room 410, Level Four
Chair: ELAINE G GERBER (UC-Los Angeles)

12:00
ELAINE G GERBER (UC-Los Angeles) Constructing a Continuum of Fetuses: RU486, French Women’s Embodied Knowledge, and the Discourse of “Eggs”

12:15
KEN L BASSETT (U British Columbia) The Anthropology of Population-wide, Maternal Genetic Screening Policy in British Columbia, Canada

12:30
NANCY E SCHOPENBERG (U Kentucky) Perceptions of Coronary Heart Disease Symptoms among Older Women

12:45
ELENI PAPAGAROUFALI (U Aegean) Donation of Human Organs After Death: Would Malthus Endorse the Donor Card?

1:00
ANA M NING (York U) Exploring Control, Health and Bodies in Narratives of Addiction and Recovery

1:15
LAUREN CLARK (U Colorado) Cultural Consensus in Latino Children’s Respiratory Illnesses

1:30
Discussion

1:45
End of Session

0-016

(IN)VISIBLE FORMATIONS AND THE SOCIAL ORDERING OF THINGS
(Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Salon G, Level Five
Chair: W R NIEDZWIECKI (Boston U)

12:00
XIN LIU (UC-Berkeley) The Category of Person in the (Chinese) Order of Things

12:15
JACQUELINE LINDENFELD (Sonoma State U) French Ethnicity on the West Coast

12:30
ELS LECHNER (Ecole Hautes Etudes en Sci Soc) “Father Adam’s Bath” and Cryptic Circumcision in Northern Portugal

12:45
MAURIE SACKS (Montclair State C) From Population Movement to Community Formation: A Rural American Case Study

1:00
W R NIEDZWIECKI (Boston U) The World Turned Upside Down: Khmer-American Status, Identity and Cultural Conflicts In Institutional Contexts

1:15
Discussion

1:45
End of Session

0-017

PUBLIC INTERVENTIONS AND ANALYTIC INTERPRETATIONS (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Salon E, Level Five
Chair: RUSSELL SHARMAN (Oxford U)

12:00
PAULA L MATHEWS (George Washington U) Family Planning: Whose Families and Whose Plan?

12:15
LYNN R METZGER (U Akron) From Marginal to Mainstream: Program and Structure for Homeless Women with Children

12:30
RUSSELL SHARMAN (Oxford U) Beyond Art and Craft: The Painter’s Aesthetic in Puerto Limon, Costa Rica

12:45
Discussion

1:45
End of Session

0-018

POPULATION AND NATURAL RESOURCES (Reviewed by Anthropology & Environment Section) Salon K, Level Five
Chair: CHATHERINE MARIE MARQUETTE (Chr Michelsen Inst)

12:00
CHATHERINE MARIE MARQUETTE (Chr Michelsen Inst) Revisiting Chayanov in the 1990s: Household Demographics, Natural Resource Use and Environmental Outcomes in the Amazon

12:15
GEOFFREY H CHILDS (Indiana U) Configuring the Present: History and Demographic Heterogeneity in Nubri, Nepal

12:30
MARY E ZUPPAN (SUNY-Binghamton) Trends in Farmer-Herder Conflict: New Conflicts in an Old Guise

12:45
DAVID T MOORE (UC-Los Angeles) Migration, Settlement and the Political Ecology of Marine Resource Use of Southern China

1:00
DAVID S SPRAGUE (U Tsukuba) and SHUICHI OHYAMA (Kyoto U) Distribution of Citemene Fields in a Miombo Woodland in Zambia

1:15
CATHERINE HODGE MCCOID (Central Missouri State U) Population Growth and Ecological Pressure: Natural Selection in the World System?
1:30 RICHARD B POLLNAC (Rhode Island) Fishery Policy and Job Satisfaction in Three Southeast Asian Fisheries
1:45 End of Session

0-019 REPRESENTING AND RECONSTITUTING URBAN POPULATIONS (Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Room 404, Level Four
Chair: RICHARD A REUTHER (Michigan State U)
12:00 RICHARD A REUTHER (Michigan State U) (Re)presenting and (Re)creating the Postwar Metropolis: Imag(in)ing “Downtown” Detroit, Michigan, through Planning Discourse and Practice
12:15 GUANO EMANUELA (U Texas) Urban Modernity and Its Other; Class and Territory in a Buenos Aires Neighborhood
12:30 JEFFRY T HESTER (UC-Berkeley) Walls and Bridges: Narrating the Nation in an Osaka Neighborhood
12:45 JANETTE M BRAMLETT (UC-Los Angeles) Cultures and Categories: LA Youth Talk About Race, Ethnicity and Whiteness
1:00 DEBORAH R CONNOLLY (U Missouri-Kansas City) Negotiated Categories: Drugs, Violence, Childhood and Mothering in the Lives of Homeless Women in the US
1:15 PATRICIA M SAN ANTONIO (U Maryland-Baltimore County) Community from a Police Perspective
1:30 Discussion
1:45 End of Session

0-020 STUDIES OF ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Salon B, Level Five
Chair: CLAIRE CASSIDY (Paradigms Found Consulting)
12:00 T LYNNE BARONE (U Neb) Strange Bedfellows: The Insurance Industry and the Integration of Alternative Medicine
12:15 BARBARA E ERICKSON (U Nevada-Reno) Mining for Hope: Radon as Alternative Therapy for Chronic Illness
12:30 CLAIRE CASSIDY (Paradigms Found Consulting) Shamanic Practices in American Acupuncture
12:45 RICHARD K REED (Trinity U) Birthing Fathers in American Chilbirth Ritual
1:00 MOIRA KILLORAN (UC-San Francisco) Storying Over Twenty Years of Survival From Metastatic Cancer: Unremarkable Recoveries and Re-Births
1:15 KEVIN T ANDERSON (U Massachusetts-Amherst) Faith and Healing in Ireland: The Role of Spirituality in Alternative Medicine
1:30 Discussion
1:45 End of Session

0-021 REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH: A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Room 406, Level Four
Chair: KATHRYN S OTHS (U Alabama)
12:00 MARYBETH J MACPHEE (U Arizona) Vulnerability and the Contraceptive Pill: The Balance of Househol Health and Marriage in Morocco
12:15 SARAH C RICHARDS (Boston U) Planning a Family in Bali Nyonga, Cameroon: Effects of Women's Infertility
12:30 CARLA MAKHLOUF OBERMEYER (Harvard U-Pop & Inti Health) "Age of Despair"? The Symptomatology and Experience of the Menopause Transition in Beirut
12:45 KATHRYN S OTHS (U Alabama) Reproduction and the Workplace: The Effects of Physical Strain on Infant Outcomes
1:00 ARACHU CASTRO (Harvard U) Cesarean Sections and Sterilizations in Latin America: New Perspective on Fertility Decline Theories
1:15 THOMAS T KANE (ICDDR,B, Bangladesh) and BARKAT KHUDA (ICDDR,B, Bangladesh) Population and Reproductive Health in Rural Bangladesh: Cross-Cutting Issues
1:30  Discussion
1:45  End of Session

0-022  NATIONALIZING ETHNICS, ETHNICIZING NATIONALS (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Salon J, Level Five
Chair: JAMES G ELLISON (U Florida)
12:00  JAMES G ELLISON (U Florida) The Role of Bilingual Informants in Defining African Populations in Colonial Tanganyika
12:15  JOHN SMOLENSKI (U Pennsylvania) The Performance of Plainness and the Construction of Masculinity in Colonial Pennsylvania
12:30  DAVID L MOORE (Simon Fraser U) There is No Culture Here! The Construction and Maintenance of Singapore Malayalee Identity
12:45  SARAH E LUND Contradictory Identities and Bureaucratic Control in Nascent Democracies: A Case from the Southern Andes
1:00  YU-TING DU (Yunnan Academy of Sciences) Identifying Ethnic Groups in China: The Jino Case
1:15  ERIC A MCGUCKIN (CUNY Grad School) Who’s Virtual? Social Science, Travel Writing and Reconstructions of Ethnicity
1:30  Discussion
1:45  End of Session

0-022A  MALTHUS AND THE MILLENNIUM (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Salon L, Level Five
Chair: GEORGE COWGILL (Arizona State U)
12:00  VIGDIS BROCH-DUE (Nordic Africa Inst) Population and the Matter of Poverty and Prosperity: Discursive and Social Transformations
12:15  KAZ ROSS (U Melbourne [Aus]) Beyond the “Malthusian Controversy”—Population, Modernity and Foucault’s Notion of Governmentality
12:30  GEORGE COWGILL (Arizona State U) Population, Discourse and Rhetoric: Could We Tone Down the Style Wars?
12:45  SEAMUS P METRESS (U Toledo) The Ghost of Malthus or Opportunistic Genocide: Ireland 1845-1852
1:00  SCOTT ANYES (Northern Arizona U) Ethnographies We’ll Never Know
1:15  Discussion
1:45  End of Session

0-023  ISSUES IN NATIVE AMERICAN SCHOLARSHIP (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Salon H, Level Five
Chair: CIRCE STURM (U Oklahoma)
12:00  JOANNE L MCCLOSKEY (U New Mexico) The Historical and Cultural Context of the Navajo Fertility Transition
12:15  CIRCE STURM (U Oklahoma) “Passing” and Populations: The Racial and Cultural Politics of Becoming Cherokee
12:30  WILLIAM WARNER WOOD (U Illinois) Blood, Tribe, Nation and the Transnational: Native American Art and Exclusionary Definitions of the Native American
12:45  GEORGE PIERRE CASTILE (Whitman C) Maybe We Should Not Have Humored Them
1:00  BRUCE G MILLER (U British Columbia) Ceremonial Ties That Bind
1:15  JON LOHMAN (U Pennsylvania) “Sewed All Night, Sewed All Day”: The Mardi Gras Indian and the Boundaries of Play
1:30  Discussion
1:45  End of Session

0-024  CONSTRUCTING SEXUAL AND RACIAL IDENTITIES Room 310, Level Three
Chair: JEAN MUTEBA RAHIER (Florida Inti U)
12:00  ADRIANNE S DANA (Brandeis U) “Always a Man”: Gender Discourses as Identity Formations in Dutch Crossdressing and Boston Transgender Populations
12:45 TRACY R RONE (UC-Los Angeles) Stealin’ the Meetin’: The Young Black Scholars and the Socialization of Academic Achievement
1:00 KAREN E HASLETT (U Iowa) Entering the Debate: Grappling with the Language Issues of Immigrant Student Populations
1:15 Discussion
1:45 End of Session

0-025 REPRESENTATIONS, PERFORMANCES AND TEXTS IN THE WRITING OF HISTORY: HISTORIANS AND ANTHROPOLOGISTS ON AUTHORITY AND THE TROPE OF PROGRESS IN THE MIDDLE EAST (Reviewed by Middle East Section) Rooms 411 & 412, Level Four
Organizers: REBECCA E BRYANT (American U-Cairo), SAMUEL WOLFE KAPLAN (U Chicago) and LAYLA AL-ZUBAIDAI (Free U Berlin). Chair: M NAZIF SHAHRANI (Indiana U)
12:00 BURCU AKAN (American U) Speaking of the Kapicik: Space, Language and Collective Memory among Urban Muslim Families in Macedonia
12:15 LAYLA AL-ZUBAIDAI (Free U Berlin) From “Ruins” to “Sights”: Tourism and the Production of Locality in Palmyra, Syria
12:30 ARMANDO SALVATORE (Humboldt U) Forever Aida? Pharaonic Imagery, Multiple Staging and the Luxor Syndrome
12:45 CANDICE M LOWE (Indiana U) Historical Identity and Nationalism in Central Asia
1:00 Discussant: M NAZIF SHAHRANI (Indiana U)
1:15 Discussion
1:30 Break
1:45 REBECCA E BRYANT (American U-Cairo) Culture as a Discipline: Education and Resistance in Turkish Cyprus
2:00 LINDA A HERRERA (Columbia U) Unofficial Education: Islamism and School Culture in Egypt
2:15 SAMUEL WOLFE KAPLAN (U Chicago) Colonizing Histories: French Administrators and the Ethnographic Documentation of Southern Turkey
2:30 TANIA FORTE (U Chicago) Locating a Palestinian Village in History
2:45 ADEEB KHALID (Carleton C) New-Method Islam: Religion, Nation and Tradition in Central Asian Textbooks, 1900-1917
3:00 Discussant: GREGORY STARRETT (UNC-Charlotte)
3:15 Discussion
3:45 End of Session

0-026 VIOLENCE, RACISM AND POPULATIONS DYNAMICS (Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology) Rooms 414 & 415, Level Four
Organizers/Chairs: ELZBIETA M GOZDZIAK (Refugee Mental Health/SAMHSA) and ROBERT A RUBINSTEIN (Syracuse U)
12:00 ROBERT A RUBINSTEIN (Syracuse U) Population, Identity and Political Violence
12:15 ELZBIETA M GOZDZIAK (Refugee Mental Health/SAMHSA) and JOHN TUSKAN Violence as a Political Instrument: A Public Health Perspective
12:30 ALICE B KEHOE (Marquette U) Bureaucratic Violence and Real People: Maneuvering Around Dangerous Political Categories
12:45 SANDRA LANE The Demographics of Racism: Hidden Violence and Preventable Mortality
1:00 Break
1:15 LINDA GREEN (Columbia U) From Wives to Widows: Survival Tactics Among Guatemalan Mayan Women in the Aftermath of War
1:30 YAMUNA SANGARASIVAM (Syracuse U) As Black Tigers Enflame in Red: Tamil Women and Their Responses to the Violence of War
1:45  GENE A SHELLEY (ISS) Survivors’ Identification of Protective Factors and Early Warning in Intimate Partner Violence
2:00  GAIL A HOFFMAN (Bridging the Gap Project, Inc) Cops and Immigrants
2:15  GERALDINE P KOCHAN (U Maryland) Relationships Between African American Youth & Police Officers
2:30  LINDA KALJEE (U Maryland-Baltimore) Beyond Metal Detectors: New Gun-Detection Technologies in a Context of African-American Community-Polic Relations
2:45  Discussant: PAMELA A DEVOE (Int’l Inst of St Louis)
3:00  Discussant: KEVIN AVRUCH (George Mason U)
3:15  Discussion
3:45  End of Session

0-027  ACADEMIC RELATIONS COMMITTEE MEETING (AAA Department of Academic Relations)
12:15-1:30  Conference Suite 1, Level Three

0-028  AAA EXECUTIVE BOARD
1:00-6:00  Rooms 304 & 305, Level Three

0-029  EXPANDING OUR UNDERSTANDING OF SOUTH ASIAN POPULATIONS
(Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Room 406, Level Four
Organizer/Chair SUNIL K KHANNA (Oregon State U)
2:00  ANITA M WEISS (U Oregon) Much Ado About Counting: Holding a Census in Pakistan
2:15  LAKSHMI GOPARAJU (Syracuse U) Sexuality Discourses and Sexual Behaviors of Young Adults in India
2:30  CECILIA VAN HOLLEN (UC-Berkeley) From Family Planning to Reproductive Health: Implications for Poor Women’s Maternal Health in South India
2:45  SATISH K KEDIA (Western Illinois U) Cultural Construction of Reproductive Health Among Garhwali Peasants
3:00  SUNIL K KHANNA (Oregon State U) Son Preference, Daughter Neglect, and Child Anthropometry in North India
3:15  JAMES L ROSS (U Akron) White Discharge: An Explanatory Model Among Women in Rural Bangladesh
3:30  Discussant: SUSAN SNOW WADLEY (Syracuse U)
3:45  End of Session

0-030  “ANTHROPOLOGISTS IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS”: INSIDERS LOOKING OUT/OUTSIDERS LOOKING IN (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division)
Room 310, Level Three
Organizer/Chair: KENNETH N EHRENSEL (Kutztown U)
2:00  KENNETH N EHRENSEL (Kutztown U) On Being an “Anthropologist in Another Department”: A Personal Journey
2:15  MAUREEN H FITZGERALD (U Sydney) Outside Inside: The Departmental Migrant
2:30  ANDREW H MAXWELL (Montclair State U) Gypsy Scholars Down the Road: Long-Term Consequences of Academic Survival Strategies
2:45  ADELE K ANDERSON (SUNY-Empire State C) Permanently Partial and Contradictory
3:00  KATHERINE C DONAHUE (Plymouth State C) Our Strength is Our Weakness: Is Anthropology in the Middle or on the Margins?
3:15  NANCY CHIN (U Rochester) Bad as I Wanna Be: An Anthropologist in a School of Medicine
3:30  RICHARD H REEVES-ELLINGTON (Binghamton U) Anthropologist and Anthropology—To Be or to Apply
3:45  MICHAEL N GESELOWITZ (IEEE History Ctr-Rutgers U) The Best of All Possible Worlds? The Anthropologist as Adjunct History Manager
3:45  End of Session
**0-031 POPULATION GROWTH AND RENEWABLE RESOURCES IN THE UNITED STATES: REPORT FROM THE RNRF CONGRESS BY PARTICIPATING ANTHROPOLOGISTS** (Reviewed by Anthropology & Environment Section) Salon E, Level Five
Organizer: PRISCILLA REINING (Florida, Ctr for African Studies). Chair: WILLIS E SIBLEY (Cleveland State U)
2:00 Discussant: PRISCILLA REINING (Florida, Ctr for African Studies)
2:15 Discussant: WILLIS E SIBLEY (Cleveland State U)
2:30 Discussant: BARBARA LENKERD (Project on Tech, Work & Char)
2:45 Discussant: MURIEL CRESPI (National Park Service)
3:00 Discussant: FRANCIS P CONANT (Hunter C)
3:15 Discussant: BARBARA LENKERD (Project on Tech, Work & Char)
3:30 Discussant: MURIEL CRESPI (National Park Service)
3:45 End of Session

**0-032 GROUNDS FOR INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE: THE USE OF INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE AS A TOOL IN THE POLITICAL RELATIONS BETWEEN POPULATIONS** (Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology) Salon J, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: DANIEL P STROUTHES (U Wisconsin-Eau Claire)
2:00 JOHN J BEATTY (Brooklyn C, CUNY) The Separate Worlds of Spectators and Employees
2:15 IAN A SKOGGARD (HRAF) Revelatory Knowledge and a New Religious Population in Taiwan
2:30 DANIEL P STROUTHES (U Wisconsin-Eau Claire) When Patrilineages Settle
2:45 BARBARA JOANS (Merritt C and Museum) The Quest for Political Identity
3:00 LAWRENCE F VAN HORN (National Park Service) Population as Political Discourse: Variables of Indigenous Knowledge for National Park Planning
3:15 ELLEN SCHNEPEL From Population Crisis to “Crise de Conscience”: Whose Knowledge in the Reproductive Health Field
3:30 Discussion
3:45 End of Session

**0-033 BELIEF, MEMORY AND THE IMAGINATION AMONG CONTEMPORARY MAGICAL PRACTITIONERS** (Reviewed by Anthropology of Religion) Room 501, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: SABINA MAGLIocco (UC-Berkeley)
2:00 SABINA MAGLIocco (UC-Berkeley) Pathways to Ecstasy: Religious Trance Experiences and Belief among Contemporary Pagans
2:15 LUISA DEL GIUDICE Cursed Flesh: Faith Healers, Black Magic and (Re-Membering) Death in a Central Italian Town
2:30 AUGUSTO FERRAIUOLO (U Caserta) Religious Tactics for Healing: Between Individual Crisis and Collective Strategy
2:45 SARAH PIKE (CSU-Chico) Serious Playing with the Self: Belief and Experience at Contemporary Pagan Festivals
3:00 JONE SALOMONSEN (Allan Hancock C) Methods of Compassion or Pretension? Conducting Fieldwork in Modern Magical Communities
3:15 Discussion
3:45 End of Session

**0-034 SPANISH-SPEAKING POPULATIONS IN THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL IMAGINATION: LANGUAGES, IDEOLOGIES AND NARRATIVES OF IDENTITIES** ( Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Room 407, Level Four
Organizer: EDMUND TED HAMANN (U Georgia)
2:00 NORMA E GONZALEZ (U Arizona) Theorizing Practice: Language Ideologies in the Language Socialization of Borderlands Children
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2:15  JANE S MORGAN (Florida Inti U) Idaho and Idaho: Mexican Immigrant Adolescent Girls' Use of Sexual Language and Sexual Joking in Expressions of Identity

2:30  EDMUND TED HAMANN (U Georgia) We've Got to Educate "Them": School and Business Leaders Defining a Mexican Other in Georgia

2:45  DOUGLAS FOLEY (U Texas-Austin) Hybrid Cultural Identities and the Production of School Success

3:00  SOPHIA VILENAS (U Utah) Latina Mothers in the American South: Enacting "Educated" Identities of Resilience and Resistance in the Formation of New Communities

3:15  Discussion

3:45  End of Session

Organizers: DANIEL ROTHENBERG (U Chicago) and PAUL SILVERSTEIN (U Chicago). Chair: PAUL SILVERSTEIN (U Chicago)

2:00  PAUL SILVERSTEIN (U Chicago) Introduction

2:15  BRIAN KEITH AXEL (U Chicago) National Interpretation: Violence and the Sikh Diaspora

2:30  DANIEL ROTHENBERG (U Chicago) Coming to Terms with Terror: Postconflict Guatemala, Civil Patrols and Human Rights Discourse

2:45  PAUL SILVERSTEIN (U Chicago) Hot Summers, Cold Steel: Anatomy of a French Race Murder

3:00  Discussant: PRADEEP K JESANATHAN (U Chicago)

3:15  Discussion

3:45  End of Session

0-036  HEALTH RISKS, NEEDS, AND OUTCOMES IN NORTH AMERICAN POPULATIONS (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Salon F, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: CORNELIA KAMMERER (Brandeis U)

2:00  ROBERT G CARLSON (Wright State U) Crack Cocaine: Public Health, Shattered Lives and the Definition of a Population

2:15  MARGARET CONNORS (Harvard U-Medical School) Attempts at Substance Use Cessation among Poor Drug Users

2:30  MARY ANNE MYERS (Office of Mental Health) Stigmatized Populations: Poor Persons Living with HIV/AIDS and Mental Health and Substance Use Issues

2:45  MARY ELLEN MACDONALD (McGill U) Falling Through the Cracks: Social Aetiologies Versus Individual Pathologies in Montreal's Aboriginal Population

3:00  CORNELIA KAMMERER (Brandeis U) and DOMINIQUE M SIMON (U Massachusetts-Amherst) "Priority Populations" for Substance Abuse Services

3:15  Discussant: CLAIRE STERK (Emory U)

3:22  Discussant: THERESA H MASON (Abt Associates)

3:29  Discussion

3:45  End of Session

0-037  TRAINING BODIES INTO SPORT CULTURES: NATIONAL AND TRANSNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Salon A, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: SUSAN BROWNELL (U Missouri-St Louis)

2:00  LAURA T GINSBERG (Yale U) Bulky or Bony: Defining the Body Beautiful in a Japanese Fitness Club

2:15  SUSAN BROWNELL (U Missouri-St Louis) Nationalism, Consumerism and the Female Body in the Middle: Sports and Fitness in Post-Mao China

2:30  WILLIAM W KELLY (Yale U) Purity and Polarization: The Ethnicities of Japanese Professional Baseball
2:45  ALAN M KLEIN (Northeastern U) Borderline Treason: Redefining Nationalism Through Baseball on the Border
3:00  GEORGE GMELCH (Union C) Breaking In: The Adjustment of Rookies to the Culture of Professional Baseball
3:15  Discussant: RICHARD NELSON
3:30  Discussion
3:45  End of Session

ANTHROPOLOGY, POLITICS AND POLICY MATTERS (Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology) Salon H, Level Five
Chair: GEORGE WESTERMARK (Santa Clara U)
2:00  FATOS KABA (MHRA, Inc) Why Are Poor Women Punished, and Can They Avoid It?
2:15  DAVID ROSEN (Fairleigh Dickinson U) Anthropology, Immigration Policy and the Law
2:30  GEORGE WESTERMARK (Santa Clara U) Reading South Pacific: Colonialism and Anthropology in an Australian Journal
2:45  EDWARD SANKOWSKI (U Oklahoma) Population, Politics, Culture and Biomedicine
3:00  Discussion
3:15  End of Session

SPACES OF DISCOURSE: LOCATING SOCIAL IMAGINARIES AND THEIR PARADOXES (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Salon K, Level Five
Chair: KATHLEEN PICKERING (Colorado State U)
2:00  CHRISTOPHER OLIVER (Michigan State U) and RICHARD A REUTHER (Michigan State U) "History is Bunk": Imag(in)ing Social Histories ("His" stories) of Technology and Progress in Henry's Machine: The Henry Ford Museum and Greenfield Village Complex, Dearborn, Michigan
2:15  KATJA UUSIHAKALA (U Helsinki) Routes to Roots: Gardens and Wilds in White Postcolonial Africa
2:30  VICTORIA M RAZAK (SUNY-Buffalo) Between Building "Native" and Nation Building: Will the Real Arabian Please Stand Up?
2:45  RICHARD B BAXSTROM (New Scool for Soc Rsch) "Learning" to "Labor": Discourses of Population and the Tamil Migration to Colonial Malaya
3:00  KATHLEEN PICKERING (Colorado State U) Urban Migration, Reservation Populations and Frozen Landscapes: The Regional Phenomenon of Lakota Society
3:15  DAVID Y H WU (Chinese U of Hong Kong) Chop Suey House and the Imagined Chinese Population in Paradise
3:30  Discussion
3:45  End of Session

GENEALOGIES & TECHNOLOGIES OF REPRESENTATION: SELVING AND OTHERING IN THE PRODUCTION OF CULTURAL "FACTS" (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Rooms 401 & 402, Level Four
Chair: JOHN J SWETNAM (U Nevada-Las Vegas)
2:00  ROBERT J PRIEST (Columbia Intl U) Missionary Positions: Christian, Modernist, Postmodernist
2:15  PAUL KOCKELMAN (U Chicago) Q'eqchi' Maya Migration, Coffee and German
2:30  LEELA PRASAD (U Pennsylvania) The "Memsahib" as Anthropologist: Women Collecting Folklore in Colonial India
2:45  EUGENIA KAW (Princeton U) Selfhood and Buddhist Ethics in Burma: Rethinking Ethnography and History
3:00  JOHN J SWETNAM (U-Las Vegas) The Presentation of Self in Contemporary Ethnographic Writing
3:15  KERSTEN B PRIEST (South Carolina) Desegregating the 11:00 Sunday Morning Hour: A Case Study of an Attempt to Merge Religious/Ethnic Identities
3:45  End of Session
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0-041

POLITICAL ECOLOGY OF ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT (Reviewed by Anthropology & Environment Section) Salon C, Level Five
Chair: ANAND PAN DIAN (UC-Berkeley)
2:00 ANAND PAN DIAN (UC-Berkeley) Woodcutters in the Cross Hairs: The Politics of Participatory Development
2:30 THERESA SATTERFIELD Embodying the Schism that Divides Studies of Environmental Injustice and Ethnographies of Green Politics
2:45 BETTY B FAUST (CINVESTAV-Mexico) Sex, Birth and the Earth: Changing Maya Interpretations of Population and the Environment
3:00 JEFFREY L LONGHOFER (U North Texas) Whiteness in the Anti-Environmental Movement: At the Politics of the Extreme or the Volatile Center?
3:15 JESSICA GLICKEN (Galisteo Consulting Grp, Inc) and KATHERINE S CLARK Changing Players in Environmental Decision Making: Moving From Geopolitics to Ecopolitics
3:30 KATHERINE R METZO (Indiana U) Environmental Politics in Post-Soviet Russia
3:45 End of Session

0-042

REINVENTING RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS: RACE, WARFARE AND THE APPROPRIATION OF CULTURE (Reviewed by Anthropology of Religion) Room 410, Level Four
Chair: LAURENCE D LOEB (U Utah)
2:00 KATHLEEN YOUNG (Western Washington U) The Blue Army: Postmetaphysical Weapons and Spiritual Warriors
2:15 LAURENCE D LOEB (U Utah) To Bring Moshiach: Initiating a Hasidic Mission in a Small Nontraditional Jewish Community
2:30 DEREK O BLAIR (U Calgary) Medicine Wheels and Symbolic Appropriation
2:45 MICHAEL HILL (Emory U) Indians, Pilgrims and Aliens: The Politics of Contact in a Sacred Lanscape
3:00 DEIDRE H CRUMBLEY (N Carolina State U) Migration, Labor and the Rise of a Storefront Church
3:15 JOHN K AKINS (U Florida) Religion and Violence: Fundamentalism as a Factor in Militia and White Supremacist Activism
3:30 Discussion
3:45 End of Session

0-043

GOING BEYOND REIFIED SOCIAL CATEGORIES THROUGH SKILLFUL LANGUAGE USE (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Room 403, Level Four
Chair: MICA POLLOCK (Stanford U)
2:00 IGNASI CLEMENTE (UC-Los Angeles) Deaths in Custody Are Often Reported: Impartiality As a Strategic Resource for Instigating Social Change
2:15 E A SINGER (CUNY Grad Ctr) Talking Politics in Central Iowa: Discourse and Ideology in Election Year 1996
2:30 ANITA PUCKETT (Virginia Tech U) Melungeon Means "Cursed Soul": Linguistic Ideology in the Melungeon Recognition Movement
2:45 MICA POLLOCK (Stanford U) Disaggregated Conversations: When is Race? BENJAMIN H BAILEY (UC-Los Angeles) "Are you Black?" "No, I'm Dominican": Language and Racial Identity of Dominican Second-Generation Immigrant Teenagers
3:15 KATHERINE E HOFFMAN (Columbia U) Out of the Mountains: Labeling and Placing Moroccans
3:30 JENNIFER ROTHBLATT (Stanford U) "O'Crioulo!" Addressee Terms That Address Race Relations in Brazil
3:45 End of Session
0-044  DEMOGRAPHY AS CULTURAL PRACTICE AND STATE CRAFT (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Salon L, Level Five
Chair: STEPHEN LUBKEMANN (Brown U)
2:00  MARK S MOSKO (U Auckland) In Sickness and in Sorcery: Morbidity, Mortality, Demography Drought and Development in North Mekeo (PNG) Colonial History
2:15  STEPHEN LUBKEMANN (Brown U) Fertility Decisions in Wartime Muzambican Women’s Life-Strategies: Negotiating the Future in a Political Conflict’s Gender War
2:30  SARA L FRIEDMAN (Cornell U) Spirit Mediums and Sedan Chairs: Chinese Popular Religion and Population Policy
2:45  JAMES LEE (Caltech) and FENG WANG (UC-Irvine) Malthusian Mythology and Chinese Reality, the Population History of One Quarter of Humanity, 1700-2000
3:00  MATTHEW S ARCHER (U Texas-Austin) Risk, Culture, Population: Expert Knowledge and Neoliberal Governmentality
3:15  FUTOSHI KINOSHITA (Aichi Konan C-Japan) Mortality Crises in the Tokugawa Period—A View From Shumon Aratame-cho in Northeastern Japan
3:30  Discussion
3:45  End of Session

0-045  POPULATION CHANGE AND ADAPTATION (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Room 404, Level Four
Chair: STEVEN LE BLANC (USC)
KAREN MUDAR (Smithsonian Inst) and JOHN S SPEAKER (Smithsonian Inst) Impact of Famine Events on Alaskan Eskimo Communities: Pre-1880 Population Size and Structure on St Lawrence Island
2:15  ROBERT C HUNT (Brandeis U) Population and Agricultural Intensification
2:30  STEVEN A LEBLANC (U Southern California) and DWIGHT W READ (UC-Los Angeles) Population Growth, Carrying Capacity and Competition
2:45  MARTIN BISKOWSKI (UC-Los Angeles) Primary Urbanization and Adaptation at Teotihuacan
3:00  SUSAN I HAUTANIEMI (U Massachusetts) Consequences of Population Growth in Two 19th-Century Mill Towns: A Mortality Analysis
3:15  Discussion
3:45  End of Session

0-046  RACE AND SOCIAL IDENTITY (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Room 405, Level Four
Chair: MELVIN D WILLIAMS (U Michigan-Ann Arbor)
2:00  CATHERINE TIHANYI (Simon Fraser U) Unfree by Birth: The Making of Unequal Social Orders in European Feudal Society and their Transformation into Modern “Races”
2:15  JAYNE OBIAGELI IFEKWUNIGWE (U East London) Cracking the Coconut: Resisting Popular Folk Discourses On “Race,” “Mixed Race” and Social Hierarchies
2:30  CHRISTIAN KROHN-HANSEN (U Oslo) Migration History and Racial Frontiers: A Tomb for Columbus in the Dominican Republic
2:45  LYNNE I C AKESSON (Lund U-Sweden) Genetic Information and Self Perception
3:00  L F HOGLE (Stanford U Ctr for Biomed Ethic) Populations, Persons and the Medical Commons
3:15  MELVIN D WILLIAMS (U Michigan-Ann Arbor) Anthropology and the Body
3:30  Discussion
3:45  End of Session

0-047  CHOICES IN HEALTH CARE AND HEALING (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Salon B, Level Five
Chair: TONYA N TAYLOR (U Pennsylvania)
2:00 TONYA TAYLOR (U Pennsylvania) HIV and the Decision to Have a Baby: A Risk Worth Taking in Zimbabwe
2:15 HOMCHAMPA PISSAMAI Self-care Practices Among the Industrial Workers in Thailand: Constructing Perceptions on Health and Wellness in the Industrial Setting
2:30 JILL M WIGHTMAN (U Kansas) Healing and Modernity: Pentecostal Conversion Narrative in Bolivia
2:45 LESLIE E CHAMPENY (UC-San Diego) Personalizing Populations: How Cancer Patients Evaluate Potential Treatments
3:00 FAITH R WARNER (Bloomsburg U), JESUS SALAS-ELORZA (Bloomsburg U) and LOUISE TOKARSKY (Bloomsburg U) I've Been Sick Since Florida: Health Risks and Services in a Central Pennsylvania Migrant Worker Community
3:15 Discussion
3:45 End of Session

0-048 THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF VISUAL COMMUNICATION AT TEMPLE I (Reviewed by Society for Visual Anthropology) Room 413, Level Four
Organizers/Chairs: JAY RUBY (Temple U) and NORA JONES (Temple U)
2:00 F NIYI AKINNASO (Temple U) Introduction
2:15 F NIYI AKINNASO (Temple U) A Semiotic Perspective on the Relationship between Text and Image
2:30 NATALIE D HANSON (Temple U) Electronic Communication: Implications for Human Interaction and Social Change
2:45 M JENNA MUSKET (Temple U) Aesthetic and Extra-Aesthetic Elements in Tibetan Poetry
3:00 R BRUCE BROCE (Temple U) Situating the Social
3:15 PALLABI CHAKRAVORTY (Temple U) Beyond Nationalism: Classical Dance, Public Modernity and Women's Identity in Contemporary India
3:30 Discussant: LARRY GROSS (U Pennsylvania)
3:45 Break
4:00 ALEXANDER J BAKER (Temple U) Public Art in Critical Perspective
4:15 MATTHEW S DURINGTON (Temple U) Racial (Co)option: Visualizing Whiteness in Suburban Space
4:30 CAREY MILLION (Temple U) Psychedelic Posters and Art: But Is It Art?
4:45 CATHERINE LEONARD (Temple U) Reading, Riding and Resistance: Responses of Women Motorcyclists to Image of Women in the Motorcycle Press
5:00 NORA JONES (Temple U) Science and Art: A Semiotic Problem of the Anthropology of Photographic Reception
5:15 MILTON R MACHUCA (Temple U) Faces of Madness: Seeing Mental Illness through Photography
5:30 Discussant: LARRY GROSS (U Pennsylvania)
5:45 End of Session

0-049 QUESTIONING SUSTAINABILITY: ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES FROM AFRICA, ASIA AND LATIN AMERICA (Reviewed by Culture and Agriculture) Room 502, Level Five
Organizers: J TERRENCE MCCABE (U Colorado-Boulder) and SUNG A LEE (U Colorado-Boulder). Chairs: RUI SERGIO S MURRIETA (U Colorado/CNPQ), J TERRENCE MCCABE (U Colorado-Boulder) and SUNG A LEE (U Colorado-Boulder)
2:00 J TERRENCE MCCABE (U Colorado-Boulder) Introduction
2:15 GRACIA CLARK (Indiana U) Humanly Sustainable Development: Comments from Kumasi Central Market, Ghana
2:30 FABIO DECASTRO (Indiana U) From Myths to Rules: The Evolution of Local Management in the Amazonian Floodplain
2:45 SUNGA LEE GALLEGOS (U Colorado-Boulder) and J TERRENCE MCCABE (U Colorado-Boulder) Livestock, Ensete and the Anthropologist: Questions of Sustainability in the Southern Highlands of Ethiopia
3:00  ANN MAY (U Colorado-Boulder) Sustainable Childhoods?: Leaving Home to Stay Alive in Tanzania
3:15  ELLIOT FRATKIN (Smith C) and ROBIN MEARNS (World Bank) Sustainability and Pastoral Production: Lessons from East Africa and Mongolia
3:30  J TERRENCE MCCABE (U Colorado-Boulder) and JUDITH A MCCABE (U Colorado) Sustainable Livelihoods and Population Processes: An African Savannah Case Study
3:45  Break
4:00  SUSAN C STONICH (UC-Santa Barbara) Marshalling “Science” and “Sustainability” in Debates over Shrimp Farming
4:15  DAVID A CLEVELAND (UC-Santa Barbara) Sustainable Agriculture and Farmer-Formal Scientist Collaboration: The Case of Plant Breeding
4:30  ANDREA SIQUEIRA (ACT/Indiana U) and EDUARDO S BRONDIZIO (Indiana U) Nutritional Status as Parameter of Well-Being: Its Usefulness in Assessing Social and Biological Sustainability
4:45  RUI SERGIO S MURRIETA (U Colorado/CNPQ) The Dilemma of the “Chibe”-Eater: Food Choice, Intervention and Sustainability in the Lower Amazon, Brazil
5:00  STEPHEN NUGENT (U London, Goldsmiths) A Critique of Sustainability
5:15  EMILIO F MORAN (Indiana U) Sustainability in the Light of Human Adaptability
5:30  Discussant: PRISCILLA STONE (Washington U)
5:45  End of Session

0-050  PILGRIMAGE: INSTITUTIONAL SCRIPTS AND COLLECTIVE EXPERIENCE
(Reviewed by Anthropology of Religion) Room 410, Level Four
Organizers: MARIA H GALBRAITH (U Alabama) and AXEL AUBRUN. Chair: MARIA H GALBRAITH (U Alabama)
4:00  ELLEN BADONE (McMaster U) Pilgrimage and Popular Religion: The Shrine of Kerizenin in Brittany, France
4:15  MARIA H GALBRAITH (U Alabama) On the Road to Czestochowa: Rhetoric and Experience on a Polish Pilgrimage
4:30  SARA H OHLY (Wesleyan) Turkish Transnational Sufism: Ataturk and Haci Bektash
4:45  MARGARET MEIBOHM (U Pennsylvania) Pilgrimage and Minority Identity in Diaspora: South Asian Catholics in the US
5:00  GLENN E YOCUM (Whittier C) Liberation or Recreation? Observations from a Jain Pilgrimage Center in South India
5:15  AXEL AUBRUN Journeys, Shrines and Episodic Memories: The Psychological Foundation of Pilgrimage
5:30  Discussant: SIMON M COLEMAN (U Durham-United Kingdom)
5:45  End of Session

0-051  THE RECONQUEST OF THE AMERICAS: OR HOW TRANSCULTURATIVE INDIGENOUS COSMOLOGIES ARE REENCHANTING THE WORLD
(Reviewed by Society for Latin American Anthropology) Salon J, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: B JUNE MACKLIN (Connecticut C)
4:00  B JUNE MACKLIN (Connecticut C) The Power Be with You: Indigenous Religions for a Postmodern Era
4:15  D PATRICIA MATHEWS (Yale U) Local Expressions of Transnational Identity: Indian Women in a White Nation
4:30  MARIANGELA RODRIGUEZ (CIESAS) The Calpulli of San Bernardino, California: A Case of Cultural Revitalization
4:45  YOLOTL GONZALEZ TORRES (Deas, Inah) The Dancing Conquerors: Concheros and the Transformation of Mexican Traditions, Values and Identities
5:00  KIM BURGESS (Harvard) Black, White and Indian: The Politics of Tri-Racialism in the Eastern Pequot Tribe
5:15  Discussant: PATRICIA R PESSAR (Yale U)
5:30  Discussant: MARY-ELIZABETH REEVE (Yale U)
5:45  End of Session
0-052  CURRENT THEORY IN ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Salon E, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: JEAN ENSMINGER (Washington U)
4:00  JEAN ENSMINGER (Washington U) Rational Choice Theory: A Revolution in the Social Sciences if not in Anthropology
4:15  JAMES M ACHESON (U Maine) Governance Structures and the Development of Markets and Firms: The Perspective of Institutional Economics
4:30  LABAN GWAKO (Washington U) The Effects of Women Farmers' Tenure Security on Agricultural Output in Western Kenya
4:45  TIMOTHY K EARLE (Northwestern U) Systems of Exchange: Instituting Complex Political Relationships
5:00  DEBORAH WINSLOW (U New Hampshire) Space, Place and Economic Anthropology
5:15  RICHARD R WILK (Indiana U) When Good Theories Go Bad
5:45  Discussion
End of Session

0-053  DIVERSE LOCAL CULTURES AND SENSES OF PLACE: BALANCING LOCAL, REGIONAL AND NATIONAL (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Room 407, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: MAUREEN PORTER (U Pittsburgh)
4:00  MAUREEN PORTER (U Pittsburgh) Dimensions of a Sense of Place—An Overview
4:15  RIVKA EISIKOVITS (U Haifa, Israel) and KATHRYN M BORMAN (U South Florida) "Natives" and "Newcomers" in Vermont and Florida: Mutual Perceptions and Emergent Identities
4:30  MARY BUSHNELL (C of William & Mary) Imagining Rural Life: Schooling and the Simplicity Movement
4:45  JANET L UPTON (U Washington) Making Tibetan Spaces in a Chinese Educational System: Canonization, Accommodation and the Enactment of Tibetan Cultural and Social Space in PRC Schools
5:00  MATTHEW G WEINSTEIN (Macalester C) Toward a Critical Anthropology of Science Education
5:15  Discussion
5:45  End of Session

0-054  FURTHER REFLECTIONS: INTERPRETING ETHNOGRAPHY OF THE MIDDLE EAST (Reviewed by Middle East Section) Rooms 411 & 412, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: DANIEL VARISCO (Hofstra U)
4:00  DAVID M BUCHMAN (SUNY-Stony Brook) Some Practical Self-Reflections on a Study of Yemeni Sufism
4:15  DANIEL VARISCO (Hofstra U) Reflections on Fieldwork in [Yemen, not in] Morocco
4:30  WILLIAM C YOUNG (Georgia Southern U) The Limits of Self-Disclosure: Can Reflexive Ethnography Be Honest?
5:00  FADWA EL GUINDI (U Southern California) Reflection on “Reflections and Reflexivity”: Whatever Happened to Method and Theory?
5:15  Discussion: MICHAEL GILSENAN (New York U)
5:30  Discussion: ROGER JOSEPH (CSU-Fullerton)
5:45  End of Session

0-055  CONTRADICTIONS IN URBAN INTERVENTION: WHOSE PROBLEM? WHOSE SOLUTION? (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America) Salon K, Level Five
Organizer: DELMOS J JONES (CUNY-Grad Ctr)
4:00  DELMOS J JONES (CUNY-Grad Ctr) Introduction
MATTHEW LINDHOLM (GSUC, CUNY) Multiracial and Professional Conflict in a Community Organizing Project
CHARLES R PRICE (GSUC, CUNY) One Story about What Happened When a Few Million Dollars Are Directed Toward Local Efforts to Decrease Crime & Substance Abuse & Enhance Community Participation in the Process
MARY C STILL (Cornell U) Limits to Minority Inclusion and Interagency Cooperation in a Southern Urban Intervention
BELKIS SUAZO-GARCIA (GSUC, CUNY) A “Social Holistic” Model for Creating Coalitions to Address Urban Social Problems
Discussant: CHARLES KADUSHIN (GSUC, CUNY)

Discussant: CHARLES KADUSHIN (GSUC, CUNY)
Discussion
End of Session

COMMODIFYING THERAPIES IN ASIA: CONJURING BODIES, SUBJECTS AND MARKET POPULATIONS (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Room 406, Level Four
Organizers/Chairs: MARGERY G LAZARUS (UC-Berkeley) and ELIZABETH J HERSKOVITS (UC-Berkeley)
KRISTY BRIGHT (UC-Santa Cruz) "In His Hand Is the God-Given Therapy": Religious Identity in Unani (Greco-Arab) Medicine in India
JEAN M LANGFORD (U Washington) The Construction of Foreign Bodies: Ayurvedic Cures for Postcolonialist Malaise
MARGERY G LAZARUS (UC-Berkeley) Trekking Therapeutic Terrain in Thailand's Golden Triangle
ELIZABETH J HERSKOVITS (UC-Berkeley) The Herbal Industry: “Making Good Money” in Malaysia
LYN JEFFERY (UC-Santa Cruz) Embodying the Market in the People’s Republic
SHIRLEY S LIN (National Tsing-Hua U) Woman, Body and Fat in Taiwan
Discussant: JUDITH B FARQUHAR (UNC-Chapel Hill)
End of Session

CULTURAL SUBJECTS, INC: THE DYNAMICS OF COMMODIFICATION AND INCORPORATION (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Salon L, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: PAULLA A EBRON (Stanford U)
RANDY MARTIN (Pratt Inst) Reassociating Population: The Circulation of the Cultural in Cuba’s Mixed Economy
ROBIN BALLIGER (Stanford U) The Location and Politics of Cultural Consumption among Post-Postcolonial Youth in Trinidad
MIRIAM TICKTIN (Stanford U) Commodifying British Asian Women’s Culture and Suffering: Routes to Empowerment and Effacement
TIMOTHY BURKE (Swarthmore C) Commodification and the Attractions of Colonial Southern Africa
PAULLA A EBRON (Stanford U) Consuming Distinctions: Multinational Corporations and the Business of Identity
Discussant: DIANE M NELSON (Lewis & Clark C)
Discussion
End of Session

IDEOLOGIES OF RHETORIC: LANGUAGE IDEOLOGY/LANGUAGE FUNCTION/ORATORY (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Room 403, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: J BERNARD BATE (U Chicago)
VICTOR A FRIEDMAN (U Chicago) It Doesn’t Mean Anything, But it is Very Beautiful: Linguistic Ideology & Rhetoric in Southeastern Europe
ROBERT D ALBRO (U Chicago) The Word on the Popularity of Political Corruption in Provincial Bolivia
J BERNARD BATE (U Chicago) The King’s Red Tongue: Transformations of Political Discursive Interaction in 20th-Century Tamilnadu
4:45 STEVE COLEMAN (U Chicago/Maynooth) The Vein of Poetry: Speech as Object of Value in Irish
5:00 W FLAGG MILLER (U Michigan) From Poetic Feelings to Verseful Dealings: Changing Ideologies of Folk Poetry in Yaff, Yemen
5:15 JING SHAO (U Chicago) Of Style and Substance: Clinical Case Presentation and the Bifurcation of Professional Identity in the Contemporary Practice of Traditional Chinese Medicine
5:30 Discussant: PAUL FRIEDRICH (U Chicago)
5:45 End of Session

0-059 BORNEO RESEARCH COUNCIL HONORS VINSON SUTLlVE, JR—THE NEXT GENERATION: POPULATION, MIGRATION AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
(Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Salon H, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: LUCIA C CARGILL (Eckerd C)
4:00 GEORGE N APPELL (Brandeis U) Introduction
4:15 ALLEN R MAXWELL (U Alabama) Malay Polysemy and Political Power: Census Categories, Ethnicity and Citizenship in Brunei Darussalam
4:30 LUCIA C CARGILL (Eckerd C) Development and Population Egress: Ot Danum Fertility and Mortality Data from Kalimantan Tengah
4:45 JAY CRAIN (CSU-Sacramento) and VICKI PEARSON-ROUNDS Autoschtony and Authenticity: Migration and Mission as Themes in Recent Lundayeh-Lun Bawang History
5:00 MATTHEW AMSTER (Brandies U) Kelabit Identity, Urban Migration and the Role of Ethnic Associations
5:15 CLARE L BOULANGER (Mesa State C) Inventing Tradition, Inventing Modernity: Dayak Identity in Urban Sarawak
5:30 Discussant: GEORGE N APPELL (Brandeis U)
5:45 End of Session

0-060 ENGAGING THE MEDIA: ETHNOGRAPHIES AND AGENCIES FROM MASS-MEDIATED SPACE
(Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Salon G, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: CARLA M JONES (U North Carolina)
4:00 HEATHER J LEVI (New York U) Masked Media: The Mediated Circulation of Mexican Professional Wrestling
4:15 ALLISON C GREENE (UNC-Chapel Hill) Localizing the Global and Globalizing the Local: Playing with Television in Rural Yucatan
4:30 TEJASWINI GANTI (New York U) Imagining the Audience: The Cultural Logic of the Production of Indian Popular Cinema
4:45 Discussant: JEFFREY D HIMPELE (CSU-Fullerton)
5:00 FALU BAKRANIA (Stanford U) “Asian Underground” Music and the Public Sphere in London
5:15 CARLA M JONES (U North Carolina) Watching Women: The Domestic Politics of Telenovela Reception in Yogyakarta, Indonesia
5:30 Discussion
5:45 End of Session

0-061 APPLIED SOCIAL SCIENCE IN SIBERIA—THE KHANTY TRADITIONAL LAND USE ATLAS
(Reviewed by Anthropology & Environment Section) Salon C, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: BRUCE GRANT (Swarthmore C)
4:00 ANDREW O WIGET (New Mexico State U) The Khanty Atlas Project and Traditional Land Use Studies
4:15 OLGA E BALALAEVA (Scientific Ctr “North,” Moscow) Mapping and Protecting Khanty Sacred Places
4:30 ELENA GLAVATSKAYA (Urals State U) and TATYANA DMITRIEVA (Urals State U) Issues in Mapping and Interpreting Ethnohistoric Data on Siberia
4:45  KONSTANTIN KARACHAROV (Urals State U) and YURI CHEMYAKIN (Urals State U) West Siberian Archaeology in the Atlas in the Context of Developing Impact Assessment Methodologies
5:00  Discussant: MARJORIE MANDELSTAM BALZER (Georgetown U)
5:15  Discussion
5:45  End of Session

0-062  ADVANCES IN ARCHAEOLOGICAL METHOD AND THEORY (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Room 405, Level Four
Chair: MARIE M SELVAGGIO (Southern Connecticut State U)
4:00  DAVID CONLIN (Brown U) The Nautical Geography of Late Bronze Age Greece: Seascape Archaeology as Long-Term History
4:15  PETER WARNOCK (U Missouri-Columbia) Ethnographic and Experimental Studies of Traditional Olive Oil and its Archaeological Applications
4:30  MEGHAN LAGRAFF AMBROSINO (Panamerican Consultants, Inc) Traits Through Time: Chronological Significance and Triangular Points in Alabama
4:45  MARIE M SELVAGGIO (Southern Connecticut State U) Estimating Flesh Yields from Cut Marks in Archaeological Bones Assemblages
5:00  JULIA LYNN SANCHEZ (UC-Los Angeles) Archaeology and Gender: Patterns Among the Ancient Maya
5:15  AMBER BENNETT MONCURE (Sweet Briar C) He, She; White, Black; Us, Them: The Current State of Historical Archaeology
5:30  Discussion
5:45  End of Session

0-063  CREATIVE REPRESENTATIONS AND THEIR SOCIAL UNDERPINNINGS (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Rooms 401 & 402, Level Four
Chair: HELENA WULFF (Stockholm U)
4:00  HELEN M FALLER (U Michigan) Representing Shamil: Fact Meets Fiction?
4:15  WENDY E ERISMAN (U Texas-Austin) Maps and Museums: The Organization of Time and Space in Historical Re-Creation
4:30  MELAINE ROCK (McGill U) Objects in Ethnography
4:45  SCOTT A LUKAS (Independent Scholar) Writing the Anthropology of America: Between Ethnology and Fiction
5:00  HELENA WULFF (Stockholm U) Representing and Creating Dance: A Social Organization of New Technology and Aesthetics
5:15  Discussion
5:45  End of Session

0-064  ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON AMERICAN SUBCULTURES (Reviewed by National Assoc of Student Anthropologists) Room 310, Level Three
Chair: LINDA L ROSS (Ohio State U)
4:00  SCOTT R HUTSON (UC-Berkeley) Technoshamanism: Spiritual Healing in Modern Rave Subcultures
4:15  JOY ROSENBERRY (U Wisconsin-Madison) Renaissance Festivals as Secular Pilgrimage
4:30  LINDA L ROSS (Ohio State U) Culture Transmission and Learning at a Residential Deaf School
4:45  Discussion
5:45  End of Session

0-065  COMPARATIVE POPULATION STUDIES: ETHNIC, REGIONAL, NATIONAL, INTERNATIONAL (Reviewed by Society for Latin American Anthropology) Room 404, Level Four
Chair: JUDITH FREIDENBERG (U Maryland)
4:00  HARRY SANABRIA (U Pittsburgh) Situating Andean Kinship at the Interstices of Anthropology, History and Demography: Some Reflections of Interdisciplinary Research
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 2

4:15 DAVID P KENNEDY (U Florida) and STEPHEN G PERZ (U Florida) Who Are Brazil’s “Indigenous?” The Conceptualization, Coverage and Reporting of Native Populations in the 1991 Demographic Census

4:30 STEPHEN M PERKINS (Arizona State U) Population Growth, Municipal Organization and Community Secession in the Colonial Valley of Puebla, Mexico

4:45 RUDI COLLOREDO-MANSFELD Vigilante Justice, Native Identity and the Place of Indian Populations in 20th-Century Ecuador

5:00 AMY TODD (Brandeis U) Urban Population Growth, Competition and the Regulation of Marketplaces in Oaxaca, Mexico

5:15 MANOLO R GONZALEZ-ESTAY (UC-Riverside) The Californization of Chilean Farms: A Preliminary Study on the Social Consequences of Farm Workers in Rural Chile

5:30 JUDITH FREIDENBERG (U Maryland) Population Issues and Public Policy: Views from Latin America and Latino Anthropologists

5:45 End of Session

0-066 DEMOGRAPHIC SEGMENTS IN ACTION: ECONOMIC, ETHNIC AND RELIGIOUS CONFLICT (Reviewed by Society for Latin American Anthropology)

Rooms 414 & 415, Level Four

Chair: LYNN L SIKKINK (Lawrence U)

4:00 BRET D GUSTAFSON (Harvard U) Guarani Language Education, Indigenous Politics and Multicultural Statecraft in Bolivia

4:15 NOBUKO ADACHI (Illinois State U) Nohon-Shugi Philosophy and the Dynamics of Identities in Japanese-Brazilian Communal Life

4:30 LEON A ARREDONDO (CUNY-Grad Ctr) The Dockworkers’ Movement in Puerto Berrio, Colombia, 1930-1950: The Making of a Labor Elite

4:45 FREDERICK DAVID BRONKEMA (Yale U) Power, Politics and Position: A Case Study of a Honduran Development NGO

5:00 WALTER EDWARD LITTLE (U Illinois) ignoring the Pan-Maya Movement, or What Really Matters to Maya Vendors

5:15 CATHERINE E NEWLING (U Pennsylvania) Mixe Participation In the Struggle for Indigenous Autonomy in Mexico

5:30 LUIS J LOYOLA (Manhattan C) The Zapatista Revolution and NAFTA: Myth or Reality

5:45 End of Session

0-067 SPACE, CULTURE AND POWER IN EUROPE (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Salon F, Level Five

Chair: JASON C JAMES (UC-San Diego)

4:00 SUSAN PARMAN (CSU-Fullerton) Population and Maps: The Language of Space in Maps of Scotland

4:15 ANGELE P SMITH (U Massachusetts) Population Mangement: Mapping the Famine Landscape in 19th-Century Ireland

4:30 JASON C JAMES (UC-San Diego) Historical Houses and the Vulnerable Self: Authenticity and Change in Eastern Germany

4:45 PATRICIA HART MANGAN (Mount Holyoke C) Changes in the Built Environment of the Domicile During the Transition from Feudalism to Capitalism

5:00 ELIZABETH L MATHIAS (St John’s U) Neapolitan Infant Naming Practices and the Official Promotion of a Saint’s Cult: Macropolitics In Early 19th-Century Italy

5:15 LEVENT SOYSAL (New York U) Public Tales of Intimacy: Turkish Girls Speak on Maedchenfrage in Berlin

5:30 Discussion

5:45 End of Session

0-068 URBAN ACTION AND THE POLITICS OF ECONOMIC CHANGE (Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Salon A, Level Five

Chair: MALVE VON HASSELL (Independent)
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 2

4:00 MALVE VON HASSELL (Independent) Activists or Manipulated Decoys: The Impact of Urban Community-Based Environmental Initiatives on Children

4:15 JUSTEEN K HYDE (UC-Irvine) Homeless Youth and the Politics of Urban Space

4:30 A JAMIE SARIS (National U Ireland) Emergent Populations and Popular Resistance; Space Community and Social Exclusion in the New Ireland

4:45 ANNE S LEWINSON (U Wisconsin-Madison) Party in the City: Reconstituting the Tanzanian Professional Class Through Life Event Celebrations

5:00 KAREN COEN FLYNN (U Akron) Urban Agriculture in Mwanza, Tanzania

5:15 FERNANDO I SALMERON-CASTRO (CIESAS) Population Change and Economic Restructuring in Orizaba-Cordoba

5:30 MICHEL E BOUCHARD (U Alberta) Nationality in the Post-Soviet States: New Nations-States, New Census Takers, Same Old Story?

5:45 End of Session

0-069 STUDIES OF PRACTITIONERS AND PATIENTS IN BIOMEDICAL CONTEXTS
(Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Salon B, Level Five

Chair: ANNE C LARME (U Texas Hlth Sci Ctr-San Antonio)

4:00 MICHELINA P BONANNO (Georgetown U) Change within Change: The Evolving Pattern of Hedges within the Discourse of Medical Students

4:15 KENSUKE SUMII (UC-San Francisco/UC-Berkeley) The Body of a Patient and Rational Treatment in the Managed Care Era

4:30 BETTY W LEVIN (Brooklyn C/CUNY) Managing "Natural Death": Critical Perspectives on Care at the End of Life

4:45 KELLIE MORAN (Portland VA Med Ctr) Assessing Quality of Life in Clinical Care: Is "Check One for Strongly Agree" Covering the Spectrum?

5:00 ANNE C LARME (U Texas Hlth Sci Ctr-San Antonio) From Research to Clinical Practice: Anthropological Contributions to the Problem of Knowledge Dissemination in the Health Professions

5:15 NORAH A SCHWARTZ (UC-San Fransico) El Asma in Tijuana: Between Doctor and Patient

5:30 SONDRA LEFTOFF (John Jay C) The Cultural Construction of a Psychiatric Population: Cartesian Duality Medical Hegemony and Patients Who Fall Through the Cracks

5:45 End of Session

0-070 BOUNDARIES OF BODIES, SPACES OF STATES
(Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Salon D, Level Five

Chair: KRISTIN M SMITH (U Pennsylvania)

4:00 KRISTIN M SMITH (U Pennsylvania) Developing Negatives: Bodies, Space and Photographic Portrayals of Population in Nonindustrialized Nations

4:15 JENNIFER E ALVEY (Temple U) Post-Socialist Imaginaries: Right-Wing Political Mobilization in Post-Revolutionary Nicaragua

4:30 MATTHEW HULL (U Chicago) Fractals and Fraud: Between Old and New Practices of Land Measurement and Management in Pakistan

4:45 THOR R ANDERSON (San Francisco State U) Revolutionary Chaos: Alcohol, Drugs and the Breakdown of Borders in a Mordern Maya Village

5:00 MARCIA MIKULAK (U New Mexico) The Social Construction of Disposable Children: Street and Working Children in Brazil

5:15 JENNIFER HASTY (Duke U) Withering State and Vanishing Organs: Popular Rumor and Power in Ghana

5:30 Discussion

5:45 End of Session

0-071 DEVELOPMENT
(Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Salon I, Level Five

Chair: BRAD WEISS (William & Mary)

4:00 ROBERTO GONZALEZ (UC-Berkeley) The Return of the Mountain Spirits: Development and the Reapperance of Pre-Hispanic Ritual in Northern Oaxaca, Mexico
WEDNESDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 2

0-012  NUTRITIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY: CULTURAL MODELS, DIETARY CHANGE
(Reviewed by Council on Nutritional Anthropology)  Room 501, Level Five
Chair: LAUREN S BLUM (U Connecticut)
4:00  SOREN TANGE KRISTENSEN Hunger, Appetite and Satiety in a Sociocultural Perspective
4:15  LAUREN S BLUM (U Connecticut) Cultural Models of Vitamin A Deficiency
4:30  YARED AMARE (Boston U) Seasonal Patterns of Household and Child Food Consumption Among Amhara Peasants in Ethiopia
4:45  EMILY GRIFFIN Lead Poisoning in Oaxaca, Mexico
5:00  SUSAN L JOHNSTON (U Pennsylvania) Food Choice is Shaped by Accessibility: How Sources of Food Have Changed Over Time for the Blackfeet
5:15  CHERY SMITH (U Minnesota) A Population in Transition: A Look at Changes in the Nutritional Status of Adult Sherpas
5:30  Discussion
5:45  End of Session

0-073  COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION  Board of Directors
5:00-8:00  Room 307, Level Three

THE ENVIRONMENT AS "MASTER NARRATIVE": DISCOURSE AND IDENTITY IN "ENVIRONMENTAL" CONFLICTS (Reviewed by Anthropology & Environment Section)  Salon C, Level Five
Organizer: ALX VLADIMIR DARK (New York U). Chair: KRISTA HARPER (UC-Santa Cruz)
6:00  CHRISTINE J WALLEY (New York U) Bureaucracy, Science and "Sustainable Development": The Politics of Exclusion in the Mafia Island Marine Park, Tanzania
6:15  KRISTA HARPER (UC-Santa Cruz) Environmentalist Moralties: Responsibility, Agency and Social Movements in Contemporary Hungary
6:30  ALX VLADIMIR DARK (New York U) Cedar Woman Protects the Clayoquot: Creating a First Nations Voice in British Columbia's Environmental Movement
6:45  CHRISTOPHER T TIMURA (U Michigan) A Critique of "Environmental Conflict": Comparing Communal Violence in Chiapas, Mexico, Para, Brazil and Northern Region, Ghana
7:00  WILLETT KEMPTON (U Delaware) and DOROTHY C HOLLAND (UNCChapel Hill) Struggles over "Environment" in the US Environmental Movement
7:15  MELISSA A CHECKER (New York U) We All Breathe the Same Air: Redefining the Environment as a New Metaphor for Old Social Justice Struggles
7:30  CARL A MAIDA (UC-Los Angeles) Civic Engagement and Environmentalism in Pacoima: Arenas for Political Discourse and Social Action
7:45  End of Session
INVITED SESSION: FORCED DIASPORAS AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF SUFFERING (General Anthropology Division, Room 410, Level Four
Organizers: ANN M RYNEARSON (Inst Inst) and DON F SEEMAN (Hebrew U).
Chair: ANN M RYNEARSON (Inst Inst)
6:00 ART HANSEN (Clark Atlanta U) Creating Communities Through Shared Suffering
6:15 JACK GLAZIER (Oberlin C) A Double Suffering: The Ideology of Jewish Migrant Dispersion, 1901-22
6:30 PATRICIA A OMIDIAN (CSU-Hayward) and ALI GOHAR (Soc Welfare Cell/CAR, Pakistan) Depression Among Long-Time Stayers in Afghan Refugee Camps: Political Implications and Manipulations
6:45 NANCY J WELLMEIER (Arizona State U) Do Not Afflict Yourselves, We Will Return: 500 Years of Suffering in the Maya Cosmovision
7:00 MARIAN REIFF (Columbia U) Ethiopian Jews in Israel: Conflicting Constructions of Pain and Illness in the Health Care System
7:15 JULIENE G LIPSON (UC-San Francisco) "You Think You Have Problems!": Elderly Jewish Refugees in Managed Care
7:30 DON F SEEMAN (Hebrew U) Policy Implications of the Construction of Suffering in Forced Migrations
7:45 LYNELYN D LONG (Population Council) Different Memories of War and Suffering: The Vietnam Refugee Experience Remembered
7:45 End of Session

ART AND THE EXPRESSION OF COMPLEX IDENTITIES: IMAGINING AND CONTESTING ETHNICITY IN PERFORMANCE (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology, Room 403, Level Four
Organizer: VALENTINA PAGLIAI (UC-Los Angeles). Chair: MARCIA FARR (U Illinois-Chicago)
6:00 LUDMILA DUTKOVA (U Arizona-Tucson) Texas Czech Folk Music and Ethnic Identity
6:15 GLORIA NARDINI (U Illinois-Chicago) When Husbands Die: Ethnicity, Gender and Verbal Art in Italian-American Women's Joke Telling
6:30 PETER C HANLEY (U Texas-Austin) En un Clavo Estan Colgadas: History, Parody and Identity Formation, in the Mexican american Carpa
6:45 ALEXANDRA M JAFFE (U Southern Mississippi) Comic Performance and the Articulation of Hybrid Identity
7:00 VALENTINA PAGLIAI (UC-Los Angeles) I Found Myself Singing in This Land: Reflecting Emotions/Creating Identities in the Tuscan “Contrasto”
7:15 Discussant: RICHARD BAUMAN (Indiana U)
7:45 End of Session

RETHINKING DIVERSITY IN THE US ANTHROPOLOGICAL CURRICULUM (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America) Salon K, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: IDA S SUSSE (CUNY)
6:00 RUBEN G MENDOZA (CSU) The Hyphenated Past: An Archaeological Approach to the Teaching of American Cultural Diversity
6:15 MARIA D VESPER (New C) Aging in the US: Cultural Diversity as a Late Life Concern
6:30 JUNE C NASH (City C of New York) Transnational Migrants and the New Labor Movement
6:45 DIEGO VIGIL (UC-Los Angeles) and CURT ROSEMAN (USC) Ethnicity and Peace: Anthropological and Geographical Perspectives
7:00 PETER KWONG (Hunter C, CUNY) Deconstructing Ethnic Enclaves
7:15 A LYNN BOLLES (U Maryland-College Park) Jeans, Gene and Family Life in the US
7:30 Discussant: DELMOS J JONES (CUNY-Grad Ctr)
7:45 End of Session

DISCIPLINARY PRACTICE: THE WORK OF CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Salon L, Level Five
THE COUNTRY AND THE CITY IN EAST ASIA, PART I (Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Room 502, Level Five
Organizers/Chairs: ROY R GRINKER (George Washington U) and SHEILA MIYOSHI JAGER (Korean Studies Academy)
6:00 ANDREW B KIPNIS (Australian National U) The Anthropology of Rural-Urban Migration Policy in the PRC
6:15 ROY R GRINKER (George Washington U) Nostalgia for the North: South Korea's Longing for Authenticity
6:30 MARILYN J IVY (Columbia U) Dark Enlightenment: City and Country in the Photographs of Naito Masatoshi
6:45 ANGELA ZITO (Columbia U) Filial Peaks and Rocklike Sons: Naturalizing Civility in Early Modern Huizhou
7:00 JUNE J H LEE (Sogang) Geography of Health: Nostalgic Formations of Korean Popular Medicine
7:15 Discussant: LI ZHANG (Cornell U)
7:30 Discussant: NANCY ABELMANN (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign)
7:45 End of Session

INVITED SESSION: POPULATION, PRODUCTION AND ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE IN NORTH ATLANTIC ISLANDS (Anthropology & Environment Section) Salon I, Level Five
Organizers: JON HAUKUR INGIMUNDARSON (Stefansson Arctic Inst) and DANIEL E VASEY (Dwive Word C). Chair: THOMAS H MCGOVERN (Hunter C, CUNY)
6:00 LISA K BARLOW (U Colorado) and ANNE JENNINGS (Consultant/Unaffiliated) What Can Greenland Proxy Records Tell Us about the Climate of the North Atlantic Experienced by Norse Settlers, ca 800-1400?
6:15 THOMAS H MCGOVERN (Hunter C, CUNY), ORRI VESTEINSSON (Iceland Archaeology Inst) and THOMAS AMOROSI Political Founder Effects: Early Settlement in Iceland and Greenland
6:30 DANIEL E VASEY (Dwive Word C) Population, Society and Environment in Preindustrial Iceland
6:45 JON HAUKUR INGIMUNDARSON (Stefansson Arctic Inst) and OGILVIE ASTRID (U Colorado) Economic Transformations, Climactic Thresholds and Ecological Succession in Medieval Iceland
7:00 SUSAN A KAPLAN (Bowdoin C) and JIM WOOLLETT (Bowdoin C) Choice, Challenge and Change: The Interplay of Climate, Geography and Culture on the Labrador Coast
7:15 SOPHIA P PERDIKARIS (Hunter C-CUNY) Provisioning the North Atlantic: Population Dynamics and the Rise of Commercial Fisheries
7:30 Discussant: WILLIAM W FITZHUGH (Smithsonian Inst)
7:45 End of Session

STATES AND SPACES OF MARGINALITY (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Room 407, Level Four
WEDNESDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 2

Organizers: CATHERINE BESTEMAN (Colby C) and JANICE NEWBERRY (Bryn Mawr C). Chair: CATHERINE BESTEMAN (Colby C)

6:00 CATHERINE BESTEMAN (Colby C) Racialized Citizens: Creating Marginality in the Somali Nation-State

6:15 CHARLES V CARNEGIE (Bates C) Outflanking the State, "Racing" the Transnation: Marcus Garvey's Politics of Transterritorial Solidarity

6:30 NILANJANA CHATTERJEE (Queens C, CUNY) Managing Marginality: The Indian State and East Bengali Refugee Camps

6:45 Break

7:00 JANICE NEWBERRY (Bryn Mawr C) The Marginality of the Working-Class Javanese

7:15 GERALD M SIDER (Staten Island & CUNY Grad Ctr) The Formation of Local Property in the Hinterlands of Power

7:30 Discussant: ANA M ALONSO (U Arizona-Tucson)

7:45 End of Session

0-082 ALTERING STATES: ETHNOGRAPHIES OF TRANSITION IN EASTERN EUROPE AND THE FORMER SOVIET UNION (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Salon A, Level Five

Organizers: MATTI BUNZL (U Illinois) and DAPHNE J BERDAHL (U Minnesota). Chair: MATTI BUNZL (U Illinois)

6:00 DAPHNE J BERDAHL (U Minnesota) Introduction

6:15 MATTI BUNZL (U Illinois) The Prague Experience: Gay Male Sex Tourism and the Neocolonial Invention of an Embodied Border

6:30 STEPHANIE S PLATZ (U Michigan-Ann Arbor) The Shape of National Time: Daily Life, History and Identity during Armenia’s Transition to Independence

6:45 ELIZABETH A TEN DYKE (Hunter C) Memory, History and Remembrance Work

7:00 ANNA SZEMERE (UC-San Diego) “We’ve Kicked the Habit”: The (Anti)-Politics of Art’s Autonomy and Transition in Hungary

7:15 DALE PESMEN (U Chicago) Tropes of Depth and the Russian Soul: Openings and Closings in Post-Soviet Siberia

7:30 Discussant: MARTHA LAMPLAND (UC-San Diego)

7:45 End of Session

0-083 POPULATION, IDENTITY AND GENDERED ROLES IN JAPAN (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) Salon B, Level Five

Organizer: BETHANY L GRENALD (U Michigan-Ann Arbor). Chair: LEILA MADGE (UC-San Diego)

6:00 LEILA MADGE (UC-San Diego) The Women’s Friendship Society: Managing the Home and Heart in Modern Japan


6:30 YUKI HIRANO (U British Columbia) Gender and Population in Okinawa

6:45 YOUNGMI LIM (CUNY) Ambiguities of Gender and Nationality in Japanese and Korean-Japanese Marriages

7:00 YASUSHI WATANABE (Sophia U) Sexuality Occupied: The Trajectory of American Policy Toward Prostitution in the Postwar Japan

7:15 Discussant: MARIKO TAMANOI (UC-Los Angeles)

7:30 Discussion

7:45 End of Session

0-084 CERAMIC ECOLOGY '98: CURRENT RESEARCH ON CERAMICS (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Room 405, Level Four

Organizers/Chairs: LOUANA M LACKEY (Maryland Inst, C of Art) and CHARLES C KOLB (Ntl Endow for the Humanities)

6:00 CHARLES C KOLB (Ntl Endow for the Humanities) Introduction

6:15 ARLEYN W SIMON (Arizona State U) Ceramics and Settlements: Salado Social Dynamics in Central Arizona
6:30  MARIA A MASUCCI (Drew U) Imported Vessels, Population Movement or Technological Change? Tracing the Expansion of the Prehispanic Manteno, Coastal Ecuador

6:45  FRANCES HAYASHIDA (Tech U of Munich), MICHAEL GLASCOCK (Missouri U), WERNER HAUSLER (Tech U of Munich) and HECTOR NEFF (Missouri U) State Pottery Production in the Inka Provinces: Archaeometric Perspectives

7:00  MICHAEL TITE (U Oxford) Cooking Pots and Their Thermal Shock Resistance

7:15  ILSE SCHUTZ (Museo de Alfareria) Women's Participation in Traditional Spanish Pottery Production

7:30  Break

7:45  H LEEDOM LEFFERTS (Drew U) and LOUISE ALLISON CORT (Freer and Sackler Galleries) A Preliminary Cultural Geography of Contemporary Village-Based Earthenware Production in Mainland Southeast Asia

8:00  CHUIMEI HO (Field Museum-Chicago) Sino-Indonesian/Malaysian Ceramic Making in Borneo

8:15  KEN SASAKI (Inter Res Ctr for Japanese Stu) Ceramics Approach to Redistribution in Prehistory

8:30  CHARLES C KOLB (Ntl Endow for the Humanities) One If by Land, Two If by Sea: The State and Ceramic Production and Distribution—Imperial Entanglements in Rome, India and China

8:45  LOUANA M LACKEY (Maryland Institute, C of Art) Who, What, When, Where and Why: Recent Research in Ceramics Studies

9:00  Discussant: BARBARA L STARK (Arizona State U)

9:15  Discussion

9:45  End of Session

0-085  ANTHONY F C WALLACE: A CONTINUING LEGACY (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Salon D, Level Five
Organizers: ROBERT S GRUMET (National Park Service) and RAYMOND D FOGELSON (U Chicago). Chair: WILLIAM N FENTON (U Albany)

6:00  WILLIAM N FENTON (U Albany) Introduction

6:15  RAYMOND D FOGELSON (U Chicago) Anthony F C Wallace and Grand Theory

6:30  REGNA DARNELL (U Western Ontario) Anthony F C Wallace, Psychology, (Ethno)History and the American Indian at the University of Pennsylvania

6:45  LEE CASANELLI (U Pennsylvania) Anthony F C Wallace, Ethnohistorian

7:00  EDWARD C CARTER II (American Philosophical Society) Anthony F C Wallace as an American Philosophical Society Member and a Traditional Historian

7:15  CHRISTINA M LEMIEUX (Kutztown U-Pennsylvania) Paradigmatic Process and Social Movements: A Dynamic Model for Cultural Change

7:30  ANTHONY F C WALLACE (U Pennsylvania) Mourning Logan: Thomas Jefferson and the American Indians

7:45  End of Session

0-086  ETHNICITY, OTHERNESS AND POWER (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America) Salon G, Level Five
Chair: DONALD SCOTT WESOLOWSKI (U Wisconsin)

6:00  DONALD SCOTT WESOLOWSKI (U Wisconsin) Knowledge Is Power: The Politics of Population among Members of a Polish Heritage Ethnic Organization

6:15  ANN D LUCAS (Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo) Creating and Reecreating Tradition in the Apache Tribe of Oklahoma

6:30  JILL MARIA WAGNER (Iowa State U) Ethnicity as Marketing Strategy: Indians, Jingoism and Stereotypes

6:45  WILLIAM DONNER (Kutztown U/Millersville) The Modernization of Pennsylvania German Ethnicity

7:00  THOMAS E GALLAGHER (Ursinus C) Population Increase and Its Effect on the Old Order Amish of Southeastern Pennsylvania

7:15  DAVID MAYNARD (Baruch C) Mapping Discourse Fields in the "Voluntary Simplicity" Movement in the US

7:30  Discussion
7:45 End of Session

0-087 INDIGENOUS PERSPECTIVES AND SUSTAINABILITY (Reviewed by Anthropology & Environment Section) Salon E, Level Five
Chair: RICHARD H MOORE (Ohio State U)
6:00 RICHARD H MOORE (Ohio State U) El Niño and Amish Flexibility
6:15 DANIEL M CARTLEDGE (Prescott C) Population and Sustainability in the Highlands of Southwest Ethiopia
6:30 JAMES SCOTT HILL (U Florida) Cutting Sticks or Poaching Timber? Overlapping Forest Tenures and Conservation in Southwest Cameroon
6:45 SOREN C LARSEN (U Kansas) Speaking of the Earth: Land Tenure and Development among the Cheslatta of British Columbia
7:00 JACKSON M ROPER (U Pittsburgh) Reconsidering Collective Territories for Indigenous Populations
7:15 CRISTINA EGHENTER What is Tana Ulen Good For? Conservation Strategies and Community Rights in a Conservation and Development Project in Borneo
7:30 TERRENCE LOOMIS (Waikato U) Indigenous Populations and Sustainable Development: Building on Indigenous Perspectives, Self-Determination and Empowerment
7:45 End of Session

0-088 DEMOGRAPHIC SEGMENTS IN ACTION: GENDER AND LABOR POLITICS (Reviewed by Society for Latin American Anthropology) Rooms 414 & 415, Level Four
Chair: RONALD DUNCAN (Native American Heritage Assoc)
6:00 HELGA BAITENMANN (Colegio de la Frontera Norte) Gender and Collective Rights in Rural Mexico: The Case of the Agrarian Reform in Central Veracruz (1915-92)
6:15 DONNA L CHOLLETT (U Minnesota-Morris) Globalization and the Variegated Consequences of Market Liberalization under NAFTA
6:30 BELISA GONZALEZ (U New Mexico) Who Says Milpa Work Is for Men?: Changing Divisions of Labor in One Lacandon Community
6:45 LAURA H HERLIHY (U Kansas) Magical Mothers, Menacing Mermaids: Fear of the Feminine on the Miskito Coast
7:00 RONALD DUNCAN (Native American Heritage Assoc) Raquira Ceramics: Gender and Economic Change
7:15 CARLA GUERRON-MONTERO (U Oregon) and G MORENO-BLACK (U Oregon) Panela para el Cafe: Women, Households and Food Security Coping Strategies in the Afro-Ecuadorian Highlands
7:30 JANE HENRICI (U Texas-Austin) Agencies of Change: Non-Governmental Organizations and Gender in Peru
7:45 End of Session

0-089 CANCER AND CHRONIC DISEASE IN NORTH AMERICA: FOCUS ON MINORITY EXPERIENCES (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Room 406, Level Four
Chair: RHONDA J MOORE (UT MD Anderson Cancer Ctr)
6:00 RHONDA J MOORE (UT MD Anderson Cancer Ctr) Cultural Encounters with Pain: Experiencing Survivorship in White and African-American Head & Neck Cancer Patients
6:15 CYNTHIA L BLITZ (U Pennsylvania) and AILEEN ROTHARD (U Pennsylvania) Differential Rates of Diagnoses and Service Utilization among African American and Caucasian Women with Breast Cancer
6:30 JONNIE P MARKS (Case Western Reserve U) Women, the World and God: Models of Breast Cancer Risks in African-American Women
6:45 WILLIAM H MCKELLIN (U British Columbia) From the Laboratory to the Clinic: The Impact of the "Genetic Revolution" on Oncologists' Understanding of Hereditary Cancer
WEDNESDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 2

7:00  NANCY ROMERO-DAZA (Hispanic Health Council) “My drugs were my doctor”: Reproductive Health among Drug-Using Women

7:15  JULIE FARNUM and LOUANNA FURBEE (U Missouri-Columbia) and DENNIS A FRATE (Mississippi) Predicting Risk of Hypertension Through Cognitive Modeling

7:30  ELISA J GORDON (Case Western Reserve U) Sociocultural Factors Influencing Treatment Decision Making among Patients with End Stage Renal Disease in the US

7:45  End of Session

0-090  STUDYING LANGUAGE TO UNDERSTAND EDUCATION (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Salon F, Level Five
Chair: TAMMY L BENNINGTON (George Mason U)

6:00  PETER M WOGAN (MIT) A Witch’s Book of Names, School History and National Identity

6:15  TRACY R RONE (UC-Los Angeles) Stealin’ the Meetin’: The Young Black Scholars and the Socialization of Academic Achievement

6:30  KATHLEEN J MARTIN (UC-Santa Barbara) The Language of Oral Narrative: Educating Lakota Students

6:45  PATRICIA A L EHRENSAL (Temple U) Schools, Drugs, Violence and Kids: Tales of Two Countries

7:00  STEVE BIALOSTOK (U Arizona) Metaphors of Literacy: Cultural Models of Mainstream Parents

7:15  TAMMY L BENNINGTON (George Mason U) Othering the Religious Right: The Maintenance of Professional Identity And Authority Among Critical Education Theorists

7:30  Discussion

7:45  End of Session

0-091  MIGRATION AND CULTURE CHANGE (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Salon H, Level Five
Chair: THOMAS N HEADLAND (Summer Inst of Linguistics)

6:00  THOMAS N HEADLAND (Summer Inst of Linguistics) and JANET HEADLAND (Summer Inst of Linguistics) Hypergyny: The Outmarriages of Agta Women and the Future of Philippine Negrito Post-Foraging Populations

6:15  SANDRA W BEVER (Southern Methodist U) Temporary Labor Migration and Changing Gender Roles in Yucatan, Mexico

6:30  RACHEL MASON (US Fish & Wildlife Service) Migration and Intermarriage Among Alaska Native Communities on Kodiak Island

6:45  KAARI L FLAGSTAD (Pennsylvania State U) Changing Gender Roles Among Bangladeshi Immigrants in New York City

7:00  Discussion

7:45  End of Session

0-092  REPRODUCING MAYA: REASSESSING CULTURE AND TRANSFORMATION IN MESOAMERICA (Reviewed by Society for Latin American Anthropology) Salon J, Level Five
Organizers/Chairs: HILARY ELISE KAHN (Indiana U-Indianapolis) and NORA M HAENN (Indiana U)

6:00  CHRISTINE KOVIC (U Houston) Who’s Maya? Whose Maya? Displaced Chamulans in San Cristobal de Las Casas, Chiapas

6:15  NORA M HAENN (Indiana U) and JULIA MURPHY (York U) Identity, Migration and Regional Political Economy: Being “Mestizo” and Being “Chol” in Calakmul, Campeche

6:30  GRANT D JONES (Davidson C) Conquest, Resistance and the Reconstruction of Ethnic Identities in the Colonial-Period Southern Maya Lowlands

6:45  MISSY GARBER (SUNY-Buffalo) Reproduction and Ambivalence: Private Birth Among Mopan Speaking Mayans in Belize
7:00    GAIL AMENTIC (Morningside C) Discipline and Publish: The Nationalization of Mayan Languages in Guatemala
7:15    CAROL HENDRICKSON (Marlboro C) The Idea of "Indio": National Articulations of Maya Culture in Early 20th-Century Guatemala and Mexico
7:30    Break
7:45    LENA MORTENSEN (Indiana U) Creating the Maya Legacy: Archaeology as a Medium for Heritage Contestation in Mesoamerica
8:00    HILARY ELISE KAHN (Indiana University-Illinois) Transplanting Power, Shifting Structures and Cultural Exchange: Q'eqchi' Owners in Livingston, Guatemala
8:15    PETER HERVIK (U Copenhagen) Guided Forgetting and Didactic Remembering of Mayan Identities and the Challenge to Theories of Cultural Transmission
8:30    CHRISTINE A KRAY (Dartmouth C) Embodied Practice and Ethnic Bodies: Cultural (?) Reproduction in Yucatan
8:45    Discussant: GARY H GOSSEN (SUNY-Albany)
9:00    Discussant: RICHARD R WILK (Indiana U)
9:15    Discussant: KAY B WARREN (Harvard U)
9:30    Discussion
9:45    End of Session

0-093    INVITED SESSION: COUNCIL ON NUTRITIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Council on Nutritional Anthropology) Room 501, Level Five
Organizers/Chairs: NICOLETE I TEUFEL (U Arizona) and LISA STATEN (U Arizona)
6:00    NICOLETE I TEUFEL (U Arizona) Introduction
6:15    GRETEL PELTO (World Health Organization) The Role of Focused Ethnographic Studies for Nutritional Anthropology in Public Health
6:30    RAFAEL PEREZ-ESCAMILLA (U Connecticut) Breastfeeding Promotion: Why Social and Biological Scientists Should Be Talking More to Each Other
6:45    BARRETT P BRENTON (St John's U) Native American Childhood Obesity in an Age of Casinos: Public Health Concerns and Interventions
7:00    KRISTEN S BORRE (East Carolina U) and CELIA WITT BEAUCHAMP (NC Cooperative Extension Svc) Community-Campus Partnerships for Health: Sharing Assets to Promote Nutritionally Adequate Diets in the Rural South
7:15    LESLIE E CARLIN (U Newcastle), NIGEL UNWIN (Newcastle) and TERRY ASPREY (Newcastle) Health of Urban Migrants in Tanzania: Combining Nutritional Anthropology and Public Health
7:45    Break
8:00    STANLEY HOLDER (Wichita Tribe of Oklahoma) Diet and Alcohol Consumption among the Wichita
8:15    LISA STATEN (U Arizona), NICOLETE I TEUFEL (U Arizona) and CHERYL R RITENBAUGH (Ctr for Health Research) Creating a Palatable Public Health Intervention
8:30    JUDITH KRIEGER (Western Washington U) Putting the Community in Community Health
8:45    DAVID A HIMMELGREEN (Hispanic Health Council) and RAFAEL PEREZ-ESCAMILLA (U Connecticut) Domestic Food Insecurity in the Time of Welfare Reform and Implications for Public Health Policy
9:00    Discussant: NEVIN SCRIMSHAW (United Nations U)
9:15    Discussant: CHERYL K RITENBAUGH (Ctr for Health Research)
9:30    Discussion
9:45    End of Session

0-094    HUNTER-GATHERERS AND THE OTHER: ASSOCIATION OR ASSIMILATION IN SOUTHERN AFRICA (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Rooms 401 & 402, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: SUSAN KENT (Old Dominion U)
6:00    SUSAN KENT (Old Dominion U) Introduction
6:15  KAZUYOSHI SUGAWARA (Kyoto U) Sociocultural Transformations in the Xade Community of the G/wi and G//ana

6:30  Discussion

6:45  SIMON HALL (U Witwatersrand) Empowering Places: Rock Shelters and Ritual Control in Farmer-Forager Interactions in the Northern Province, South Africa

7:00  Discussion

7:15  PATRICIA DRAPER (U Nebraska) and NANCY HOWELL (U Toronto) The Decision to Become Sedentary among Ju/'Hoansi ('Kung)

7:30  Discussion

7:45  KARIM SADR (U Botswana) How Now Brown Cow? Hunters and the Other in Southeastern Botswana During the Last 2000 Years

8:00  Discussion

8:15  RICHARD B LEE (U Toronto) Solitude or Servitude Revisited? Ju/'Hoan Views of Their Own History

8:30  Discussion

8:45  SUSAN KENT (Old Dominion U) Hunter-Gatherer Encounters with the Other in Lesotho, Southern Africa

9:00  Discussant: ALISON S BROOKS (George Washington U)

9:15  Discussion

9:45  End of Session

0-095  SITUATING POPULATION RESEARCH IN THE MIDDLE EAST: CONSTRUCTING NATIONS, CROSSING BOUNDARIES (Reviewed by Middle East Section)
Rooms 411 & 412, Level Four
Organizers: SETENEY SHAMI (MEAwards) and ANITA H FABOS (Boston U)

6:00  NUKHET SIRMAN (Bogazici U) Conjugality and Kinship in Republican Turkey

6:15  RHODA A KANAANEH (Columbia U) Conceiving Difference: Family Planning and Class among Palestinians in the Galilee

6:30  HANIA MOHAMED SHOLKAMY (Reproductive Health Working Gr) Medicine Men and the Fertility of Women: Medical Knowledge and the Construction and Regulation of Female Fertility in Egypt

6:45  MOHAMMED TABISHAT (U Cambridge) The Nation's Heart at Risk: Debating Heart Disease in Egypt

7:00  HOMA HOODFAR (Concordia U) Women Volunteer Health Workers in Iran: The State, NGOs and the Limits of Social Mobilization

7:15  MONTASSER MOUNIR KAMAL (McGill U) Modernity and Health in Cairo: Health Care Policies and Local Social Inequalities

7:30  Discussant: DENIZ KANDYOTI (SOAS)

7:45  Break

8:00  LEYLA NEYZI (Sabanci U) Talking to the Old and Talking to the Young: Generation, Oral History and Identity in Turkey

8:15  ASEEL SAWALHA (CUNY Grad Ctr) Moving In and Out: Spatial and Demographic Changes in Beirut

8:30  ZAFTER YENAL (SUNY Binghamton) Spicing the Table d'Hote: Urbanization and the Ethnicization of Foodways in Postwar Turkey

8:45  ANITA H FABOS (Boston U) Constructing the Arab Nation in Diaspora: Ambiguous Boundaries and Contested Gender Norms for Northern Sudanese in Cairo

9:00  RAHMA BOURQIA (Hassan II U) Women, Choice and Globalization in Morocco

9:15  DENIZ YENAL (SUNY-Binghamton) "Shuttles" Weave a Market: Migration, Ethnicity and the Building of an Informal Trade Network between Turkey and Russia

9:30  Discussant: SETENEY SHAMI (MEAwards)

9:45  End of Session

0-096  THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF VISUAL COMMUNICATION AT TEMPLE II (Reviewed by Society for Visual Anthropology) Room 413, Level Four
Organizers/Chairs: JAY RUBY (Temple U) and NORA JONES (Temple U)

6:00  SUSANNE KEMPF (Temple U) Visual Recordings and Intellectual Property
6:15  JAY RUBY (Temple U) The Death of Ethnographic Film
6:30  JAYASINHJI JHALA (Temple U) Contextualizing and Interpreting Videotaped Multilingual Conversations
6:45  SAM PACK (Temple U) Beauty and the Beast
7:00  ROBERT LAZARSKY (Temple U) Deconstructing Krippendorf: Representation of Anthropology in Feature Films
7:15  Discussant: HARALD E L PRINS (Kansas State U)
7:30  Discussion
7:45  End of Session

0-097  MEMORY AND HOME (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Room 404, Level Four
Organizers: LAURA E KUNREUTHER (U Michigan) and CAROLE A MCGRANAHAN (U Michigan). Chair: E VALENTINE DANIEL (U Michigan-Ann Arbor)
6:00  E VALENTINE DANIEL (U Michigan-Ann Arbor) Introduction
6:15  ANN A FORBES (Dartmouth U) Coming Home or Not: Memories and Dreams in Northeastern Nepal
6:30  PENELIPE C PAPAILIAS (U Michigan) Writing and Being: “Topos” in Greek Autobiography and Local Histonography
6:45  Discussant: LESSIE JO FRAZIER (U South Carolina)  
7:00  Discussion
7:15  LIDA JUNGHANS (Harvard U) Home in Suzhou: An Archaeology Project
7:30  PAMELA L BALLINGER (Bowdoin C) Living in the Ruins: Making Memories of the Istran Homeland
7:45  Discussant: KENNETH M GEORGE (U Oregon)
8:00  Discussion
8:15  LAURA E KUNREUTHER (U Michigan) Remembering “My Story and My Song” on the Kathmandu FM Radio
8:30  CAROLE A MCGRANAHAN (U Michigan) Dreaming in Tibetan: The Possibilities of Home in Exile
8:45  Discussant: ANN S ANAGNOST (U Washington)
9:00  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

0-098  INVITED SESSION: PART I—ALFONSO ORTIZ AND RESEARCH IN THE SOUTHWEST & PART II—RESEARCH THEN AND NOW (Association of Senior Anthropologists) Room 310, Level Three
Organizers/Chairs: BEA MEDICINE (Warrior Women, Inc) and CARA E RICHARDS (Transylvania U)
6:00  Discussant: BEA MEDICINE (Warrior Women, Inc)
6:15  Discussant: DONALD N BROWN (Oklahoma State U)
6:30  Discussant: TRILOKI PANDEY (UC-Santa Cruz)
6:45  Discussion
7:00  Break
7:15  Discussant: DAVID MCCURDY (Macalester U)
7:30  Discussant: JAMES F HAMILL (Miami U-Ohio)
7:45  Discussant: EVELYN P HATCHER (U Minnesota)
8:00  Discussant: CARA E RICHARDS (Transylvania U)
8:15  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

0-099  AAA COMMITTEE ON MINORITY ISSUES IN ANTHROPOLOGY Committee Meeting
6:15-8:00  Conference Suite 1 Level Three

0-100  SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY Board of Directors
6:30-9:00  Room 309, Level Three
WEDNESDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 2

0-101  FILM SCREENINGS Society for Visual Anthropology Film, Video and Interactive Media Awards, with Previews of Award-Winning Films  
7:00-8:30  
Rooms 408 & 409, Level Four  
Organizer: JOAN SWAYZE WILLIAMS. Chair: MALCOLM COLLIER

0-102  COUNCIL ON NUTRITIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY Board of Directors  
7:00-9:00  
Room 306, Level Three

0-103  AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY Board of Directors  
7:00-10:00  
Room 301, Level Three

0-104  MAD ABOUT METHODS: TEACHING THE ETHNOGRAPHIC APPROACH TO UNDERGRADUATES (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Room 407, Level Four  
Organizer/Chair: CATHERINE MARY CAMERON (Cedar Crest C)  
8:00  
JAMES D ARMSTRONG (Plattsburgh State U) and DEBORAH R ALTAMIRANO (SUNY-Plattsburgh) Ethnography as Problem Solving  
8:15  
DAN F BAUER (Lafayette C) Ethnographic Methods: Pedagogy and Performance  
8:30  
KJELL I ENGE (Dickinson C) The Ethnography of Migrant Farm Workers in Adams County, Pennsylvania  
8:45  
MARGARET NOWAK (U Puget Sound) Triangulating to the Point of Sanity: The Use of Lived Experience in the Construction of Reflexive Ethnography Courses  
9:00  
JOHN T OMCHUNDRO (SUNY-Potsdam) Rigor and Reporting in an Undergraduate Field Methods Course  
9:15  
MARY SCHWEITZER (Wichita U) Chary About Challenge: Strategies for Supporting the Undergraduate Fieldworker  
9:30  
Discussant: EVA HUSEBY-DARVAS (U Michigan- Dearborn)  
9:45  
End of Session

0-105  NEW RELATIVITIES IN DISCOURSE OF THINKING AND FEELING (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Salon K, Level Five  
Organizer: GARY B PALMER (U Nevada-Las Vegas). Chair: TIMOTHY DUNNIGAN (U Minnesota)  
8:00  
HAROLD SCHIFFMAN (U Pennsylvania) Language, Primordialism and Sentiment  
8:15  
CYNTHIA D DUNN Emotions in Public: The Conventionalization of Affective Display in Two Japanese Contexts  
8:30  
TIMOTHY DUNNIGAN (U Minnesota) Cross-Cultural Experiments on the Physiological and Verbal Correlates of Relived Emotions  
8:45  
GARY B PALMER (U Nevada-Las Vegas) Constructions of Thoughts, Emotions and Transnational Identities in Tagalog Popular Videos  
9:00  
MARGARET C FIELD (UC-Santa Barbara) Linguistic Relativity in Ways of Speaking: Triadic Participation Structure in Navajo Directives  
9:15  
SHI-XU (Natl U of Singapore) The Discourse of Mind  
9:30  
Discussion  
9:45  
End of Session

0-106  INVITED SESSION: THE COUNTRY AND THE CITY IN EAST ASIA II (American Ethnological Society) Room 502, Level Five  
Organizers/Chairs: ROY R GRINKER (George Washington U) and SHEILA MIYOSHI JAGER (Korean Studies Academy)  
8:00  
KAREN WIGEN (Duke U) Native Place, "Province" or "Community"? Locating the Country Side in Japanese Regional Discourse  
8:15  
MARIKO TAMANOI (UC-Los Angeles) The Countryside in Late Capitalist Japan: Reconsidering the "Old" Rural Paradigm of Nation Building  
8:30  
SHEILA MIYOSHI JAGER (Korean Studies Academy) Primitives and Pastorals: Park Chung-hee and the (Re)Invention of the New Citizen-Patriot
8:45  XIAOMEI CHEN (Ohio State U) Global Transactions of the Chinese Country in the Formation of Transnational Cultural Capital in Chinese American Bestsellers
9:00  BONNIE ADRIAN (Yale U) Here Comes the Bride: Fashion and Urban Sophistication in Taiwan
9:15  Discussant: LAUREL KENDALL (American Museum of Natl Hist)
9:30  Discussant: TANI BARLOW (U Washington)
9:45  End of Session

0-107  IDEOLOGY, SUBJECTIVITY AND THE EVERYDAY IN URBAN POLITICS
(Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Salon I, Level Five. Organizer/Chair: BENJAMIN CHESLUK (UC Santa Cruz)
8:00  JESSICA R CATTELINO (New York U) Citizenship, Locality and Civilian Crime Prevention in Manhattan’s Ninth Precinct
8:15  MARCIA HOOD-BROWN (MHRI/NDRI) No Place to Stand: Neighborhood Association Discourse on Street Prostitution and a Prostitution-Free Zone
8:30  CATHRYN H CLAYTON (UC Santa Cruz) Culture in Ruins: Making History in Macau
8:45  ALLEN FELDMAN (Natl Development & Rsch Inst) Advanced Marginality, White Public Space and New Technologies of Spatial Discipline
9:00  STEPHANIE V BROWN (UT-Austin) Cruising in Oakland: Teenagers and Citizenship
9:15  BENJAMIN CHESLUK (UC Santa Cruz) The Iconography of Order in “The New Times Square”
9:30  Discussant: STEVEN FELD (New York U)
9:45  End of Session

0-108  RETHINKING WATER RESOURCES IN AN ERA OF NEOLIBERAL POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC REFORM (Reviewed by Anthropology & Environment Section)
Salon D, Level Five
Organizers: WILLIAM DERMAN (Michigan State U) and ANNE FERGUSON (Michigan State U). Chair: SCOTT WHITEFORD (Michigan State U)
8:00  SCOTT WHITEFORD (Michigan State U) Conflicting Currents?: Globalization, the World Bank, Water Policy and Resistance in Mexico
8:15  CALVIN NHIRA (U Zimbabwe) The Intersection Between Land and Water Reforms: Evolving Tenure and Redistributive Models in Zimbabwe
8:30  WILLIAM DERMAN (Michigan State U) Dam Every Drop? The Environment, the Market and New Water Laws in Southern Africa
8:45  ANNE FERGUSON (Michigan State U) Zimbabwe’s New Water Reforms: Gender Dimensions
9:00  MICHAEL M HOROWITZ (Binghamton U-SUNY) Managing Transnational Rivers
9:15  Discussant: JOHN M DONAHUE (Trinity U)
9:30  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

0-109  EQUALITY OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY? WHAT WE SAY AND WHAT WE DO: LIES WE TELL OUR CHILDREN (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Salon F, Level Five
Organizer: DEBORAH DYER TEED (Florida Intl U)
8:00  DORA ACHERMAN-CHOR (Florida Intl U) Introduction
8:15  DEBORAH DYER TEED (Florida Intl U) We Talk the Talk, But without Learning to Walk the Walk: Educational Inequities for Haitians in Miami
8:30  PAULA FERNANDEZ (Florida Intl U) Secondary Education in the Ghetto: Academic Orientations of African American Adolescents in Miami
8:45  LINDA CALLEJAS (Florida Intl U) The Refis Hang Out Over There: The Politics of Being Cuban in a Miami-Dade Public High School
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9:00  BLANE R DOBEY (Florida Intl U) Academics and Athletics: The Coach as a Role Model
9:15  DORA ACHERMAN-CHOR (Florida Intl U) Multiculturalism in Educational Discourse: Who are We Kidding?
9:30  Discussant: JANE S MORGAN (Florida Int U)
9:45  End of Session

0-110

CURRENT RESEARCH ON NIDDM DIABETES AMONG NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN POPULATIONS: IMPLICATIONS FOR PREVENTION AND CARE
(Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Room 406, Level Four
Organizers: DEREK B MILNE (Dine C-Shiprock) and CAROLYN EPPLE (ASU).
Chair: DEREK B MILNE (Dine C-Shiprock)
8:00  MARK C BAUER (Dine C), CAROLYN EPPLE (ASU) and DEREK B MILNE (Dine C-Shiprock) Research as Resource: Training "Native Anthropologists" for Diabetes Research at Dine College
8:15  JOCELYN BRUYERE (U Manitoba) Understandings About Type II Diabetes Mellitus Among the Nehinaw
8:30  DIANE WEINER (UC-Los Angeles) What is Fitness? California Indian Perspectives on Exercise and Body
8:45  CHRISTIANA E MIEWALD (U Kentucky) I Really Try to Watch What I Buy: The Health-Work of Diabetes Prevention for Winnebago Caregivers
9:00  CAROLYN M SMITH (U Arizona) Evaluating a Hospital-Based Diabetes Education Program for Pregnant Pima Indian Women
9:15  Discussant: GRETCHEN CHELSEY LANG (U North Dakota)
9:30  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

0-111

THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDY OF DEMOCRACY: CONTINUING THE CONVERSATION (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Salon C, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: JULIA F PALEY (U Pennsylvania)
8:00  JAMES G FERGUSON (UC-Irvine) Who Cares about Democracy in Africa? Imagining African Modernity in an Age of Abjection
8:15  JULIA F PALEY (U Pennsylvania) From Welfare State to Symbolic State: Democracy and the Cultural Legitimation of Economic Restructuring
8:30  JAMES HOLSTON (UC-San Diego) Anthropology and Third Wave Democracies
8:45  TERENCE CALDEIRA (UC-Irvine) Walls, Public Space and Democracy in Cities
9:00  JEFFREY DAVID BASS (UC-San Diego) The Psychoanalyst as Citizen: How Argentine Psychoanalysts See the Relationship between Their Practice, Civil Society and the State
9:15  CYNTHIA SALTMAN (Rutgers Inst) The University as Public Sphere
9:30  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

0-112

BEYOND PREDICAMENTS: CULTURAL AND THEORETICAL MIGRATIONS AND THE FRENCH ETHNOGRAPHIC IMAGINATION (Reviewed by Association for Africanist Anthropology) Room 410, Level Four
Organizers: BETH ANNE BUGGENHAGEN (U Chicago) and RODERICK COOVER (U Chicago). Chair: BETH ANNE BUGGENHAGEN (U Chicago)
8:00  MAUREEN T ANDERSON (U Chicago) On Delafosse’s Legacy: Predicaments of Conquest, Third Republic Sociology and "Ethnographic Realism"
8:15  ROGER SAND-ROCA (U Chicago) The Afro-Brazilian Cannibalization of French Ethnology
8:30  JEANNE M HAFFNER (U Chicago) Pieces a Conviction: Aerial Photography and the Griaule School of Anthropology
8:45  BETH ANNE BUGGENHAGEN (U Chicago) The Unbroken Word: Contextualizing Dogon Ideologies of Language
9:00  STEVEN ROUSHAKES (U Chicago) The Truth of Cinema: The Ethnographic Vision of Jean Rouch
9:15
RODERICK COOVER (U Chicago) On Ethnographic Surrealism and Surrealist Ethnography

9:30
HEATHER HINDMAN (U Chicago) The Predicament of Collecting: Own and Other Cultures in Expatriate Communities

9:45
End of Session

0-113
SUBVERTING, CHALLENGING AND RESHAPING BORDERS IN A GLOBALIZED LATIN AMERICA (Reviewed by Society for Latin American Anthropology) Salon G, Level Five
Organizers: SILVIA HIRSCH (C of NJ) and CARMEN ALICIA FERRADAS (SUNY-Binghamton). Chair: CARMEN ALICIA FERRADAS (SUNY-Binghamton)
8:00
ALEJANDRO LUGO (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) Border Inspections
8:15
SILVIA HIRSCH (C New Jersey) Throwing Evil on the Other Side of the Border: Witchcraft and Border Crossings among the Guarani of Bolivia and Argentina
8:30
STEFANO VARESE (UC-Davis) Transbordering the Americas: Indigenous Diasporas and the Politics of Territoriality
8:45
VICTOR D MONTEJO (UC-Davis) Ethnic Relations and Transnational Migration: The Guatemala-Mexico Border in Historical Perspective
9:00
JASON ANTROSIO (Johns Hopkins U) Through Thick and Thin: An Andean Border in Three Capitalist Epochs
9:15
GRACIELA MERCEDES LABARTHE (Binghamton U) Neighbors and Self-Identities in Two Argentine Border Towns
9:30
Discussant: MICHAEL KEARNEY (UC-Riverside)
9:45
End of Session

0-114
SPIRIT POSSESSION, MENTAL HEALTH AND TRADITIONAL HEALING IN NORTHERN MALAWI (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Salon B, Level Five
Organizer: RUPERT POESCHL (U Munich)
8:00
RUPERT POESCHL (U Munich), SOKO BOSTON (U Malawi) and POESCHL ULRIKE (U Munich) The Epidemiology of Vimbuza, Epilepsy and Mental Health in Northern Malawi: Results of a Pilot Kap Survey
8:15
SOKO BOSTON (U Malawi) The Role of Spirit Possession in Traditional Healing Practices: Case Study
8:30
WATSON MSOSA (U Malawi) When Vimbuza Strikes: Dilemmas and Prospects in Profiles of a Nchimi's Client
8:45
ISABELLE DE SAFIS (St John of God) Children’s Experiences of the World of Spirits in Northern Malawi
9:00
HUGH HERZIG (St John of God) Local People's Perceptions of a New Community Mental Health Service in Mzuzu, Northern Malawi
9:15
KAREN SMYTH (St John of God) Mental Health in Northern Malawi: Patients’ Explanations for Admissions to St John of God Mental Health Service
9:30
HARRIS CHILALE (St John of God) Primary Health Care in Mental Health: A Community-based Approach in Northern Malawi
9:45
End of Session

0-115
Organizers: TONY WHITEHEAD (U Maryland) and KATHLEEN R REED (U Maryland). Chair: TONY WHITEHEAD (U Maryland)
8:00
TONY WHITEHEAD (U Maryland) Where are the Black Men?: Health and Social Issues that Threaten the Survival of African Americans as a Human Community in the 21st Century
8:15
KATHLEEN R REED (U Maryland) Ethnic Cleansing American-Style: Urban Spatial Displacement, Real Estate and Reproductive Fitness
8:30
EVELYN L BARBEE (Massachusetts C of Pharmacy) Violence and Black Women’s Mental Health: Implications for the Community
8:45  SUE A TAYLOR (Howard U) Traditional Roles of the Elderly in African American Social and Cultural Functioning and Their Status at the End of the 20th Century
9:00  ELIZABETH A WILLIAMS (U Kentucky) Sister to Sister: Breast Cancer Support Networks and the African American Community
9:15  D CHARLES WILLIAMS (U Memphis) Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Among Black Americans in the Mid-South: A Community Approach
9:30  Discussant: CHERYL R RODRIGUEZ (U South Florida)
9:45  End of Session

0-116  TEACHING SEX: A FACILITATED DISCUSSION (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) Salon L, Level Five
Organizer: CAROLYN MARTIN SHAW (UC-Santa Cruz). Chair: EVELYN BLACKWOOD (Purdue U)
8:00  Discussant: CAROLYN MARTIN SHAW (UC-Santa Cruz)
8:15  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

8:00  MATTHEW SPARKE (U Washington) The Northwest Territorial Imperative: Militias, Masculinities and the Politics of Space
8:15  ABIGAIL E ADAMS (Central Connecticut State U) "Fun, Travel, Adventure": US Citizens in Short-Term Service Abroad
8:30  CHRIS HABLES GRAY (U Great Falls) Pacifying Cyberspace—Real Militarization and Real Resistance in the Virtual Community
8:45  HUGH GUSTERSON (MIT) Militatist Feminism
9:00  Discussant: STEPHANIE S PLATZ (U Michigan-Ann Arbor)
9:15  Discussant: CATHARINE LUTZ (UNC-Chapel Hill)
9:30  Discussant: CYNTHIA ENLOE (Clark U)
9:45  End of Session

0-118  OBJECTS, VOICE AND REPRESENTATION (Reviewed by Council for Museum Anthropology) Rooms 414 & 415, Level Four
Chair: WILLOW ROBERTS POWERS (U New Mexico)
8:00  WILLOW ROBERTS POWERS (U New Mexico) The John Adair Archives Project: A Case Study in Community Input on Use of Archives
8:15  JENNIFER KRAMER (Columbia U) "Selling Out" or "Buying In": Art Ownership and Identity for the Nuxalk of Bella Coola
8:30  ANNA STRÓULIA (Indiana U) Representations of Others as Plaything-Like Miniatures: Exploring the Implications of a Museum Practice
8:45  YVONNE TEH (U Pennsylvania) Viewing Others: Transnational Encounters in Tanzanian Museums
9:00  KARRIE PORTER BRACE (Logan Museum of Anthropology) and KAY SHELTON (Northern Illinois U) Ethics & Collecting in Papua New Guinea
9:15  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

0-119  THE RECEPTION OF IMMIGRANTS IN EUROPE (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Salon E, Level Five
Chair: DIANE LAKEIN (U Michigan)
8:00  DIANE LAKEIN (U Michigan) Racism, Xenophobia or "Hostility Toward Foreigners"?: Defining Exclusionary Practices in Contemporary Germany
8:15  DOUGLAS MOORE (U Virginia) Testing the German "Muttersprache" Abroad: Language Tests and Official Constructions of German Identity in Russia
8:30  PATRICIA R HECK (U of the South) Voting with Their Feet: The Political and Demographic Effects of Long-Term Out-Migration
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8:45  CLARENCE GRAVELE (U Florida) Speaking of "Auslander": The Ascription of Ethnicity in Germany
9:00  ERIC CASTELLANOS (Brown U) Bobognese Identity in the Face of Immigration
9:30  SOFIA DASCALOPOULOS (U Aegean, Greece) Global Phenomena at Local Levels: Shifting Identities Among Albanian Arvanites in Greece
9:45  End of Session

0-120  TRANSNATIONAL ARTICULATIONS OF KNOWLEDGE AND IDENTITY
(Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Salon A, Level Five
8:00  MAXIMILIAN C FORTE (U Adelaide-Australia) Re-Engineering Indigeneity: Globalized Aboriginality, the Political Economy of Tradition and Trinidad's Caribs
8:15  MARK A PETERSON (American U-Cairo) Global Journalism, Local Newwriting: Truth, Representation and Politics in New Delhi
8:30  JUNG-SUN PARK (Northwestern U) Transmigrants in Transnational Business: Market, Identity and Belonging
8:45  SONIA P SILVA (Indiana U) Lives Remade Through Baskets
9:00  HAI REN (U Washington) Immigration and the Production of Anthropological Knowledge in the Age of Flexible Accumulation
9:15  Discussion
9:45  End of Session
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1-002  FILM SCREENINGS Open Viewing
8:00-9:00 Rooms 408 & 409, Level Four
Sign up for repeat screenings of 1998 titles

1-003  A DEBATE IN THREE MOVEMENTS: THE NEXUS BETWEEN CULTURAL MATERIALISM, EVOLUTIONARY ECOLOGY AND NEW-INDUSTRIAL ECONOMICS
(Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Room 310, Level Three
Organizers/Chairs: BRYAN T BYRNE (Baffin, Inc) and BURTON J BROWN (U Florida)
8:00  WILLIAM R LEONARD (U Florida) Linking Behavioral and Biological Variation in an Evolutionary Framework
8:15  WILLIAM KEEGAN (Florida Museum of Natural Hist) and MORGAN D MACLACHLAN Institutional Foundations of the Taino Chiefdoms
8:30  BRYAN T BYRNE (Baffin, Inc) and BURTON J BROWN (U Florida) Questions, Questions, Questions: To What Extent Do Cultural Materialism, Evolutionary Ecology and Neo-Institutional Economics Ask Compatible Questions?
8:45  Discussant: KRISTEN HAWKES (U Utah)
9:00  Discussant: BRUCE P WINTERHALDER (UNC-Chapel Hill)
9:15  Discussant: BOBBI S LOW (U Michigan)
9:30  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

1-004  ANTHROPOLOGIES OF THE STREET: SECOND-GENERATION APPLIED RESEARCH IN DRUG USE, DRUG TREATMENT AND HIV/AIDS PREVENTION
(Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Salon L, Level Five
Organizers/Chairs: JANIE E SIMMONS (Hispanic Health Council) and PATRICIA A MARSHALL (Loyola U-Chicago)
8:00  MICHAEL GORMAN (U Washington) Anthropologies of Speed: Applied Research with Respect to the Context and Meaning of Methamphetamine Use in Five US Communities
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8:15 JOHNP B PAGE (U Miami) Where You Shoot and Where You Sleep: HIV Risk and Residence
8:30 TERI A STRENSKI (Loyola U) The Evolution of Shooting Galleries in Three Ethnically Diverse Chicago Neighborhoods: Implications for HIV Prevention
8:45 JANIE E SIMMONS (Hispanic Health Council) Needle Exchange and Women: What Is at Stake?
9:00 MERRILL C SINGER (Hispanic Health Council) Bridging Drug Use to Drug Treatment: A Role for Applied Anthropology
9:15 Discussant: ROBERT T TROTTER (Northern Arizona U)
9:30 Discussant: RICHARD NEEDLE (NIDA)
9:45 End of Session

1-005 INVITED SESSION: TOWARD AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF MANAGED CARE
(Society for Medical Anthropology) Salon K, Level Five
Organizer: NORMA WARE (Harvard U)
8:00 NORMA WARE (Harvard U) Clinician Experiences of Managed Mental Health Care: A Re-Reading of the Threat
8:15 CYNTHIA ROBINS (U Pennsylvania) Generating Revenues: The Corporatization of Public Mental Health Care and the Emergence of Moral Conflicts
8:30 ALASDAIR DONALD The Rationalization of US Psychiatry: A Cultural Study of the Clinic
8:45 JEFF BORKAN (Ben-Gurion U) American Primary Care in the New World Order: Doing Better But Feeling Worse
9:00 SUZANNE R KIRSCHNER (Holy Cross C) and SUZANNE R KIRSCHNER (Holy Cross C) Managing Managed Care: Habitus, Hysteresis and the End(s) of Psychotherapy
9:15 Discussant: KIM HOPPER (Nathan S Kline Inst)
9:30 Discussant: TANYA M LUHRMANN (UC-San Diego)
9:45 End of Session

1-006 INVITED SESSION: MALTHUS WITH A NEW TWIST: THE CHALLENGE OF POPULATION, DIVERSITY LOSS AND FUTURE ADAPTABILITY (Anthropology & Environment Section) Salon B, Level Five
Organizers/Chairs: LESLIE E SPONSEL (U Hawaii-Honolulu) and PAMELA J PUNtenney (Environ & Human Systems Management)
8:00 PAMELA J PUNtenney (Environ & Human Systems Management) Introduction
8:02 LESLIE E SPONSEL (U Hawaii-Honolulu) Introduction
8:05 R BROOKE THOMAS (U Massachusetts-Amherst) Humanity's Dilemma: Hyperconsumption, Consciousness and the Future of Adaptability
8:10 MANUEL LIZARRALDE (Connecticut C) Green Imperialism: Who Will Pay the Cost of Saving the Rainforest?
8:15 PAMELA J PUNtenney (Environ & Human Systems Management) Intelligent Wisdom: Interpreting the Dragon's Mirror
8:25 LESLIE E SPONSEL (U Hawaii-Honolulu) Can Diversity Be Sacred Despite Exploding Population and Economic Pressures?: Reflections from Thailand and Beyond
8:30 Discussion Panel
9:00 Discussion
9:30 Discussant: PETER W VAN ARSDALE (Ctr for Cultural Studies)
9:45 End of Session

1-007 THE DUAL ROLES OF LABOR UNION ACTIVIST AND ANTHROPOLOGIST: CHALLENGES AND CONTRADICTIONS (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Work) Room 410, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: JUDITH E MARTI (CSU-Northridge)
### 8:00
- HEATHER ARCHER (CSU-Northridge) On Being an Anthropologist/Activist: In Tandem or Conflict?

### 8:15
- CLAUDIA M CUEVAS (U Southern California) Community Activism: Choice, Commitment and Obligation

### 8:30
- DAVID GRIFFITH (East Carolina U) Negotiating Silence: The Right to Work and Write at the End of the 20th Century

### 8:45
- FRED KRISSMAN (U Washington-Seattle) Anthropologist: An Obligation or an Oxymoron?

### 9:00
- JOHN R PULSKAMP (CSU-Northridge) The Flip Side: The Activist as an Anthropologist

### 9:15
- Discussant: E PAUL DURRENBERGER (Pennsylvania State U)

### 9:30
- Discussion

### 9:45
- End of Session

---

#### 1-008

**HISTORY, PLACE AND INEQUALITIES**
(Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America) Room 407, Level Four

- **Organizer/Chairs:** MARY ANGLIN (U Kentucky) and BRETT WILLIAMS (American U)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker/Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>MARY ANGLIN (U Kentucky) Appalachia’s Histories: Rethinking Ethnicity, Class and Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15</td>
<td>MICHAELA DI LEONARDO Exotics at Home: Anthropology’s America, America’s Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>BRETT WILLIAMS (American U) Anthropology’s Ageless American Cities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>KENNETH KUSMER (Temple U) Structure and Texture: Integrating Anthropology and Urban History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>Discussant: YVONNE JONES (U Louisville)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>Discussant: GEORGE C BOND (Columbia U/Teacher’s C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

#### 1-009

**INVITED SESSION: LEARNING IN MULTIPLE SPACES: KNOWLEDGE CONSTRUCTION AND ASSESSMENT IN THE POSTINDUSTRIAL SOCIETY**
(Council on Anthropology and Education) Salon I, Level Five

- **Organizer/Chair:** CATHERINE EMISOVIC (SUNY-Buffalo)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker/Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>EVA GOLD (Research for Action) Networking Across Boundaries of Place, Culture and Role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15</td>
<td>SUZANNE BLANC (Research for Action) Home Pages, Home Rooms and Home Girls: Telecomputing as a Context for Collaboration in Urban Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>DEBBIE ZORN (U Cincinnati) Out of the Box: Meeting the Demands of Teacher Licensure through New Conceptions of Teacher Professional Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>JOELLEN FISHERKELLER (New York U) Situating and Negotiating Multiple Imaginations: Young People Learning in Media Cultures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>Discussant: JOHN M WATKINS (Inquiry &amp; Learning for Change)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>Discussant: CASSANDRA JONES (Philadelphia School District)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

#### 1-010

**XXXVIITH CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: HISTORICAL STUDIES**
(Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Room 413, Level Four

- **Organizer/Chair:** VICTOR K GOLLA (Humboldt State U)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker/Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>ERIC P HAMP (U Chicago) Consensus Classification Densities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15</td>
<td>BRENDA D GALLOWAY (SIFC/U Regina) Proto-Salish Sound Correspondences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>GIULIA R M OLIVERIO (Alaska Native Language Ctr) The Development of Proto-Athabaskan Consonants in Pacific Coast Athabaskan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>DAYTHAL L KENDALL (UNISYS) Evidence for Prehistoric Contact and Borrowing between Takelma and Kalapuyan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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9:15 KAREN DAKIN (UNAM-Mexico) and VERONICA VAZQUEZ (IIF-UNAM) Vowel Correspondences among Cora, Huichol and Nahuatl
9:30 Discussion
9:45 End of Session

1-011 WORD UP! GLOBAL HIP HOP AND LOCAL LANGUAGE IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Salon D, Level Five
Organizer: IAN CONDRY (Yale U). Chair: MARCYLIENA MORGAN (UC-Los Angeles)
8:00 MARCYLIENA MORGAN (UC-Los Angeles) and TARIK CAPTAN (UC-Los Angeles)
Freestyle at Project Blowed: Language, Identity and the Word in Hip Hop
8:15 IAN CONDRY (Yale U) What’s Real? Japanese Rap Music, Language and Identity
8:30 JACQUELINE URLA (U Massachusetts) Bertso-Hop: Rap in the Universe of Basque Language Activism
8:45 TONY MITCHELL (U Technology-Sydney) “Global” Hip Hop Language in Italy and Aotearoa/New Zealand
9:00 ANDRE J M PREVOS (Pennsylvania State U-WS Campus) The Rapper’s Tongue: Linguistic Inventions and Innovations in French Rap Lyrics
9:15 Discussant: JOHN BAUGH (Stanford U)
9:30 Discussant: DERRICK GILBERT
9:45 End of Session

1-012 THE COMPARISON OF GENDER EMPOWERMENT THROUGH INDIVIDUAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL AGENCY BY REFUGEE AND IMMIGRANT WOMEN: LOCAL AND TRANSNATIONAL CONTEXTS AND CONSEQUENCES (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Salon H, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: RUTH M KRULFELD (George Washington U)
8:00 KEIKO YAMANAKA (UC-Berkeley) Agency of Japanese Brazilian Women: Demanding Social Rights of Migrant Workers in Japan
8:15 JUDY A BENJAMIN (Binghamton U) Rwandan Women Refugees: Individual Agency and Group Empowerment
8:30 SHELLEY BEIROUK (George Washington U) The Saharawis: Refugee Women, Empowerment and Education
8:45 RUTH M KRULFELD (George Washington U) A Comparison of Individual and Collective Agency in Gender Empowerment by Lao Transnational Migrant Women: Choices and Consequences
9:00 ZIEBA SHORISH-SHAMLEY (Independent) The Empowerment of Afghan Women in Exile
9:15 DIANA A BAIRD N’DIAYE (Smithsonian Inst) Traveler’s Tales Through the Special Education Maze: Immigrant Women’s Narratives of Disability Advocacy
9:30 Discussion
9:45 End of Session

Organizer/Chair: ANNE ZELLER (U Waterloo)
8:00 IAN C COLQUHOUN (U Western Ontario) Recording the Unknown, Preserving the Unstudied: Field Primatology and Photography at Ambato Massif, Madagascar
8:15 ANNE ZELLER (U Waterloo) Out of Awareness: Into Perception
8:30 ELLEN J INGMANSON (Dickinson C) The Cohesive Function of Gestural Communication in Pan Paniscus in the Wild
8:45 CHRISTINE M JOHNSON (UC-San Diego) A Distributed Model of Attentional Behavior in Bonobos
9:00  BARBARA KING (C of William & Mary) Patterned Interactions in a Bonobo (Pan paniscus) Mother-Infant Dyad
9:15  SARAH T BOYSEN (Ohio State U) and VALERIE A KUHLMEIER (Ohio State U) Scale Model Comprehension by Chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes)
9:30  Discussant: SIAN EVANS (Dumond Conservancy)
9:45  End of Session

1-014  MATERIAL CULTURE IN THE ANCIENT WORLD: SOCIAL STRATEGIES AND WORLDVIEWS (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Room 501, Level Five
Chair: JUDY LUSTIG (Community C of Pennsylvania)
8:00  CHERYL L COURSEY (Copenhagen U) Population Mobility, Technological Style and Symbolism: Implications for Understanding Post-Neolithic Societies in Northern Mesopotamia
8:15  DAVID PETERSON (U Chicago) Regional Variation in the Karu-Araks Horizon: A View from the Velikent Site in South Daghestan, Russia
8:30  AIXA WILSON (Tulane U) Polychrome Ceramics as a Means of Crossing Ethnic Boundaries Between Populations in Mesoamerica
8:45  JOELLEN BURKHOLDER (Binghamton U) Feasting on the Homefront: Tiwanaku Traditions in a Local Setting
9:00  CHRISTOPHER DONTA (U Massachusetts) The Koniag Eskimo As a Different Kind of Yupik: The Evidence from Archaeological Masks
9:15  ANDREA STONE (U Wisconsin-Milwaukee) Rubber Soul Revisited: The Rubber Ball as a Spiral in Maya Art
9:30  JUDY LUSTIG (Community C of Pennsylvania) Interpreting Painted Patterns Based on Textiles in Egyptian Tombs
9:45  End of Session

1-015  ASSOCIATION FOR FEMINIST ANTHROPOLOGY Board of Directors
8:00-10:00  Room 304, Level Three

1-016  Workshop: HOW TO PUBLISH YOUR FIRST ARTICLE (Society for Humanistic Anthropology) Room 301, Level Four. Attendance by advance subscription only
Leader: JANET KELLER (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign)

1-017  Workshop: TEACHING QUALITATIVE RESEARCH (Council on Anthropology and Education) Room 307, Level Three. Attendance by advance subscription only
Organizer: JOSEPH MAXWELL (George Mason U), Leaders: KATHLEEN DEMARRAIS (Northern Arizona U) and JUDITH PREISSLE (U Georgia)

1-018  Workshop: CAREER MAPPING FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS: CAREERS OUTSIDE ACADEMIA (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Room 309, Level Three. Attendance by advance subscription only
Chairs: PAIGE E BEVERLY (U Memphis) and DAWN BODO (Elon C)

1-019  DEFINING A PUBLIC INTEREST ANTHROPOLOGY (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Salon G, Level Five
Organizers: PEGGY R SANDAY (U Pennsylvania) and ELVIN HATCH (UC-Santa Barbara). Chair: PEGGY R SANDAY (U Pennsylvania)
8:00  PEGGY R SANDAY (U Pennsylvania) Introduction
8:05  ELVIN HATCH (UC-Santa Barbara) A Historical Perspective on Public Interest Anthropology
8:20  LAURA NADER (UC-Berkeley) AAA Public Interest Symposium: Thinking Public Interest Anthropology—Research and Advocacy—1880-1990
8:35  JAMES PEACOCK (UNC-Chapel Hill) Public or Perish?
8:50  ANNA ROOSEVELT (U Illinois/Field Museum) Archaeology in the Public Interest: The Role and Responsibility of Interdisciplinary Archeology in Public Controversies
9:05 PAULA L W SABLOFF (U Pennsylvania) "Who is Responsible for What?": Public Interest Anthropology in the USA
9:20 Break
9:30 WARD H GOODENOUGH (U Pennsylvania) The Anthropologist's Role in Public Interest Anthropology
9:45 FRANCIS E JOHNSTON (U Pennsylvania) Academically-Based Community Service and Anthropology
10:00 WILLIAM LABOV (U Pennsylvania) The Role of Hip-Hop Language and Culture in the Teaching of Reading in Inner City Schools
10:15 CLARK L ERICKSON (U Pennsylvania) Public Interest Anthropology: An Archaeological Perspective
10:30 ANNA AGBE-DAVIES "Race" Matters in African-American Archaeology
10:40 Discussant: JENNIE SMITH (Berry C)
10:45 Discussant: AMY ROSENBERG (U Pennsylvania)
10:50 Discussant: ABIGAIL C CORRIGAN (U Pennsylvania)
10:55 Discussant: DELL HYMES (U Virginia)
11:05 Discussant: GEORGE W STOCKING (U Chicago)
11:15 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

1-020 STRANGERS: ANDEAN POPULATIONS IN IMAGINATION AND MOTION
(Reviewed by Society for Latin American Anthropology) Room 405, Level Four Organizers: STUART ALEXANDER ROCKEFELLER (U Chicago) and ANDREW ORTA (U Illinois). Chairs: STUART ALEXANDER ROCKEFELLER (U Chicago) and ANDREW ORTA (U Illinois)
8:00 PAUL H GELLES (UC-Riverside) Changing Strangers and Outsider Images in a Highland Community
8:15 JEFFREY D HIMPELE (CSU-Fullerton) Mediating Difference: The Production of the Popular on Television in LaPaz, Bolivia
8:30 MARISSOL DE LA CADENA (U North Carolina) "Race" Meets "Class Consciousness" through "Messianic Culture"
8:45 DAVID NUGENT (Colby C) State and Nation as Stranger and Friend: Redefining the Moral Arena in the Northern Peruvian Andes
9:00 THOMAS ABERCROMBIE (New York U) Vecino, Residente, Forastero: Migration and the Transmutation of Citizenship in the Colonial and Post Colonial Andes
9:15 Discussion
9:30 Break
9:45 JOANNE RAPPAPORT (Georgetown U) From Ventriloquism to Pluralism: The Role of the Colaborador in Colombian Indigenous Movement
10:00 ANDREW ORTA (U Illinois) "Living the Past Another Way": Reciprocal Conversions in Missionary-Aymara Interactions
10:15 STUART ALEXANDER ROCKEFELLER (U Chicago) Stealing Body Fat is Wrong: Notes on Knowledge, Difference and Morality in Bolivia and Peru
10:30 DAVID C KNOWLTON (Rio Negro Associates) The Stranger and the Ontology of Social Groups: Notes from Copacabana, Bolivia
10:45 PETER GOSE (U Regina) Outward Journeys and Reflexive Strategies: Observing Andean Travelers as Observers
11:00 Discussant: LESLEY GILL (American U)
11:15 Discussant: WILLIAM ROSEBERRY (New School for Social Research)
11:30 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

1-021 INVITED SESSION: TOWARD A CRITICAL ANTHROPOLOGY OF POPULATION: WHERE WE HAVE COME FROM AND WHERE WE ARE GOING (AAA Executive Program Committee) Salon F, Level Five Organizers/Chairs: ELIZABETH L KRAUSE (U of Arizona) and DAVID I KERTZER (Brown U)
8:00 DAVID I KERTZER (Brown U) Population History and Anthropological Theory Two Centuries After Malthus
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8:30  EUGENE A HAMMEL (UC-Berkeley) Ethnicity and the Bottom Line: Contraception and Abortion in Slavonia 1700-1940

8:45  MONICA DAS GUPTA (Harvard U) Lifeboat Versus Corporate Ethic: Some Implications of Anthropological Research for Demographic Theory

9:00  REBECCA L UPTON (Brown U) Fertility and "Fatshe Leno La Rona": National Narratives and Contesting Demography in Southern Africa


9:45  Break

10:00 KATHRYN R LIBAL (U Washington) The Robust Child: Generative Discourses on Proliferation and the Child in Early Republican Turkey


10:30 STEFAN SENDERS (Cornell U) Identification, Reproduction, and Repatriation in the German Welfare State

10:45 ALEXANDRA HALKIAS (Harvard U) Sex and the Polity: The Demografiko's Greece and the Politics of Modernity

11:00 ELIZABETH L KRAUSE (U Arizona) Empty Cradles: Demographic Discourse and the "New" Racism of Italy

11:15 Discussant: JANE SCHNEIDER (CUNY)

11:30 Discussant: SUSAN GREENHALGH (UC-Irvine)

11:45 End of Session

BETWEEN SELF AND OTHER: THE PERSON AS BROKER BETWEEN IMPAIRED BODIES AND OTHERS (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Room 502, Level Five

Organizer: WENDY E MILLS (Case Western Reserve U). Chairs: ATWOOD D GAINES (Case Western Reserve U) and WENDY E MILLS (Case Western Reserve U)

8:00  ATWOOD D GAINES (Case Western Reserve U) The Body Present

8:15  WENDY E MILLS (Case Western Reserve U) Deafness as Disability v. Deafness as Culture: Cultural Constructions of Bodily Difference

8:30  MURPHY HALLIBURTON (CUNY-Grad Ctr) Manas and Mind in Kerala: A Critique of Anthropological Studies of the Body

8:45  PAM BLOCK Defective and Defenseless: Cognitive Disability, Sexuality and Social Identity

9:00  RAYMOND SCHWARTZ (Venture House) Mental Illness, Recovery and Self: Becoming a Person with Mental Illness

9:15  ATHENA MCLEAN (Central Mich U) Are Psychiatric Populations "Natural" Populations or Socially Constituted?: The Problem of Random Assignment in Self Help Research

9:30  PATRICK J DEVLEIER (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) Old Eric—New Eric: Reinventing Personhood in Rural Illinois

9:45  DEVVA KASNITZ (World Institute on Disability) Engaging Anthropology in Disability Studies: An Overview

10:00 RUSSELL P SHUTTLEWORTH (UC-Berkeley & San Francisco) Engaging Anthropology in Disability Studies: An Ethnography of Sexuality and Disability

10:15 MARTHA M LACLAVE (Michigan State U) When an Impairment Becomes a Disability: The Hard of Hearing in the United States

10:30 MARCIE CARYN NIGHTINGALE (U Pittsburgh) Who Cares and Why? The Evolution of Family Caregiving to Frail Older Adults

10:45 LORI L JERVIS (U Minnesota) The Pollution of Caregiving: Dirty Work in an American Nursing Home
11:00 DIANE R PAWLOWSKI (Wayne State U) Work of Staff with Disabilities in an Urban Medical Rehabilitation Hospital
11:15 MARGARET A PERKINSON (Washington U-Sch of Medicine) Negotiating Family Roles within a US Nursing Home
11:30 Discussant: CAROL S GOLDIN (Rutgers U)
11:45 End of Session

1-023 YOUTH AND THE SOCIAL IMAGINATION IN AFRICA (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Room 403, Level Four Organizer/Chair: DEBORAH L DURHAM (Sweet Briar)
8:00 DEBORAH L DURHAM (Sweet Briar) Introduction
8:15 HARRY WEST (London School of Economics) Children of the Revolution and Their Children: Generations of Rebellion in Mozambique
8:30 ERIC E GABLE (Mary Washington C) The Culture Club: Youth, Neo-Tradition and Social Catastrophe in a Village in Guinea-Bissau
8:45 SUSAN J RASMUSSEN (U Houston) Wedding of Noise and Wedding of Calm: Youth, Age, and Gender in Tuareg Ritual and Symbol
9:00 ALMA GOTTLIEB (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) Are Babies Youth? Beng (West African) Meditations on a Western Category
9:15 Discussant: SIMON OTTENBERG (U Washington)
9:30 Discussion
9:45 Break
10:00 AMY STAMBACH (U Wisconsin) Born Again and Again and Again: The Religious Conversion of Tanzanian Youth to Fundamentalist Christianity
10:15 MISTY L BASTIAN (Franklin & Marshall C) Young Converts: Christian Missions, Gender and Youth in Onitsha, Nigeria 1880-1929
10:30 CHARLANNE L BURKE (Columbia U) "She Was a Great Student—She Would Have Helped Her Parents": Ritual Murder and Youth in Botswana
10:45 ERIC W WORBY (Yale U) Emergencies: Narratives of the Urgent, the Contingent, the Imaginary and the Impossible among Schoolboys in Northwestern Zimbabwe
11:00 Discussant: DEBORAH L DURHAM (Sweet Briar)
11:15 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

1-024 BLOODLINES: LINEAGES AND GENEALOGIES IN MESOAMERICAN SOCIETIES (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Salon J, Level Five Organizers: MATTHEW RESTALL (Pennsylvania State U) and ALEXANDER F CHRISTENSEN (Augusta State U). Chair: PATRICIA A MCANANY (Boston U)
8:00 PATRICIA A MCANANY (Boston U) Earthbound Genealogies and Formative Maya Place-Making Practices at K’axob, Belize
8:15 CHRISTOPHER BEEKMAN (CSU-San Bernardino) Lineage Tombs and Lineage Relations in Formative to Classic Period Jalisco
8:30 JAVIER URCID (Brandeis U) Mortuary Practices and Property Rights: Ancestor Veneration in Ancient Oaxaca
8:45 JUDITH F ZEITLIN (U Massachusetts-Boston) Kinship and Kingship in Late Colonial Tehuantepexc
9:00 Break
9:15 BYRON E HAMANN (U Chicago) Genealogical Variation and the "True History" (?) of Mixtec Dynasties
9:30 ALEXANDER F CHRISTENSEN (Augusta State U) Consanguineous Marriages in Postclassic Central Mexico
9:45 BARBARA E MUNDY (Fordham U) The Body and the Land in Mesoamerican Cartographic Genealogies
10:00 JOHN K CHANCE (Arizona State U) Descent and the Nahua Noble House
10:15 Break
10:30 MATTHEW RESTALL (Pennsylvania State U) Bloodliners: Ethnicity, Class, and the Origin Mythology of Maya Lineages Before and After the Conquest
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10:45 TSUBASA OKOSHI HARADA (UNAM) Maya Survival in Colonial Times: The Creation and Manipulation of the Xiu Dynastic Origin Myth
11:00 CONSTANCE CORTEZ (Santa Clara U) New Dance, Old Xius: The “Xiu Family Tree” and Maya Cultural Continuity after European Contact
11:15 KAROLO APARICIO (Vanderbilt U) On Reconstructing the Prehispanic Kaqchikel Maya Kinship Structure
11:30 Discussant: JOHN MONAGHAN (Vanderbilt U)
11:45 End of Session

1-025 INVITED SESSION: THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF GENOCIDE (Committee for Human Rights, General Anthropology Division) Salon E, Level Five Organizer/Chair: ALEX HINTON (Rutgers U)
8:00 ALEX HINTON (Rutgers U) Introduction
8:15 DAVID H MAYBURY-LEWIS (Harvard U/Cultural Survival) Humanity Denied: The Elimination of Indigenous Peoples
8:30 ROBERT K HITCHCOCK (U Nebraska-Lincoln) and RALPH J HARTLEY (National Park Service) Genocide and Indigenous Peoples in Africa: A Comparative Perspective
8:45 BETTINA ARNOLD (U Wisconsin-Wilwaukee) Justifying Genocide: The Supporting Role of Archaeology in “Ethnic Cleansing”
9:00 CHRISTOPHER TAYLOR (U Alabama-Birmingham) Rwanda’s Willing Executioners: Youth and the Genocide of 1994
9:15 Discussant: JOHN R BOWEN (Washington U-St Louis)
9:30 Discussion
9:45 Break
10:00 ULI LINKE (Rutgers U) Genocide, Modernity, and Cultural Memory
10:15 MAY EBIHARA (Lehman C/CUNY-Grad Ctr) and JUDY LEDGERWOOD (Northern Illinois U) Aftermaths of Genocide: Cambodian Villagers
10:30 LINDSAY COLE FRENCH (Rhode Island Sch of Design) Genocidal Divisions: The Cambodian Diaspora
10:45 TONE BRINGA (U Bergen, Norway) Averted Gaze: Genocide in Bosnia and Herzegovina 1992-95
11:00 CAROLE NAGENGAST (U New Mexico) Political Violence and Ethnic Cleansing
11:15 Discussant: NANCY SCHEPER-HUGHES (UC-Berkeley)
11:30 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

1-026 ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON CLIMATE CHANGE AND VARIABILITY (Reviewed by Anthropology & Environment Section) Room 404, Level Four Organizers/Chairs: ROBERT E RHOADES (U Georgia) and BENJAMIN ORLOVE (UC-Davis)
8:00 BENJAMIN ORLOVE (UC-Davis) Indigenous Knowledge of El Nino: an Overview with Case Studies
8:30 TIMOTHY J FINAN (U Arizona) Of Bird Nests, Donkey Balls, and El Nino: The Psychology of Drought in Northeast Brazil
8:45 SARAH M OTTERSTROM (UC-Davis) Inter-Annual Climate Variability in Rural Central America: Interactions Between Culture, Drought and Fire
9:00 NEERAJ VEDWAN (U Georgia) Perception and Response to Climate Change: A Case Study of Western Himalayas-India
9:15 SARAH STRAUSS (U Wyoming) Water, Water Everywhere: Climate Change in an Alpine Village
9:30 Break
9:45 ANDREW J DUGMORE (U Edinburg) and IAN SIMPSON (U Stirling) and MJOELL SNEESDOTTIR (Institute of Archaeology) Environmental Changes Before and After the Norse Colonization of South Iceland
10:00 PAUL BUCKLAND (U Sheffield) Bad Weather, Bad Luck, or Bad Planning: Climate and the Death of Norse
10:15 CARLA RONCOLI (U Georgia/Sanrem Crsp) Reading Maps and Reading Trees: Seasonal Rainfall Forecasting in Mossi Knowledge Systems
10:30 KENNETH BROAD (Columbia U) Climate Forecast Applications: Conceptual and Practical Challenges
10:45 JOSHUA L TOSTESON (Columbia U) Case Studies in the Application of El Nino—Southern Oscillation (ENSO) Forecasts
11:00 Discussant: DANIEL SANDWEISS (U Maine)
11:15 Discussant: STEVE RAYNER (Pacific Northwest Nat’l Lab)
11:30 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

1-027

REGIMES OF TRUTH: ANTHROPOLOGICAL AUTHORITY, STRUCTURES OF POWER, AND THE STUDY OF POPULATION (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Room 406, Level Four
Organizers: NINA GLICK SCHILLER (U New Hampshire) and ANTONIO LAURIA-PERRICELLI (New School for Social Research). Chairs: BELA FELDMAN-BIANCO (UNICAMP Brazil), NINA GLICK SCHILLER (U New Hampshire) and NINA GLICK SCHILLER (U New Hampshire)
8:00 NINA GLICK SCHILLER (U New Hampshire) Introduction
8:15 ANTONIO LAURIA-PERRICELLI (New School for Social Research) Social Research, Population, Policy, and Puerto Rican People
8:30 DIANE AUSTIN-BROOS (U Sydney) “Underdeveloping” “Race” and “Class”: Australian Land Rights and the Politics of Population and Difference
8:45 DAVID H PRICE (St Martin’s C) Population Models, Development, Anthropology, and Cold War Funding
9:00 Discussant: RICHARD G FOX (Washington U)
9:15 Discussant: STEPHEN P REYNA (U New Hampshire)
9:30 VERA JOHN-STEINER (U New Mexico) The Double Nature of Narrative: Power and Interdisciplinary Collaboration
9:45 MARY HANCOCK (UC-Santa Barbara) Knowing Subjects: Anthropology in the Postcolony
10:00 ERIC B ROSS (ISS) Which Side Were We On? Anthropology, the Cold War, and the Cause of Land Reform
10:15 Discussant: RHODA RHEDDOCK (U West Indies)
10:30 Discussant: JONATHAN FRIEDMAN (U Lund)
10:45 Discussant: BELA FELDMAN-BIANCO (UNICAMP Brazil)
11:00 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

1-028

LEGISLATING MODERNITY AMONG THE MARGINALIZED: SOUTHEAST ASIAN GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS FOR DEVELOPING MINORITY ETHNIC GROUPS (Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology) Rooms 411 & 412, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: CHRISTOPHER R DUNCAN (Smithsonian Inst)
8:00 JAN OVESEN (Uppsala U) All Lao? “Minorities” in the Lao People’s Democratic Republic
8:15 LORRAINE M PATERSON (Yale) Developing Cambodian Citizens: Ethnic Tensions and the Policies of the Royal Government
8:30 PAMELA D MCELWEE (Yale) Resettlement, Repopulation and Revision in the Socialist Republic of Vietnam
8:45 KATHLEEN A GILLOGLY (U Michigan) Developing the Lisu: “Hilltribes” and Modernization in Northern Thailand
9:00 CURTIS LAMBRECHT (Yale) Development and Destruction, Peace and Violation: The Minority Programs of the Myanmar State Peace and Development Council
9:15 Discussant: JAMES C SCOTT (Yale)
9:30 Discussion
9:45 Break
10:00 SUSAN M RIGDON (U Illinois) Culture Has Its Place: China’s National Minorities Policy
10:15 KIRK ENDICOTT (Dartmouth C) Ethnocide Malaysian Style: Turning Aborigines into Malays
10:30 CHRISTOPHER R DUNCAN (Smithsonian Inst) Implementing Development Among Isolated Societies: Indonesian Government Policies for Incorporating Peripheral Minorities
10:45 OWEN LYNCH (Ctr for Intl Env Law) Law, Lawyers and the Promotion of Community-Based Property Rights in the Philippines
11:00 Discussant: ROBERT K DENTAN (SUNY-Buffalo)
11:15 Discussant: BENEDICT KINGSBURY (NYU-Law)
11:30 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

8:00 THOMAS STRONG (Princeton U) and STEPHEN L EYRE (UC-San Francisco) Living for Trade: “Straight Men” and the Erotic Imagination of “Gay Boys”
8:30 REBECCA ETZ (Rutgers U) Femininity/Masculinity, Heterosexuality/Homosexuality: Paradigm or Para-Dogmatic
8:45 WESLEY K THOMAS (U Washington-Seattle) and SUE-ELLEN JACOBS (U Washington) Native American Gender and Sex Systems: Beyond Homosexuality and Heterosexuality
9:00 Break
9:30 C TODD WHITE (U Nevada-Las Vegas) Indexing Sexuality: The Transgendered Challenge to the Homo/Hetero Dichotomy
9:45 TOM BOELLSTORFF (Stanford U) Homosexuality Without Heterosexuality: Translocal Identity in Gay and Lesbian Indonesia
10:00 Discussant: RICHARD G PARKER (Columbia U)
10:15 Discussion
10:30 Discussant: GILBERT H HERDT (San Francisco St U)
10:45 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

1-030 INVITED SESSION: GLOBALIZATION, RESTRUCTURING, AND WOMEN’S POVERTY (Society for the Anthropology of North America, Association for Feminist Anthropology) Salon C, Level Five Organizer/Chair: CATHERINE P KINGFISHER (U Waikato)
8:00 CATHERINE P KINGFISHER (U Waikato) The Gendered Nature of Economic and Philosophic Neoliberalism
8:15 RITA S GALLIN (Michigan State) The Gendered Nature of Globalization
8:30 ISABELLA BAKKER (York U) Paradoxes and Pathologies: Restructuring the Canadian Welfare State Through Fiscal Policies
8:45 PATRICIA ZAVELLA (UC-Santa Cruz) The Feminization of Poverty on Both Sides of the Border: Globalization and Restructuring of Food Processing
9:00 Break
9:30 ALISSE WATERSTON (New School for Social Research) The Facts of the Matter: Consequences of Welfare “Reform” for Poor Women in the US
9:45 JO ANNE SCHNEIDER (U Wisconsin-Parkside) Welfare Reform and Social Capital: Examples from Wisconsin
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10:00 THOMAS BİOLSİ (Portland State U) After Welfare on Rosebud Reservation
10:15 Discussant: PATRICIA FERNANDEZ-KELLY (Princeton U)
10:30 Discussant: FRANCES FOX PIVEN (CUNY Grad Ctr)
10:45 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

1-031 CONTEMPORARY PERSPECTIVES AND RESEARCH ON POPULATION AND ADAPTATION IN BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Reviewed by Biological Anthropology Section) Rooms 414 & 415, Level Four
Chair: RICHARD MEINDL (Kent State U)
8:00 MAIA GREENWELL-CUNNINGHAM (Citrus C) and STACY D CLARK (Washington State U) A Racial Population Analysis of the Human Burials From the Promontory Palace fo Caesarea Maritima, Israel
8:15 LAURA W JOHNSON-KELLY (Cornell U) Against the Grain: Wheat Consumption and Disease in Neolithic Europe
8:30 PATRICIA DIETRICH (U Miami) Stature Deriations and Comparisons of Two Archaic Florida Populations
8:45 RICHARD MEINDL (Kent State U), ROBERT P MENSFORST (Cleveland State U) and HEATHER P YORK (Kent State U) Mortality, Fertility, and Growth in the Kentucky Late-Archaic: The Paleodemography of the Ward Site, McLean County
9:00 DEBORAH L CROOKS (U Kentucky) Population as Politics: Critical Thoughts on Biological Anthropological Research
9:15 Discussion
9:45 Break
10:00 GEORGE J ARMELAGOS (Emory U) Race as Type, Race as Population
10:15 CLARK BARRETT (UC-Santa Barbara) Currencies of Social Exchange, Specialized Friendships, and Perceived Reciprocal Intent among the Shiwiar
10:30 KEVIN M KNIFFIN (SUNY-Binghamton) Selfish Genes or Selfish Teams: Illustrations of Multilevel selection Theory
10:45 EDWARD H HAGEN (UC-Santa Barbara) Reproductive Decision-Making and Postpartum Depression
11:00 KAREN L SCHMIDT (Indiana U of Pennsylvania) Schizophrenia and Facial Expression in Papua New Guinea
11:15 SYLVIA ATSALIS (Northwestern U) Seasonal Life Cycle of the Brown Mouse Lemur (Microcebus Tufus) in Ranomafana National Park, Madagascar
11:30 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

1-034 FILM SCREENINGS SVA Honorable Mention and Student Awards Rooms 408 & 409, Level Four
9:00 BEA MEDICINE (Warrior Women, Inc) and LUCIJJA BASKAUSKAS (CSU-Northridge) Seeking the Spirit: “Plains Indians” in Russia
9:40 ROLF HUSMANN (IWF) and PETER MESENHOLLER (Koln) Destination Samoa, New Zealand Samoans Between Two Cultures
10:55 BETH HARRINGTON and BOB ORSI (Indiana) The Blinking Madonna and Other Miracles
11:55 Break and Discussion
12:10 HONORABLE MENTION, STUDENT: WEN-JIE QIN (Harvard) We are Not Beggars
12:45 HONORABLE MENTION: ERIN P MOORE (U Southern California) and NIKI ROUSSO (U Southern California) Keep Her Under Control: Law’s Patriarchy in India
1:45 Break until 2:00

1-035 AAA ADMINISTRATIVE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
9:30-11:00 Conference Suite 1, Level Three

1-036 STATING POLICIES: STATES AND SUBALTERN POPULATIONS (Reviewed by Society for Latin American Anthropology) Room 413, Level Four
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10:15 Organizer/Chair: HELEN P CLEMENTS (Public Utility Comm of Texas)
PHILIP A DENNIS (Texas Tech U) Domination and the Arts of Resistance in Colonial and Modern Oaxaca

10:30 HELEN P CLEMENTS (Public Utility Comm of Texas) Talking About State Development in Nineteenth-Century Texas and Oaxaca

10:45 MICHAEL R DUKE (U Texas-Austin) Stating Policies: States and Subaltern Populations

11:00 JEFFREY H COHEN (Texas A&M U) The State, the Community, the Museum and the Debate Over Identity in a Transnational Society

11:15 FRANCESCA GIANGRISTOFARO-CALVI The Identity of a Country: Trinidad Culture or Cultural Tourism?

11:30 MARY H CHIPLEY (Texas Dept Protective & Regulator) Elites and Subordinates: Contestation, Manipulation and Renegotiation

11:45 Discussant: JUDY MOHR PETERSON (Office of Medical Asst Prgrms)

12:00 End of Session

1-037 TARGETING POPULATIONS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH PROBLEMS: POLITICAL ECOLOGY OF HEALTH APPROACHES (Reviewed by Anthropology & Environment Section) Room 407, Level Four
Organizers: JANICE HARPER (Michigan State U) and MICHAEL C ENNIS-MCMILLAN (Skidmore C)

10:15 MICHAEL C ENNIS-MCMILLAN (Skidmore C) Laboring for Water: The Politics of Developing Rural Drinking Water Supplies in Mexico

10:30 BONNIE MCCAY (Rutgers) and DOUG WILSON (Rutgers) and KERRY KIRK PFLUGH (NJ Dept Envir Protection) Targeting Consumers of Contaminated Seafood in New Jersey Urban Areas

10:45 SARAH HILL (Johns Hopkins U/COLEF) Border Environmentalist Interventions: A Contemporary Sanitary Movement

11:00 SABRINA H B HARDENBERGH (Southern Illinois U-Carbondale) “Population” in Madagascar’s Conservation and Resource History

11:15 JANICE HARPER (Michigan State U) Essentialized Misunderstandings of “Ethno” Medicine and Environmental Change

11:30 Discussant: BARBARA R JOHNSTON (Ctr for Political Ecology)

11:45 Discussant: THOMAS L LEATHERMAN (U South Carolina)

12:00 End of Session

1-038 SPEAKING THE TRUTH, SINCERITY, AND THE SELF (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Rooms 401 & 402, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: SUSAN DEBRA BLUM (U Colorado, Denver)


10:30 WEBB KEANE (U Michigan) The Speaker is Sincere, But are the Words?

10:45 SUSAN DEBRA BLUM (U Colorado, Denver) Sincere Words, Clever Words: Deception and Truth in China

11:00 PENELlope BROWN (Max Planck Inst Psycholinguist) “Everyone Has to Lie in Tzeltal”

11:15 Discussant: ALESSANDRO DURANTI (UC-Los Angeles)

11:30 Discussion

12:00 End of Session

1-039 INVITED SESSION: DIFFERENT DIFFERENCES: RACE, NATION, AND IDENTITY IN RECENT BOOKS BY BLACK ANTHROPOLOGISTS (Association of Black Anthropologists) Salon D, Level Five
Organizers: CAROLYN MARTIN SHAW (UC-Santa Cruz) and TREVOR W PURCELL (U South Florida). Chair: HELAN E PAGE (U Massachusetts-Amherst)

10:15 Discussant: JACQUELINE BROWN (UC-Santa Cruz)

10:30 Discussant: DONALD CARTER (Johns Hopkins U)

10:45 ARTHUR K SPEARS (CUNY-Grad Ctr) Black, Jewish, & Interracial Matters
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11:00 Discussant: KATYA GIEL AZOULAY (Grinnell C)
11:15 TREVOR W PURCELL (U South Florida) Race, Hegemony, and Historical Consciousness: The US and the Pan Caribbean Experience
11:30 Discussant: FRANCE WINDANCE TWINE (U Washington-Seattle)
11:45 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

1-040 INVITED SESSION: WHOSE VOICE? WHAT COMMITMENT? DEBATING ANTHROPOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO RESEARCH AND EDUCATIONAL CHANGE (Council on Anthropology and Education) Salon I, Level Five Organizer/Chair: BRADLEY A LEVINSON (Indiana U-Bloomington)
10:15 MARGARET EISENHART (U Colorado-Boulder) Interpretive Anthropology and Positive Educational Change
10:30 G ALFRED HESS (Northwestern U) Reflections of a School Reformer: Representing or Acting on Behalf of ?
10:45 MICHELE FOSTER (Claremont Grad School) Critical Race Theory and the "Translation" of Ethnographic Knowledge for Empowerment
11:00 Discussant: JOHN U OGBU (UC-Berkeley)
11:10 Discussant: ELSIE ROCKWELL (DIE/Mexico City)
11:20 Discussant: NORMA E GONZALEZ (U Arizona)
11:30 Discussant: JEAN J SCHENSUL (Inst for Community Research)
12:00 End of Session

1-041 PRODUCING NATIONAL POPULATIONS? INDIVIDUALS, FAMILIES, AND SECTS IN CONTEMPORARY SYRIA, PALESTINE, AND EGYPT (Reviewed by Middle East Section) Room 410, Level Four Organizer: ANNE BENNETT (U Arizona). Chair: SHARON L DOERRE (U Texas-Austin)
10:15 ANDREA B RUGH "Turning the Pot Upside Down": Child Rearing in a Syrian Village
10:30 DIANE BAXTER (U Oregon) The Making of Nationalists: Palestinian Identity, Political Activism, and Parental Ambivalence
10:45 LELIA O HUDSON (U Arizona) Adolescence and the State in Contemporary Syria
11:00 ANNE BENNETT (U Arizona) The Impact of Outmarriage on Druze Families and Communities
11:15 KAMRAN ASDAR ALI (U Rochester) Family Planning and Women: Medicalizing Bodies in Egypt
11:30 BAHIRA SHERIF (U Delaware) Gender Contradictions in Families: Official vs Practical Representations among Upper-Middle Class Egyptians
11:45 SHARON L DOERRE (U Texas-Austin) A Sense of Belonging: Sufi Communities in Modern Damascus
12:00 Discussant: LELIA O HUDSON (U Arizona)
12:15 End of Session

1-042 INVITED SESSION: WHAT'S A FEMINIST PROJECT? (Committee on the Status of Women in Anthropology) Salon H, Level Five Organizers/Chairs: MAXINE MARGOLIS (U Florida) and KAREN BRODKIN (UC-Los Angeles)
10:15 BONNIE MCELHINNY (U Toronto) Feminist Projects in Linguistic Anthropology
10:30 ELIZABETH M BRUMFIEL (Albion C) Doing Archaeology as a Feminist
10:45 DEBRA MARTIN (Hampshire C) Engendering Bioarchaeology
11:00 SANDRA L MORGEN (U Oregon) “The End of Welfare As We Know It?”: Feminist Policy Research on Welfare Reform
11:15 NINA GLICK SCHILLER (U New Hampshire) All in the Family: Gender and the Transnational Nation-State
11:30 BELA FELDMAN-BIANCO (UNICAMP Brazil) Transnational Identities and the Shaping of Bicultural Feminists: Contradictions, Negotiations and Dilemmas
11:45  SANDRA HARDING (UC-LA) Women, Development and the Enlightenment: Epistemological Strategies
12:00  Discussant: KAREN BRODKIN (UC-Los Angeles)
12:15  End of Session

1-043  THE ANCIENT COUNTRYSIDE—AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS AND SECONDARY CENTERS (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Room 501, Level Five
Chair: JONATHAN E DAMP (Zuni Cultural Resource Enter.)
10:15  JOHN H WALKER (U Pennsylvania) Raised Field Abandonment in the Upper Amazon
10:30  JONATHAN E DAMP (Zuni Cultural Resource Enter.) Agricultural Production and Household Economic Autonomy on the Zuni Landscape
10:45  PAYSON D SHEETS (U Colorado-Boulder) and MICHELLE WOODWARD (U Colorado-Boulder) Population, Household Density, And Agricultural Production At Cerén, El Salvador
11:00  L THEODORE NEFF (U Pennsylvania) Precolumbian Lowland Maya Population Dynamics and Intensive Terrace Agriculture in the Xunantunich Area, Belize, Central America
11:15  WILLIAM A SATURNO (Harvard) The Role of Rio Amarillo in the Copan Polity
11:30  MARCELLO CANUTO (U Pennsylvania) Where Do They All Come From?: Early Classic Populations in the Hinterlands of the Maya Polity of Copan
11:45  JOHN P ZIELINSKI (SUNY-Buffalo) Cyclopean Architecture in Minoan Bronze Age Crete: A Study in the Social Organization of a Complex Society
12:00  End of Session

1-044  ANTHROPOLOGIES OF DRUG USE, SAFE SEX AND HIV (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Salon L, Level Five
Chair: CAROL MAXWELL (Northern Arizona U)
10:15  CAROL MAXWELL (Northern Arizona U) Small Town Crack Houses and HIV Risk
10:30  DOUGLAS A FELDMAN (U Miami) “Barebacking in South Florida: Neo-cons, Sex Panic, and the Politics of Negotiated Safety”
10:45  DOUGLAS S GOLDSMITH (NDRI) and R TERRY FURST (Natl Development & Rsch Insts) Getting Stuck with HIV: Heroin and Cocaine Admixtures and Needle/Syringe Risk Management and Avoidance
11:00  ALFRED PACH (National Opinion Res Ctr) Injection Drug User Networks, Places and HIV Risk Behavior
11:15  JOY ANN JUVELIS (Natl Ctr on A/S Abuse-Columbia) HIV+ African Americans and the Political Economy of Getting to the Doctor
11:30  WENDE MARSHALL (Princeton U) Let Them Eat Opiates: Post Industrial Bodies and The Discourse on Illicit drugs
11:45  MONIQUE SKIDMORE (U Melbourne) Freedom from Fear: Burma’s Heroin Generation
12:00  End of Session
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1-046  AAA Advisory Group on Electronic Communication Luncheon Meeting
12:00-1:30  Room 309, Level Three

1-047  AAA Committee on the Status of Women on Anthropology
12:00-2:00  Room 301, Level Three

1-048  ADDRESSING HEALTH AND SOCIAL ISSUES FACING AFRICAN AMERICANA AT THE TURN OF THE CENTURY (Association of Black Anthropologists) Room 501, Level Five
12:15-1:30 Organizer: TONY L WHITEHEAD (U Maryland). Panelists: SUE TAYLOR (Howard U), 2-CHARLES WILLIAMS (Memphis U), 3-YOLANDA MOSES (City C of New York), 4-KATHLEEN RAND REED (U Maryland), 5-TONY WHITEHEAD (U Maryland) and 6-CHERYL RODRIGUEZ (U South Florida)

1-049 ASSOCIATION FOR POLITICAL AND LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY Board of Directors
12:15-1:30 Room 305, Level Three

1-050 ASSOCIATION OF SENIOR ANTHROPOLOGISTS Board of Directors and Business Meeting
12:15-1:30 Room 306, Level Three

1-051 COMMITTEE FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY & COMPUTING Committee Meeting
12:15-1:30 Room 406, Level Four

1-052 CULTURE & AGRICULTURE Board of Directors
12:15-1:30 Room 307, Level Three

1-053 NETWORK FOR FRENCH AND FRANCOPHONE CULTURES Plural Languages and Cultures in France (Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Room 403, Level Four
12:15-1:30 Chair: ALEXANDRA JAFFE (U Southern Mississippi). Panelists: KATHERINE BROWNE (Colorado State U), DAVID BERISS (U New Orleans) and ALEXANDRA JAFFE (U Southern Mississippi)

1-054 MULTIPLE PATHWAYS TO INFLUENCING FAMILY POLICY: ADVOCACY/ORGANIZING STRATEGIES (Society for the Anthropology of North America) Room 405, Level Four
12:15-1:30 Chair: SARA STOUTLAND (Kennedy School, Harvard). Panelists: KAREN CURTIS (U Delaware), JEFF MASKOVSKY (Temple U), ROXANNE REDDINGTON-WILDE (Agency for Boston Community Dev) and THERESA MASON (Abt Associates)

1-055 SOCIETY FOR URBAN, NATIONAL AND TRANSNATIONAL/GLOBAL ANTHROPOLOGY Task Force on Poverty and Homelessness Business Meeting
12:15-1:30 Room 404, Level Four
Organizer: ANDREW H MAXWELL (Montclair State U). Chair: KAREN A CURTIS (U Delaware)

1-056 TAKING STUDENTS TO THE FIELD: IS IT WORTH THE RISK? (Society for Humanistic Anthropology) Room 502, Level Five
12:15-1:30 Chair: JEANNE SIMONELLI (SUNY-Oneonta). Panelists: JEANNE SIMONELLI (SUNY-Oneonta), BILL ROBERTS (St. Mary's C), KATHERINE O'DONNELL (Hartwick C) and TIFFANY STREETER (SUNY-Oneonta)

1-058 SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY Andean Health Researchers' Network Business Meeting
12:15-1:30 Room 407, Level Four
Chair: CHRISTINE GREENWAY (Holy Cross)

1-059 SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY Committee on Anthropology and Bioethics Business Meeting
12:15-1:30 Room 410, Level Four
Chair: PAMELA SANKAR (U Pennsylvania)
1-060 CAE GRADUATE STUDENT FORUM (Council on Anthropology and Education)
Salon L, Level Five
12:15-1:30 Organizer: TIM MAHONEY (U Colorado), Chair: LISA ROSEN (UC-San Diego),
Panelists: ALFRED HESS (Northwestern U), DOUGLAS FOLEY (U Texas-Austin),
FREDERICK ERICKSON (Pennsylvania), JOSE MACIAS (U Texas-San Antonio)
and SIGNITHIA FOROHAM (Maryland Baltimore County)

1-061 CAE COMMITTEE #1: TEACHING QUALITATIVE RESEARCH COURSES
Rooms 411 & 412, Level Four
12:15-1:30 Chair: SUSAN JUNGCK (National-Louis U)

1-062 CAE Committee #6: MULTICULTURAL AND MULTILINGUAL EDUCATION
Salon K, Level Five
12:15-1:30 Chairs: MARTHA ALLASANT-SNIDER (Georgia), LUBNA CHAUDHRY (Georgia)
and IRENE VILLANUEVA (UC-San Diego)

1-063 CAE Committee #9: WOMEN IN SCHOOLS AND SOCIETY
Salon J, Level Five
12:15-1:30 Chair: CATHERINE SCHULTZ (Pennsylvania)

1-064 WHOSE VOICE? WHAT COMMITMENT? (Council on Anthropology and
Education) Salon I, Level Five
12:15-1:30 Chair: BRADLEY LEVINSON (Indiana U)

1-065 AAA/NAPA PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Open Forum Room 413, Level Four
12:15-1:30

1-065A EAST EUROPEAN ANTHROPOLOGY GROUP
Business Meeting Room 401 & 402, Level Four
12:15-1:30 Chair: EVA V HUSEBY-DARVAS (U Michigan)

1-066 AAA Committee on Scientific Communication
1:00-3:00 Conference Suite 1, Level Three

1-067 AAA COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
Committee Meeting Room 304, Level Three
1:00-5:00

1-068 INVITED POSTER SESSION: THE CONSEQUENCES OF
URBAN COMMUNITIES (Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global
Anthropology) Franklin Hall, Level Five
1:45-3:30 Organizer/Chair: MATTHEW COOPER (McMaster U)
Posters:
MATTHEW COOPER (McMaster U) and MARGARET RODMAN (York U)
Restructuring and Non-Profit Housing Co-Ops in Toronto
JUNE A ENGLISH-LUECK (San Jose State U) Silicon Valley—Global Suburbia
RAE BRIDGMAN (U Manitoba) Hydra’s Feast for the Homeless in Toronto:
Political Restructuring, Social Welfare Reform and Mental Health Reform
NITYANAND D DECKHA (Rice U) Historic Conservation and the Regeneration of
the Inner-City Landscape in London
HEATHER A HOWARD-BOBIWASH (U Toronto) Community-Building Community:
Housing and the Restructuring of Aboriginal Culture and Self-Determination
Discourse in Toronto
IRENE GLASSER (Eastern Connecticut State U) The Urban Oasis: Soup
Kitchens in Urban North America
Discussion
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1-069 INVITED SESSION: THE GENDERED POLITICS OF REPRODUCTION
(Association for Feminist Anthropology) Salon H, Level Five
Organizers/Chairs: CAROLE H BROWNER (UC-Los Angeles) and CAROLYN SARGENT (Southern Methodist U)
1:45 CAROLYN SARGENT (Southern Methodist U) Representations of Family among Malian Migrants to France
2:00 JENNIFER PHILLIPS DAVIDS (Emory U) Gender Politics and Fertility Decisions of Ethiopian Jews in Israel
2:15 FRANCE WINDDANCE TWINE (U Washington-Seattle) Transracial Motherhood Under White Supremacy: White Mothers and the Re-Production of Black Subjectivities in British Multiethnic Households
2:30 EUGENIA GEORGES (Rice U) Conceiving Modernity: Generational Perspectives on Gender Ideologies and Reproduction in Rhodes, Greece
2:45 ELLEN LEWIN (U Iowa) Queering Reproduction
3:00 Discussant: CAROLINE BLEDSOE (Northwestern U)
3:15 Discussant: CAROLE H BROWNER (UC-Los Angeles)
3:30 End of Session

1-070 SACRED LESSONS, DIVINE RATIONALITIES, ETHICAL EXPLORATIONS:
RESEARCHING SPIRITUAL PRACTICE IN A RATIONALIST ACADEMY
(Reviewed by Anthropology of Religion) Room 405, Level Four
Organizer: RUTH FRANKENBERG (UC-Davis). Chair: DONNA D DANIELS (Duke U)
1:45 KAREN MCCARTHY BROWN (Drew U) Introduction
2:00 KAREN MCCARTHY BROWN (Drew U) Researching Ethics and Doing Ethical Research: Mapping Religious Practices Outside the Institutions in the City of Newark
2:15 DONNA D DANIELS (Duke U) Intimacy as Ethnographic Method: On Friendship and Sacred Learning
2:30 Break
2:45 NANCY RAMSEY (UC Santa Barbara) Mirror Images: Wicca from the Inside Out and Outside In
3:00 RUTH FRANKENBERG (UC-Davis) Bodies, Minds, and Divine Rationalities: Contemporary Spiritual Practices in the United States
3:15 Discussant: NANCY RAMSEY (UC Santa Barbara)
3:30 End of Session

1-071 THE GROWTH OF THE CITY?: NEOLIBERAL POLICY AND “VULNERABLE POPULATIONS” IN PHILADELPHIA
(Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America) Salon C, Level Five
Organizers: JUDITH GOODE (Temple U) and JEFFRY MASKOVSKY (Temple U). Chair: SUSAN HYATT (Temple U)
1:45 DAVID BARTELT (Temple U Press) The Forgotten City: Isolation, the “Underclass” and Community in a Post-Welfare Political Economy
2:00 MELISSA R GILBERT (Temple U) From Welfare Rights to Human Rights: Poor People Organizing Against Welfare Reform
2:15 JEFFRY MASKOVSKY (Temple U) The End of Public Health: Growth Strategies, Exportable Health Services and the Erasure of Public Health in Philadelphia
2:30 MATTHEW RUBEN (U Pennsylvania) The “Economic Revitalization” of West Philadelphia: Street Vendors vs. the “For-Profit” University in the Battle for Urban Space
3:00 Discussant: JUDITH GOODE (Temple U)
3:15 Discussion
3:30 End of Session
1-072 THE PERCEPTUAL AND CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE OF SYMMETRY (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Room 502, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: DOROTHY K WASHBURN (Maryland Institute)
1:45 DOROTHY K WASHBURN (Maryland Institute) Symmetrical Relationships in Puebloan Life and Art
2:00 PETER G ROE (U Delaware) At Play in the Fields of Symmetry: Design Structure in Amazonia
2:15 BRENDA J BOWSER (UC Santa Barbara) Design symmetry as an In-Group Marker: An Ethnoarchaeological Case Study of Polychrome Pottery from the Ecuadorian Amazon
2:30 FRANK JOLLES (U Natal-South Africa) Hidden Symmetries in Zulu Beadwork—a Key to Population Movements?
2:45 PATRICIA DAUGHERTY (U Pennsylvania) Structure and Body Metaphors in the Art of Turkish Yoruk Weavers
3:00 JOHN R STEIN (Navajo Nation Historic Preserv) Finding the Spiral in Pueblo Bonito
3:15 CHRIS HARDAKER (Dine C) Breaking the Kiva Code: Non-Random Geometry and the Design of Anasazi Kivas
3:30 End of Session

1-073 PERSPECTIVES ON DISEASE IN PAST POPULATIONS: PALEOEPIDEMIOLOGY RECONSIDERED (Reviewed by Biological Anthropology Section) Rooms 414 & 415, Level Four
Organizer: MARY KAYE SANDFORD (UNC-Greensboro), Chair: DAVID S WEAVER (Wake Forest U)
1:45 DAVID S WEAVER (Wake Forest U) and MARY KAYE SANDFORD (UNC-Greensboro) A Brief History of the Study of Bone in Bioarchaeology
2:00 MARY LUCAS POWELL (U Kentucky) Old Bones, New Perspectives: Paleopathological Diagnosis of Infectious Diseases
2:15 ROBERT A BENFER (U Missouri-Columbia) and JOSEPH VRADENBURG The Paleopathological Approach to Understanding the Collapse of the First Peruvian Polities: Amazon Origins of West Coast Epidemics
2:30 ROBERT D JURMAIN (San Jose State) Paleopathological Approaches to the Study of Trauma in Skeletal Samples
2:45 LYNN KILGORE (Colorado State U) The Biomechanics of Spinal Arthropathies
3:00 MARY KAYE SANDFORD (UNC-Greensboro), DAVID S WEAVER (Wake Forest U) and GEORGIEANN BOGDAN (UNC-Greensboro) Paleopathology: Future Directions and Challenges
3:15 Discussant: CHARLOTTE ROBERTS (U Bradford)
3:30 End of Session

1-074 THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF LATE CAPITALISM: THE CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT OF FLEXIBLE ACCUMULATION (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Work) Room 410, Level Four
Organizers: JOSEPHINE SMART (U Calgary) and GABRIELA VARGAS-CETINA (CIESAS Sureste-Mexico), Chair: MARTHA REES (Agnes Scott C)
1:45 GABRIELA VARGAS-CETINA (CIESAS Sureste-Mexico) Flexible Looms: Weaver’s Cooperatives in Highland Chiapas at the End of the 20th Century
2:00 M GUADALUPE RODRIGUEZ-GOMEZ (CIESAS-Occidente) The Cultural Construction of Milk Quality Among Dairy Farmers in Mexico
2:15 STEFFAN IGOR AYORA-DIAZ (CIESAS Sureste) Medical Services’ Consumption in Late Capitalism
2:30 JOSEPHINE SMART (U Calgary) Flexibility for Whom? International Investment and Labour Migration in Post-1978 China
2:45 RONALD NIGH (CIESAS-Sureste) Accumulation and Global Agriculture: Transnational Ecology of Organic Farm Cooperatives in Chiapas
3:00 MICHAEL L BLIM (CUNY) Anthropology of Flexible Accumulation: What Does it Show?
3:15 Discussion
3:30 End of Session
1-075 ETHNOGRAPHY ON THE MARGINS: UNIQUE INSIGHTS INTO THE HIDDEN WORLD OF URBAN DRUG USERS AND HIV (Reviewed by National Association for the Practice of Anthro) Room 408, Level Four Organizers: MARGARET R WEEKS (Inst for Community Research) and KIM E RADDA (Inst for Community Rsch). Chair: KIM E RADDA (Inst for Community Rsch)
1:45 MARGARET R WEEKS (Inst for Community Research) and D SCOTT WILSON (Inst for Community Research) and STEPHEN L CABRAL (Hispanic Health Council) High Risk Drug Use Sites, Meaning and Practice: Implications for AIDS Prevention
2:00 D SCOTT WILSON (Inst for Community Research), STEPHEN L CABRAL (Hispanic Health Council) and MARIA MARTINEZ (Institute for Community Research) Like Trying to Cop on Credit: The Quest for Access to High-Risk Drug Use Sites
2:15 STEPHEN L CABRAL (Hispanic Health Council) and GLENN WILSON (Hispanic Health Council) War Stories: The Ripley Factor
2:30 LORIE BROOMHALL (Inst for Community Research), D SCOTT WILSON (Inst. for Community Research) and MERRILL C SINGER (Hispanic Health Council) “I Don’t Steal”: Reconciling Contradictions in the Reporting of Sensitive Information by Heroin and Cocaine Users
2:45 KIM E RADDA (Inst for Community Rsch), JEAN J SCHENSUL (Inst for Community Research) and D SCOTT WILSON (Inst for Community Research) Social Security: High Risk Sites and the Context of Illicit Drug Use among Older Adults
3:00 SHERYL HOROWITZ (Hispanic Health Council), KIM E RADDA (Inst for Community Rsch) and MARIA MARTINEZ (Institute for Community Res) Uncommon Sightings of the High Risk Site
3:15 Discussion
3:30 End of Session

1-076 CONTEXTUALIZING CHILD HEALTH IN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA: ANALYTICAL AND OPERATIONAL IMPLICATIONS (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Room 403, Level Four Organizer/Chair: JENS AAGAARD-HANSEN (Danish Bilharziasis Lab)
1:45 HANNE OVERGAARD MOGENSEN (U Copenhagen) Defining Problems of Child Health in Eastern Uganda
2:00 HANNE OVERGAARD MOGENSEN (U Copenhagen) Local Preventive Measures in Relation to Child Health: A Case from Burkina Faso
2:15 RUTH D PRINCE (Danish Bilharziasis Lab) Children as Healers: Luo Children’s Medical Knowledge and Practice
2:30 WENZEL P GEISSLER (Danish Bilharziasis Lab) and RUTH D PRINCE (Danish Bilharziasis Lab) Children and Medicines—A Challenge To Health Education
2:45 JENS AAGAARD-HANSEN (Danish Bilharziasis Lab) The Consequences of Illness Episodes for Daily Life Activities of Children in Western Kenya
3:00 W ONYANGO-OMA (U Copenhagen) Children as Active Health Communicators in a Community in Kenya
3:15 Discussant: SUSAN R WHYTE (U Copenhagen)
3:30 End of Session

1-077 INVITED SESSION: RITUAL AND THE WORLD OF COMMODITIES (Anthropology of Religion) Room 501, Level Five Organizers: BENJAMIN F SOARES (U Chicago) and ROSALIND H SHAW (Tufts U). Chair: BENJAMIN F SOARES (U Chicago)
1:45 MARK AUSLANDER (Emory U) Consuming the Nature of the Nation: Commodity Pilgrimages in South Africa’s Kruger National Park
2:00 ELLEN L SCHATTSCHEIDER (Emory U) When the Dead Go Shopping: The Commodity Aesthetics of Northern Japanese “Ghost Marriage”
2:15 BENJAMIN F SOARES (U Chicago) Muslim Saints and Commodification in Mali
2:45 ADELINE MASQUELIER (Tulane U) "Money and Serpents, Their Remedy is Killing": Harmful Entanglements and the Pathology of Consumption in Niger
3:00 Discussant: PATRICIA SPYER (U Amsterdam)
3:15 Discussant: ROSALIND H SHAW (Tufts U)
3:30 End of Session

1-078 STRATEGIC INDIGENOUS IDENTITIES IN LATIN AMERICA: MUSEUMS, REPRESENTATION AND DEVELOPMENT (Reviewed by Society for Latin American Anthropology) Salon A, Level Five
Organizers: JAMES E TODD (UC-Santa Cruz) and JESSICA M MULLIGAN (Georgetown U). Chair: JAMES E TODD (UC-Santa Cruz)
1:45 ROBERT V H DOVER (U Antioquia) Imagining Authenticity in the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta
2:00 JESSICA M MULLIGAN (Georgetown U) Community Museums in Yucatan: Narratives of Maya Identity
2:15 JAMES E TODD (UC-Santa Cruz) Community Museums in Yucatan: Strategic Maya Identity in the Context of Development
2:30 HEATHER MCFARLAND (George Washington U) Audience Diversity and Museum Response in Temuko, Chile
2:45 PATRICIA P ERIKSON (Smith C) Resistance Through Representation: Transnational Currents in Indigenous Museos Comunitarios
3:00 Discussant: JOHANNA R HUMPHREY (Smithsonian)
3:15 Discussant: JOANNE RAPPAPORT (Georgetown U)
3:30 End of Session

1-079 INVITED SESSION: FISH AND SILICON CHIPS: EUROPE, GLOBALIZATION, AND THE NEW TECHNOLOGIES (Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Salon L, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: CHAIA L HELLER (U Massachusetts-Amherst)
1:45 CHAIA L HELLER (U Massachusetts-Amherst) Gmos on Trial: The Confederation Paysanne Contests the Approval of Genetically Modified Corn in France
2:00 PASCALE M GLEIZE-HESS (Independent Scholar) Heredity Biological and Cultural: The French Public Debates the Human Genome Project
2:15 EEVA K BERGLUND (UC-Berkeley) GPS and Emotions in the Finnish Forest
2:30 LAURA AGUSTIN (U Massachusetts) The Right to Communicate of Displaced and Marginalized People
2:45 STACIA E ZABUSKY (Ithaca C) When Technoscience and Politics Meet: Ritual and Ideology in the European Space Agency
3:00 Discussant: DAVID HAKKEN (SUNY Technology)
3:30 End of Session

1-080 ACROSS CATEGORIES AND CONTEXTS: DISCOURSES ABOUT DIVERSITY IN DIFFERENT EDUCATIONAL SETTINGS (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Salon K, Level Five
Organizers: THEA R ABU EL-HAJ (U Pennsylvania) and BRYAN M BRAYBOY (U Pennsylvania). Chair: KATHERINE SCHULTZ (U Pennsylvania)
1:45 BRYAN M BRAYBOY (U Pennsylvania) Climbing the Ivy: Examining Tensions Around Identity for Native American Indian Students at Two Ivy League Universities
2:00 CATHARINE LUNA (U Massachusetts) "Otherwise Qualified:" The Social Construction of Academic Literacies and Learning Disabilities
2:15 PATRA SUYEMOTO (U Massachusetts) "I Have to Choose One?" Investigating Mixed Heritage Racial Identity with Middle School Students
2:30 THEA R ABU EL-HAJ (U Pennsylvania) What’s the Difference?: Teachers’ Constructions of Race, Gender, Class and (Dis)Ability
2:45 Discussant: KATHERINE SCHULTZ (U Pennsylvania)
3:00 Discussion
3:30 End of Session
1-081 INVENTING MODERNITY AND TRADITION IN ISLAMIC SOCIETIES (Reviewed by Anthropology of Religion) Rooms 401 & 402, Level Four Organizer: RONALD A LUKENS BULL (Olympic C). Chair: GARBI SCHMIDT (U Lund-Sweden)

1:45 M DEIRDRE BEYER-HONCA (Indiana U) and RIAD NACHEF (Assoc of Islamic Charitable) Islam, the Crowning Glory of Civilization: Global Muslim Perspectives on Timelessness and Time Out of Mind

2:00 LESLIE K DWYER (Inst for Adv Study/Princeton U) Making Modern Muslims: Embodied Religious Politics in Urban Java, Indonesia

2:15 RAY SCUPIN (Lindenwood U) Thai Islam, Identity, and Postmodern Capitalism

2:30 GARBI SCHMIDT (U Lund-Sweden) I Created You as Nations and Tribes: Articulations of a “Modern” Islamic Tradition among Muslims in Chicago

2:45 RONALD A LUKENS BULL (Olympic C) Inventing Modernity in Javanese Islamic Education

3:00 MARY C DALY (U Nebraska) Afghan Women’s Struggle for Visibility: The Chadadari(Burqa) And Implications of It’s Use

3:15 Discussant: MARK R WOODWARD (Arizona State U)

3:30 End of Session

1-082 CAPITAL, POPULATION, AND THE EDUCATION OF DESIRE: TOWARDS A BIOPOLITICAL ECONOMY OF LATIN AMERICA (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Room 404, Level Four Organizer: DIANE M NELSON (Lewis & Clark C)

1:45 SUZANA M SAWYER (UC-Davis) Crude Exploits: Petrolic Excess, Flexible Fitness, and E/Raced Bodies in Ecuador’s Neoliberal Nation

2:00 GALEN JOSEPH (UC-Santa Cruz) Lifting the Taboo on Race: Global Citizenship Human Rights & Technologies of Difference in Contemporary Argentina

2:15 MARCIAL GODOY-ANATIVIA (Columbia U) From Triumphant Racialism to Vulgar Sexuality: Tabloid Representation and the Re-Education of the Chilean “Roto.”

2:30 DIANE M NELSON (Lewis & Clark C) The More You Kill the More You Will Live: The Maya, “Race” and the Biopolitical Economy of Peace in Guatemala

2:45 Discussant: SARAH HILL (Johns Hopkins U/COLEF)

3:00 Discussant: MARGARET WILLSON (Western Washington U)

3:15 Discussion

3:30 End of Session

1-083 POSTER SESSION: JUXTAPOSE: TEACHING CONTRADICTIONS IN SPACE, IDENTITY AND RACE THROUGH VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Reviewed by Society for Visual Anthropology) Franklin Hall, Level Five Organizer: PETER BIELLA (Contemporary Historians Inc)

1:45-3:30 PETER BIELLA (Contemporary Historians Inc.) Visual Anthropology: Digital Horizon

MICHELLE A FLOWERS (Temple U) Philadelphia “Greene Countrie Townes”: Opposing Uses of Green Space Among Diverse Populations

MARY STRONG (Brooklyn C-CUNY) Silent Pictures: Indigenous Populations Create a Visual Identity

SOO-YOUNG CHIN (U Southern California) and YOON CHO (U Southern California) Yellow Fever

1-084 THE BODY AND THE PERSON (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Room 407, Level Four Chair: BIRGITTA SVENSSON (Lund U)

1:45 BIRGITTA SVENSSON (Lund U) Tattoos and Bodily Alteration in Swedish Late Modernity

2:00 NIE JING-BAO Same Abortion, Different Stories: Mainland Chinese Women’s Moral Experience of Abortion

2:15 VANESSA L FULLER (U Connecticut) and JAMI LEIBOWITZ (U Connecticut) Personhood and Life: Cultural Models in the Abortion Debate
2:30  JAMI LEIBOWITZ (U Connecticut) and VANESSA L FULLER (U Connecticut)  
Cultural Models and America's Abortion Debate: The Case of Human Rights

2:45  DOMINIC C BOYER (U Chicago) In the Belly of a Journalist: The Relationship of 
the Body to Intellectual Habitus in Contemporary Germany

3:00  JOCELYN H DEHAAS (U New Mexico) Violent Crime Against Women in Taiwan

3:15  JAYNE HOWELL (CSU-Long Beach) Enough is Enough: Seeking Shelter From 
Domestic Violence

3:30  End of Session

1-085

POSTER SESSION: IDENTITIES DISCOURSES AND REPRESENTATIONS
(Reviewed by AAA Executive Program Committee) Franklin Hall, Level Five

1:45-3:30

Posters:
STEVE D DERNE (SUNY-Geneseo) Bolstering Identity in a World of 
Transnational Cultural Flows: Fiji Indian Men's Emphasis on Women's 
Adherence to "Traditional" Roles

MARIA L MASSOLO (Allegheny C) and LINDA-ANNE REBHUN (Yale U) Male 
Devotions: Gender and Performed Vows in Argentina and Brazil

SUSAN R DAURIA (Bloomsburg U) and THOMAS F ALETO (Bloomsburg U) 
Identity and Self-Presentation Among Migrant Workers in Central Pennsylvania

JANE J WHITE (U South Carolina) and CAROLINE OWENS (U South Carolina) 
Representations of Race and Ethnicity in Elementary Classrooms

CLIFFORD B PETERSON (Martin U) Life History as Knowledge: Prior Learning 
Assessment in an African American Community of Learning

KYLIE HSU (CSU-Los Angeles) Cultural Ideologies in Classroom Discourse

TRACY M DUVALL (U Arizona) The Moral Geography of Belonging: "Tourist" and 
"Local" in Mazatlan, Mexico

CHRISTINA M TAYLOR (U Iowa) Competing Populations: Road Rage, Floridiots, 
and the Necessity of Tourism on the Boundary

MARY PULFORD (Lake Superior C) Teaching Anthropology K-12

1-086

POSTER SESSION: SITES OF INTERPRETATION: COMMUNITIES, SPACES, 
PLACES (Reviewed by AAA Executive Program Committee) Franklin Hall, Level Five

1:45-3:30

Posters:
ROBERT M OPPENHEIM (U Chicago) Moon Villages and an Ancient City: The 
Urban Landscape and the Politics of Vision in Kyongju, South Korea

CATHARINE MARY CAMERON (Cedar Crest C) The Quest for "Numen" in 
Historical Sites and Museums

AMITAI TOUVAL (Brown U) Residential Pattern and Adaptation to Status Loss 
Among Communist-Era Politicians in Leipzig Eastern Germany

BARBARA C LE MASTER (CSU-Long Beach) Contact Communities: Exploring the 
Interaction Between Community Type & Linguistic Structure in Deaf 
Communities Around the World

CATHARINE V HOWARD (Gettysburg) Argonauts of the Northern Amazon

COLM BREATHNACH (National U of Ireland) From Poor in Our Communities to 
Poor Communities: The Production of Poverty as Space. Poverty Management 
in the New Ireland

AMY GAZIN-SCHWARTZ (U Massachusetts-Amherst) Interpreting Monument 
History

MARY E D'AGOSTINO (UC-Berkeley) An archaeological Approach to Historic 
Documents

MICHELLE V PRATI (Eckerd C) Prehensile Tail Use by Mantled Howling 
Monkeys at Ometepe Biological Field Station, Nicaragua

1-087

INVITED SESSION: JEWISH SELF/JEWISH OTHER: RACE, SPACE AND 
PLACE AT THE INTERSECTION OF ANTHROPOLOGY AND JEWISH STUDIES
(General Anthropology Division) Salon B, Level Five

Organizers/Chairs: MATTI BUNZL (U Illinois) and SASCHA GOLUBOFF (U 
Illinois-Urbana-Champaign)
THURSDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 3

1:45  GELYA FRANK (U Southern California) Who are the Jews? Answers Black, White and Other

2:00  PHILIP V BOHLMAN (U Chicago) “Jewishness in Music,” or the Specter of Selfness in Jewish Ethnomusicology

2:15  HARVEY GOLDBERG (Hebrew U of Jerusalem) Is Israeli Anthropology Jewish Anthropology


2:45  SASCHA GOLUBOFF (U Illinois-Urbana-Champaign) Gendered Diaspora: Space and Sexuality Among Mountain Jews in Moscow

3:00  Discussant: DANIEL SEGAL (Pitzer C)

3:15  Break

3:30  JACK KUGELMASS (Arizona State U) Blackface: Interpreting Alan Dershowitz’s Chutzpah

3:45  JEFFREY D FELDMAN (U Virginia) The All-Consuming Ghetto: In and Out of an Individualist Model of Judaism

4:00  MOSHE SHOKEID (Tel-Aviv U) Jewish Studies and the Anthropology of Homosexuality

4:15  SHARI SEIDER (Stanford U) What Goes Unstated: Bodily Regimes and National Performance in the Ultra-Orthodox Jewish Diaspora of Buenos Aires, Argentina

4:30  JOELLE BAHLLOUL (Indiana U) Judeo-Arab Ethnography and the Colonial Experience: A Colonized Native Ethnographer’s View

4:45  Discussant: GUY H HASKELL (Emory U)

5:00  Discussant: VIRGINIA DOMINGUEZ (U Iowa)

5:15  Discussion

5:30  End of Session

XXXVIII CONGRESS ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: ENDANGERED LANGUAGES, LINGUISTICS, AND HERITAGE LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Room 413, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: SALLY MCLENDON (CUNY-Hunter & Grad Ctr)

1:45  SALLY MCLENDON (CUNY-Hunter & Grad Ctr) Introduction

2:00  AKIRA YAMAMOTO (U Kansas) Documenting One’s Own Linguistic Knowledge

2:15  SUSAN T GARZON (Oklahoma State U) Getting More Mileage from Existing Linguistic Resources

2:30  PATRICK E MARLOW (Alaska Native Lang Ctr) Native Language Teacher Training: The Next Step in Language Revitalization?

2:45  Discussion

3:00  Break

3:15  DOUGLAS R PARKS (Indiana U) Language Maintenance through Multimedia Technology: The Arikara Language Project

3:30  RAND VALENTINE (U Wisconsin-Madison) Assessing the Functions of Computer-Related Materials in Ojibwe Second Language Instruction

3:45  CHARLOTTE BASHAM (U Alaska-Fairbanks) and KATHY SIKORSKI (U Alaska-Fairbanks) New Pathways to Ancestral Knowledge: Developing Computerized Gwich’in Language Materials

4:00  Discussion

4:15  Break

4:30  VERONICA M GRONDONA (U Pittsburgh) Mocovi: Documentation, Maintenance, and Language Teaching

4:45  ANNA M S BERGE (UC-Berkeley) Language Reacquisition and Grammatical Shift in a Semi-Speaker of Cherokee

5:00  SALLY MCLENDON (CUNY-Hunter & Grad Ctr) Models for Teaching American Indian Languages

5:15  Discussion

5:30  End of Session

INVITED SESSION: POPULATION MOVEMENTS IN THE MIDDLE EAST, PAST AND PRESENT: POLITICS, ECOLOGY, AND CULTURAL IDENTITY (Middle East Section) Salon I, Level Five
THURSDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 3

Organizer: BARBARA K LARSON (U New Hampshire). Chairs: CHRISTOPHER EDENS (U Pennsylvania) and MARY ELAINE HEGLAND (Santa Clara U)

1:45 FREDRIK HIEBERT (U Pennsylvania Museum) First Encounters: Bronze Age Eurasian Steppe Pastoralists and Central Asian Oasis Agriculturalists

2:00 STEPHEN H SAVAGE (Arizona State U) Shifting Bronze Age Polities in the Southern Levant: Toward a Statistical Approach

2:15 THOMAS LEVY (UC-San Diego) Early Egypt in Palestine: New Views on Issues of Trade and Colonization

2:30 CHRISTOPHER EDENS (U Pennsylvania) Involuntary Movement: Deportations and Archaeological Evidence

2:45 ELIZABETH STONE (SUNY Stony Brook) Citizenship and Urban Population Movement in Mesopotamia

3:00 Discussant: NORMAN YOFFEE (U Michigan)

3:15 Discussion

3:30 Break

3:45 JAMES TOTH (American U Cairo) Migration As a Political Act: The Case of Egypt, 1961-1998

4:00 RICHARD T ANTOUN (SUNY-Binghamton) Transnational Migration for Higher Education: Jordanians in Greece and Pakistan

4:15 BARBARA WOLBERT (U Texas-Austin) The Gün: Urban Visiting Patterns and Returning Migrants’ Reintegration in Turkey

4:30 MARY ELAINE HEGLAND (Santa Clara U) Migration, Gender, Aging: Evolving Persian Culture in California’s Santa Clara Valley

4:45 M NAZIF SHAHRANI (Indiana U) Pining for Bukhara in Afghanistan: Poetics and Politics of Identity and Emotions

5:00 Discussant: BARBARA K LARSON (U New Hampshire)

5:15 Discussion

5:30 End of Session

1-090

WARFARE AND CONFLICT IN ANCIENT MESOAMERICA (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Salon J, Level Five

Organizers/Chairs: MARY KATHRYN BROWN (Southern Methodist U) and TRAVIS W STANTON (Southern Methodist U)

1:45 JAMES GARBER (Southwest Texas State U) and F KENT REILLY (SW Texas State U) The Symbolic Representation of Warfare in Middle Formative Mesoamerica

2:00 MARY KATHRYN BROWN (Southern Methodist U) and JAMES GARBER (Southwest Texas State U) Evidence of Conflict during the Middle Preclassic in the Maya Lowlands: A View from Blackman Eddy, Belize

2:15 ARTHUR A JOYCE (Vanderbilt U) Monte Albán, Teotihuacán, and the Lower Rio Verde Valley, Oaxaca

2:30 SHIRLEY BOTEILER MOCK (U Texas-San Antonio) Ritual Destruction and Transformation in the Archaeological Record of Mesoamerica

2:45 CHARLES W GOLDEN (U Pennsylvania) New Research at La Pasadita: The Sajal Title and Classic Maya Statecraft

3:00 Break

3:15 DAVID A FREIDEL (Southern Methodist U) and TRAVIS W STANTON (Southern Methodist U) Early Classic Maya Conquest in Words and Deeds

3:30 JAMES N AMBROSINO (Southern Methodist U) and TRACI A AORDREN (Florida State U) Warfare and the Changing Character of Settlement at Yaxuna

3:45 GEORGE J BEY (Millsaps C) Ceramic Change and Conflict in Maya Culture

4:00 JONATHAN B PAGLIARO (Southern Methodist U) Which One of These is not Like the Other?: Reevaluating the Archaeological Signatures of Maya Ritual and Conflict

4:15 DIANE Z CHASE (U Central Florida) and ARLEN F CHASE (U Central Florida) Settlement Patterns, Warfare, and Hieroglyphic History at Caracol, Belize

4:30 Discussant: PAYSON D SHEETS (U Colorado-Boulder)

4:45 Discussion

5:30 End of Session
1-091 INVITED SESSION: "CHECKS OF VICE": CONTESTING THE RHETORICS OF REPRODUCTION AND SEXUAL DEVIANCE (Society of Lesbian and Gay Anthropologists, Society for Cultural Anthropology, and AAA Executive Program Committee) Salon F, Level Five
Organizers/Chairs: MARY J WEISMANTEL (Northwestern U) and FRANK PROSCHAN (Indiana U)
1:45 FRANK PROSCHAN (Indiana U) Introduction
2:00 DELLA COLLINS COOK (Indiana U) Reproductive Compensation in a Third Gender Category Role among the Isthmus Zapotec
2:15 RUDOLF P GAUDIO (U Arizona) Fathers that Mother: Biological and Metaphorical Reproduction in Nigerian Hausaland
2:30 SUSAN SEIZER (Scripps C) Women with Swords: Staging “Queen Alli” as Sexual Farce
2:45 MARY J WEISMANTEL (Northwestern U) Manly Mothers: Marketwomen in the Andes
3:00 Discussant: DON KULICK (Stockholm U-Sweden)
3:15 Discussion
3:30 Break
3:45 PATRICK LARVIE (U Chicago) Murderers and Multipliers: Queerness and the Specter of Brazilian National Ruin
4:00 RUSTY BARRETT (U Texas-Austin) Building Gay Population: The Construction of a “Circuit”-Based Identity
4:15 FRANK PROSCHAN (Indiana U) Filial Piety and Non-Procreative Male-to-Male Sexuality among Vietnamese
4:30 STEPHEN EISENMAN (Northwestern U) Gauguin’s Children: Sex, Degeneracy and Maternity in Fin-de-Siecle Tahiti
4:45 Discussant: ELIZABETH A POVINELLI (U Chicago)
5:00 Discussion
5:30 End of Session

Organizers/Chairs: PAULE CRUZ TAKASH (UC-San Diego) and BETTY J HARRIS (U Oklahoma)
1:45 PAULE CRUZ TAKASH (UC-San Diego) Introduction
2:00 Discussant: NOEL IGNATIEV (DuBois Institute Harvard U)
2:15 Discussant: KAMALA VISWESWARAN (U Texas-Austin)
2:30 Discussant: GARRICK A BAILEY (U Tulsa)
2:45 Discussant: MANNING MARABLE (Columbia U)
3:00 Discussant: PAULE CRUZ TAKASH (UC-San Diego)
3:15 Discussion
3:45 Break
4:00 ALEX STEPICK (Florida Inti U) Who am I? Race, Nationality & Identity in the 21st Century
4:30 RAUL HINOJOSA-OLJEDA (UC-Los Angeles) The Political Economy of a Multiracial California in the Global Society
4:45 Discussant: HELAN E PAGE (U Massachusetts-Amherst)
5:00 Discussion
5:30 End of Session

1-093 ETHICS AND OTHER TECHNOLOGIES OF SELF: ETHNOGRAPHY AND CRITIQUE AFTER MODERNITY (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Salon G, Level Five
Organizers/Chairs: PETER J PELS (U Amsterdam), ANNELISE RILES (Northwestern U)
THURSDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 3

1:45  MARILYN STRATHERN (U Cambridge) Critique of Good Practice
2:00  PETER J PELS (U Amsterdam) Ethics as a Technology of Self: Anthropology Before and After Professionalism
2:15  ANTONIUS C G M ROBBEN (Utrecht-the Netherlands) Research Audits in the Netherlands: A Report to the Academy
2:30  GEORGE ULRICH (U Copenhagen) Ethics and the Professionalization of AID
2:45  Discussion
3:15  Break
3:30  DAVID KENNEDY (Harvard Law School) International Lawyers: People with Projects
3:45  ANNELISE RILES (Northwestern U) Living Inside Excel
4:00  ADAM D REED (Cambridge U) Putting Up With the Relation
4:15  DEBBORA BATTAGLIA (Mount Holyoke C) The Self Displaced: Moral and Ethical Consideration
4:30  Discussion
5:30  End of Session

1-094

POLITICAL VIOLENCE AND THE SYMBOLIC ECONOMY OF TERROR IN IRIAN JAYA
(Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Rooms 411 & 412, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: STUART KIRSCH (U Michigan)
1:45  STUART KIRSCH (U Michigan) Introduction
2:15  DENISE O'BRIEN (Temple U) Servants of Satan: Representations of Highlanders in Missionary Literature
2:30  JEFFREY RUOFF (Reed C) "A Savage People That Love War": Representations of Violence in the Harvard-Peabody Expedition
2:45  NICK STANLEY (U Central England) Representing Whose Culture to Whom? Indonesian Presentation of the Asmat People
3:00  Break
3:30  LESLIE BUTT (Kwantlen U) Women and Children First: Reproductive Politics and Everyday Violence in the Baliem Valley
3:45  RUPERT S STASCH (U Chicago) Giving Up Homicide: Korowai Apprehension of Witches and Police
4:00  STEVEN FELD (New York U) Mining & Militarism in West Papua
4:15  Break
4:30  Discussant: MARY MARGARET STEEDLY (Harvard U)
4:45  Discussant: ANDREW LADAS (MacQuarie U)
5:00  Discussant: BRUCE KAPFERER (James Cook U)
5:15  Discussion
5:30  End of Session

1-095

INVITED SESSION: SAVE THE RAINFOREST? THE LAST TERRESTRIAL FRONTIER POPULATION AND CONSERVATION PAST PRESENT FUTURE
(Presidential Symposium) Salon E, Level Five
Organizer: ANABEL FORD (UC-Santa Barbara)
1:45  JULIA MURPHY (York U) Ways of Working in the Forest: Mediating Sustainable Development in Calakmul
2:00  NANCY KINGSBURY (York U) Shifting Cultivation in a Fragile Environment: Indigenous Agriculture in the Gran Sabana
2:15  ELIZABETH GRAHAM (York U) Due South: Learning From the Urban Experience in the Humid Tropics
2:30  ANABEL FORD (UC-Santa Barbara) and NICOLE GERARDO (UC Santa Barbara) Lessons From the Past: Ancient Maya Forest Garden and the Contemporary Maya Forest
THURSDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 3

2:45 RODRIGO A MEDELLIN (UNAM) and MIGUEL EQUIHUA (UNAM) and OSIRIS GAONA (UNAM) Mammalian Diversity Responses to Lacandon Maya Land Use Patterns in the Maya Forest

3:00 GILLIAN P SCHULTZ (UC Riverside) and ARTURO GOMEZ-POMPA (UC Riverside) Ecological Change in the Dry Tropical Forests of the Northern Yucatan Peninsula

3:15 DAVID G CAMPBELL (Grinnell C) The Signature of the Classic Maya on the Tropical Forests of Western Belize

3:30 DAN JANZEN (U Pennsylvania) Gardenification of Tropical Nature: The Imperative and the Hurdles

3:45 Discussant: BILLIE LEE TURNER (Clark)
4:00 Discussant: SCOTT L FEDICK (UC-Riverside)
4:15 Discussant: ANNA ROOSEVELT (U Illinois/Field Museum)
4:30 Discussant: WILLIAM DURHAM (Stanford)
4:45 Discussion
5:30 End of Session

1-096 FILM SCREENINGS Community and Comments from and about Africa and Africans. Rooms 408 & 409, Level Four

2:00 ADAMA DRABO (Mali), Taafé Fanga
3:35 Break and Discussion
3:50 STIG HOLMQVIST Chronicle of a Savanna Marriage
4:50 BEATE ENGELBRECHT (IWF) and ANNEMARIA FIERDERMUUTZ-LAUN (Munster) Ya Baramb Tenga-Our Ancestor's Earth
5:50 THOMAS BALMES (Quark Prod), Bosnia Hotel: Keynan Warriors in Bosnia
6:45 KWAME BRAUN (UC-Los Angeles), Passing Girl, Riverside, An Essay on Camerawork
7:15 CLIFFORD MOSKOW (Warthog Prod), Wandering Warrior
8:15 End of Session

1-097 ORGANIZING AN ETHNOGRAPHIC FIELD SCHOOL (Reviewed by the National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Room 309, Level Three

2:30-4:30 Attendance by advance subscription only. To register, see page xx. Chair: J M TIM WALLACE (NC State U)

1-097A GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY DIVISION Board of Directors
2:00-5:00 Room 306, Level Three

1-098 AAA COMMITTEE ON EXTERNAL RELATIONS
3:30-5:30 Conference Suite 1, Level Three

1-099 FAMILY SYSTEMS AND REPRODUCTIVE STRATEGIZING (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Rooms 401 & 402, Level Four

Organizer/Chair: G WILLIAM SKINNER (UC Davis)
4:00 KIMBER A HADDIX (UC-Berkeley) Reproduction in a Polyandrous Family System: Humil Tibetans of Northwest Nepal
4:30 MIKE M YAMAGUCHI (UC Davis) and G WILLIAM SKINNER (UC Davis) Reproduction in a Patrilineal Stem Family System: Edo-period Japanese Villagers
4:45 CHUAN-KANG SHIH (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) and MARK R JENIKE (Pomona C) Reproduction in a Matrilineal Duolocal Family System: The Moso of Yunnan, China
5:00 G WILLIAM SKINNER (UC Davis) Reproduction in a Patrilineal Joint Family System: Chinese in the Lower Yangzi Macroregion
5:15 Discussant: EUGENE A HAMMEL (UC-Berkeley)
5:30 Discussant: DAVID I KERTZER (Brown U)
5:45 End of Session
1-100 INVITED SESSION: GENDERED MODERNITIES: ETHNOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVES (Association for Feminist Anthropology) Salon H, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: DOROTHY L HODGSON (Rutgers U)
4:00 ANNE B WATERS (Barnard C) Sterile Bodies, Modern Subjects: Consequences of Family Planning in South Asia
4:15 DEBORAH GEWERTZ (Amherst C) and FREDERICK ERRINGTON (Trinity C) A Gendered Story of Class Happenings in Contemporary Papua New Guinea
4:30 DOROTHY L HODGSON (Rutgers U) "Once Intrepid Warriors": Modernity and the Production of Maasi Masculinities
4:45 MARY-BETH MILLS (Colby C) Auditioning for the Chorus Line: Gender, Youth, and the Consumption of Modernity in Thailand
5:00 EVERETT YUEHONG ZHANG (UC-Berkeley) "Tough" Or "Soft": Entrepreneurial Masculinity in Contemporary China
5:15 Discussion
5:30 End of Session

1-101 INVITED SESSION: THE NARRATIVE CONSTRUCTION OF SELF IN CULTURAL CONTEXTS: FORMAL-FUNCTIONAL APPROACHES (Society for Psychological Anthropology, Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Room 501, Level Five
Organizer: STANTON E F WORTHAM (U of Pennsylvania) and MICHELE E J KOVEN (U Chicago), Chair: STANTON E F WORTHAM (U of Pennsylvania)
4:00 STANTON E F WORTHAM (U Pennsylvania) Narrating Oneself: A Dialogic Approach to Analyzing Life History Interviews
4:15 ROBERT SCHRAUF (Duke U) The Bicultural Narrated Self: Psychological and Linguistic Methods of Analysis
4:30 MICHELE E J KOVEN (U Chicago) Local Beliefs About and Experiences of How "The Real Self" Talks: Speakers' and Listeners' Reactions to Narrative Enactments of the Self in Two Languages
4:45 SUZANNE OAKDALE (U New Mexico) Autobiography and Forgetting
5:00 DAVID W DINWOODIE (U New Mexico) Chilcotin Autobiographical Discourse
5:15 JOSEPH P GONE (U IL at Urbana-Champaign) "We Were Through as Keepers of It": The "Missing Pipe" Narrative and Gros Ventre Cultural Identity
5:30 Discussion
5:45 End of Session

1-102 INVITED SESSION: ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON WELFARE REFORM (National Association for the Practice of Anthro) Salon C, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: ALVIN W WOLFE (U South Florida)
4:00 ALVIN W WOLFE (U South Florida) Florida's WAGES Program: Self-Sufficiency or What?
4:30 EUGENE J MCCANN (U Kentucky) and CHRISTIANA E MIEWALD (U Kentucky) A Question of Scale: Devolution, Local Populations and Agency in the Creation of Welfare Policy
4:45 NANCY E REDFERN-VANCE (U South Florida) "Can't Win for Losin'": The Impact of WAGES on Single Mothers with Young Children in a North Tampa Community
5:00 ANNIE NGANA-MUNDEKE (U South FL) The Impact of Welfare Reform on Haitian Households in the Tampa Bay Area in Florida
5:15 BEVERLY WARD (U San Francisco) Getting to Work and Other Places the Poor Have to Go
5:30 Discussion
5:45 End of Session

1-103 PREVENTION STRATEGIES FOR POPULATIONS OF WOMEN AT RISK FOR HIV/AIDS (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Salon L, Level Five
THURSDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 3

Organizers: LUCILE NEWMAN (Brown U) and ROCHELLE K ROSEN (Brown U).
Chair: LUCILE NEWMAN (Brown U)

4:00  LUCILE NEWMAN (Brown U) Prevention Strategies: An Overview
4:15  ROCHELLE K ROSEN (Brown U) Medical Anthropological Issues Regarding Women at High-Risk for HIV/AIDS
4:30  THERESA H MASON (Abt Associates) Woman-Controlled Methods of HIV Prevention: Conceptual Openings and Political Realities
4:45  PATRICIA V SYMONDS (Brown U) Political Economy and Cultural Perspectives on Woman-Controlled HIV/AIDS Prevention Among Thailand’s Highland Minority Populations
5:00  MARGARET BENTLEY (Johns Hopkins U) Acceptability of a Phase 2 Vaginal Microbicide Trial in Five Countries: Men and Women Speak
5:15  KATHLEEN M MORROW (Brown U) HIV Risk Among Lesbians and Women Who Have Sex with Women: Neglected Populations
5:30  Discussant: ROBERT KLITZMAN (Columbia)
5:45  End of Session

1-104  DISCOURSES OF LANGUAGE, RACE AND NATION IN THE US PUBLIC SPHERE
(Reviewed by American Ethnological Society)  Rooms 414 & 415, Level Four
Organizer: KIMBERLY S ANDERSON (U Texas-Austin), Chairs: RICHARD HANDLER (U Virginia) and KIMBERLY S ANDERSON (U Texas-Austin)

4:00  KIMBERLY S ANDERSON (U Texas-Austin) Introduction
4:15  JOHN HARTIGAN (Knox C) Listening to the Whiteness of the Nation
4:30  JUANDALYNN L TAYLOR (U Texas-Austin) Between Pride and Prejudice: Media Coverage of 1994 Cuban and Haitian Immigration and It’s Influence on Public Policy and the Formation of American Public and Private Identities
4:45  VIVIANA H QUINTERO (U Michigan-Ann Arbor) Linguistic and Racial Stereotyping among New York Latinos
5:00  BARRIK VAN WINKLE (Pitzer C) Nations of Our Own: Native Americans in the Intersection of Race, Language and Nationality
5:15  BONNIE URCIUOLI (Hamilton C) Official English as White English
5:30  Discussant: RICHARD HANDLER (U Virginia)
5:45  End of Session

1-105  THOUGHT, AFFECT AND ACTIVITY: ANOTHER LOOK AT LEARNING CULTURE THROUGH RITUALS
(Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education)  Room 404, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: MERLE WALLACE (U the South-Tennessee)

4:00  JACQUETTA HILL (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) A Learning Approach to Defining Ritual
4:15  TOMOKO ARIKAWA (Osaka U) Participate or Not: The Learning of Indonesian Faculty About the Rituals to Become “Doctors” through Study Abroad
4:30  CAROLEE BERG Moving from Sickness to Health: Learning through Ritual
4:45  DIANE M HOFFMAN (U Virginia) Teaching Them to Think: Rote and Ritual in Japanese and American Early Childhood Education
5:00  LETTY LINCOLN (Portland State U) Adult Subconscious Learning, Ritual, and Acquisition of Culturally Novel Schemes
5:15  MERLE WALLACE (U the South-Tennessee) Re-Learning and Fine-Tuning Culture by Immersion: Thai Student Rituals for Cultural Continuity and Change
5:30  Discussion
5:45  End of Session

1-106  PREHISTORIC CAUCASIA: QUESTIONING CENTER AND PERIPHERY
(Reviewed by Archeology Division)  Room 502, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: ADAM T SMITH (U Michigan)

4:00  PHILIP L KOHL (Wellesley C) On the Edge: Conceptualizing the Caucasus in the World of Ancient West Asia C 3500-1000 BC
4:15 ADAM T SMITH (U Michigan) World without System: Culture, Politics, and Economy in Early Iron Age Transcaucasia

4:30 DAVID W ANTHONY (Hartwick C) Bronze Age Herding Camps(?) on the Middle Volga: New Light on Steppe Pastoralism

4:45 STEPHAN E KROLL (Institut Vorderasiatische Arch) Urartu’s Impact on Transcaucasia: The Material Evidence

5:00 GOCHA R TSETSKHLADZE (U London) Culture of Ancient Georgia: Indigenous and Exogenous Elements

5:15 PAUL E ZIMANSKY (Boston U) The Impact of the Urartian State Assemblage in Transcaucasia

5:30 RAFFAELE BISCIONE (Istituto per gli Studi Micenei) Settlement Pattern in Iron Age Armenian Plateau: Urmia Plain and Sevan Basin, Two Case Studies

5:45 End of Session

1-107

SINGLEHOOD AND CHILDLESSNESS: NONREPRODUCTION IN CONTEXT (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Room 406, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: DONNA BIRDWELL-PHEASANT (Lamar U)

4:00 RAMONA PEREZ (U North Texas) Women Unbound: Rural Oaxacan Women’s Challenges to Marriage and Motherhood

4:15 SCOTT E SIMON (Wen Tzao J) Forging Their Own Paths: Entrepreneurship and Lesbian Space in Urban Taiwan

4:30 DONNA BIRDWELL-PHEASANT (Lamar U) Bachelor Uncles and Spinster Aunts: Nonreproductive Family Roles in Rural Ireland

4:45 LINDA REES (OISE of U of Toronto) Childlessness in a Pronatalist Environment: Pronatalist Pressures Experienced by Voluntarily Childless Teachers in Canada

5:00 PAULA K CLARKE (Columbia C) Intended Childlessness, Silent Protest and Revitalization Potential: The Reproductive History as a Window of Resistance

5:15 DEBRA LATTANZI SHUTIKA (U Pennsylvania) Making the High-Tech Mom: Constructing Womanhood through Reproductive Technology

5:30 ANN J RUSS (Cornell U) Midwives to the Dying: Recuperations of Mortality in an AIDS Hospice

5:45 End of Session

1-108

PHILADELPHIA SCHOOL REFORM: ETHNOGRAPHERS AND SCHOOL REFORMERS TALK ABOUT THE POSSIBILITIES AND DILEMMAS OF SYSTEMIC CHANGE (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Room 405, Level Four
Organizers/Chairs: JOLLEY B CHRISTMAN (Research for Action) and ELAINE SIMON (U Pennsylvania)

4:00 ELAINE SIMON (U Pennsylvania) and JOLLEY B CHRISTMAN (Research for Action) Standards and Decentralization as Systemic Strategies for Reforming Urban Schools

4:15 SHIRLEY BROWN (U Pennsylvania) and SUSAN LYTLE (U Pennsylvania) and DIANE WAFF (U Pennsylvania) Teacher and Parents Research School Reform: Dilemmas of Race, Class, and Expert Knowledge in a Participatory Evaluation Group

4:30 NOVELLA KEITH (Temple U) Participating in Urban School Reform: The Case of Philadelphia

4:45 DAVID A KINNEY (Central Michigan U) and JOCELYN LEWIS (U PA) Urban Students’ Transition from Middle to High School: A Qualitative Study of Adolescents in the Philadelphia Education Longitudinal Study

5:00 REBECCA FREEMAN (U Pennsylvania) Competing Discourses About Puerto Ricans in North Philadelphia: Implications for Students, School and the Community

5:15 Discussant: WARREN SIMMONS (Philadelphia Education Fund)

5:30 Discussant: GARY RODWELL (Alliance Organizing Project)

5:45 End of Session
THURSDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 3

Organizers: MERCEDES DORETTI (EAAF) and JANET M CHERNELA (Florida Int'l U). Chair: CLYDE COLLINS SNOW
4:00 MERCEDES DORETTI (EAAF) Forensic Anthropology and Human Rights in Argentina
4:15 JOSE PABLE BARAYBAR (ICTY) Forensic Anthropology in Time of Genocide: The International Criminal Tribunals for Rwanda and the Former Yugoslavia
4:30 FREDY PECCERELLI (FAFG) and CLAUDIA RIVERA-CASANOVAS The Implications of Forensic Anthropology in Cases of Human Rights Violations in Guatemala
4:45 ISABEL REVECO (Medical Legal Institute, Chile) and LUIS CIOCCA (Medical Legal Institute, Chile) The Development of Forensic Anthropology in Chile
5:00 Discussant: CLYDE COLLINS SNOW
5:15 Discussion
5:45 End of Session

1-110 WORK AND ITS MARGINS (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Work) Room 410, Level Four
Chair: DIANE L GROSS (Northwestern U)
4:00 ATSUSHI SUMI (U New Mexico) Culture, Conflict, and Control: Tales from the Workplace of a Japanese Transplant in the US
4:15 SERNA PEREZ GUADALUPE (Ciesas U of guadalajara) Women Entrepreneurs in Mexico: Linking Productions and Reproduction
4:30 SIDNEY PERUTZ (Southern Methodist U) Strange Reciprocities: The Symbiosis Between Gender and Community
4:45 DIANE L GROSS (Northwestern U) Contingent Skill: Temporary Clerical Workers and Work Processes in Washington, DC
5:00 JANE A SZUREK (Rhode Island School of Design) Outsourcing; Marginalizing the Workforce
5:15 SHERYLYN H BRILLER (Case Western Reserve U) What Can an Anthropologist Contribute to the Debate Over Population Aging Policy?: A Mongolian Case Study
5:30 Discussion
5:45 End of Session

1-111 HEALTH AND HEALTH CARE FOR CHILDREN IN AFRICA (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Room 403, Level Four
Chair: RUTH D PRINCE (U of Oxford and DBL)
4:00 KEARSLEY STEWART (U Georgia) To Test or Not To Test: Sociodemographics of Voluntary HIV/AIDS Testing for Adolescents in Rural Uganda
4:15 KAREN E SCHIFFERDECKER (U Connecticut) Giving Voices to Desire: Adolescent Females as Sexual Participants in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
4:30 PAIVI HASU (U Helsinki-Finland) From the Field of Desire You Will Harvest Death!—Moral discourse on Sexual Exchanges in the Lutheran Church in Northern Tanzania
4:45 EILEEN MOYER (U Iowa) Modern Traditions: Local Responses to HIV/AIDS Treatment and Prevention in Northeastern Tanzania
5:00 LOTTE MEINERT (U Copenhagen) School Health Education and Communication among Iteso Children in Eastern Uganda
5:15 STEPHEN PATRICK KACHUR (Centers for Disease Control) and HOLLY ANN WILLIAMS (Centers for Disease Control) Local Illness Classifications, Treatment Preferences, and the Construct of Efficacy: Implications for Malaria Control Programs in Zambia and Malawi
5:30 HOLLY ANN WILLIAMS (Centers for Disease Control) and STEPHEN PATRICK KACHUR (Centers for Disease Control) Parental Perceptions of Antimalarials—A Comparative Perspective
5:45 End of Session
FAMILY PLANNING: POLITICS AND PROGRAMS (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Room 407, Level Four
Chair: M CATHERINE MATERNOWSKA

4:00 AKIKO NOSAKA (Pennsylvania State U) Incorporating the Structure of Intergenerational Relationships to Family Planning Programs
4:15 KIMBERLY L MILLS (U Chicago) Reproducing the Nation: The Politics of Family Planning in Tunisia
4:30 MARILYNE DIGGS-THOMPSON (CUNY Grad Center) "Modernization" and Demographic Change: The Political Economic Context of Family Formation and Fertility Change in Guadeloupe
4:45 CATHERINE MATERNOWSKA (Tulane U) When the Poor Protest: Haiti’s Population Politics
5:00 HELI UUSIKYLA (U Helsinki) *Two is Enough—But We Have More: Family Planning Discourse in a Bangladeshi Village
5:15 Discussion
5:45 End of Session

PUBLIC POLICY SESSION: WHAT CAN ANTHROPOLOGISTS BRING TO POLICY DEBATES ON POPULATION? (Reviewed by AAA Executive Program Committee) Salon K, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: MARJORIE A MUECKE (The Ford Foundation)

4:00 MINDY FULLLOVE (Columbia U) Not Listening to Ideas in Focus Groups
4:15 ONDINA FACHEL LEAL (Federal U of Rio Grande do Sul) Teenage Pregnancy, Contraceptive Practice and Gender Negotiation in Southern Brazil
4:30 IVONNE SZASZ (The College of Mexico) and SUSANA LERNER (The College of Mexico) The Anthropological Contribution to Population Studies in Latin America
4:45 HARRIET M PHINNEY (U Washington) What Happened to the Fertile Quotidian?
5:00 LISA J MESSERSMITH (John Hopkins U/USAID) and LYNNELYN D LONG (Population Council) The Evolution of Reproductive Health in Bangladesh and Vietnam: Going Beyond Cairo and Beijing in Pursuit of Reproductive Rights and Responsibilities
5:15 Discussant: RICHARD G PARKER (Columbia U)
5:30 Discussion
5:45 End of Session

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRACTICE OF ANTHROPOLOGY Board of Directors
4:00-8:00 Room 301, Level Three

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT ANTHROPOLOGISTS Board of Directors
5:30-7:00 Room 304, Level Three

THURSDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 3

CURRENT ISSUES IN ANTHROPOLOGY: FIVE FIELDS UPDATE (Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges) Salon L, Level Five
Panelists: HELEN PAGE, MARIETTA BABA, TIM EARLE, JILL BRODY and JONATHAN MARKS

SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EUROPE Board of Directors
6:00-8:00 Room 305, Level Three

BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY SECTION Board of Directors
6:00-8:00 Room 310, Level Three
THURSDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 3

1-119  SOCIETY FOR LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY  Board of Directors
       Room 307, Level Three

1-122  SOYUZ, THE POSTCOMMUNIST CULTURE STUDIES RESEARCH GROUP OF AAA
       Business Meeting, Room 406, Level Four
       6:15-7:00
       Chair: BRUCE GRANT (Swarthmore C)

1-120  AAA ADVISORY GROUP ON ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION  Open Forum,
       Salon J, Level Five
       6:15-7:30
       Organizer/Chair: JON ANDERSON (Catholic U). Committee Members:
       ANTHONY GALT (Wisconsin-Green Bay), DAVID HAKKEN (SUNY-Utica) and
       EDWARD LIEBOW (Envir Health & Soc Policy Ctr)

1-121  AAA COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS  Women's Human Rights: Developing
       the Agenda. Room 403, Level Four
       6:15-7:30
       Chair: ELLEN GRUENBAUM (CA State U, Fresno). Committee Members:
       BARBARA JOHNSTON (Ctr for Plit Eco, UC-SC), CAROLE NAGENGAST (U New
       Mexico), ELLEN MESSER (Brown U), LINDA RABBEN (Amnesty Intl), CHERYL
       RODRIGUEZ (U South Florida) and LENI SILVERSTEIN (MacArthur Foundation)

1-123  COMPUTATIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY  Organizing Meeting
       Salon E, Level Five
       6:15-7:30

1-124  ASSOCIATION FOR AFRICANIST ANTHROPOLOGY  Business Meeting, Room 404,
       Level Four
       6:15-7:30
       Chair: SALLY F MOORE (Harvard U)

1-125  ASSOCIATION FOR FEMINIST ANTHROPOLOGY  Business Meeting (a cash
       bar reception follows the meeting)
       Salon F, Level Five
       6:15-7:30
       Organizer/Chair: MARGARET CONKEY (UC Berkeley)

1-126  ASSOCIATION FOR POLITICAL AND LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY  Business Meeting
       Room 501, Level Five
       6:15-7:30
       Chair: SALLY E MERRY (Wellesley C)

1-127  CULTURE & AGRICULTURE  Business Meeting
       Room 407, Level Four
       6:15-7:30
       Chair: DAVID GUILLET (Catholic U of America)

1-128  SOCIETY FOR URBAN, NATIONAL AND TRANSNATIONAL/GLOBAL
       ANTHROPOLOGY  Board of Directors
       Room 306, Level Three
       6:15-7:30

1-129  SOCIETY FOR CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY  Business Meeting
       Room 502, Level Five
       6:15-7:30
       Chair: SYLVIA YANGISAKO (Stanford U)

1-130  SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  Disability Interest Group Business
       Meeting
       Rooms 414 & 415, Level Four
       6:15-7:30
       Chair: DEVWA KASNITZ (World Institute on Disability)

1-131  SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  Thinking About Immigrant Health.
       Salon A, Level Five
6:15-7:30 Organizer: SUSAN C WELLER (U Texas-Galveston). Panelists: ROBERTA BAER (U South Florida), LEO CHAVEZ (UC-Irvine) and PETER GUARNACCIA (Rutgers U)

**1-132**  
**SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY Business Meeting. Rooms 401 & 402, Level Four**  
6:15-7:30 Chair: PHILIP K BOCK (U of New Mexico)

**1-133**  
**SOCIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY Board of Directors**  
6:15-7:30 Conference Suite 1, Level Three

**1-134**  
**CAE COMMITTEE #5 Business Meeting. Room 309, Level Three**  
6:15-7:30 Chair: DIANE BROOK (U Georgia)

**1-135**  
**CAE COMMITTEE #7: BLACKS IN EDUCATION Room 405, Level Four**  
6:15-7:30 Chair: YVETTE BABER (U of South Florida)

**1-136**  
**COMMITTEE ON REFUGEES AND IMMIGRANTS (GAD) Business Meeting. Room 413, Level Four**  
6:15-7:30 Chair: DAVID HAINES (George Mason U)

**1-137**  
**AAA COMMITTEE ON MINORITY AFFAIRS, ALLA, ABA, NATIVE AMERICAN SIG Joint Reception.**  
6:15-8:00 Salon C, Level Five

**1-138**  
**CAE COMMITTEE #2: LANGUAGE, LITERACY AND COGNITION**  
6:15-8:30 Salon B, Level Five

**1-139**  
**Workshop: PUBLIC ANTHROPOLOGY (Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Salon G, Level Five**  
6:15-8:15 Chair: JO ANNE SCHNEIDER (U Wisconsin-Parkside). Panelists: ALEX STEPICK (Florida Intl), KAREN CURTIS (U of Delaware), PHIL JOYCE (Philadelphia Inquirer), and MARK FLEISHER and DAVID HOWELL (US Dept of Justice), SANDRA SMITH-NONINI (North Carolina-Chapel Hill)

**1-141**  
**AAA ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING**  
7:30-9:30 Salon H, Level Five  
Chair: JANE H HILL (AAA President)

**1-041A**  
**SOCIETY FOR ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY Board of Directors Meeting**  
8:30-10:00 Room 301, Level Three
FRIDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 4

Organizer/Chair: E PAUL DURRENBERGER (Pennsylvania State U)
ROBERT H WINTHROP (Cultural Solutions) Engaging Globalization: Anthropological Aspects of the Policy Debate
KENDALL M THU (U Iowa) Making it Relevant: Applied Anthropology in Policy and Politics
MERRILL EISENBERG (Arizona) Cultivating Policy Culture—A View from the Grassroots
COURTLAND L SMITH (OR State U) Brokering Scientific Experiments and Citizen Knowledge in Adaptive Management
THOMAS WEAVER (U Arizona)
ARTHUR GOLDSCHMIDT
E PAUL DURRENBERGER (Pennsylvania State U)
End of Session

2-004 ENCOUNTERING CAPITAL: POWER AND CONFLICT IN THE GLOBAL BANANA INDUSTRY (Reviewed by Society for Latin American Anthropology) Room 406, Level Four
Organizer: STEVE M STRIFFLER (New School for Social Research). Chair: MARK A MOBERG (U South Alabama)
MARCELO BUCHELI (Stanford U) United Fruit Company in Latin America: Institutional Uncertainties and Changes in Operations, 1900-70
MARK A MOBERG (U South Alabama) *Bluffed by These Sharp Yankees*: The United Fruit Company, Resident Elites, and Colonial State in British Honduras
STEVE M STRIFFLER (New School for Social Research) Constructing & Imagining the State: The United Fruit Company and Popular Struggle in Ecuador’s Banana Industry
AVIVA CHOMSKY (Salem State U) UFCO Counterpoint: Bananas and Sugar
KARLA SLOCUM (U NC-Chapel Hill) Creole, Culture, and Nation: Mobilizing Local Symbols to Protest and Foreign Power in the St. Lucian Banana Industry
PHILIPPE BOURGOIS (San Francisco State U)
End of Session

2-005 ARCHAEOLOGIES OF MODERNIZATION: THEORIZING PROCESS IN HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Room 403, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: CHRISTOPHER MATTHEWS (Columbia U)
BENJAMIN P FORD (U VA) Landscapes of Consumption: Railroads and the Production of Shadwell Mills
MELANIE A CABAK (SCIAA) and MARK D GROOVER (U TN) Rethinking Rural Modernization: An archaeological Example from the Aiken Plateau
CHRISTOPHER MATTHEWS (Columbia U) Modernizing the Ancient: The Objectification of History in Annapolis, 1880-1910
SHANNON L DAWDY (U Michigan) Modernization or Americanization? The Urban Landscape of 19th Century New Orleans
ELIZABETH KRYDER-REID (CASVA, National Gallery of Art) Suspended Worlds: Land and Landscape in Late Eighteenth-Century California
PAUL R MULLINS (George Mason U) An Archaeology of Racialization and African American Materialism, 1850-1930
THOMAS C PATTERSON (Temple U)
End of Session

2-006 INVITED SESSION: INTERPRETING INFERTILITY: CHILDLESSNESS, GENDER AND THE NEW REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN GLOBAL POPULATION PERSPECTIVE (Society for Medical Anthropology) Salon E, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: MARCIA C INHORN (Emory U)
8:15  PAMELA FELDMAN-SAVELSBERG (Carleton C) Is Infertility an Unrecognized Public Health and Population Problem? The EMIC View From the Cameroon Grassfields

8:30  MARCIA C INHORN (Emory U) Egyptian Mothers of Test-Tube Babies: Gender, Islam, and the Globalization of New Reproductive Technologies

8:45  LISA HANDWERKER (UC Berkeley) High-Tech Reproductive Medicine for Infertile Couples: The Politics of Making Modern Babies in China

9:00  LISA VANDERLINDEN (Rutgers U) Controlling Conception?: Infertility, Pronatalism and Ethnicity in Germany

9:15  GAY BECKER (UC-San Francisco) Advanced Reproductive Technologies and the New Eugenics: The Impact of Structural Inequities on Upper- and Lower-Income Infertility Populations in the US

9:30  DIANE M TOBER (UC Berkeley) “Grass Roots Eugenics” and Emerging Populations: Donor Insemination and the Alternative American Family

9:45  End of Session

**INVITED SESSION: SCENES FROM A MARRIAGE: BLENDING ETHNOGRAPHY AND SURVEY RESEARCH IN THE STUDY OF MEXICO-US MIGRATION**

**2-007**

Executive Program Committee  
**Salon A**, Level Five

**Organizer/Chair: NANCY FONER (SUNY-Purchase)**

8:00  NANCY FONER (SUNY-Purchase) Introduction

8:15  DOUGLAS S MASSEY (U Pennsylvania) Reflections on Two Decades of Collaborating with Anthropologists: A Sociologists Confession

8:30  JORGE DURAND (Universidad de Guadalajara) What It’s Like to Collaborate with a Sociologist

8:45  Discussant: MARCELO MARIO SUAREZ-OROZCO (Harvard U)

9:00  Discussant: PATRICIA FERNANDEZ-KELLY (Princeton U)

9:15  Discussant: LEO R CHAVEZ (UC-Irvine)

9:30  Discussion

9:45  End of Session

**ANTHROPOLOGY, FAMILY HISTORY AND HISTORICAL DEMOGRAPHY: LESSONS LEARNED AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS**

**2-008**

(Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) **Salon F**, Level Five

**Organizer: ALICE BEE KASAKOFF (U South Carolina). Chair: SUSAN C WATKINS (U Pennsylvania)**

8:00  Discussant: JOHN W ADAMS (U South Carolina)

8:15  Discussant: ALICE BEE KASAKOFF (U South Carolina)

8:30  Discussant: CAROLINE B BRETELL (Southern Methodist U)

8:45  Discussant: G WILLIAM SKINNER (UC Davis)

9:00  Discussant: JANE SCHNEIDER (CUNY)

9:15  Discussant: PETER T SCHNEIDER (Fordham U)

9:30  Discussant: JOEL M HALPERN (U Massachusetts)

9:45  End of Session

**INVITED SESSION: ANTHROPOLOGY AND RELATIONAL PSYCHOANALYSIS**

(Society for Psychological Anthropology) **Room 501**, Level Five

**Organizers: NAOMI QUINN (Duke U) and CHRIS C MCCOLLUM (Duke U). Chair: CHRIS C MCCOLLUM (Duke U)**

8:00  KEITH E MCNEAL (Emory U) and MARK B PADILLA (Emory U) “It Just Happens and Later I Regret It”: Psychodynamic Perspectives on Risk and Sexual Decision-Making among Gay Men

8:15  L KATHERINE FRANK (Duke U) Gender for Sale: Interpreting Commercialized Relationships in Contemporary Strip Clubs

8:30  WENDY L LUTTRELL (Duke U) Public Culture, Personal Meanings: The Case of Teenage Pregnancy in America

8:45  ERNESTINE MCHUGH (U Rochester) Love and Death: The Contingent Self in a Buddhist Society
9:00  CHRIS C MCCOLLUM (Duke U) American Narratives of Falling in Love from the Perspective of Relational Psychoanalysis

9:15  NAOMI QUINN (Duke U) and HOLLY F MATHEWS (East Carolina U) Marital Love in Object Relational Terms: A Comparison of Mexican and US Cases

9:30  Discussion

9:45  End of Session

2-010  THE FIRST TRANSITION: RETHINKING THE CREATION OF SOCIALISM


8:00  ANDREW J BICKFORD (Columbia U) Male Identity, the Military, and the Family in the Former German Democratic Republic

8:15  CORINNA SNYDER (Wiley Technologies) Making Monumental History

8:30  JOANNA REGULSKA (Rutgers U) Construction of Public Space under Socialism: The Case of Warsaw

8:45  CHRISTOPHER KAPLONSKI (U Cambridge) Idly Drinking and Talking: The Sovietisation of the Mogolian Countryside

9:00  Discussant: BRUCE GRANT (Swarthmore C)

9:15  Discussion

9:45  End of Session

2-011  INVITED SESSION: EMBODYING LINGUISTIC IDEOLOGIES (PART I): THE SENSE AND SENSIBILITIES OF LINGUISTIC POPULATIONS (Society for Linguistic Anthropology)  Salon B, Level Five

Organizer/Chair: JAMES M WILCE (Northern Arizona U)

8:00  BRENDA FARNELL (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) A Gesture in the Right Direction?

8:15  ELIZABETH KEATING (U Texas-Austin) Embodied Practices of Honorification in Pohnpei, Micronesia

8:30  DEREK B MILNE (Dine C-Shiprock) and THOMAS J CSORDAS (Case Western Reserve U) Bizad Doo Bits’lis: A Comparison of Language Ideology and Embodiment in Traditional and Christian Navajo Healing

8:45  ROBERT DESJALDAIS (Sarah Lawrence C) Body, Speech, Status: Ethnopragmatic Sensibilities among Nepal’s Yolmo People

9:00  JAMES M WILCE (Northern Arizona U) Coping with the Language of Madness in Rural Bangladesh: Aesthetics and Language Ideologies

9:15  Discussant: WILLIAM HANKS (Northwestern U)

9:30  Discussion

9:45  End of Session

2-012  MEETINGS IN CONTEXT: METADIS Course, GENRE, AND SOCIAL ACTION

(Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology)  Room 410, Level Four. Organizers: EVE C PINSKER (U Illinois-Chicago) and CHRISTINA WASSON (De Paul). Chair: EVE C PINSKER (U Illinois-Chicago)

8:00  EVE C PINSKER (U Illinois-Chicago) Towards a Typology of Meetings: Dimensions of Meeting Genres and Practices in Micronesia and the US

8:15  KAREN BRISON (Union C) Encoding Tradition in Discourse in a Fijian Funeral

8:30  WILLIAM P MURPHY (Northwestern U) The Ideology of “Finding Fault” in the Reflexive Discourse of Mende Political Meetings

8:45  CHRISTINA WASSON (De Paul) “Feeding the Gorilla”: Meetings, Work and Hierarchy in Corporate America

9:00  JOEL KUIPERS (George Washington U) Indonesian Meetings and “Asian Style Democracy” in Practice: An Ethnographic and Linguistic Perspective

9:15  BEN G BLOUNT (U Georgia) Speak into the Microphone and Be Brief: Mandated Open Hearings and Public Comments Concerning Fishery Management

9:30  Discussant: MICHAEL SILVERSTEIN (U Chicago)

9:45  End of Session
2-013 INVITED SESSION: CULTURE AS ENTITLEMENT: NAVIGATING POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC FIELDS IN THE POST-WELFARE-STATE EUROPE (Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Room 502, Level Five
Organizers: MIKLOS V VOROS (U Chicago) and VIOLETTA ZENTAI (Rutgers U).
Chair: SUSAN GAL (U Chicago)
8:00 MICHAL BUCHOWSKI (U Poznan) Class and Culture in Transformation: Adaptation Strategies in a Rural Community in Western Poland
8:15 KJELL HANSEN (Lund, Sweden) Protesting against the Welfare-System: Ethnicizing Marginality in Sweden
8:30 ENIKA MAGYARI-VINCZE (Babes-Bolyai U) State, Nation, and the European Integration: Discourses on Difference in Romanian Politics
8:45 PETER NIEDERMULLER (Humboldt, Berlin) The Politics of Locality: Cultural Strategies and Ethnic Communities in Berlin
9:00 MIKLOS V VOROS (U Chicago) Markets, Malls, and Morality: Mimesis and Alterity in Capitalist Hungary
9:15 VIOLETTA ZENTAI (Rutgers U) The Rhetoric of Victimization in Transitional Societies
9:30 Discussant: SUSAN GAL (U Chicago)
9:45 End of Session

2-014 TOURISM IN EUROPE: RECENT RESEARCH (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Salon D, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: CARMEN J HENDERSHOTT (New Schl for Soc Resrch)
8:00 KELLI ANN COSTA (Franklin Pierce C) Image Brokering and the Postmodern Peasant
8:15 FAVERO PAOLO (Stockholm U) Framing the Midnight Sun Production and Experience of Images in an Italian Charter Tour to North Cape, Norway
8:30 JANE NADEL-KLEIN (Trinity C) Heritage Trails and Fisher Museums: Producing History in Scotland
8:45 JOAN L SAVERINO (U Pennsylvania) The Pacchiana as Icon: Local Identity, Folk Arts, and Marketing Heritage in Calabria
9:00 SUSAN TERRIO (Georgetown U) Nostalgic Pasts and Heritage Tourism in Contemporary Urban France
9:15 HAZEL TUCKER (U Durham) Tourism and the Loss of Memory in Zelve, Cappadocia
9:30 Discussant: JAMES WALLACE (North Carolina State U)
9:45 End of Session

2-015 STEALIN' BLACKNESS: POPULATION ISSUES THAT ERODE THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF AFRICAN AMERICAN RACE AND ETHNICITY (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Room 405, Level Four
Organizers: SIGNITHIA FORDHAM (U Maryland-Baltimore Cty) and IRIS C FORD (St Mary's C of Maryland), Chairs: SIGNITHIA FORDHAM (U Maryland-Baltimore Cty) and IRIS C FORD (St Mary's C of Maryland)
8:00 IRIS C FORD (St Mary’s C of Maryland) If She Can’t Use Your Comb, Don’t Bring Her Home: African American Resistance to Race-Mixing
8:15 KENDRA R WALLACE (U Maryland) At the Threshold: The Politics of Mixed Race in the African American Community
8:30 PEARL SPEARS GRAY (Florida A&M U) Self Perception Among Biracial Offspring: Is There Racial Confusion?
8:45 MARIA PHILLIPS (U Maryland-Baltimore Cnty) Boxed In: Recycling Race Through the Multi/Biracial Bin
9:00 BRENDA P HAYNES (U Maryland-BC) Dissin’ the Racialized ID: African American Boys and A Place Called School
9:15 PRUDENCE L CARTER (Columbia U) Fragmenting Blackness: Extended Identities Within the African American Community
9:30 SIGNITHIA FORDHAM (U Maryland-Baltimore Cty) “They Are Our Enemies, and So We Marry Them”: Black Females as Reproductive Exiles in Race and Gender Constructions
9:45 Discussant: BRETT WILLIAMS (American U)
9:45 End of Session

2-016 POPULATION DYNAMICS AND CULTURE IN AFRICA (Reviewed by Association for Africanist Anthropology) Room 407, Level Four
Chair: RUTH P WILSON (Southern Methodist U)
8:00 RUTH P WILSON (Southern Methodist U) Mi Figues, Mi Raisins: Ivoirian Perspectives on the Old and New Population Policy in Urban Cote D’Ivoire
8:15 SEAN JONATHAN JONES (U Natal) The Matrifial Family Among The (Formerly) Patrilineal Xhosa Of South Africa
8:30 SOLEDAD VIEITEZ (UC-Santa Barbara) Population Policies and The Politics of Marriage in Mozambique
8:45 SCOTT M YOUNGSTEDT (Saginal Valley State U) Hausa Migrants: The Struggle to Survive in Niger
9:00 BETH ANNE PRATT (Boston U) Town is like a Forest: Economic Migration and the Transformation of Maasai Boyhood in Eluai, Tanzania
9:15 SIMON HECK (Boston U) Population Concentration and Fragmentation of Settlements among Agro-Pastoral Maasai of Eluai, Tanzania
9:30 CHRISTINE A VARGA (Australian National U) and SEAN JONES (U Natal) Negotiating Aids: Social and Behavioral Responses to HIV/ AIDS Risk In KwaZulu/Natal, South Africa
9:45 End of Session

2-017 Workshop: ESTABLISHING AND MAINTAINING A PRACTICE (PART I): PLANNING RESEARCH AND FIELD INTERVIEWING PROJECTS (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Room 310, Level Three. Attendance by advance subscription only
8:00-10:00 Chair: YVONNE ILLICH (Silver Linings Intl)

2-019 RESTRUCTURING DEMOCRACY (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Salon C, Level Five
Organizer: CATHERINE LUTZ (UNC-Chapel Hill), Chair: CATHERINE LUTZ (UNC-Chapel Hill)
8:00 DONALD M NONINI (UNC-Chapel Hill) Managing “Democracy” in North Carolina
8:15 DOROTHY C HOLLAND (UNC-Chapel Hill) Thickening Publics: Contests over Schools and Environment as Public Resource
8:30 LESLEY BARTLETT (UNC-Chapel Hill) Public Goods for Private Ends: The Redirection of Education
8:45 THADDEUS GULDBRANDSEN (UNC-Chapel Hill) Paternalism, Protest and Partnership: The Role of “Democracy” in Planning Local Futures
9:00 GEORGE D BACA (Johns Hopkins U) Community Development and Governance: The Structuration of Race in a North Carolina “Military Town”
9:15 ENRIQUE MURILLO (UNC-Chapel Hill) Disciplining the Immigrant other: Cultural Politics in a Restructuring Mayberry USA
9:45 CATHERINE LUTZ (UNC-Chapel Hill) Breaking Inside and Going Public
10:00 Discussion
10:15 Discussant: LOUISE LAMPHERE (U New Mexico)
11:45 End of Session

2-020 BIODIVERSITY AND HEALTH (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Salon J, Level Five
Organizer: PATRICIA K TOWNSEND (SUNY-Buffalo), Chair: PATRICIA K TOWNSEND (SUNY-Buffalo)
8:00 PATRICIA K TOWNSEND (SUNY-Buffalo) Introduction
8:15 ELOIS ANN BERLIN (U Georgia) and BRENT BERLIN (U Georgia) Ethnoecology of Highland Maya Food
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8:30  MARY A MARTIN (Middle East Ctr-U of Pennsylvania) Competition or Coexistence: Food and Medicinal Plants and Animals Bordering the Iranian Desert

8:45  NINA L ETKIN (U Hawaii) and PAUL J ROSS (U Hawai'i, Manoa) Local Knowledge of Biotic Diversity and its Conservation in Rural Hausaland (Nigeria)

9:00  WILLIAM T VICKERS (Florida Inti U) Development-Related Changes in Native Amazonian Diets and Their Potential Health Effects

9:15  JIM RIACH (U Georgia) Use of Remote Sensing and GIS to Predict Potential Health Impacts of Biodiversity Loss in the Northeastern Ecuadorian Amazon

9:30  Discussion

9:45  Break

10:00 JANET M CHERNELA (Florida Inti U) Rethinking Development: The Harm Reduction Model, Development Criteria, and Health in the Northwest Amazon

10:15 DANIEL E MOERMAN (U Michigan-Dearborn) What Native American People Knew About Medicinal Plants, and Why

10:30 RUTHBETH FINERMAN (U Memphis) and ROSS SACKED (Rhodes C) The Art of Herbal Healing: Women’s Knowledge and Cultivation of Medicinal Plants in Andean Ecuador

10:45 GLENN H SHEPARD (UC-Berkeley) The Cultural Construction of Medicinal Plant Efficacy in Two Societies of the Peruvian Amazon

11:00 ANNA R DIXON (U Hawai'i-Manoa) Pure as Paradise: Commercialization of Medicinal Plants and Loss of Biodiversity in the Pacific

11:15 KATY MORAN (The Healing Forest Conservancy) Mechanisms for Benefit Sharing Under the UN Convention on Biological Diversity: Nigerian Case Study

11:30 Discussant: JANIS B ALCORN

11:45 End of Session

2-021  PERMUTATIONS OF DESIRE: SEX, LOVE AND THE LONGING FOR INTIMACY
(Reviewed by Society for Psychological Anthropology) Salon H, Level Five.
Organizers: VICTOR C DE MUNCK (SUNY-New Paltz) and ROBERT L MOORE (Rollins C). Chair: VICTOR C DE MUNCK (SUNY-New Paltz)

8:00  LAURA M AHEARN (U South Carolina) “Love Keeps Afflicting Me”: Agentive Discourse in Nepali Love Letters

8:15  HELEN E FISHER (Rutgers U) Lust and Attraction: Neural Correlates, Evolutionary Purposes, and Cultural Interactions

8:30  TOMOKO HAMADA (C of William & Mary) Sex, Work, and Love in a Multinational Company

8:45  TIMOTHY PERPER (Independent Scholar) and MARTHA CORNOG The Biosocial Evolution of Human Sexuality

9:00  ALAN R BEALS (UC-Riverside) Excessive Love and Divine Intervention in South India

9:15  Break

9:30  ROBERT T FRANCOEUR (Fairleigh Dickinson U) When Romantic Fantasies Clash with Reality

9:45  DOROTHY TENNOV (Retired Independent Scholar) Limerence and Limerance

10:00 ROBERT L MOORE (Rollins C) Discipline and Desire: Romantic Imagination and the Construction of Romantic Experience among Young Urban Chinese

10:15 VICTOR C DE MUNCK (SUNY-New Paltz) Publics and Intimacies: Fortressing Intimacy and the Terror of the Public

10:30 Discussant: CHARLES LINDHOLM (Boston U)

10:45 Discussant: WILLIAM JANKOWIAK (U Nevada-Las Vegas)

11:00 Discussant: ELISA J SOBO (UC-San Diego)

11:15 Discussion

11:30 Discussion

11:45 End of Session

2-022  XXXVIIIth CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: PRINCIPLES OF DICTIONARY CONSTRUCTION IN NATIVE AMERICAN LANGUAGES
(Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Room 413, Level Four
Organizers/Chairs: MICHAEL K FOSTER (Society for Linguistic Anthro) and KARIN E MICHELSON (SUNY Buffalo)

8:00 MICHAEL K FOSTER (Society for Linguistic Anthro) Introduction
8:15 CATHERINE A CALLAGHAN (Ohio State U) Writing a User-Friendly Dictionary
8:30 WALLACE L CHAFE (UC Santa Barbara) Is a User-Friendly Dictionary of Seneca Possible?
8:45 GALE GOODWIN GOMEZ (Rhode Island C) Making a Yanomami Dictionary
9:00 Discussion
9:15 Break
9:30 M DALE KINKADE (U British Columbia) Salishan Dictionary Making
9:45 LAWRENCE D KAPLAN (Alaska Native Language Ctr) Considerations of Format in Eskimo Dictionary Making
10:00 KARIN E MICHELSON (SUNY Buffalo) A Base Dictionary of Oneida
10:15 Discussion
10:30 Break
10:45 VICTOR K GOLLA (Humboldt State U) and SHEAN O’NEILL (UC Davis) An Analytical Lexicon of Hupa, with Text Analysis and Grammar
11:00 RAYMOND J DE MALLIE (Indiana U) and DOUGLAS R PARKS (Indiana U) Expanding the Lexical Record: Creating Multimedia Dictionary Databases for Northern Caddoan and Siouan Languages
11:15 ARTHUR P SORENSEN Form Classes among Substantives in Tukano
11:30 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

INVITED SESSION: POPULATION IN THE PAST: THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL ADVANCES IN HUMAN SKELETAL BIOLOGY (Biological Anthropology Section) Salon I, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: CAROL A RAEMSCH (Hartgen Archeological Assoc)

8:00 SUSAN R FRANKENBERG (U Tennessee) and CAROL RAEMSCH (Hartgen Archeological Assoc) and LYLE KONIGSBERG (U Tennessee) An Exceedingly Brief History of Methodological and Theoretical Advances in Human Skeletal Biology
8:15 DARRYL J HOLMAN (Pennsylvania State U), KATHLEEN A O’CONNOR (Pennsylvania State U), JAMES W WOOD (Pennsylvania State U) and JESPER BOLDSEN (Odense U) Estimating Population Growth Rates from Skeletal Samples
8:30 NICHOLAS P HERRMANN (U Tennessee) Age-at-Death Distribution Estimation: An Example from Indian Knoll
8:45 JESPER BOLDSEN (Odense U), GEORGE MILNER (Pennsylvania State U) and BETHANY M USHER (Pennsylvania State U) The Quality of Osteological Age Estimation Based on Transition Analysis—The Effect of Lack of Conditioned Independence
9:00 ASHLEY H MCKEOWN (U Tennessee) Investigating Morphological Variation in Arikara Crania via the "New Morphometry"
9:15 CAROL RAEMSCH (Hartgen Archeological Assoc) Population Interaction and Biology at the Larson Site: A Critical Examination of Intrisite Research in Skeletal Biology
9:30 DAWNIE WOLFE STEADMAN (Iowa State U) The Demographic Impact of the Rise and Fall of Cahokia: A New Perspective from the Periphery
9:45 Break
10:00 CHRISTOPHER M STOJANOWSKI (U New Mexico) Microevolutionary Change in Head Form in Prehistoric Florida Populations: A New Dating Technique for Archaeologists?
10:15 SHAWN CARLYLE (U Utah) Lineage Extinction among Prehistoric Native American Populations of the United States Southwest
10:30 ANNE C STONE (U Arizona) Ancient DNA in Archaeological Contexts: Illuminating the Population in the Past
10:45 NANCY TATAREK (Ohio State U) and PAUL W SCIULLI (Ohio State U) Spinal Stenosis: A Health Indicator
11:00  DARRYL J HOLMAN (Pennsylvania State U) and LYLE KONIGSBERG (U Tennessee) Theoretical and Methodological Issues in the Study of Prehistoric Human Somatic Growth

11:15  BETHANY M USHER (Pennsylvania State U) Multistate Model of Health and Mortality from Skeletal Remains at Tirup

11:30  Discussant: JANE E BUIKSTRA (U New Mexico\Ctr Amer Arch)

11:45  End of Session

INVITED SESSION: TURKIC AND SIBERIAN SHAMANISM IN THE FORMER USSR: HISTORICAL ROOTS AND CONTEMPORARY PRACTICES (Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness) Salon L, Level Five

8:00  EVA JANE N FRIDMAN (Brown U) Introduction

8:15  AIMEE L GILLILAND (U Kentucky) Turkish Shamanism: An Evolving Legacy

8:30  KAGAN ARIK (U Washington) Shamanism and Traditional Healing among the Kazaks: A Native Narrative

8:45  LEONID P POTAPOV (Russian Academy of Sciences) The Shaman Drum as a Unique Monument of Spiritual Culture of the Altai People

9:00  ANDREI A VINOGRADOV (U Saskatchewan) The Re-Formulation of the Religious Practices of the “Shamanic” Societies of the Former USSR in Post-Soviet Period

9:15  Discussion

9:30  Break

9:45  EVA JANE N FRIDMAN (Brown U) Buryat Shamanism: Home and Hearth—A Territorialism of the Spirit

10:00  NIKOLAI SSORIN-CHAIKOV (Stanford U) Manufacturing Resistance: Shamanism and Soviet Political Economy in Aboriginal Siberia


10:30  THOMAS ROSS MILLER (Columbia U) Mannequin of the Spirits: Siberian Shamans and Museum Anthropology

10:45  Discussion

11:00  Discussant: MARJORIE MANDELSTAM BALZER (Georgetown U)

11:15  Discussion

11:45  End of Session

WHO, HOW, AND WHERE ARE GUATEMALANS? CURRENT ISSUES IN GUATEMALAN DEMOGRAPHY (Reviewed by Society for Latin American Anthropology) Room 404, Level Four

8:00  CHRISTOPHER LUTZ (CIRMA/Plumsock Mesoamerican) and W GEORGE LOVELL (Queens U) Maya Migration and Survival in Historical Perspective

8:15  OSCAR H HORST (Western Michigan U) The Evolution of the Ethnic Character of the Municipio of Esquipulas, Guatemala

8:30  RICHARD N ADAMS (Patziosotz History Co) Problems Political, Professional and Technical in Guatemalan Ethnic Demography

8:45  JESUS LEOPOLDO TZIAN (Fundacion Xajil) Poblacion Maya y Ladina en Guatemala

9:00  JULIAN LOPEZ (Universidad de Extremadura, Spain) El Mundo Al Reves: Sobre Ladinos Que Quieren Ser Mayas-Ch'orti

9:15  BRENT E METZ (Grinnell C) The Causes, Consequences and Politics of Ch'Orti “Overpopulation”

9:30  Discussion

9:45  Break

10:00  PAUL STUPP (CDC) Components of Recent Fertility Decline in Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador

10:15  ARODYS ROBLES (Office of Population Research) Persistent Ethnic Differences in Mortality Decline

10:30  MICHAEL RICHARDS (Del Valle-Guatemala) Seasonal Labor Migration to Guatemala's South Coast Coffee Belt and Onchocerciasis
10:45 CATHERINE NOLIN HANLON (Queen’s U) Transnational Connections: Challenges of Place-Making for Guatemalan Refugees and Immigrants in Toronto, Canada
11:00 PATRICIA FOXEN (McGill U) The Search of Identities in Guatemala’s Post-War Era: Transnational Perspectives
11:15 Discussant: JOHN D EARLY (Florida Atlantic U)
11:30 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

2-026 ANTHROPOLOGY AND POPULATIONS: NEGLECTED PERSONS AND THEIR COMMUNITIES: PIONEERS IN AFRICAN AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY
(Reviewed by Association of Black Anthropologists) Salon G, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: IRA E HARRISON (U Tennessee)
8:00 LYNNE A WILLIAMS (Colorado High School), HUBERT B ROSS and AMELIA M ADAMS Carolene Bond Day: Pioneer Black Physical Anthropologist
8:15 MADELINE KING LAWSON A Personal Look at Dr. Louis Eugene King: A Pioneer in the Study of Anthropology and Its Prospects for All Peoples
8:30 YOLANDA T MOSES (City C of New York) Laurence Foster: Anthropologist, Scholar, and Social Justice Advocate
8:45 JOYCE ASCHENBRENNER (Southern Illinois U) Katherine Dunham: Dance Anthropologist
9:00 DALLAS BROWNE (U Southern Illinois) Allison Davis: Breaking Color Barriers, Climbing to New Heights
9:15 CAROLE H CARPENTER (York U) Remembering A H Fauset as Constructed and Reconstructed in Retrospect
9:30 PEGGY R SANDAY (U Pennsylvania) Skeletons in the Anthropological Closet: William S Willis, Jr
9:45 Break
10:00 Discussant: JOHN STEWART
10:15 Discussant: CHERYL MWARIA (Hofstra U)
10:30 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

2-028 INVITED POSTER SESSION: ANTHROPOLOGY COURSEWARE: TEACHING WITH ELECTRONIC MEDIA (General Anthropology Division) Rooms 414 & 415, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: MANUEL L CARLOS (CSU-Monterey Bay & UC-Santa Barbara)
8:00 DAVID F LANCY (Utah State U) “Blurring Genres: Using Multimedia to Expand the Audience for Anthropology”
8:15 MANUEL L CARLOS (CSU-Monterey Bay & UC-Santa Barbara) Virtual Ethnographic Field Research: Multimedia Courseware for Teaching Ethnographic Research Methods
8:30 CONSTANCE ARZIGIAN (U Wisconsin-La Crosse) Digital Data in Field and Laboratory Archaeology
8:45 JEANNE M SEPT (Indiana U) The Information Age Meets the Stone Age: Virtual Problem Solving in the Arachaeology Classroom
9:00 JOHN W KAPPELMAN (U Texas) An Interactive Computer-Based Multimedia Program for Examinations
9:15 Discussion and Demonstration
12:00 End of Session

2-027 ARCHEOLOGY DIVISION Executive Board
8:00-12:00 Room 301, Level Three

2-029 Workshop: WORKING MORE EFFECTIVELY WITH POLICY MAKERS (AAA Public Policy) Room 307, Level Four. Attendance by advance subscription only
Leaders: PEGGY OVERBEY (AAA), JUDITH AUERBACH (The White House) and DAVID GOLDSTON (US House of Representatives)
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2-030 AAA ANTHROPOLOGY NEWSLETTER Contributing Editors Meeting
Room 304, Level Three

2-031 AAA SECTION ASSEMBLY
9:00-12:00 Rooms 411 & 412, Level Four

2-032 FILM SCREENINGS SVA Awards of Commendation. Rooms 408 & 409, Level Four
9:00 ERIC HUYSECOM (Geneva) Inagina: The Last House of Iron
9:30 SHAWN HAINSWORTH (Ind) Sunflowers
10:15 Break and Discussion
10:45 DIRK NIJLAND (Leiden), BERT VAN DEN HOEK (Leiden) and BAL GOPAL SHRESTSHA (Tribhuvan U, Kathmandu) Sacrifice of Serpents: The Festival of Indrayami, Kathmandu
11:45 End of Session

2-033 Workshop: MEET THE PRESS—ANTHROPOLOGISTS TALK TO SCIENCE WRITERS
(National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Room 309, Level Three.
Attendance by advance subscription only
Leader: MERRY BRUNS (The Ctr for Anth & Sci Communications)

2-034 INVITED SESSION: THE LIMINAL MEDICALIZED BODY (Society for Medical Anthropology) Room 502, Level Five
Organizers/Chairs: LESLEY A SHARP (Barnard C) and SHARON KAUFMAN (UC-San Francisco)
9:00 SHARON KAUFMAN (UC-San Francisco) Liminal Sites Between Life and Death: The Case of Persistent Vegetative State
10:15 STEFAN M TIMMERMANS (Brandeis U) Eluding the Final Transition: Liminality during Resuscitative Efforts
10:45 LESLEY A SHARP (Barnard C) Remembering and Memorializing the Dead in the Context of Organ Donation
11:00 JOSEPH DUMIT (Mass Inst of Technology) Biology is Elsewhere: Cutting-Edge Evidence, New Social Movements & Illnesses You have to Fight to Get
11:15 LYNN M MORGAN (Mount Holyoke C) Making the Modern Fetal Body
11:30 MEIRA WEISS (U Jerusalem) Liminality, Personhood, and DNA Identification: The Children of Yemen
11:45 Discussant: SARAH B FRANKLIN (Lancaster U-England)
12:00 End of Session

2-036 CITIZENSHIP AND ITS ALTERITIES: DEMARCATING THE BOUNDARIES OF BELONGING (Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology) Salon F, Level Five
Organizers/Chairs: PHYLLIS PEASE CHOCK (Catholic U) and SUSAN B COUTIN (CSU-Los Angeles)
9:00 SUSAN P PATTIE (U College-London) Longing and Belonging: Issues of Homeland in the Armenian Diaspora
10:15 SUSAN B COUTIN (CSU-Los Angeles) Citizenship, Clandestinity, and Civil War: The Case of El Salvador
11:00 HENRY RUTZ (Hamilton C) Demarcating Boundaries of Belonging in the Istanbul Middle Class
11:15 JILLIAN R CAVANAUGH (New York U) Italian Language Ideologies: Drawing Linguistic Lines Across Social Space
11:30 MARK STEVENSON (Weber State U) Cultural Policy and Neoliberal Zeitgeist
11:45 Discussant: CAROL J GREENHOUSE (Indiana U-Bloomington)
12:00 End of Session
2-037

**DISJUNCTURED GLOBAL NARRATIVES: NEGOTIATING THE TERRAIN OF THE TRANSNATIONAL**
(Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology)

**Room 501, Level Five**

Organizers: CHRISTINA L SCHWENKEL (UC-Irvine) and JENNIFER D HEUNG (UC-Irvine). Chair: ESTER E HERNANDEZ (UC Irvine)

10:15 JENNIFER D HEUNG (UC-Irvine) Entering the Global Highway: Guangzhou's Indefinite Space of Lingering
10:45 JOHN WHITMER (UC-Davis) Digitizing the Zapatistas: Locating Cyberspace from "Below" and "Above"
11:00 ESTER E HERNANDEZ (UC-Irvine) Delinquent Motherhood?: Paradoxes of Nation Building and Discipline
11:15 SELIM H SHAHINE (UC-Irvine) Giving Birth Abroad: A Study on the Vulnerability of Privilege Among the Egyptian Elite
11:30 JANE A MARGOLD (U Helsinki) Hypergamy, Hyperexploitation and States as Passive Actors in the Import of Foreign Brides to the Nordic Countries
11:45 Discussant: SUZANA M SAWYER (UC-Davis)
12:00 End of Session

2-038

**INVITED SESSION: SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY STUDIES APPROACHES TO POPULATION, DEMOGRAPHY, AND THE POLITICS OF REPRODUCTION**
(Presidential Session) **Salon E, Level Five**

Organizer/Chair: LINDA L LAYNE (Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst)

10:15 DAVID G HORN (Ohio State U) Producing the Problem of Population
10:30 NAOMI PFEFFER (U North London) Political Arithmetic: From Citizens to Customers
10:45 CHARIS M CUSSINS (U Illinois Urbana-Champaign) Ethnographic Approaches to Population Policy in the "Post-Cairo" Era
11:00 ADELE E CLARKE (UC-San Francisco) Maverick Reproductive Scientists and the "Democratization" of Birth Control in the 20th Century
11:15 SUSAN GREENHALGH (UC-Irvine) Population Science and Statecraft in Contemporary China
11:30 Discussant: MARGARET LOCK (McGill U)
11:45 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

2-039

**POLITICS OF PRODUCTION: TESTING MODELS OF CRAFT SPECIALIZATION IN ANTIQUITY**
(Reviewed by Archeology Division) **Room 403, Level Four**

Organizers: YORKE M ROWAN (U Texas) and JONATHAN GOLDEN (U Pennsylvania) Chair: YORKE M ROWAN (U Texas)

10:15 JONATHAN GOLDEN (U Pennsylvania) Copper in Context: Social Organization of Production in the Late Prehistory of the Southern Levant
10:30 YORKE M ROWAN (U Texas) Distribution and Deposition of Prestige Objects: Basalt Vessels in the Late Prehistory of the Southern Levant
10:45 THILO H REHREN (Deutsches Bergbau-Museum) Complex High-Temperature Industries at Late Bronze Age (LBA) Piramids, Qantir, Egypt
11:00 RICHARD MEADOWS (U Texas-Austin) Specialized Production of Maya Eccentric Lithics: Technology and Socioeconomy as Local and Historical Knowledge
11:15 BRADFORD ANDREWS (Pennsylvania State U), KENNETH G HIRTH (Pennsylvania State U) and RONALD WEBB (Pennsylvania State U) Measuring Craft Labor Investment Using Artifact Quantity and Quality
11:30 Discussant: VINCENT C PIGOTT (U Pennsylvania)
11:45 Discussion
12:00 End of Session
BLACK WOMEN ANTHROPOLOGISTS AND AFRICAN DIASPORA RESEARCH: NEGOTIATING CULTURE AND CONSCIOUSNESS IN THE FIELD (Reviewed by Association of Black Anthropologists) Room 405, Level Four
Organizers/Chairs: KARLA SLOCUM (UNC-Chapel Hill) and MARIA FRANKLIN (U Texas-Austin)
10:15 KIA C LILLY CALDWELL (U Texas-Austin) Sister, Brother, Other: The Practice and Politics of Fieldwork in the African Diaspora
10:30 SABIYHA ROBIN PRINCE (CUNY) Class is in Session: Socioeconomic Status and the Research Process for Black Women Anthropologists Researching African American Communities
10:45 GINA E SANCHEZ (U Texas-Austin) Between Kriolu and Merkanu: Cape Verdean Diaspora Identities
11:00 INGRID BANKS (Virginia Tech) Confronting the Raced and Gendered Space of Research: Insider/Outsider Challenges Revisited
11:15 Discussant: KAMARI M CLARKE (UC Berkeley/Yale)
11:30 Discussant: KARLA SLOCUM (UNC-Chapel Hill)
11:45 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

TRANSFORMATIONS IN SOCIAL SPACE AND CITIZENSHIP IN POST/LATE SOCIALIST STATES (Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology) Rooms 401 & 402, Level Four
Organizers: LI ZHANG (Cornell U) and CONSTANCE CLARK (UC-Berkeley). Chair: JOHN BORNEMAN (Cornell U)
10:15 DAVID A KIDECKEL (Central Connecticut State U) On the Margins: State-Space, the Disenfranchised, and Subject Formation in Romania
10:30 CONSTANCE CLARK (UC-Berkeley) The City and Citizens: Negotiating Urban Rights in Reform-Era China
10:45 JOHN BORNEMAN (Cornell U) Standort Deuschland and the Relocation of the Capital from Bonn to Berlin
11:00 LI ZHANG (Cornell U) Migrant Gangs, Civil Space, and the Privatization of Power in China’s Late Socialism
11:15 MORGAN Y LIU (U Michigan) Emergent Spatialities near a Post Soviet Border: Uzbek Communities in Osh, Kyrgyzstan
11:30 Discussant: AIHWA ONG (UC-Berkeley)
11:45 Discussant: JONATHAN FRIEDMAN (U Lund)
12:00 End of Session

GENEALOGIES OF SEX ALONG THE EDGES OF MODERNITY (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Salon D, Level Five
Organizers/Chairs: DONALD L DONHAM (Emory U) and LISA B ROFEL (UC-Santa Cruz)
10:15 ELIZABETH A POVINELLI (U Chicago) Coming Undone: Liberal Sex and Radical Modernities
10:45 LISA B ROFEL (UC-Santa Cruz) Sex, Criminality and Modern Citizenship after Socialism
11:00 GAYATRI REDDY (Emory U) “Modern” Subjectivity: Negotiating “Gay” Identity in Hyderabad, India
11:15 LAWRENCE COHEN (UC-Berkeley) Frankfurt in Bombay? Homosexuality, Fascism, and the Reconstitution of an Indian Public
11:30 Discussant: ROSILAND MORRIS (Columbia)
11:45 Discussion
12:00 End of Session
2-043  EMBOYING LINGUISTIC IDEOLOGIES (PART II): POPULAR AND PERSONAL INCORPORATIONS  (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology)  Salon B, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: PAUL V KROSKRITY (UC-Los Angeles)

10:15  LAURA MILLER (Loyola U) The Embodiment of Ugly Manners: Female Exemplars of the Improper, Unsuitable, and Inappropriate in Japan

10:30  AARON A FOX (Columbia U) Feeling and Relating: The Interpretation of Ideology and Aesthetics in a Texas Working-Class Master Trope

10:45  PAUL V KROSKRITY (UC-Los Angeles) The Embodiment of Language Ideologies in a Performance of a Western Mono Coyote Story

11:00  R NEILL HADDER (U Texas-Austin) Touching Memories, or, Touching up Memories: on the Embodiment of Oral History

11:15  MARY P HARDY (UC-Los Angeles) Embodied Felonies: Focusing on Language and the Body to Study Heroin and Polydrug Use

11:30  Discussant: THOMAS J CSORDAS (Case Western Reserve U)

11:45  Discussion

12:00  End of Session

2-044  INVITED SESSION: STRANGER ANXIETIES: IMMIGRATION AND POPULATION IN INTERDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVES  (Society for Psychological Anthropology)  Salon A, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: MARCELO MARIO SUAREZ-OROZCO (Harvard U)

10:15  RICARDO C AINSLIE (U Texas) Individual and Collective Anxieties in the Shifting Life of the Polia

10:30  LEO R CHAVEZ (UC-Irvine) Manufacturing Consent on an Anti-Mexican Immigrant Discourse

10:45  WAYNE A CORNELIUS (UC San Diego) The Shaping of Mass Public Opinion on Immigration Control and Integration Policy: California in Comparative Perspective

11:00  SUNAINA MAIRA (Harvard U) Chaste Identities: The Ethnicization of the New Second-Generation

11:15  MARCELO MARIO SUAREZ-OROZCO (Harvard U) Immigration Trauma

11:30  Discussant: ROBERT A LEVINE (Harvard U)

11:45  Discussion

12:00  End of Session

2-045  INVITED SESSION: ORGANIZATIONAL DYNAMICS: ISSUES OF POWER AND CULTURE IN TEAM BASED ORGANIZATIONS  (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology)  Room 410, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: ANN T JORDAN (U North Texas)

10:15  ANN T JORDAN (U North Texas) The Complexity of Becoming in Self Directed Teams of Knowledge Workers

10:30  JULIA C GLUESING (Wayne State U) Team Interactions and Quality Performance in the Product Development Process

10:45  KENNETH A DAVID (Michigan State U) Distant Working: Cultural and Power Issues in Dispersed Projects

11:00  ELIZABETH BRIODY (General Motors) Meetings, Besprechungen & Meetings: Dealing with Differences in Cross-Cultural Meeting Styles

11:15  CHRISTA L WALCK (Michigan Tech) Transforming Individual Ecological Identities into Ecologically Sustainable Organizations: A Task for Team-Based Organizations

11:30  Discussant: MARIETTA L BABA (Wayne State U)

11:45  Discussion

12:00  End of Session

2-046  INVITED SESSION: PUBLIC POLICY SESSION—A TALK WITH BENNET BERTENTHAL—PREPARING FOR ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN THE
FRIDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 4

21ST CENTURY: CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES (AAA Executive Program Committee) Salon K, Level Five. Organizer: MARY MARGARET OVERBEY (AAA)

10:15 Panelist: BENNETT I BERTENTHAL (National Science Foundation)
11:00 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

2-047 Workshop: ESTABLISHING AND MAINTAINING A PRACTICE (PART II): CONDUCTING FIELD INTERVIEWING FOR MAXIMUM RESULTS: TALES FROM THE FIELD (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Room 310, Level Three. Attendance by advance subscription only
10:30-12:30 Leader: YVONNE ILLICH (Silver Linings Int'l)

2-048 AAA AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST Editorial Board
11:30-2:00 Room 304, Level Three

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 4

2-049 Workshop: BEGINNING WORKSHOP IN DIGITAL VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Society for Visual Anthropology) Room 309, Level Three. Attendance by advance subscription only
12:00-1:00 Leaders: PETER BIELLA and CAROL HERMER (U Washington)

2-050 FOOD AND HUNGER IN AN ERA OF WELFARE REFORM (Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global anthropology) Room 407, Level Four

2-051 AAA LONG RANGE PLAN OPEN FORUM Room 413, Level Four
12:15-1:30 Chair: YOLANDA MOSES (City C of New York)

2-053 AAA COMMISSION ON LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL AND TRANSGENDER ISSUES IN ANTHROPOLOGY Open Meeting with the Commission Salon L, Level Five
12:15-1:30 Organizer: ELLEN LEWIN (U Iowa). Chair: WILLIAM Leap (American U)

2-054 HUNGARIANIST RESEARCH GROUP (SAE) Business Meeting Room 501, Level Five
12:15-1:30 Chair: EVA HUSEBY-DARVAS (U Michigan-Dearborn)

2-055 GLOBAL AGING: ANTHROPOLOGISTS EXAMINE THE CONCEPT OF PRODUCTIVE AGING (Association for Anthropology and Gerontology) Room 410, Level Four
12:15-1:30

2-056 RITUAL STUDIES INTEREST GROUP Business Meeting Room 403, Level Four
12:15-1:30 Chair: DANIEL PONECH (U Pittsburgh)

2-057 FEMINIST PEDAGOGY AND THE ANTHROPOLOGY CLASSROOM (Association for Feminist Anthropology) Salon I, Level Five
12:15-1:30  Organizers: JOAN GERO (American U) and BILL LEAP (American U). Chair: MEG CONKEY (UC-Berkeley)

2-059  PRACTICAL ETHICS: A PRACTICUM FOR PROFESSIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY  
(National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Room 404, Level Four  

2-060  NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT ANTHROPOLOGISTS Business Meeting  
12:15-1:30  Salon J, Level Five  
Chair: ALEXANDRA MACK (Arizona State U)

2-061  ANTHROPOLOGY OF GERMAN STUDIES (Society for the Anthropology of Europe)  
12:15-1:30  Room 406, Level Four

2-063  SOCIETY FOR CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY Board of Directors  
12:15-1:30  Room 305, Level Three

2-064  SOCIETY FOR LATIN AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY Business Meeting Room 405,  
12:15-1:30  Room 405, Level Four  
Chair: JOANNE RAPPAPORT (Georgetown U)

2-065  FORMULATING LANGUAGE POLICY: PUBLIC DEBATES AND THE ROLE OF AN ANTHROPOLITICAL LINGUISTICS (Society for Linguistic Anthropology)  
Salon K, Level Five  
12:15-1:30  Organizer: CYNDI DUNN. Chair: RICHARD J SENGHAS (Rochester & SUNY-Geneseo). Panelists: HAROLD F SCHIFFMAN (U Pennsylvania), MAGGIE RONKIN & HELEN E KARN (Georgetown U), MARK PETERSON (American U/Cairo), ANA CELIA ZENTELLA (Hunter C/CUNY), KELLY ESTRADA (Pennsylvania State U), CAROL J ERTING (Gallaudet) and OTTO SANTA ANA (UC-Los Angeles)

2-066  AIDS & ANTHROPOLOGY RESEARCH GROUP Steering Committee Meeting  
12:15-1:30  Room 301, Level Three

2-067  CAE COMMITTEE #1: ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDIES OF SCHOOLS AND CULTURE (Council on Anthropology and Education) Rooms 401 & 402, Level Four  
12:15-1:30  Chairs: Bradley Levinson (Indiana) and Suzanne MacDonald (U of Akron)

2-068  CAE COMMITTEE #3: POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION (Council on Anthropology and Education) Salon F, Level Five  
12:15-1:30  Chairs: Jane Jensen (Kentucky)

2-069  CAE COMMITTEE #4: ETHNOGRAPHIC APPROACHES TO EVALUATION IN EDUCATION (Council on Anthropology and Education) Salon B, Level Five  
12:15-1:30  Chairs: Susan Isaacs (Beaver C & Community C of Philadelphia) and Catherine Emihovich (U Buffalo)

2-070  CAE COMMITTEE #5: TRANSNATIONAL ISSUES IN EDUCATION: VISUAL IMAGES SESSION (Council on Anthropology and Education) Salon C, Level Five  
12:15-1:30  Chair: Colin Green (Georgia State U). Panelists: Victoria Baker (Eckert), Diane Brook (Georgia), David Virtue (Georgia), Phyliss Ryan (National U Mexico) and Else Statzner (National Louis U)
2-071  CAE COMMITTEE #8: SPANISH-SPEAKING CONCERNS (Council on Anthropology and Education) Room 307, Level Three

2-072  SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY Board of Directors Room 306, Level Three

2-073  Workshop: HOW TO TURN YOUR DISSERTATION INTO A BOOK (Society for Humanistic Anthropology) Room 310, Level Three. Attendance by advance subscription only
1:00-3:00
Chair: JUDY MCCULLOH (U Illinois Press-Urbana/Champaign)

2-074  FILM SCREENINGS SVA Awards for Excellence. Rooms 408 & 409, Level Four
1:00  ERIK DE MAAKER (Leiden) Teiyam, The Annual Visit of the God, Vishnuumurti
2:05  TOBIAS WENDL (Munchen) and NANCY DU PLESSIS (New York) Future Remembrance—Photography and Image Arts in Ghana
3:00  Break (continues at 3:15)

2-075  Workshop: INTERMEDIATE DIGITAL VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY: CREATING QUICK TIME MOVIES AND CD-ROMS (Society for Visual Anthropology) Room 309, Level Three. Attendance by advance subscription only
1:15-3:00
Leaders: PETER BIELLA and CAROL HERMER (U Washington)

2-076  GESTURE: PROPERTIES AND USES IN INTERACTION (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Room 407, Level Four
1:45  CHARLES GOODWIN (UC-Los Angeles) Gesture and the Sensory Organization of Knowledge
2:00  ERICA H KENCKE (U Texas, Austin) Is There a “Transcultural Stock” of Gesture?
2:15  CARLEEN A CURLEY (UC-Los Angeles) Gesture in the Instruction of Embodied Activities
2:30  CURTIS D LEBARON (U Colorado-Boulder) Hand Gestures Made Increasingly Symbolic
2:45  H J BROOKES (Stanford U) The Communicative and social functions of Gesture in Everyday Conversation in South Africa
3:00  JOHN B HAVILAND (Reed C/CIESAS, Mexico) Positions, Positionals and the Positioning of Gestures
3:15  Discussion
3:30  End of Session

2-077  THE SPIRIT HYPOTHESIS: SCIENTIFIC AND PARTICIPANT VALIDATION (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness) Rooms 414 & 415, Level Four
Organizer: YVES MARTON (UC-Los Angeles). Chair: HELMUT WAUTISCHER (Sonoma State U)
1:45  Introduction: HELMUT WAUTISCHER (Sonoma State U)
2:00  ANTONIA C MILLS (U Northern BC) Scientific and Participant Validation of Rebirth: Similarities, Differences, and is There a Bridge?
2:30  MICHAEL J HARNER (Fdn for Shamanic Studies) Science, Shamanism, and Spirits
2:45  YVES MARTON (UC-Los Angeles) The Spirit Hypothesis in Brazilian Experience and North American Research: Evidence and Interpretation
3:00  Discussant: EDITH TURNER (U Virginia)
3:15  Discussion
3:30  End of Session
2-078
INVITED SESSION: ETHICS AND POLITICS IN THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL
STUDY OF SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND WORK: PAPERS IN MEMORY OF
DIANA FORSYTHE (Society for the Anthropology of Work) Salon J, Level Five
Organizer: CHRISTOPHER P TOUMEY (U Kentucky). Chairs: L F HOGLE
(Stanford U Ctr for Biomed Ethic) and GARY LEE DOWNEY (Virginia Tech)
1:45 LUCY SUCHMAN (Xerox Palo Alto Research CTR) Critical Practices
2:00 JOHN SHERRY (Intel Corporation) Ethnography and Internet Time
2:15 DAVID J HESS (Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst) Forsythe's "Ethics and Politics":
Extending the Analysis
2:30 RON B EGLASH (Ohio State U) Studying Sideways: Participant Simulation as
Collaborative Anthropology
2:45 CHRISTOPHER P TOUMEY (U Kentucky) The Scholarship and the Personality of
the Orphan Anthropologist
3:00 JENNIFER L CROISSANT (U Arizona) The View from the Basement: The Ethics
and Politics of Tracking Engineers While Studying Them
3:15 Discussion
3:30 End of Session

2-079
THE BODY POLITIC (Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal
Anthropology) Room 502, Level Five
Organizers: MADELAINE B ADELMAN (Arizona State U) and REBECCA
TORSTRICK (Indiana U-South Bend). Chair: MADELAINE B ADELMAN (Arizona
State U)
1:45 REBECCA TORSTRICK (Indiana U-South Bend) and JENNIFER G CURTIS
(Washington U) Politicized Bodies: Spaces of Violence from Belfast to Acre
2:00 MINDIE LAZAMS-BLACK (U Illinois-Chicago) The Power of Denial: Fathers and
Lovers in Trinidad's Lower Courts
2:15 MARY ROMERO (Arizona State U) Wearing the Emperor's Clothes in Domestic
Service: Embodied US Hegemony and Everyday Resistance
2:30 SUSAN F HIRSCH (Wesleyan U) Maidens, Milk, and Money: Analyzing the "New
Tradition" of African Beauty Pageants
2:45 SCOTT B LONDON (U Arizona) The Economics and Sexual Politics of Public and
Private Space in Urban Senegal
3:00 Discussant: RICHARD G FOX (Washington U)
3:15 Discussion
3:30 End of Session

2-080
INVITED SESSION: STATE POWER, THE LIBERALIST MIRAGE, AND POLITICS
FROM BELOW IN AFRICA (Association for Africanist Anthropology) Room 501,
Level Five
Organizers: DONNA PERRY (Yale U) and JOHN M CINNAMON (Pacific Lutheran
U). Chair: PETER GESCHIERE (U Leiden)
1:45 PETER GESCHIERE (U Leiden) Introduction
2:00 JOHN M CINNAMON (Pacific Lutheran U) Visions of State Power in Democratic
Gabon
2:15 PETA A KATZ (Yale U) Return to Us our Daughter: The Expression of Exchange,
Politics, and Land in the Northeastern, Transvaal, South Africa
2:30 DONNA PERRY (Yale U) From Paterfamilies to Enfant Terrible: Postcolonial
Visions of Household and State Authority in Rural Senegal
2:45 KATHERINE A SNYDER (Queens C) Vjamaa, Economic Liberalization, and
Multi-Party Politics: Iraow Responses to State Ideology and Policy in Tanzania
3:00 DAVID A EATON (Middlebury C) Limits of Transparence in Congo
3:15 Discussant: JEAN COMAROFF (U Chicago)
3:30 End of Session

2-081
FROM AGENTS TO POPULATION IN A DEMOGRAPHIC ANTHROPOLOGY
(Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Salon A, Level Five
Organizers/Chairs: CAROLINE BLEDJOE (Northwestern U), WILLIAM HANKS (Northwestern U)

1:45 WILLIAM HANKS (Northwestern U) Population, Social Field and Sociocultural Change in Colonial Yucatan
2:00 ROBERT G LAUNAY (Northwestern U) Enlightened Obsessions: Demographic Catastrophism, Religion, and the State in Eighteenth Century Thought
2:15 SUSAN C WATKINS (U Pennsylvania) From Mercantialism to Neo Malthusianism in Nyanza Province, Kenya, 1930-1995
2:30 KUATE DEFO BARTHELEMY (U Montreal) Building on Local Theory: Gender Roles and Transition to Adulthood in Western Cameroon
2:45 JANE I GUYER (Northwestern U) Are Institutions—Other than Marriage—Still Relevant?
3:00 Discussant: ANTHONY T CARTER (U Rochester)
3:15 Discussion
3:30 End of Session

2-082

REFRAMING KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT: ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON KNOWING AND ACTING (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Work) Room 410, Level Four
Organizers: JEANETTE L BLOMBERG (Xerox Palo Alto Research Ctr) and JULIAN E ORR (Xerox PARC). Chair: JEANETTE L BLOMBERG (Xerox Palo Alto Research Ctr)
1:45 BRIGITTE JORDAN (Xerox Palo Alto Research Ctr) Authoritative Knowledge in Corporate Settings
2:00 RAYMOND JUNE (UC-Berkeley) Authoritative Knowledge in the Post-Socialist State: Discourses of Expertise in the Czech Republic
2:15 KEN C ERICKSON (U Missouri-Kansas City) IT's All in the Cards: Knowledge Management at Cinderella Greetings, Incorporated
2:30 GUNNEL ANDERSDOTTER (U Karlskrona) Love and Knowledge on the Corporate Agenda
2:45 CHARLES N DARREH (San Jose State U) Knowledge Management in the Big Company Town
3:00 JEANETTE L BLOMBERG (Xerox Palo Alto Research Ctr) Knowledge Discourses and Document Practices: Negotiating Meaning in Organizational Settings
3:15 Discussant: JULIAN E ORR (Xerox PARC)
3:30 End of Session

2-083

THE POETICS OFIDEOLOGICAL DISCOURSE IN MESOAMERICA (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Salon L, Level Five
Organizer: ANNE S DOWD (Brown U). Chair: FLORA S CLANCY (U New Mexico)
1:45 ANNE S DOWD (Brown U) A Poetic Approach to Maya Iconography
2:00 J KATHRYN JOSERAND (Florida State U) and NICHOLAS A HOPKINS (Florida State U) The Art of Political Discourse in Classic Maya Hieroglyphic Inscriptions
2:15 LOUANNA FURBEE (U Missouri-Columbia) Poetic Aspects of Spanish Intrusion into Tojolabal Maya
2:30 KATHRYN REESE-TAYLOR (U Wisconsin-La Crosse) and REX KOONTZ (U Texas-EI Paso) Space, Power, and Poetics in Ancient Mesoamerica
2:45 EMILY UMBERGER (Arizona State U) "Verbal" Forms in Aztec Art
3:00 FLORA S CLANCY (U New Mexico) and DAVID MURRAY (U New Mexico) Ancient Battle Scenes in Mesoamerica
3:15 Discussant: DENNIS TEDLOCK (SUNY-Buffalo)
3:30 End of Session

2-084

INVITED POSTER SESSION: POPULATIONS AND POLICY: NEW STUDIES IN EDUCATIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Council on Anthropology and Education)
Franklin Hall, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: JUDITH PREISSLE (U Georgia)
1:45-3:30 Posters:
MELISSA S CAHNMANN (U Pennsylvania) "Like Three Doors—Spanish, English, and Both. I'm Going to Both": The Language Attitudes of Early Adolescent Mexican Americans

KIMBERLY S ANDERSON (U Texas-Austin) What Should the "Bilingual" in Bilingual Education Mean? The Cultural Politics of Bilingual Education in the US

LISA ROSEN (UC-San Diego) School House Talk: The Rhetorical Structuring of a Debate on Education

CHRISTINE L CAIN (U Arizona) How the Language of Science May Be a Modern Alternative to the Use of Material Force and Physical Violence in the Reform of Science Teaching

DEENA C MCKINNEY (U Georgia) Classrooms as Communities: Experiences of Post-Secondary Teachers with Empowering Pedagogies

ANDI O'CONOR (U Colorado-Boulder) College Groups and Campus Culture: Heterosexism, Homophobia and the Construction of Gender in College Peer Groups

BRYAN M BRAYBOY (U Pennsylvania) Native American Indian Success at Ivy League Colleges

---

MAFIA IN POSTSOCIALIST SOCIETIES: ACTUAL MOBSTERS AND MYTHICAL BANDITS (Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology) Rooms 401 & 402, Level Four
Organizers: NANCY V RIES (Colgate U) and JANINE R WEDEL (George Washington U). Chair: JANINE R WEDEL (George Washington U)

1:45
JANINE R WEDEL (George Washington U) Informal Relations and Institutional Change: The Legacy of Socialism and "Reform" in Post-Communist Europe

2:00
PADDY RAWLINSON (U Wales) Reflections on Russian Organized Crime: Mafia, Media and Myth

2:15
ALEXEI YURCHAK (UC-Berkeley) Mafia, the State, and the New Russian Business

2:30
NANCY V RIES (Colgate U) Many Faces of the Mob: Mafia as Symbol in Postsocialist Russia

2:45
CAROLINE HUMPHREY (U Cambridge) Mafias Real and Imaginary in Buryatia

3:00
Discussant: PHILIP C PARNELL (Indiana U-Bloomington)

3:15
Discussion

3:30
End of Session

---

XXXVIIITH CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: GRAMMAR AND TYPOLOGY (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Room 413, Level Four
Organizer: VICTOR K GOLLA (Humboldt State U). Chair: AMY DAHLSTROM (U Chicago)

1:45
MARIANNE MITHUN (UC-Santa Barbara) The Difference a Word Makes: Attributive Possession in Nouns and Verbs

2:00
R H IVES GODDARD (Smithsonian Institution) Discontinuous Structures in Fox

2:15
MARIE-LUCIE TARPENT (Mount Saint Vincent U) The Southern Tsimshian Elements =da? and =go and the Nature of the Tsimshian "Connectives"

2:30
Break

2:45
SUZANNE M WASH (UC-Santa Barbara) Sound Symbolism in Miwok

3:00
WILLIAM H JACOBSEN (U Nevada-Reno) Makah Labialization Dissimilation

3:15
Discussion

3:30
End of Session

---

THE POETICS OF SPIRIT POSSESSION (Reviewed by Anthropology of Religion) Room 404, Level Four
Organizers: JEFFREY G SNODGRASS (U Alberta) and GLENN ETIER (UC-Berkeley). Chair: MICHAEL MEEKER (UC-San Diego)

1:45
MICHAEL MEEKER (UC-San Diego) Introduction
FRIDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 4

2:00  JEAN E DEBERNARDI (U Alberta) Mapping Spiritual Territories: Syncretism and Antisyncretism in Chinese Christian Practice
2:15  JEFFREY G SNODGRASS (U Alberta) Spirited Performers, Performer Spirits: Possession as Perceived by North Indian Minstres
2:30  JORGE IRIART (U Montreal) Seaman Spirits Voyage in Women's Desire: Bahian Candolle as an Allegory of Brazilian Gender Roles
3:00  Discussant: JOHN LEAVITT (U Montreal)
3:15  Discussant: MICHAEL LAMBEK (U Toronto)
3:30  End of Session

2-088  INVITED SESSION: REDISCOVERING MALTHUS—DEMOGRAPHY, RESOURCES, AND HEALTH IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL POPULATIONS (Presidential Symposium) Salon I, Level Five
Organizers/Chairs: JAMES W WOOD (Pennsylvania State U), ALAN C SWEDLUDE (U Massachusetts-Amherst)
1:45  ALAN C SWEDLUDE (U Massachusetts-Amherst) Introduction
2:00  KENNETH WEISS (Pennsylvania State U) Was Malthus Right?
2:15  MARK N COHEN (SUNY-Plattsburgh) Malthus. Progress and the Realities of History
2:30  JAMES W WOOD (Pennsylvania State U), DARYL J HOLMAN (Pennsylvania State U) and KATHLEEN A O’CONNOR (Pennsylvania State U) Modeling Malthus: Dynamic Implications of the Principle of Population
2:45  GEORGE MILNER (Pennsylvania State U) Malthusian Principles and Late Prehistoric Cultural Evolution in Eastern North America
3:00  DAVID WEBSTER (Pennsylvania State U) Population, Agricultural History, and Variance in Well-Being in the Late Classic Maya Copan Kingdom
3:15  Discussant: LYLE KONIGSBERG (U Tennessee)
3:30  End of Session

2-089  INVITED SESSION: AAA PUBLIC POLICY FORUM ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND MIDDLE CLASS WORKING FAMILIES: KNOWLEDGE AND POLICY (AAA Executive Program Committee) Salon K, Level Five
Organizers: MARY MARGARET OVERBEY (AAA) and LOUISE LAMphere (U New Mexico) Moderator: LOUISE LAMphere (U New Mexico)
1:45  Panelist: JUDITH AUERBACH (The White House)
2:00  Panelist: KATHRYN M DUDLEY (Yale)
2:15  Panelist: JUNE A ENGLISH-LUECK (San Jose State U)
2:30  Panelist: THOMAS E FRICKE (U Michigan)
2:45  Panelist: DAVID J GOOLSTON (US House of Representatives)
3:00  Panelist: JUDITH GOODE (Temple U)
3:15  Panelist: SHERRY B ORTNER (Columbia U)
3:30  End of Session

2-090  POSTER SESSION: POPULATIONS AND THEIR USES (Reviewed by AAA Executive Program Committee) Franklin Hall, Level Five
1:45-3:30  Posters:
DOUGLAS W ORR (CSU-Fullerton) North American Culture Areas: Uses and Limitations of Population Patterning
LESLIE E CHAMPENY (UC-San Diego) Personalizing Populations: How Cancer Patients Evaluate Potential Treatments
SUZANNE E MORRISSEY (Syracuse U) Mapping Disparity: The Geography of Infant Mortality in Inner City Neighborhoods
PATRICK WILLIAMS (U Florida) Archaeological Population Estimates and Agrarian Productivity
KAREN L KRAMER (U New Mexico) Production and Consumption among Maya children: Implications to Population Dynamics and the Origin of Agriculture
BERNICE A KAPLAN (Wayne State U) and C G N MASCIE-TAYLOR (Cambridge U) Changing Attitudes toward Family size—A Prospective Study
End of Session

2-091 POSTER SESSION: MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Reviewed by AAA Executive Program Committee) Franklin Hall, Level Five
1:45-3:30 Posters:
SUSANA H PUGA DE UNGER (U Nacional de Tucumán) Enjoyment Lost: Effects of Chronic Stress on Health, Behaviour in Suburban School-Age Children
MARSHA B QUINLAN (UMC) Intestinal Worm Medicine in Dominica, West Indies
JESSICA SCHEER (Ntl Rehabilitation Hsp Rsh Ctr) and MARK R LUBORSKY (Philadelphia Geriatric Ctr) “Am I Lucky?”: Perceptions of Good Fortune in Life Narratives of American Polio Survivors with Physical Disabilities
LESLEE BAUS (U Akron) and MELISSA A HAYS (U Akron) Perceptions of “Safe Sex” Among Homosexual Males
SHELDON L ZINK (Temple U) Health Technology Assessment as a Function of Managed Care
MARY P METCALF (Carnegie Mellon U) and T BRADLEY TANNER (U Pittsburgh) Conceptions of Parenting: Presenting Infant Care Education to Adolescent Mothers
ROBERTA D BAER (U South Florida) and SUSAN C WELLER (U Texas) Beliefs About AIDS Among Mexican Lay People and Physicians
NANETTE BARKEY (U Florida) Bodies in Angola: Shaped by the War, Shaping Post-War Society
W PENN HANDWERKER (U Connecticut) On the Genesis of Rotten Men and Related Matters
WILLIAM W DRESSLER (U Alabama) Cultural Consonance and Physiologic Response: A Replication
ROLAND MOORE (Prevention Research Center) Work-Related Alcohol and Drug Use: Nurses’ Experiences and Opinions
LINDA MARIE SMALL (Progressive Steps Concepts) Singular Rituals of Health Among Elder Americans in Care Facilities
XUE-QIN GRACE MA (Temple U) Use of Focus Group in Alcohol Prevention
MARGARET MACDONALD (York U) The Birthing Trapeze and Other Postmodern Birth Technologies

2-092 POSTER SESSION: DEVELOPMENT AND CHANGE (Reviewed by AAA Executive Program Committee) Franklin Hall, Level Five
Organizer:
1:45-3:30 MEGAN BIESELE (Kalahari Peoples Fund) Kalahari Peoples Fund—25th Anniversary: History, Activities, Publications
BARBARA R JOHNSTON (Ctr for Political Ecology) and THERESA TRAINOR (US Env Protection Agency) The SfAA/EPA Environmental Anthropology Project
ELLEN R KINTZ (SUNY-Genesee) “Nicteha Bathing Pools”: Community Development in a Yucatec Maya Village, Coba, Quintana Roo, Mexico
ROSE-MARIE CHIERICI (SUNY-Genesee) A Development Encounter
PETE BROWN (U Wisconsin-Oshkosh) The Impact of Land Reform on Rural Mexican Communities: Pantelho, Chiapas, Mexico, 1990-1998
LINDA SCHINKEL (Washington State U) The US Cigar Boom and Mexican Landless Peasant Households
ROSEMARY LYON (Smithsonian Institution) Rehabilitating the Walter W Taylor Collection: The Old Becomes New Again

2-093 INVITED SESSION: QUESTING FOR PERFECTION: THE NEW Eugenics? (AAA Executive Program Committee, Association for Feminist Anthropology) Salon E, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: HELENA RAGONE (U Massachusetts)
FRIDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 4

1:45 JONATHAN M MARKS (UC-Berkeley) The Human Germ-Plasm Project: Eugenics in the 1920s and the 1990s
2:00 DEBORAH HEATH (Lewis & Clark C), RAYNA RAPP (New School for Social Research) and KAREN-SUE TAUSSIG (Harvard U) Mice, Molecules and Cultural Maps: The Co-Construction of Genetic Knowledge
2:15 IRIS LOPEZ (City College of New York) Racializing Eugenics: A Case Study of “La Operacion” (Sterilization Among Puerto Rican Women)
2:30 BEA MEDICINE (Warrior Women, Inc) Politizing a Population: The Lakota (Sioux) Case in Forming Indian Identity
2:45 ALAN C SWEDLUND (U Massachusetts-Amherst), MARY N ORGEL (U Massachusetts-Amherst) and JACQUELINE URLA (U Massachusetts) Are You Fit Norma Gene?: Gendered Discourses on Fitness in the Old and New Eugenics

3:00 Break
3:15 CAROLE H BROWNER (UC-Los Angeles) and HAYDEE MABEL PRELORAN (UC-Los Angeles) Latinas, Amniocentesis, and the Discourse of Choice
3:30 HELÉNA RAGONÉ (U Massachusetts) Defining Desirability: Healthy, Intelligent Gametes Need Only Apply
3:45 SUSANNE LUNDIN (Lund U-Sweden) “Look Out, You Might End Up as a Pig!” Transgressing Bodily Boundaries by Xenotransplantations
4:00 CHERYL MWARIA (Hofstra U) Medicalizing Diversity: The Social Consequences of Physician Assisted Suicide
4:15 Discussant: LEITH P MULLINGS (CUNY-Grad Ctr)
4:30 Discussant: SYLVIA YANAGISAKO (Stanford U)
4:45 Discussant: MARILYN STRATHERN (U Cambridge)
5:00 Discussion
5:30 End of Session

KINSHIP AND CONSUMPTION: A PRODUCTIVE, REPRODUCTIVE PARADOX
(Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) Salon F, Level Five
Organizers/Chairs: JANELLE S TAYLOR (U Chicago) and DANIELLE F WOZNIAK (Western Michigan U)
1:45 PAMELA E KLASSEN (U Toronto) Dilemmas of Consumption in the Spiritualizing of Home Birth
2:00 ROBBIE E DAVIS-FLOYD (U Texas-Austin) Consuming Childbirth: The Commodification of Midwifery Care
2:15 SUSAN MARKENS (UC-Los Angeles) “Baby Selling” vs. “The Plight of Infertile Couples”: New York’s and California’s Divergent Approaches to Surrogate Motherhood
2:30 BARBARA YNGVESSON (Hampshire C) Un Nino de Cualquier Color (A Child of Any Color)
2:45 JUDITH MODELL (Carnegie Mellon U) Baby Markets Redux: Consumer Adoption
3:00 JEANETTE EDWARDS (Keele U) “Designer Babies”: Commodity, Gift and Class in Technologies of Reproduction
3:15 Discussant: VALERIE HARTOUNI (UC, San Diego)
3:30 Break
3:45 DANIEL THOMAS COOK (U Illinois) The Moral Tensions of Children as “Persons”: Autonomy, Children’s Consumer Culture and the Commodity Form
4:00 JANELLE S TAYLOR (U Chicago) Of Human Bonding: Obstetrical Ultrasound, Commodity Fetishism and Love American-Style
4:15 BARBARA BODENHORN (Pembroke C) Persons, Parents and Pieces: All-Consuming Kinship in a Comparative Frame
4:30 GAIL H LANDSMAN (SUNY-Albany) Not What I Bargained for: Mothers of Children with Disabilities and the Critique of Consumerism
4:45 LINDA L LAYNE (Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst.) “He Was a Real Baby with Baby Things”: A Material Culture Analysis of Pregnancy Loss in the US
5:00 DANIELLE F WOZNIAK (Western Michigan U) What Will I Do With All the Toys Now?: Consumption Practices and the Signification of Kinship and Loss in US Fostering Relations
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5:15</td>
<td>Discussant: IGOR KOPYTOFF (U Pennsylvania)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2-095**

**E Thnoecology and Kinds of Place—An Examination of Understanding of Landscape** (Reviewed by Anthropology & Environment Section)

**Rooms 411 & 412, Level Four**

Organizers: LESLIE M JOHNSON (U Alberta) and EUGENE N ANDERSON (UC-Riverside). Chair: LESLIE M JOHNSON (U Alberta)

- **1:45** EUGENE S HUNN (U Washington) and BRIEN A MEILLEUR Ethnobiogeography: A Semantic Semi-Domain
- **2:00** CATHERINE S FOWLER (U Nevada-Reno) Toponymy in the Great Basin: A Key to Landscape Perceptions
- **2:15** LESLIE M JOHNSON (U Alberta) Trail of Story.gitksan Understanding of Land and Place in Northwestern British Columbia
- **2:30** THOMAS F THORNTON (U Alaska) Tleikw Aani, Berry Land: Tingit Gathering in Glacier Bay
- **2:45** ANDIE DIANE PALMER (U Alberta) “The Valley of the Twisted Trees”: Local(e) Knowledge in Jasper National Park
- **3:00** RICHARD A NISBETT (U Oklahoma) “Making Bush” in the High Forest: A Comparison of Sap, Mende and Kpelle Landscape Analysis in the Tropical Rainforests of Anlophone West Africa

**3:15** Discussion

**3:30** Break

**3:45** EUGENE N ANDERSON (UC-Riverside) Maya Places in Quintana Roo

**4:00** DAVID W FORREST (U Florida) The Gardens of Tutul Xiu: Environmental Interaction, Metaphor and a New Kind of Place in a Yucatecan Community

**4:15** PIERRE BEAUCAGE (U Montreal) Perceptions of the Environment Among Two Indigenous Peoples of Mexico: The Eastern Nahua and Tiapanec of Guerrero

**4:30** LYNN L SIKKINK (Lawrence U) Landscape and Community: Andean Moutain Stories

**4:45** KELLY D ALLEY (Auburn U) Sacred, Urban and Natural Ecologies in a Pilgrimage Place

**5:00** CUNTHIA ZUTIER (Grant MacEwan C) Murals of Historic Icelandic Cultural Landscapes

**5:15** Discussion

**5:30** End of Session

**2-096**

**Creating Developmentally Appropriate Methods for Research with Children and Adolescents** (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education)

**Room 404, Level Four**

Organizers: JEAN J SCHENSUL (Inst for Community Research) and SANDRA J SYDLO (Inst for Community Research). Chair: JEAN J SCHENSUL (Inst for Community Research)

- **1:45** Introduction: JEAN J SCHENSUL (Inst for Community Research)
- **2:00** DONNA OWENS (Inst for Community Research) The Subversive Use of “Dolls” as a Tool in Prevention Research
- **2:15** AMY FOX (U South Florida) Using Learning Stations to Elicit Data on Gender Roles in Preadolescent Girls
- **2:30** NITZA M DIAZ (Inst for Community Research) Perception of Body Image Among Puerto Rican Preadolsecent Girls
- **2:45** Discussant: MARLENE BERG (Inst for Community Research)
- **3:00** LOURDES HERNANDEZ-CORDERO (Inst for Community Research) Talking and Meaning It: Approaches to Interviewing Preadolescent Girls
- **3:15** MARIAJOSE ROMERO (Inst for Community Research) Ethnographic Interviews with Preschool Aged Children
- **3:30** Discussant: SANDRA J SYDLO (Inst for Community Research)
- **3:45** Break

**4:00** MARLENE BERG (Inst for Community Research) Socio-Environmental Mapping with Children and Teenagers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:15</td>
<td>Jean J Schensul (Inst for Community Research) Network Research with Drug Using Adolescents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30</td>
<td>Discussant: Marlene Berg (Inst for Community Research)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45</td>
<td>Stephen L Schensul (U Connecticut Medical Sch) Informing Primary Data on Adolescents Through Analysis of Large Secondary Data Sets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2-097**

**Violence and Population: Bodies and the Body Politic in Indigenous Amazonia**

(Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Salon B, Level Five

Organizers: Bartholomew C Dean (U Kansas) and Fernando Santos-Granero (Smithsonian Tropical Research). Chair: Jean Jackson (MIT)

1:45  | Jean Jackson (MIT) Introduction                                        |
2:00  | Stephen Hugh-Jones (U Cambridge) Violence and Its Alternatives in NW Amazonia |
2:15  | Soren Hvalkof (Nordeco, Copenhagen) Reconstructing Violence: The Asheninka of Gran Pajonal |
2:30  | Bartholomew C Dean (U Kansas) Violent Exchanges: Altenity and Authority Among the Urarina |
2:45  | Fernando Santos-Granero (Smithsonian Tropical Research) Children of Evil: Infantile Sorcery and Population Disorder Among the Arawak of Western Amazonia |
3:00  | Break                                                                |
3:15  | George Mentore (U Virginia) Little Eagle Dying: Body, Society, and Mystical Violence Among the Waiwai |
3:45  | Beth A Conklin (Vanderbilt U) Cannibalism in Europe and South America: Comparative Political Economies of Body Parts |
4:00  | Discussant: Anne-Christine Taylor (CNRS/EREA)                          |
4:15  | Discussant: Joanna Overing (St. Andrews)                              |
4:30  | Discussion                                                            |
5:30  | End of Session                                                        |

**2-098**

**Global Intersections in Medical Anthropology: The Health of Latin American Populations**

(Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Room 405, Level Four

Organizers/Chairs: Kathleen N Skoczen (CUNY) and Ann Miles (Western Michigan U)

1:45  | Jim Yong Kim (Harvard Medical School) Introduction                     |
2:00  | Linda-Anne Rehun (Yale U) Popular Healers also Treat Broken Hearts: Love-Sickness and Economic Change in Northeast Brazil |
2:15  | Jason C Pribilsky (Syracuse U) HIV/AIDS in the Context of Transnational Migration: An Andean Example |
2:30  | Kenyon R Stebbins (West Virginia U) This Little "Cigie" Went to Market: Multinational Tobacco Companies' Efforts to Make a Killing in South America |
2:45  | Ann Miles (Western Michigan U) Strong Hearts, Clean Blood and Good Citizens: Radio and Natural Medicines in Cuenca, Ecuador |
3:00  | Louis Olsen (Washington State U) They Don't Want to Know About Us: Health and Healthcare in San Rafael, Ecuador |
3:15  | James Trostle (Mt Holyoke C) Anthropology in the Time of Cholera        |
3:30  | Break                                                                 |
3:45  | Linda M Whiteford (U South Florida) Globalization and Social Suffering: The Moral Scarcity of Health |
4:00  | Kathleen N Skoczen (CUNY) We Eat Bones, They Eat Meat: Health, Healing, and the Political Economy of Tourism in the Dominican Republic |
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4:15
SANDY SMITH-NONINI (U North Carolina) "Replacing the State" in a Former
War Zone of El Salvador: The Successes and Limitations of NGO-Funded
Community-Based Health Care

4:30
CARTER WILSON (UC Santa Cruz) Old and New "Technologies" in the Health
Lives of Mexican Male Migrants

4:45
PAUL E BRODWIN (U Wisconsin-Milwaukee) The Rhetoric of Medical Power in
the Haitian Diaspora

5:00
Discussant: DAVID J HESS (Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst)

5:15
Discussion

5:30
End of Session

2-099

ACTIVE KINSHIP
(Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Salon C, Level Five
Organizers/Chairs: PARKER M SHIPTON (Boston U) and JAMES P ITO-ADLER
(Mgmt Sciences for Health)

1:45
PARKER M SHIPTON (Boston U) Introduction

2:00
STEPHEN GUDEMAN (U Minnesota) Kinless and Familiar Economies

2:15
NICHOLAS TOWNSEND (Brown U) Fictive Fatherhood: Assemblages and
Problematics

2:30
JAMES W FERNANDEZ (U Chicago) Genealogical Fictions and Their Uses

2:45
ESTHER N GOODY (U Cambridge) Why is Kinship Good to Model With?
Components of Parent Child Roles

3:00
ROBERT A LEVINE (Harvard U) The Pragmatics of Fictive Kinship: A
Person-Centered View

3:15
Break

3:30
SHAHLA HAERI (Boston U) Subverting Sex Segregation: Fictive Marriage in Iran

3:45
CHARLES LINDHOLM (Boston U) Adoption and Community in the United States

4:00
JOHN E TERRELL (Field Museum-U of Illinois) and LAURA S LITTHEN (Columbia
C/Field Museum) Who's Taking Care of the Children? Nature, Ideology, and
Practice

4:15
JAMES P ITO-ADLER (Mgmt Sciences for Health) A Comparative Study of
Adoption in Japan and England

4:30
YASUSHI KIKUCHI (Waseda U) The Social Role of the Filipino Ritual Kinship
System

4:45
JIANSHENG LI (Boston U) "Iron Brothers and Sisters": Bilateral Descent and
Fictive Kinship in Urban China

5:00
Discussant: RICHARD P WERBNER (U Manchester)

5:15
Discussion

5:30
End of Session

2-100

INVITED SESSION: CULTURE-AT-LARGE: GRAPPLING WITH (CULTURAL)
CAPITAL—ANTHROPOLOGY IN A CULTURAL STUDIES ERA
(Society for Cultural Anthropology) Salon H, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: KAREN KELSKY (U Oregon)

1:45
KAREN KELSKY (U Oregon) Introduction

2:00
TED SWEDENBURG (U Arkansas) Cultural Studies in the Interzone

2:15
LOUISA SCHEIN (Rutgers U) Discipline and Tarnish: Hyping the
Anthropology-Cultural Studies Divide

2:30
GEOFFREY WHITE (U Hawaii) Cultural Studies/Area Studies/Anthropology:
Disciplining the Borders

2:45
ROSEMARY J COOMBE (U Toronto) Between the Textual and the Juridical:
Political Economies of Cultural Practice

3:00
Discussant: FAYE GINSBURG (New York U)

3:15
Discussion

3:30
Break

3:45
KENNETH WISSOKER (Duke U Press) Is the Cultural Studies Othered by
Anthropologists the Same as the Cultural Studies Othered by Literary Critics?

4:00
DORINNE KONDO (U Southern California) Border Transgressions: The Politics
of the Interdisciplinary
INVITED SESSION: PUBLIC ANTHROPOLOGY (General Anthropology Division, American Ethnological Society) Salon G, Level Five
Organizers: ROBERT BOROFSKY (Hawaii Pacific U) and CAROLYN R NORDSTROM (U Notre Dame). Chair: ROBERT BOROFSKY (Hawaii Pacific U)
1:45 MAURICE GODELIER (EHESS-Paris) Making Anthropology More Public: Rethinking Museums
2:00 MARGARET LOCK (McGill U) Out of the Ivory Pan and into the Fire: Going Public with Anthropology
2:15 AKHIL GUPTA (Stanford U) "My Life as a Public Servant": Official Fictions and Anthropological Narratives
2:30 UNNI WIKAN (U Oslo-Norway) Daring to Speak Truth to Power: With What Impact, at What Cost?
2:45 Break
3:00 PAUL FARMER (Harvard Med Schl/Partners in Health) Public Anthropology and Structural Violence: A View from Below
3:15 CAROLYN R NORDSTROM (U Notre Dame) Theory That Laughs and Cries
3:30 NANCY SCHEPER-HUGHES (UC-Berkeley) Speaking Truth to Violence
3:45 ROBERT BOROFSKY (Hawaii Pacific U) Public Anthropology: The Series
4:00 Discussion
5:30 End of Session

INVITED SESSION: LANGUAGE MATTERS IN ANTHROPOLOGY: A LEXICON FOR THE MILLENNIUM (Society for Linguistic Anthropology and Executive Program Committee) Salon D, Level Five. Organizer: ALESSANDRO DURANTI (UC-Los Angeles)
1:45 ALESSANDRO DURANTI (UC-Los Angeles) Introduction
2:00 MICHAEL SILVERSTEIN (U Chicago) Functions
2:07 JOHN W DU BOIS (UC-Santa Barbara) Grammar
2:14 JANET DIXON KELLER (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) Mind
2:21 Discussant: MARY H BUCHOLTZ (Texas A&M U)
2:31 HARRIET E KLEIN (Montclair State U) Narrative
2:38 BRUCE MANNHEIM (U Michigan) Iconicity
2:45 JOHN A LUCY (U Chicago) Reflexivity
2:55 Discussant: CHARLES L BRIGGS (UC-San Diego)
3:00 Break
3:10 MARCO JACQUEMET (Barnard C) Conflict
3:17 KIRA HALL (Yale U) Performativity
3:24 MARIELLA PANDOLFI (U Montreal) Body
3:31 Discussant: ELIZABETH KEATING (U Texas-Austin)
3:38 KATHLEEN R GIBSON (U Texas-Houston) Evolution
3:45 CHRISTINE JOURDAN (Concordia U) Contact
3:52 ROBERT E MOORE (New York U) Endangered Languages
3:59 Discussant: VICTOR K GOLLA (Humboldt State U)
4:06 Break
4:16 ASIF AGHA (UC-Los Angeles) Register
4:23 JOHN BAUGH (Stanford U) Variation
4:30 CELSO ALVAREZ-CACCAMO (Corunha-Gauzia) Codes
4:37 Discussant: JUDITH IRVINE (Brandeis U)
4:44 ELINOR OCHS (UC-Los Angeles) Socialization
4:51 SUSAN U PHILIPS (U Arizona) Domination and Subordination in Language Use
4:58 JOHN J GUMPERZ (UC-Berkeley) Inference
5:05 Discussant: DANIEL M FESSLER (Hofstra U)
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2-103

INVITED SESSION: TRANSGENDER ETHNOGRAPHIES/EPISTEMOLOGICAL CHALLENGES (Society of Lesbian and Gay Anthropologists, Association for Feminist Anthropology) Room 403, Level Four
Organizers/Chairs: DAWN MJ ATKINS (U Iowa) and DAVID VALENTINE (New York U)

1:45  DAVID VALENTINE (New York U) Introduction
2:00  AMANDA L SWARR (U Minnesota) “That’s One of Those Things That Happen These Days”: Considering Gender Transgressions in Capetown, South Africa
2:15  DAWN M ATKINS (U Iowa) Transsexual Options in the United States and Holland
2:30  DON KULICK (Stockholm U-Sweden) Problematic Childhood Sexuality
2:45  STEPHEN L EYRE (UC-San Francisco) and THOMAS STRONG (Princeton U) Paradoxes of the “Real” in the Lives of M-F Transgender African American youth in Oakland, CA

3:00  SASKIA WIERINGA (Inst of Social Studies) Women’s Empowerment and the Construction of Female Desire; Female-to-Male Transgender Practices in Japan
3:15  Break
3:30  DAVID VALENTINE (New York U) “‘Community!’ Where the Hell did That Come From?” Getting Beyond Gender in Transgender Studies
3:45  EVELYN BLACKWOOD (Purdue U) Tomboi Identity and Narratives of Gender in Indonesia
4:00  RACHEL NOVAK (Southern Illinois U) In Search of Self: Negotiating Identity on the Gender Spectrum
4:15  Discussant: JASON CROMWELL (Independent)
4:30  Discussant: ESTHER NEWTON (SUNY/Purchase)
4:45  Discussion
5:30  End of Session

2-104

COUNCIL FOR MUSEUM ANTHROPOLOGY Board of Directors
Room 301, Level Three

2-105

AAA MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE
2:00-4:00
Suite 1, Level Three

2-106

AAA/NAPA PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE Committee Meeting
2:30-4:00
Room 306, Level 3

2-106A

GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY DIVISION Board of Directors
2:00-4:00
Room 307, Level 3

2-107

Workshop: STRATEGIES FOR SUCCESSFUL FIELDWORK IN LATIN AMERICA (Society for Latin American Anthropology) Room 305, Level Four. Attendance by advance subscription only
2:00-5:00
Chairs: LUISE MARGOLIES (U Central de Venezuela) and JEFFREY EHRENREICH (Cornell C)

2-108

AAA PROGRAM COMMITTEE
2:30-4:00
Room 304, Level Three

2-109

FILM SCREENINGS: Ritual, Celebration and Community
Rooms 408 & 409, Level Four
3:15  ANDREA LELAND (Ind), KATHY BERGER (Ind), JOSEPH PALACIO (U West Indies) and SHEILA WALKER (U Texas-Austin) The Garifuna Journey
4:05  JOHN BISHOP (Media Generation) Hosay Trinidad
4:50  Break and Discussion
5:05  CHRISTAL WHelan (Hawaii) Otaiya Japan’s Hidden Christians
5:50  ERICA ANGERT (USC), SHARON Berman (USC) and SHIH-CHING ZHUI (USC)
              Teatime
6:00  MONICA ZAAK (D jungelfilm) and BO OHLEN (D jungelfilm) Soothsayers,
             Cigars, and San Simon
7:00  End of Session

2-110  Workshop: CAREER MAPPING FOR UNDERGRADUATES: CAREERS OUTSIDE
              ACADEMIA (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Room 310,
              Level Three
            3:30-6:30
            Chairs: PAIGE E BEVERLY (U Memphis) and DAWN BODO (Elon C)

2-111  LOCATING POPULATION POLITICS, POLICIES, AND DISCOURSES: THE
              CONSEQUENCES OF DEMOGRAPHIC ASSUMPTIONS FOR CHAGGA
              COMMUNIT (Reviewed by Association for Africanist Anthropology) Room 407,
              Level Four
            Organizer/Chair: FRANCES VAVRUS (U Wisconsin)
        4:00  A STACIE C COLWELL (U Illinois) Inventing the Chagga: The Construction and
                Consequences of Official Demographic Data for Colonial Kilimanjaro
        4:15  PATRICIA A RINGERS (Johns Hopkins U) A Culture of Reproduction: The
                Adoption of Culture as a Response to Population Growth
        4:30  FRANCES VAVRUS (U Wisconsin-Madison) Population as Education Policy: The
                Education of Chagga Girls Past and Present
        4:45  Discussant: SALLY FALK MOORE (Harvard U)
        5:00  Discussion
        5:30  Discussion
        5:45  End of Session

2-112  DIVIDED ELOQUENCE: INDIGENOUS COMMUNICATIVE STRATEGIES AND
              IRREDUCIBLE AMBIGUITIES IN COLONIAL MESOAMERICA (Reviewed by
              Society for Latin American Anthropology) Room 404, Level Four
            Organizers: DANIEL F SUSLAK (U Chicago) and DAVID E TAVAREZ (U Chicago).
            Chair: NANCY FARRISS JONATHAN D AMITH (Yale U)
        4:00  JONATHAN D AMITH (Yale U) Nahuatl Diglossia and the Pragmatics of Early
                Colonial Litigation: The Difference Between the Spoken and Written Word
        4:15  ROBERT P HAMRICK (U Chicago) The Memorial de Solola (Annals of the
                Kaqchikels) as a Social Object in Colonial Guatemala
        4:30  LAURA E MATTHEW (U Pennsylvania) Neither and Both: The Mexican “Indian
                Conquistadors” of Colonial Guatemala
        4:45  DANIEL F SUSLAK (U Chicago) Toward an Ethnohistory of Mixe-Spanish
                Communication
        5:00  DAVID E TAVAREZ (U Chicago) Margins of Colonial Writing: 17th Century Nahua
                and Zapotec Clandestine Ritual Literature
        5:15  Discussant: NANCY M FARRISS (U Pennsylvania)
        5:30  Discussion
        5:45  End of Session

2-113  INVITED SESSION: WORK ANTHROPOLOGY: THE NEXT 20 YEARS (Society
              for the Anthropology of Work) Room 410, Level Four
            Organizer: EVE HOCHWALD (Action Research). Chair: EVE HOCHWALD (Action
            Research)
        4:00  KAREN A PORTER (U Puget Sound) Children in the Global Work Force: A View
                to the Future
        4:15  AUGUST CARBONELLA (CUNY-Grad Ctr) From Culture to Communication: The
                Meaning of “Knowledge Work” in the 1990s
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4:30 KAREN L MICHAELSON (Eastern Washington U) Laboring in Cyberspace: Local Resistance, Conflict and Domination
4:45 FRANCES ROTHSTEIN (Towson State U) Flexible Work and Postmodern Culture: The Impact of Globalization on Work and Culture in Rural Mexico
5:00 DAVID HAKKEN (SUNY Technology) Resocialing Work? The Future of the Labor Process
5:15 Discussion
5:45 End of Session

2-114 INVITED SESSION: READINGS IN HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY: FROM ETHNOGRAPHY TO POETICS AND FICTION (Society for Humanistic Anthropology)
Salon J, Level Five
Organizers: IVAN A BRADY (SUNY-Oswego) and BILINDA S STRAIGHT (Butler U)
4:00 IVAN A BRADY (SUNY-Oswego) Introduction
4:15 BILINDA S STRAIGHT (Butler U) Introduction
4:30 Discussant: REGNA DARNELL (U Western Ontario)
4:45 Discussion
5:45 End of Session

Organizer/Chair: ALEXIA BLOCH MARY M DOI (Bryn Mawr C)
4:00 Discussant: RUBIE S WATSON (Harvard U)
4:15 THEODORE LEVIN (Dartmouth C) Contesting Musical Authenticity in Tuva, South Siberia
4:30 ANTONIO EDUARDO MENDONCA (Portugal Anthropology Assn) Factory Museums in the Former Soviet Union: From “Labour Glory” to Corporate Identity
4:45 MARY M DOI (Bryn Mawr C) From the Emir’s Court to Queens, New York: Bukharan Jewish Dance in Transition
5:00 ALEXIA BLOCH Re-Making Museums and Authenticity in Central Siberia
5:15 CYNTHIA WERNER (U Iowa) Consuming Modernity, Imagining Tradition: Transnational Processes and the Nation-State in Postcolonial Kazakstan
5:30 Discussion
5:45 End of Session

Organizers/Chairs: SETHA M LOW (CUNY-Grad Ctr) and FRANCES ROTHSTEIN (Towson State U)
4:00 NEIL SMITH (Rutgers U) Injuries of Scale
4:20 MERCEDES GONZALEZ DE LA ROCHA (CIESAS Occidente) The Erosion of a Survival Model: Urban Household Responses to Persistent Poverty, Unemployment, and Precariousness in Mexico
4:40 MARTHA BURT (Urban Institute) Where Do We Go from Here?
5:00 Discussant: DONALD M NONINI (UNC-Chapel Hill)
5:10 Discussant: IDA S SUS瑟 (CUNY)
5:20 Discussant: NEIL SMITH (Rutgers U)
5:25 Discussant: MERCEDES GONZALEZ DE LA ROCHA (CIESAS Occidente)
5:30 Discussant: MARTHA BURT (Urban Institute)
5:35 Discussion
5:45 End of Session
2-117

INVITED SESSION: SOCIAL INEQUALITIES AND HUMAN BIOLOGY:
POLITICAL-ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVES IN BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY
(AAA Executive Program Committee) Salon I, Level Five
Organizers/Chairs: THOMAS L LEATHERMAN (U South Carolina) and ALAN
GOODMAN (Hampshire C)

4:00
THOMAS L LEATHERMAN (U South Carolina) Introduction

4:15
Discussant: MICHAEL L BLAKEY (Howard U)

4:30
Discussant: DEBRA MARTIN (Hampshire C)

4:45
Discussant: DEBORAH L CROOKS (U Kentucky)

5:00
Discussant: DAVID A HIMMELGREEN (Hispanic Health Council)

5:15
Discussant: R BROOKE THOMAS (U Massachusetts-Amherst)

5:30
Discussant: ARTURO ESCOBAR (U Massachusetts-Amherst)

5:45
End of Session

2-118

REPRESENTATIONS OF MINORITY POPULATIONS IN BIOMEDICAL DISCOURSE
AND THE REPRODUCTION OF RACIAL AND ETHNIC STEREOTYPES
(Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Salon K, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: DE ANN PENDRY (U Texas-Austin)

4:00
LENORE H MANDERSON (U Queensland Med School) Institutionalized Racism
and Cervical Cancer Screening in Indigenous Communities in Queensland,
Australia

4:15
EVE AGEE (U Virginia) Patient Population or Transformed Persons: Exploring
Medical Discourse and African American Women’s Narratives on Menopause

4:30
GERTRUDE FRASER (U Virginia) Uses of History as Explanation of Minority
Group Health Beliefs

4:45
DE ANN PENDRY (U Texas-Austin) Compliance, Control and Ethnicity:
Biomedical Constructions of Adult Onset Diabetes and Mexican Americans as
a Population at Risk

5:00
BARBARA HERR-HARTHORN (UC-Santa Barbara) The History of Biomedical
Discourse on the Etiology of Tuberculosis among Mexican Immigrants in
California

5:15
LINDA M HUNT (U Texas Health Science Ctr) In Search of “Cultural Barriers”:
Stereotyping in Clinical Concepts of Culture

5:30
Discussant: ATWOOD D GAINES (Case Western Reserve U)

5:45
End of Session

2-119

INVITED SESSION: COSMOS AND HISTORY IN MESOAMERICA: PAPERS IN
HONOR OF LINDA SCHELE (Archeology Division, Society for Latin American
Anthropology) Salon L, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: ANDREA STONE (U Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

4:00
ELIN C DANIEN (U Pennsylvania) The Schele Icon and Maya Mania: The Growth
of Public Interest in Maya Epigraphy

4:15
F KENT REILLY (SW Texas State U) Cosmos and Rulership: The Ritual Function
of Architecture at the Olmec Site of La Venta

4:30
MATTHEW G LOOPER (UC-Davis) Quirigua Zoomorph P: A Water-Throne and
Mountain of Creation

4:45
ANNABETH HEADRICK (Vanderbilt U) Gardening with the Great Goddess:
Reaping Schele’s Seeds at Teotihuacan

5:00
REX KOONZTZ (U Texas-El Paso) Terminal Classic Sacred Place and Factional
Politics at El Tajin, Veracruz

5:15
SUSAN MILBRATH (Florida Museum of Natural Hist) The Planet of Kings:
Jupiter in Maya Cosmology

5:30
Discussant: MICHAEL D COE (Yale U)

5:45
End of Session

2-120

SOCIETY FOR ANTHROPOLOGY IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES Board of Directors
4:00-5:30
Room 301, Level Three
INVITED SESSION: POPULATION CONTROL WITHIN SOCIALIZED MEDICAL SYSTEMS: POLICY, DISCOURSE AND PRACTICE IN A CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE (Society for Medical Anthropology) Salon A, Level Five
Organizers: GWYNNE L JENKINS (U Pennsylvania) and MICHELE R RIVKIN-FISH (U Kentucky). Chair: HEATHER A PAXSON (Stanford U)

4:00 GWYNNE L JENKINS (U Pennsylvania) The Uneasy Coexistence of Democracy, Development, and Population Control in Costa Rica’s Socialized System of Medicine

4:15 HEATHER A PAXSON (Stanford U) Questioning the Logic of Family Planning as a “Modern” Means of Population Control in Greece


4:45 MICHELE R RIVKIN-FISH (U Kentucky) The Socialization of Fertility: Demography, Health Care and Women’s Strategies in Post-Socialist Russia

5:00 CATHERINE WANNER (Pennsylvania State U) Chernobyl and Demographic Change in Post-Soviet Ukraine

5:15 Discussant: GAIL KLIGMAN (UC-Los Angeles-Sociology)

5:30 Discussant: SOHEIR A MORSY

5:45 End of Session

POWER AND PERSONHOOD: QUESTIONING THE CATEGORIZATION OF “POPULATION” IDENTITIES (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America) Room 413, Level Four
Chair: KATHRYN A KOZAITIS (Georgia State U)

4:00 KATHRYN A KOZAITIS (Georgia State U) “Power in Numbers:” The Making And Meaning Of Peoplehood

4:15 CYNTHIA WALLAT (Florida State U) Facing the Consequences: Identifying the Limitations of “Population” Analysis in Family and Community Research and Policy

4:30 C RICHARD KING (Drake U) The Good, The Bad, and The Mad: Deviance and Difference in the Production of Native American Populations


5:00 BARBARA A MILLER (NYU/Vera Institute of Justice) The Social Construction of Youth Violence as a “Moral Panic”: The View of NYC Community School District

5:15 AYALA EMMETT (U Rochester) Tocqueville on Democracy and Population in America: A Point of Departure

5:30 Discussant: SUSAN HYAT (Temple U)

5:45 End of Session

PROPERTY AND CULTURE IN POST-SOCIALIST EUROPE (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Rooms 401 & 402, Level Four
Chair: ARI SHAPIRO (Princeton U)

4:00 BARBARA CELLARIUS (U Kentucky) In the Aftermath of Restitution: Land Use and the Organization of Agricultural Production in a Bulgarian Mountain Village, Circa 1997

4:15 ARI SHAPIRO (Princeton U) Property is Theft: The Ethics of Ownership in the Czech Republic

4:30 LAURA ASSMUTH (U Helsinki) Post-Socialism and Everyday Life on the Estonian Island of Saaremaa

4:45 ROZITA DIMOVA (Stanford U) Reconceptualizing Privatization

5:00 HANS A BAER (U Arkansas-Little Rock) The Crisis in the East German Evangelical Church in the Aftermath of Unification


5:30 Discussion

5:45 End of Session
2-124  ASSOCIATION OF LATINA AND LATINO ANTHROPOLOGISTS  Board of Directors
        Conference Suite 1, Level Three

2-124A  SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF NORTH AMERICA  Board of Directors
        Room 304, Level Three

2-125  SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF CONSCIOUSNESS  Board of Directors
        Room 306, Level Three

2-126  SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  Board of Directors
        Room 307, Level Three

2-127  ANTHROPOLOGY AT MOTOROLA: VALUES & VISIONS  (AAA, NAPA) Room 405,
        Level Four
        Organizer: ROBERT B TEXTOR. Chair: JEAN CANAVAN. Panelists: ROBERT W
        GALVIN (Motorola) Motorola’s Need for Anthropologists, R S MOORTHY
        (Motorola) Motorola Values, PATRICK CANAVAN (Motorola) Motorola Visions,
        JEAN CANAVAN (Motorola) Anthropological Research at Motorola, and A
        WILLIAM WIGGENHORN (Motorola) Institutionalizing Research, Consultation
        and Education to Promote Motorola

2-128  ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ANTHROPOLOGISTS  Board of Directors
        Room 305, Level Three

2-129  SOCIETY FOR ANTHROPOLOGY IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES  Business Meeting
        Salon L, Level Five
        Chair: INA JANE WUNDRAM

2-130  ANTHROPOLOGY OF RELIGION SECTION  Board of Directors
        Room 301, Level Three

2-131  FLIM SCREENINGS
        Rooms 408 & 409, Level Four
        Sign up for repeat screenings of 1998 titles

2-132  NATIVE AMERICAN SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP  Business Meeting
        Room 403, Level Four
        Chair: JO ALLYN ARCHAMBAULT (NMNH, Smithsonian Inst)

2-133  SOCIETY FOR ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY  Business Meeting
        Room 410, Level Four
        Chair: ARTHUR D MURPHY (Georgia State U)

2-134  TOWARD AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
        (Cosmopolitan Anthropology Network) Room 309, Level Three
        Chair: RONALD S STADE (Stockholm U). Panelists: SALLY MERRY (Wellesley
        C), HUGH GUSTERSON (Stanford U), MARY HILARY CUNNINGHAM (Notre
        Dame U), JOHN BORNEMAN, (Cornell U), ROBERT RUBINSTEIN (Syracuse U)
        and ULF HANNERZ (Stockholm U)

2-135  ASSOCIATION FOR ANTHROPOLOGY & GERONTOLOGY  Annual Business Meeting
        Room 304, Level Three
        Chair: MARIA G CATTELL (The Field Museum of Natural History)
FRIDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 4

2-136  AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY  Business Meeting
       Salon J, Level Five. A Cash Bar Reception follows the business meeting
       Chair: EMILY MARTIN (Princeton U)

2-137  ARCHEOLOGY DIVISION  Business Meeting (the distinguished lecture follows
       the business meeting)
       Salon F, Level Five
       Chair: G A CLARK (ASU)

2-138  ASSOCIATION FOR AFRICANIST ANTHROPOLOGY  Distinguished Lecture
       Salon K, Level Five

2-139  ASSOCIATION OF LATINA AND LATINO ANTHROPOLOGISTS  Business Meeting
       Room 501, Level Five
       Chair: ROBERT ALVAREZ (Arizona State U)

2-140  GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY DIVISION  Business Meeting & Distinguished
       Lecture by Stanley Tambiah on “Aspects of Transnational Movements and
       Diaspora Communities”
       6:15-7:30
       Salon G, Level Five

2-141  SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EUROPE  Business Meeting
       Rooms 401 & 402, Level Four
       Chair: CAROLINE BRETTELL (Southern Methodist U)

2-142  SOCIETY FOR URBAN, NATIONAL AND TRANSNATIONAL/GLOBAL ANTHROPOLOGY
       Business Meeting
       6:15-7:30
       Salon D, Level Five
       Chair: OWEN M LYNCH (New York U)

2-143  SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF WORK  Business Meeting
       Room 413, Level Four. A Cash Bar Reception follows the business meeting
       Chair: DAVID HAKKEN (SUNY-Utica)

2-144  SOCIETY FOR HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY  Business Meeting
       Room 406, Level Four
       Chair: IVAN BRADY

2-145  SOCIETY FOR LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY  Business Meeting
       Rooms 414 & 415, Level Four (a cash bar follows the meeting)
       Chair: ALESSANDRO DURANTI (UC-Los Angeles)

2-146  SOCIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY  Business Meeting
       Rooms 411 & 412, Level Four
       Chair: MALCOLM COLLIER (San Francisco State U)

2-147  CAE COMMITTEE #5: TRANSNATIONAL ISSUES IN EDUCATION AND CHANGE
       (Council on Anthropology and Education)  Room 502, Level Five

2-148  ANTHROPOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT SECTION  Business Meeting
       Salon E, Level Five
       Chair: CAROL CRUMLEY (U North Carolina)

2-149  SOCIETY FOR CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY  Cash Bar Reception
       Salon H, Level Five
2-150  SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY Business Meeting (a cash bar follows the meeting)
6:15-8:00  Salon C, Level Five
Chair: LUCILE F NEWMAN (Brown U)

2-151  CELEBRATING 30 YEARS OF TEMPLE’S GRADUATE PROGRAM (Temple U) (a reception follows the panel) Salon A, Level Five
6:15-9:00  Organizer/Chair: JUDITH GOODE (Temple U)

2-153  CENTRAL STATES ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOCIETY Reception for Members & Friends
6:30-8:30  Room 407, Level Four
Chair: HARRIET J OTTENHEIMER (Kansas State U)

2-154  ARCHEOLOGY DIVISION Distinguished Lecture by Gil Stein on “Diasporas, Colonies and World Systems: Rethinking the Archaeology of Inter-Regional Interaction” (a cash bar follows the lecture)
7:00-8:00  Salon F, Level Five

2-155  FILM SCREENINGS Open Viewing
7:00-9:00  Rooms 408 & 409, Level Four
Sign up for repeat screenings of 1998 titles

---
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3-001  COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION CAE Past President’s Breakfast
7:00-9:00  Room 301, Level Three

3-002  FILM SCREENINGS Open Viewing
8:00-9:00  Rooms 408 & 409, Level Four
Sign up for repeat screenings of 1998 titles

3-003  QUAKER ANTHROPOLOGISTS
8:00-9:15  Room 306, Level Three

3-004  STEREOTYPES: PLAYING THE SURFACE OF CULTURAL PRACTICE (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Rooms 411 & 412, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: SUSAN LEPSELTER (U Texas-Austin)
8:00  LOUISE MEINTJES (Duke U) “They Say”: Difference, Performance, Injury, Zulu Music Production
8:15  SUSAN LEPSELTER (U Texas-Austin) The Drifter, The Desert, The Stealth and the UFO
8:30  ERICA DAVID (U Texas) Pancho Villa: Star of Durango’s Pictorial Vernacular
9:00  Discussant: DAVID W SAMUELS (U Massachusetts-Amherst)
9:15  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

3-005  PUBLIC SEXUALITY IN THE CARIBBEAN: INTERNATIONALIZING IDENTITIES AND LOCAL INTERPRETATION (Reviewed by Association of Black Anthropologists) Room 406, Level Four
Organizers/Chairs: DAVID A B MURRAY (U Adelaide) and KEVIN A YELVINGTON (U South Florida)
8:00 KEVIN A YELVINGTON (U South Florida) “Public Sex Culture in the Caribbean”: Play, Performance, Power
8:15 GABBY M H YEARWOOD (U Virginia) “Jacketmen and Jamettes”: An Analysis of Postemancipation Trinidad Through Calypso
8:30 KAMALA KEMPADOO (Women’s Studies-U of CO) Caribbean Prostitutes: Sexworker or Whore?
8:45 DAVID A B MURRAY (U Adelaide) Between a Rock and a Hard Place: The Power and Powerlessness of Transnational Knowledge Amongst Gay Martinican Men
9:00 Discussant: A LYNN BOLLES (U Maryland-College Park)
9:15 Discussion
9:45 End of Session

3-006 INVITED SESSION: MEDIATING THE BOUNDARIES OF BELIEF: PAPERS IN HONOR OF MORTON KLASS ON CONTESTED CONSTRUCTIONS OF MODERNITY IN THE ANTH (Anthropology of Religion) Room 501, Level Five
Organizers: MAXINE WEISGRAU (Columbia U) and CAROL HENDERSON (Stern C). Chair: MAXINE WEISGRAU (Columbia U)
8:00 DOLORES J SHAPIRO (New York Inst of Technology) Revisiting Brazilian Spirit Possession Groups: The Role of Race Relations
8:15 CAROL HENDERSON (Stern C) Thinking about Hindutva: Religious Revivalism and Social Conflict in India
8:30 STEPHEN D GLAZIER (U Nebraska-Kearney) Getting Straight with Sai Baba: Morton Klass and the Study of Trinidadian Religions
8:45 MAXINE WEISGRAU (Columbia U) Public Faces of Hinduism: “Tribal” Religion and Performance Ritual in Northern India
9:00 SIDNEY M GREENFIELD (U Wisconsin-Milwaukee) Population Growth, Industrialization and the Proliferation of Syncretized, Mystical Religions in a Modernizing Society: The Case of Brazil
9:15 Discussant: WILLIAM F FISHER (Harvard U)
9:30 Discussant: BENSON SALER (Brandeis U)
9:45 End of Session

3-007 ENVIRONMENT AND LOCALITY: TRAVEL, MEMORY, AND NATURE (Reviewed by Anthropology & Environment Section) Salon I, Level Five
Organizers: CELIA LOWE (Yale U) and HUGH RAFFLES (UC-Santa Cruz). Chair: CELIA LOWE (Yale U)
8:00 CELIA LOWE (Yale U) Locality’s Signs: The Landscape Memory of a So-Called “Sea People” in Indonesia
8:15 BRUCE W BRAUN (U Minnesota) Reinventing “Adventure”, Reterritorializing Space: Nature, Culture and Identity on Canada’s West Coast
8:30 KAREN K GAUL (Hendrix C) Traveling High and Low: Verticality and the Making of Pahari Genders and Environment
8:45 HUGH RAFFLES (UC-Santa Cruz) Nature, Locality, and the Making of Igarape Guariba, a Small Place in the Brazilian Amazon
9:00 Discussant: K SIVARAMAKRISHNAN (U Sussex)
9:15 Discussant: DONALD S MOORE (UC-Berkeley)
9:30 Discussion
9:45 End of Session

3-008 ANXIETY AND AMBIVALENCE IN POSTCOLONIAL ART WORLDS (Reviewed by Society for Humanistic Anthropology) Room 502, Level Five
Organizer: JESSICA R WINEGAR (New York U). Chairs: KENNETH M GEORGE (U Oregon) and FRED R MYERS (New York U)
8:00 JESSICA R WINEGAR (New York U) The Making of Modern Egyptian Art: Intellectuals and the Ambivalence of Tradition
8:15 RUTH PHILLIPS (U British Columbia) The Traditional is the Hybrid: Resolutions of Anxiety in Contemporary Iroquois Art
8:45  FRED R MYERS (New York U) On Longing: A Contemporary Aboriginal Painter in Australia
9:00  LIZA BAKEWELL (Brown U) Hope and Illusion: Icons, Image Acts and the Self-Portrait
9:15  Discussant: SALLY PRICE (C of William & Mary)
9:30  Discussant: IVAN KARP (Emory U)
9:45  End of Session

3-009  METAPHORS FOR LANGUAGE AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS IN INTELLECTUAL, SOCIAL AND POLITICAL DISCOURSE (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Room 413, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: MARIE-LUCIE TARPENT (Mount Saint Vincent U)
8:00  DIANA KILPERT (Rhodes U) The Parthenon and the Purple Loosestrife: Metaphors We Use to Talk about Language
8:15  EVE C NG (SUNY-Buffalo) Language as Instrument: Conflicting Interpretations of the Same Metaphor by Linguists and Postmodernists
8:30  VYVY/lN EVANS (Georgetown U) Metaphors in Two Contrasting Models of Grammar
8:45  Discussion
9:00  JOCELYN AHLERS (UC-Berkeley) Metaphors for Language and Their Implications for Language Revitalization
9:15  OTTO SANTA ANA (UC-Los Angeles Cesar Chavez Ctr) Language as Prison: The Metaphoric Framing of Bilingual Education in American Public Discourse on Education
9:30  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

3-010  RACE AND MASCULINITY: INTERSECTING DISCOURSES OF DOMINANCE AND EMOBODIMENT (Reviewed by Association of Black Anthropologists) Salon H, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: ANNEGRET D STAIGER (UC-Santa Barbara)
8:00  FAZILA BHIMJI (UC-Los Angeles) Negotiating Race and Masculinity on a Radio Talk-Show
8:15  JOAN WESTON (Babson C) Fanboys Verus Moms and Other Women Who Threaten to Take Over the Universe
8:30  ANNEGRET D STAIGER (UC-Santa Barbara) Racialized Masculinities: The Production of Difference among Urban High School Students
8:45  DANI€L N MOSES (U Rochester) Tom Sawyer Nation: Lewis Henry Morgan’s Grand Orderof the Iroquois, 1843-1847
9:00  KATHRYN E WILSON (Balch Institute of Ethnic Stds) “... and I’m Still a Man”: Hybrid Masculinity Embodiments in Latino Social Dance
9:15  Discussant: JOHN HARTIGAN (Knox C)
9:30  Discussant: EDMUND T CORDON (U Texas-Austin)
9:45  End of Session

3-011  TEXT AS MATERIAL CULTURE/MATERIAL CULTURE AS TEXT: ALTERNATIVE READINGS OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL PAST (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Room 403, Level Four
Organizers: SUSAN MALIN-BOYCE (NYU) and JAMES A DELLE (Franklin & Marshall C). Chair: SUSAN MALIN-BOYCE (NYU)
8:00  SUSAN MALIN-BOYCE (NYU) Reading Landscape: Construction of the Frauenberg
8:15  KAREN WEHNER (NYU) Textual Materials, Material Texts: Reading Social Life in the Built Environment of a Nineteenth-Century Chesapeake Plantation
8:30  PATRICK HEATON (NYU) Space as Capital in Rural New York: A Historical Economy of Land Ownership and Value
8:45  NOAH THOMAS (NYU) The Use of History in the Development of Technologies: A Textual and Technical Analysis
9:00  RAE ELLEN OSTMAN (NYU) The Tale of Bygone Years: Archaeology, Nationalism and Russian State Formation
9:15  Discussant: JAMES A DELLE (Franklin & Marshall C)
9:30  Discussant: PAM J CRABTREE (New York U)
9:45  End of Session

3-012  POLITICS OF AIDS (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Room 305, Level Three
Organizers: RICHARD G PARKER (Columbia U) and DELIA EASTON (Columbia U) Chair: RICHARD G PARKER (Columbia U)
8:00  JANE GALVAO (ABIA) and RICHARD G PARKER (Columbia U) Brazilian Politics and the Politics of AIDS
8:15  CHARLES H KLEIN (HIV Ctr-Columbia U) AIDS-Related Organizations and the Politics of Space in Brazil
8:30  KAREN A KROEGER (Washington U-St Louis) Disrupting the Ordered Universe of Dread: Locating and Relocating AIDS Risk in Indonesia
8:45  PUSHPINDER PELIA (Hispanic Health Cncl/U Massachusetts) "I Stay High So I Don't be Scared": The Political Economy of Drug Use among HIV Positive Minority Women in the Inner City
9:00  DELIA EASTON (Columbia U) The Politics of Public Assistance: HIV Positive Women's Lives in the Wake of Welfare Reform
9:15  Discussant: MERRILL C SINGER (Hispanic Health Council)
9:30  Discussant: MICHAEL C CLATTS (National Developmnt Rsch Inst)
9:45  End of Session

3-013  RECONSTITUTING URBAN HIGH SCHOOLS: ETHNOGRAPHIC ASSESSMENTS OF THE EFFECTS OF LARGE SCALE STAFF CHANGES (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Salon C, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: G ALFRED HESS (Northwestern U)
8:00  LOUISE MONEGAIN (Northwestern U) Focus on Reading: The Ultimate in Teaching to the Test
8:15  FLOYD S HARDWICK (Center for Urban School Policy) Order Out of Chaos
8:30  DELORES P WOODTOR (Center for Urban School Policy) High School Teachers Resist an Elementary School Culture
8:45  THEODORE E MORAN (Northwestern U) “Don’t Hurt My Babies”: Affirmation in the Midst of Gang Wars
9:00  VINITA M RICKS (Northwestern U) Paralysis, The Struggle for Control, and Creating Small Schools; Case Studies of Three Reconstituted Urban High Schools
9:15  Discussant: MICHELE FOSTER (Claremont Grad School)
9:30  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

3-014  DIVIDING BODIES: TRANSNATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS AND MEDICALIZATION IN CONTEMPORARY CHINA (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Rooms 401 & 402, Level Four
Organizers: MATTHEW KOHRMAN (Harvard U) and SANDRA TERESA HYDE (UC-Berkeley). Chair: MATTHEW KOHRMAN (Harvard U)
8:00  JUN JING (CUNY) Dwarfism in Gansu: Global Media, National Concern, and Local Reality
8:15  SUZANNE GOTCHANG (U Pittsburgh) The High Quality Child: Inter-National Ideologies of Infant Feeding in an Urban Chinese Hospital
8:30  SANDRA TERESA HYDE (UC-Berkeley) Lies, Damn Lies and Statistics: Local and Transnational Practices in China’s Campaign Against HIV/AIDS
8:45  MATTHEW KOHRMAN (Harvard U) Too Many or Too Few?: Power and the Representation of China’s Disabled Population
9:00  JUDITH B FARQUHAR (UNC-Chapel Hill) For Your Reading Pleasure: Popular Health Advice and the Globalization of Desire in 1990s Beijing
9:15  Discussant: JOAN FUJIMURA (Stanford U)
9:30  Discussant: ARTHUR M KLEINMAN (Harvard U)
9:45  End of Session

3-015  INVITED SESSION: PROXEMICS, CULTURE, AND COMMUNICATION: AN INTERACTIVE SYMPOSIUM IN HONOR OF EDWARD T HALL (Society for Visual Anthropology) Salon L, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: FREDERICK D ERICKSON (U Pennsylvania)
8:00  FREDERICK D ERICKSON (U Pennsylvania) Bodies, Distance, and Situation: Proxemics as an Aspect of the Organization of Human Social Interaction
8:15  MALCOLM COLLIER (San Francisco State U) Space, Time, and Distance: Nonverbal Communication in Cantonese Bilingual Classrooms
8:30  JOHN CONDON (U New Mexico) Departures: Edward T Hall and the Study of Intercultural Communication
8:45  Discussant: ADAM KENDON (U Pennsylvania)
9:00  Discussant: WARREN M HERN (U Colorado)
9:15  Discussant: EDWARD T HALL (U New Mexico)
9:30  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

3-016  INVITED SESSION: PARADIGMS AND PARADIGM SHIFTS IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF LAW (Association for Political & Legal Anthropology) Salon K, Level Five. Organizers/Chairs: WILLIAM M O'BARR (Duke U) and SALLY E MERRY (Wellesley C)
8:00  WILLIAM M O'BARR (Duke U) Introduction
8:15  Discussant: SALLY FALK MOORE (Harvard U)
8:30  Discussant: JOHN COMAROFF (U Chicago)
8:45  Discussant: LAURA NADER (UC-Berkeley)
9:00  Discussant: CAROL J GREENHOUSE (Indiana U-Bloomington)
9:15  Discussant: DONALD BRENNEIS (UC-Santa Cruz)
9:30  Discussant: ROSEMARY J COOMBE (U Toronto)
9:45  End of Session

3-017  COMMUNITY AND NATION IN AND THROUGH LESBIAN AND GAY IDENTITIES (Reviewed by Society of Lesbian and Gay Anthropologists) Salon B, Level Five Chair: SANDRA L FAIMAN-SILVA (Bridgewater State C)
8:00  SANDRA L FAIMAN-SILVA (Bridgewater State C) Negotiating Difference: Gay/Straight Community Conflict in Provincetown, MA
8:15  A CYMENE MATHILDE HOWE (U New Mexico) Queer Pilgrimage: The San Francisco Homeland And Identity Tourism
8:30  MARK R CONVEY (Central Connecticut State U) Surviving Homophobia: A Sexual Minority Youth Support Group of Connecticut
8:45  SUSAN BULLINGTON (U Minnesota) Tailoring the Nation: The Place of Homosexuality in Imagining the Nation in Zimbabwe and the New South Africa
9:00  GEOFFREY L BURKHART (American U) Dilemmas of Visibility: Gay Men in the South Asian Diaspora
9:15  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

3-018  CULTURE, SELF AND SUBJECTIVITY: CURRENT APPROACHES (Reviewed by Society for Psychological Anthropology) Room 304, Level Three Chair: ADRIE KUSSEROW (St Michael's C)
8:00  ADRIE KUSSEROW (St Michael’s C) Crossing the Great American Divide: Individualistic vs. Sociocentric Conceptions of Self Reconsidered
8:15  KATHRYN LINN GEURTS (U Chicago) Sensory Experience and the Self in an Anlo-Ewe Speaking Population in Southeastern Ghana
8:30  BRIAN MCVEIGH (Toyo Gakuen U) Manners, Morals, and Modernity: The Social Dynamics of Japanese Civility
8:45  AMY B BOROVOY (Stanford U) The Place of Japan in Anthropological Theories of Self
9:00  ANTHONY MOLINO and WESLEY R SHUMAR (Drexel U) Returns of the Repressed: Some New Applications of Psycho analysis to Ethnography
9:30  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

3-019  DEMOGRAPHY OF RURAL LIFE (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Room 310, Level Three  
Chair: SUSAN B SUTTON (Indiana U/Purdue U)
8:00  SUSAN B SUTTON (Indiana U/Purdue U) Ghosts in the Numbers: Population Statistics and the Representation of Rural Greece
8:15  ANNE-MARIE PEATRIK (CNRS) Population and the Anthropological Imagination: The Age and Generation-Set Case
8:30  STEPHEN D SIEMENS (CSU-Fullerton) and JONATHAN J KAUFMAN Demographics of a Rural Azande Community: Infertility and Sex Imbalance
8:45  ANN W BRITIAIN (U Miami) Marriage and Childbearing as Old Age Insurance in St. Vincent and the Grenadines
9:00  KEITH V BLETZER (U Miami) Demographical Ethnography and the Study of the Latinoization of Southern Florida Through small Town Business
9:15  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

3-020  Workshop: CONCEPTS OF EVALUATION: AN ORIENTATION TO PRACTICAL APPLICATION—PART I (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Room 307, Level Three. Attendance by advance subscription only  
8:00-10:00 Leaders: MARY ODELL BUTLER (Battelle) and SUE SQUIRES

3-021  AAA DEPARTMENT REPRESENTATIVES ANNUAL MEETING  
8:00-10:00 Salon A, Level Five

3-022  Workshop: A VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY CLINIC: RESEARCH USE OF PHOTOGRAPHY, VIDEO, AND OTHER IMAGES (Society for Visual Anthropology) Room 309, Level Three. Attendance by advance subscription only  
8:00-11:00 Leaders: MALCOLM COLLIER (San Francisco U) and ALLISON JABLANKO

3-023  TAKING LIBERTIES: CONTESTING VISIONS OF THE CIVIL SOCIETY PROJECT (Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology) Room 410, Level Four  
Organizers: JONATHAN S HEARN (U of Edinburgh) and MOLLY ANN DOANE (CUNY Grad School). Chair: JONATHAN S HEARN (U Edinburgh)
8:00  JONATHAN S HEARN (U Edinburgh) Introduction
8:15  CAROL KELLEY READY (U Wisconsin-Greenbay) Feminism Salvadorian Style: Beyond the Gendering of Civil Society
8:30  CARMEN MEDEIROS (CUNY) From Andean Peasants to Ethnic Citizens: Local Trajectories of the Bolivian Popular Participation Law
8:45  MOLLY ANN DOANE (CUNY Grad School) Wild Places & Moral Spheres: Environmentalists, Bureaucrats and the Grassroots in Mexico
9:00  ESTHER HAMBURGER (U Chicago/CEBRAP) Politics and Intimacy: The Agrarian Reform in a Brazilian Telenovela
9:15  Break
9:30  KATHERINE A BOWIE (U Wisconsin) Fighting for Hearts and Minds: Deploying the Village Scout Movement in Thailand
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9:45  TRENHOLME JUNGHANS (CUNY Grad Ctr) Marketing Civil Society in Hungary
10:00  GUITA RANJBARAN (CUNY Grad Program) Elite Notions of “Civil Society” and “Civility” in Tajikistan
10:15  PETER T SCHNEIDER (Fordham U) Civil Society vs. Organized Crime: The “Cultural Approach” in Local and Global Perspectives
10:30  Break
10:45  Discussant: ELIZABETH C DUNN (John Hopkins U)
11:00  Discussant: JONATHAN S HEARN (U Edinburgh)
11:15  Discussion
11:45  End of Session

3-024 REPRESENTATIONS OF POPULATIONS IN NORTHERN IRELAND: CURRENT RESEARCH FROM THE FIELD (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Salon D, Level Five
Organizers: DONNA M LANCLOS (UC-Berkeley) and ROBIN WHITAKER (UC-Santa Cruz). Chair: DONNA M LANCLOS (UC-Berkeley)
8:00  ROBIN WHITAKER (UC-Santa Cruz) Representing “The People”: Discourses of Democracy and Political Community in Northern Ireland
8:15  SHAUNNA L SCOTT (U Kentucky) To Celebrate Women: Cross-Community Women’s Festivals in Rural Northern Ireland
8:30  CAMILLE O’REILLY (American Inti U-London) Nationalism and the Politics of the Irish Language in Northern Ireland
8:45  GORDON MCCOY (Ultach Trust) The Limits of Pluralism: Protestant Learners of the Irish Language in Northern Ireland
9:00  RACHAEL STRYKER (UC-Berkeley) Wee Girls or International Women?: Strip Search and the Politics of Political Prisoners
9:15  Break
9:30  THOMAS H TAAFFE (U Massachusetts-Amherst) Examining the Intersection of Newsproduction and Social Conflict in Northern Ireland
9:45  DOMINIC P BRYAN (U Ulster-Coleraine) Drumcree and “The Right to March”: Ritual and the Politics of Parades in Northern Ireland
10:00  WILLIAM KELLEHER JR (U Illinois-Urbana) Border Commemorations: Women and Memory Work at the Northern Ireland Border
10:15  DONNA M LANCLOS (UC-Berkeley) “Are You a Pig or a Cow?”: Children Representing Difference in Belfast
10:30  Discussant: ALLEN FELDMAN (Nat! Development & Rsch Inst)
10:45  Discussant: BEGONA ARETXAGA (Harvard U)
11:00  Discussion
11:45  End of Session

3-025 DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGE AND THE FAMILY IN CONTEMPORARY JAPAN (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Room 404, Level Four
Organizers/Chairs: JOHN W TRAPHAGAN (Pop Studies Ctr-U of Michigan) and JOHN KNIGHT (Int Inst for Asian Stud)
8:00  CHRISTOPHER S THOMPSON (Ohio U) Population Politics in Regional Japan: The Towa-Cho Perspective
8:15  L KEITH BROWN (U Pittsburgh) Variation in Household Size and Composition in the Northeastern Town of Mizusawa by Settlement Type and Over Time
8:30  NAOMI C BROWN (Natl U Singapore) Housing the Elderly: The Effects of Current and Projected Demographic Movements on the Composition of Private Family Homes in Contemporary Japan
8:45  SATSUKI KAWANO (Harvard U) Being Buried in Japan
9:00  Break
9:15  GLENDA S ROBERTS (Waseda U) Government Support for Families in a Low Birth-Rate Society: Reflections from Japan’s Urban Landscape
9:30  THANG LENG LENG Generational Re-Engagement: Changing Demographic Patterns and the Revival of Intergenerational Contact in Japan
9:45  JOHN W TRAPHAGAN (Pop Studies Ctr-U of Michigan) Out-Migration and Provision of Health Care for the Disabled Elderly in Rural Japan
10:00  JOHN KNIGHT (Int'l Inst for Asian Studies) Rural Depopulation and Environmental Disorder: Contrasting Human and Wildlife Population Trends and Mobilities in Japan

10:15  Break

10:30  Discussant: C SCOTT LITTLETON (Occidental C)

10:45  Discussant: SUSAN O LONG (John Carroll U)

11:00  Discussion

11:45  End of Session


8:00  SARAH B FRANKLIN (Lancaster U-England) Biologisation Revisited: Kinship Theory in the Context of the New Biologies

8:15  MARIT MELHUUS (U Oslo) Public Issues, Private Concerns: The Debates on NRT in Norway

8:30  SUSAN M KAHN (Brandeis U) Gentile Sperm and Rabbinic Uses of Non-Jewish Bodies for Jewish Reproduction

8:45  JACQUELYNE M LUCE (York U) Negotiated Relations: Dykes, Reproductive Technologies and the Politics of Conception

9:00  Break

9:15  MICHAEL PELETZ (Colgate U) Ambivalence in Kinship Since the Forties

9:30  SIGNE HOWELL (U Oslo-Norway) Can Culture be Biological? Some Paradoxes in Norwegian Transnational Adoption

9:45  CHRISTINE WARD GAILEY (Northeastern U) The Search for Baby Right: Race, Class, and Gender in US International Adoption

10:00  PAULINE TURNER STRONG (U Texas-Austin) and BARBARA A BURTON (U Texas-Austin) Violating the Ties That Bind: “Blood,” “Nature,” and “Home” in Two American Discourses of Survival

10:15  Break

10:30  Discussant: DEBORAH HEATH (Lewis & Clark C)

10:45  Discussant: JANET CARSTEN (U Edinburgh)

11:00  Discussant: CHARIS M CUSSINS (U Illinois-Urbana-Champaign)

11:15  Discussion

11:45  End of Session

3-027  INVITED SESSION: LANGUAGES, DISCOURSES, POPULATIONS (Presidential Symposium) Salon F, Level Five Organizers: CHARLES L BRIGGS (UC-San Diego). Chairs: JANE H HILL (U Arizona) and CHARLES L BRIGGS (UC-San Diego)

8:00  CHARLES L BRIGGS (UC-San Diego) Constructing Languages, Imagining Populations—Making Modernity

8:15  RICHARD BAUMAN (Indiana U) Population, Language, and the Social Thought of the Scottish Enlightenment

8:30  BEVERLY J STOELTJE (Indiana U) Poetics, Politics, and the Vox Populi: Creating a Population

8:45  JUDITH T IRVINE (Brandeis U) Linguistics and Population in Early Colonial Africa

9:00  GLORIA GOODWIN RAHEJA (U Minnesota) Language and the Police in Colonial India

9:15  KATHRYN A WOOLARD (UC-San Diego) Conceiving Languages, Conceiving Peoples: From the Spanish Empire to US English

9:30  Discussant: DAVID HARVEY (Johns Hopkins U)

9:45  Break

10:00  SUSAN GAL (U Chicago) Embodied Languages: Mother Tongue and Demographic Decline in Europe

10:30  WILLIAM LEAP (American U) When Speech Becomes Language: Some lessons from lesbian/gay linguistics
10:45  JAMES COLLINS (SUNY-Albany) Tongues, Scripts and Populations: Paradoxes of Language Obsolescence and Cultural Resurgence
11:00  SALIKOKO S MUFWENE (U Chicago) Language is a Species, Not an Organism
11:15  Discussant: WILLIAM H DURHAM (Stanford U)
11:30  Discussion
11:45  End of Session

3-028  FIELDWORK ON (THE) LINE: IMPRESSIONS OF VIRTUAL ETHNOLOGY
(Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Room 407, Level Four
Organizers: DEBORAH HEATH (Lewis & Clark C) and MICHAEL MONTOYA WALKER (Stanford). Chairs: ERIN KOCH (New School for Social Rsch) and BARBARA L LEY (UC-Santa Cruz)
8:00  DEBORAH HEATH (Lewis & Clark C) Introduction
8:15  BABAK ASHRAFI (MIT) Virtual Nukes and Virtual Democracy: Facilitating an Unwanted Debate on the Internet
8:30  ERIN KOCH (New School for Social Rsch) Genetic Hotlinks: Mapping Biomedical Lives On-Line
8:45  MICHAEL MONTOYA WALKER (Stanford U) Terminal Encounters: Ethnographic Locations for Technophiliacs
9:00  ANNE T MENELEY (Trent U) Yemeni Chat and Qat Online
9:15  Break
9:30  STEVE MIZRACH (U Florida) Native Americans on the Electronic Frontier
9:45  BARBARA L LEY (UC-Santa Cruz) Examining Genetics on the Internet: The Importance of Technological Reflexivity
10:00  ARTURO ESCOBAR (U Massachusetts-Amherst) Place, Networks and the Politics of Virtual Ethnography
10:15  MICHAL NAHMAN (York U) Inter(net) Sexuality: Examining the Problematics of an Ethnographic Study in Cyberspace
10:30  PATRICIA GONZALEZ (U Michigan) Inequality Begins at Home: Investigating Normative Conventions on Web Home Pages
10:45  MICHELLE L FARRELL (U Colorado) Discourse and Intercourse on the Net: Examining Virtual Social Interaction
11:00  Discussant: NINA WAKEFORD (U Surrey)
11:15  Discussant: STEFAN G HELMREICH (Stanford U)
11:30  Discussion
11:45  End of Session

3-029  INVITED SESSION: POPULATION AND PREINDUSTRIAL CITIES IN BOTH NEW AND OLD WORLDS (Archeology Division) Salon J, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: GLENN R STOREY (U Iowa)
8:00  PATRICIA A WATTENMAKER (U Virginia) City-States of Upper Mesopotamia: Political Dynamics, Demography and the Urban Process
8:15  CHRISTOPHER J ATTARIAN (UC-Los Angeles) Pre-Hispanic Urbanism and Community Expression in the Chicarra Valley, Peru
8:30  JOHN W JANUSEK (U Chicago) and DEBORAH E BLOM (U Chicago) State Consolidation and Social Differentiation in Tiwanaku Cities
8:45  CHARLES STANISH (UC-Los Angeles) Urbanization in the Ancient Andes
9:00  GLENN R STOREY (U Iowa) and RICHARD PAINE (U Utah) Catastrophic Mortality in Ancient Rome
9:15  ELIO E LO CASCIO (Naples Federico II) Did the Population of Imperial Rome Reproduce Itself?
9:30  ROGER BAGNALL (Columbia U) An Urban Population from Roman Upper Egypt
9:45  DAVID B SMALL (Lehigh U) Variations in Catchment Extraction and Their Effect on Calculations of Urban Populations and Economies
10:00  Break
10:15  L J GORENFLO (Argonne Natl Lab) Regional Demography and the Emergence of Centers in the Prehispanic Basin of Mexico
10:30 REBECCA STOREY (U Houston) Mortality Through Time in a Poor Residence of the Preindustrial City of Teotihuacan, Mexico: A Paleodemographic Analysis

10:45 KENNETH G HIRTH (Pennsylvania State U) Re-Evaluating the Mesoamerican Urban Tradition

11:00 SARAH M NELSON (U Denver) POPULATION GROWTH AND CHANGE IN THE ANCIENT CITY OF KYONGJU

11:15 HANS CHRISTIAN PETERSEN (Odense U) and JESPER BOLDSEN (Odense U) Population Relationships in and around Medieval Danish Towns

11:30 Discussant: DEBORAH L NICHOLS (Dartmouth C)

11:45 End of Session

3-030 CULTURAL ISSUES IN TEACHER PREPARATION (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Room 405, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: JUDITH PREISSLE (U Georgia)

8:00 JUDITH PREISSLE (U Georgia) Introduction

8:15 ELIZABETH B SWADENER (Kent State U), LITSA TRESSOU (Aristotle U) and SOULA MITAKIDOU (Aristotle U) Involving Preservice Teachers in a Math and Literacy Program with Gypsy Children in Northern Greece

8:30 VICTORIA J BAKER (Eckerd C) Bridging the Gap: Preparing Teachers for Educational Reform in Sri Lanka

8:45 NANCY P GREENMAN (U Texas-San Antonio) No More “Culture in a Box”: Reframing Culture, Diverse Populations and Multicultural Education for Educators

9:00 MARIA VILLAR (William Patterson C) Assessment of Diversity Workshops for Teacher Education

9:15 SHANE P MARTIN (Loyola Marymount U) and MAGALY LAVADENZ Beyond Multicultural Education: A Framework for Understanding Educational Responses to Cultural Diversity in Teacher Education

9:30 Discussion

9:45 Break

10:00 SUSAN FLORIO-RUANE (Michigan State U) and BETTE J SHELLHORN (Michigan State U) Imagining Culture: US Teachers Reading the Literature of Immigrant Experience

10:15 BETTE J SHELLHORN (Michigan State U) Teachers Learning About Culture: The Orchestration of a Beginning Conversation

10:30 CATHERINE REISCHL (Michigan State U) Beginning and Practiced Teachers Constructing Culture

10:45 OUYANG HUHUA (Guangdong U) One Way Ticket: Teacher Training, Ideology and Migration in Today’s China

11:00 KATHRYN M BORMAN (U South Florida), ALLYSON R HAAG (U South Florida) and JUDITH A ROSENBERG (U South Florida) Chronicling Professional Community and School Improvement Efforts at an East Central Florida School

11:15 Discussant: MARGARET A GIBSON (UC-Santa Cruz)

11:30 Discussion

11:45 End of Session

3-031 MITOCHONDRIAL DNA VARIATION IN ISLAND MELANESIA (Reviewed by Biological Anthropology Section) Rooms 414 & 415, Level Four
Organizers: D ANDREW MERRIWETHER (U Michigan) and JONATHAN S FRIEDLAENDER (Temple U)

8:00 D ANDREW MERRIWETHER (U Michigan) Introduction

8:15 PATRICK V KIRCH (UC-Berkeley) Colonization of the Pacific: Relating Archaeological to Biological and Linguistic Perspectives

8:30 JOHANNA NICHOLS (UC-Berkeley) Linguistic Evidence for the Peopling of the Pacific

8:45 JONATHAN S FRIEDLAENDER (Temple U) A Review of Human Biological Diversity in the Pacific

9:00 Break
9:15  JEREMY J MARTINSON (U Pittsburgh) Natural Selection and Population History in Oceania: Studies on Nuclear Genetic Variation
9:30  D ANDREW MERRIWETHER (U Michigan) and JONATHAN S FRIEDLAENDER (Temple U) Mitochondrial DNA Variation in Island Melanesia
9:45  ALAN REDD and MARK STONEKING (Pennsylvania State U) Peopling of Sahul: A Comparison of Mitochondrial, Y Chromosome and HLA Genetic Data
10:00 Discussant: BILL DAVENPORT (Pennsylvania U)
10:15 Discussant: JONATHAN S FRIEDLAENDER (Temple U)
10:30 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

3-032 INVITED SESSION: AUTHORS MEET CRITICS: READING JEAN AND JOHN COMAROIFF'S “OF REVELATION AND REVOLUTION,” VOLUME TWO
(American Ethnological Society) Salon G, Level Five
Organizer: CHARLES D PIOT (Duke U) and MARK AUSLANDER (Emory U). Chair: JANE I GUYER (Northwestern U)
8:00 Discussant: HOMI BHABHA (U Chicago)
8:15 Discussant: DAVID BUNN (U the Western Cape)
8:30 Discussant: SHERRY B ORTNER (Columbia U)
8:45 Discussant: ZOLANI P NGWANE (U Chicago)
9:00 Discussant: STEVEN FEIERMAN (U Pennsylvania)
9:15 Discussant: JOHN COMAROFF (U Chicago)
9:30 Break
9:45 Discussant: SBULA MARKS (School of Oriental & African)
10:00 Discussant: AKHIL GUPTA (Stanford U)
10:15 Discussant: MICHAEL HERZFELD (Harvard U)
10:30 Discussant: JACQUELINE S SOLWAY (Trent U)
10:45 Discussant: PETER GESCHIERE (U Leiden)
11:00 Discussant: JEAN COMAROFF (U Chicago)
11:15 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

3-033 AAA PAST PRESIDENTS BREAKFAST MEETING
8:30-10:30 Conference Suite 1, Level Three

3-034 AAA SECTION TREASURERS MEETING
9:30-11:30 Room 306, Level Three

3-035 FILM SCREENINGS Gender Studies Rooms 408 & 409, Level Four
9:00 MAYFAIR YANG (UC Santa Barbara) Through Chinese Women’s Eyes
10:00 Break and Discussion
10:15 CANDACE SCHEMERHORN (Northern Light Productions) and BESTOR CRAM (Northern Light Productions) You Don’t Know Dick
11:25 MICHAEL MAGNAYE (Hybrid Productions) Camp Lavender Hill
12:05 Break and Discussion until 12:20

3-036 Workshop: CREATIVE ETHNOGRAPHIC WRITING (Society for Humanistic Anthropology) Room 310, Level Three. Attendance by advance subscription only
10:30-12:30 GREGORY RECK (Appalachian State U)

3-037 DUAL DEGREES: HOW IS MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY ACTUALLY PRACTICED?
(Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Salon L, Level Five
Organizers/Chairs: THOMAS M JOHNSON (Morton Plant Mease Health Care) and SHARON GLICK MILLER (U South Florida)
10:15 SUSAN BRANDT GRAHAM (Women’s Medical Specialists) How This Anthropologist Practices Gynecology
10:30 SHARON GLICK MILLER (U South Florida) Anthropologically Informed Therapy: Core Practices
10:45 BRADLEY P STONER (Washington U-St Louis) Contextualizing the Suffering of Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
11:00 THOMAS M JOHNSON (Morton Plant Mease Health Care) Doing Clinical Psychology Anthropologically
11:15 Discussant: MICHAEL NATHAN (Harvard U)
11:30 Discussant: LORNA A RHODES (U Washington)
11:45 Discussant: LINDA A BENNETT (U Memphis)
12:00 End of Session

3-038 SUBVERTING RACISM: IS THERE ANTHROPOLOGICAL CONSENSUS? (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Salon H, Level Five Organizers/Chairs: EUGENIA SHANKLIN (C of New Jersey) and LEONARD LIEBERMAN (Central Michigan U)
10:15 LEONARD LIEBERMAN (Central Michigan U) and RODNEY C KIRK (Central Michigan U) Anti-Racism in Physical Anthropology
10:30 JOHN H RELETHFORD (SUNY Oneonta) Teaching about Race and Human Biological Variation
10:45 EUGENIA SHANKLIN (C of New Jersey) Constructing and Construing Ethnicity, Race and Racism
11:00 CONRAD P KOTTAK (U Michigan-Ann Arbor) Problems with the Social Construction of Race
11:15 Discussant: MARVIN HARRIS (U Florida)
11:30 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

3-039 GLOBALISM AND HONG KONG PUBLIC DISCOURSE: POST-MODERN IDEOLOGY AND LOCAL RESISTANCE (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Room 406, Level Four Organizers: SUZANNE SCOLLON (Washington DC) and RON SCOLLON (Georgetown U). Chair: RON SCOLLON (Georgetown U)
10:15 RON SCOLLON (Georgetown U) Introduction
10:30 SUZANNE SCOLLON (Washington DC) and HUHUA OUYANG (Guangdong U of Foreign Studies) Taijiquan as Intellectual Property: Secrecy, Tradition, Theory and Practice
10:45 RON SCOLLON (Georgetown U) Plagiarism and Discourse Representation as Hegemonic Social Practice: Ownership and Positioning
11:00 YULING PAN (City U Hong Kong), RON SCOLLON (Georgetown U) and SUZANNE SCOLLON (Washington DC) The Corporate Construction of the Global Person
11:15 VICKI YUNG (Georgetown U) The Global Construction of the Entertainer: Globalization and Localization in Film Awards Shows
11:30 YVONNE LOONG (City U Hong Kong) The Global Construction of the Entertainer: Globalization and Localization in Film Awards Shows
11:45 Discussant: HEIDI E HAMILTON (Georgetown U)
12:00 End of Session

10:15 LINDA NELSON (Richard Stockton C) Anthropology and the Study of African American Culture Towards a Reconciliation of Heterogeneity and the Politics of Identity
10:30 ROBERT COOPER (Johns Hopkins U) Policy, Practice, and Population of Urban School Reform
10:45  ETTA HOLLINS (Wright State U) What Do We Really Know about Productive Teaching and Learning for African American Students?

11:00  TRYPHENIA B PEELE (Claremont U) Exploring Dimensions of Enthusiasm: The Case of African-American Children in a Sunday School Church Community

11:15  FORREST DAVIES (CSUS Bilingual Multicult Educ) Anthropology, Racism and the Despiritualization of American Society

11:30  Discussion

12:00  End of Session

3-041  MONEY, MARKETS AND MIGRATION: ETHNOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVES ON THE CULTURAL POLITICS OF VALUE (Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Salon B, Level Five

Organizer: THOMAS A WILLIAMSON (U Michigan). Chair: FERNANDO CORONIL (U Michigan)

10:15  DAVID E PEDERSEN (U Michigan) Experiencing Value in El Salvador and the United States

10:30  PAUL EISS (U Michigan) Hunting for the Virgin: Meat and Money in Tetiz


11:00  OREN KOSANSKY (U Michigan) Money, Exchange and the Fixing of Value in Moroccan Pilgrimage

11:15  THOMAS A WILLIAMSON (U Michigan) Financing Malaysian Nationalism

11:30  Discussion

12:00  End of Session

3-042  DYNAMIC DISCOURSE IN THE SERVICE OF CULTURE CHANGE AND REPRESENTATION (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Room 413, Level Four

Organizer: SUSAN A NEEDHAM (CSU-Long Beach) and PAMELA A BUNTE (CSU-Long Beach). Chair: SUSAN A NEEDHAM (CSU-Long Beach)

PAMELA A BUNTE (CSU-Long Beach) and JANET A OGUMA (CSU-Long Beach) “You Have to Lie Down with Your Knees Bent”: Traditional Paiute Storytelling at the Health Department

10:15  DANIEL ROSENBLATT (U Chicago) Reading the House: Cultural Exegesis and the Constitution of Maoriness in New Zealand

10:30  SUSAN A NEEDHAM (CSU-Long Beach) How Can You be Cambodian if You Don’t Speak Khmer?: Discursive Solutions to Tacit Problems of Culture Change

10:45  KAREN I QUINTILIANI (UC-Los Angeles) Pride, Respect, and Shame: Discourses on Teen Pregnancy in a Cambodian Community

11:00  SHAHNA WALTON (U Southern Mississippi) Using Cajun English Dialect to Negotiate Identity in South Louisiana

11:15  SARA A TRECHTER (CSU-Chico) “When the Whitemen Came, There Were More Tornadoes”: The Discursive (Dis)Harmony of Conflicting Beliefs in Lakhota

11:30  Discussant: BARBARA C LE MASTER (CSU-Long Beach)

11:45  End of Session

3-043  INVITED SESSION: RATIONALE, ROMANCE AND THIRD WORLD CITIES: POST-2000 AGENDAS (Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Room 502, Level Five

Organizers: KAREN TRANBERG HANSEN (Northwestern U) and CARTER ALAN ROEBER (Northwestern U). Chair: KAREN TRANBERG HANSEN (Northwestern U)

10:15  KAREN TRANBERG HANSEN (Northwestern U) Double Exposure: Secondhand Clothing from “The West” and the Urban-Rural Interface in Zambia

10:30  GARRETT MENNING (UC-Berkeley) The Urban Nexus: Flows of Population, Commerce and Culture among Cities in Western India

10:45  CARTER ALAN ROEBER (Northwestern U) Property Crime and a Disabling Environment: The Case of Zambian Cities
11:00 FLORENCE E BABB (U Iowa) "Managua is Nicaragua": Gender and Cultural Politics in the Neoliberal Era
11:15 ALAN SMART (U Calgary) Transnational Social Networks: The Personal Nexus Between Global and Local
11:30 RHODA HALPERIN (U Cincinnati) Third World at Home: Social Banditry as Metaphor for Urban Grassroots Leaders
11:45 Discussant: ROGER SANJEK (Queens C-CUNY)
12:00 End of Session

3-044 INVITED SESSION: TRANSGRESSION AND SOCIAL CONTROL: RETHINKING CRIME AND PUNISHMENT (Society for the Anthropology of North America) Salon K, Level Five Organizer/Chair: KAMARI M CLARKE (UC-Berkeley/Yale U)
10:15 KAMARI M CLARKE (UC-Berkeley/Yale U) Introduction
10:30 JOY JAMES (U Colorado Boulder) US Political Prisoners and Prisoners of Conscience
10:45 L ASALE ANGEL-AJANI (Stanford U) Criminalizing Difference: African Women in Italy
11:00 JULIA SUDBURY (Mills C) Unfit Mothers and Forever Families: Race, Class and Gender in the Prison-Adoption Nexus
11:15 Discussant: RUTH GILMORE (UC-Berkeley)
11:30 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

3-045 INVITED SESSION: THE SPANISH AMERICAN WAR REVISTED: COLONIAL THEORY AND THE ARCHIPELAGOES (PART 1) (Association for Latina & Latino Anthropologists) Salon I, Level Five Organizers: MARVETTE PEREZ (Smithsonian Institution) and YVONNE M LASSALLE (Knox C). Chair: YVONNE M LASSALLE (Knox C)
10:15 FERNANDO CORONIL (U Michigan) Introduction
10:35 YVONNE M LASSALLE (Knox C) Ties That Keep on Binding: Metaphors of Kinship in the Popular Re-Membering of Empire
10:50 FRANKLIN S 000 (Smithsonian) The US Colonial Project in the Pacific
11:05 MARVETTE PEREZ (Smithsonian Institution) Savages and Children: Images of Puerto Ricans and Filipinos in US Congressional Hearings at the Turn of the Century
11:20 Discussant: ARCADIO DIAZ-QUINONES (Princeton U)
11:40 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

3-046 POPULATIONS ON THE MOVE: REFLECTIONS ON THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL DISCOURSE OF MIGRATION (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Rooms 411 & 412, Level Four Organizers/Chairs: RACHEL ADLER SPRINGER (Arizona State U) and IAN C MAST (Southern Methodist U)
10:15 DAVID W HAINES (George Mason U) Reflex and Reason: Politicization of the Instinct to Help
10:30 LYDIA A BRECKON (Yale U) Clarity and Confidentiality in Research with Cambodian Refugees
10:45 BETH BAKER (U New Mexico) Politics and Positionality in Fieldwork with Salvadorans in Los Angeles
11:00 RACHEL ADLER SPRINGER (Arizona State U) Reflections from the Field: The Study of Undocumented Immigrants and Other Sticky Subjects
11:15 IAN C MAST (Southern Methodist U) Conducting Research among Migrant Populations: Ethnography and the Anthropology of Transnationalism
11:30 ROBERT V KEMPER (Southern Methodist U) Migration as Mirror: A Reflection on People, Places, and Publics in Mexico-US Migration
11:45 Discussant: CARLOS G VELEZ-IBANEZ (UC-Riverside)
12:00 End of Session
3-047 COGNITIVE ANTHROPOLOGY AND FORMAL LINGUISTIC MODELS: THEIR USES AND THEIR LIMITATION (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) 
Salon C, Level Five
Organizers: FREDERIC K LEHMAN (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) and DAVID B KRONENFELD (UC-Riverside). Chair: DAVID B KRONENFELD (UC-Riverside)
10:30 JOHN B GATEWOOD (Lehigh U) Some Formal Constraints Between Language and Other Forms of Behavior-Action
10:45 DAVID B KRONENFELD (UC-Riverside) Formal Rules, Cognitive Representations, and Learning in Language and Other Cultural Systems
11:00 KENG-FONG PANG (Mount Holyoke C) What if it is a Bi-Lingual Community? The Assumption of Mono-Linguality in Linguistic and Cognitive Theorizing
11:30 Discussant: FREDERIC K LEHMAN (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign)
11:45 Discussant: JAMES S BOSTER (U Connecticut)
12:00 End of Session

3-048 CATHOLIC SPACES: RELIGIOUS PRACTICES OF LOCATION IN TRANSNATIONAL CONTEXT (Reviewed by Anthropology of Religion) Room 403, Level Four
Organizers: KATHLEEN MURPHY (U Texas-Austin) and TRACEY L HEATHERINGTON (Harvard U). Chair: ERIBERTO P LOZADA (Harvard U)
10:15 KRISTIN NORGET (McGill U) Struggles Over Sacred Space in the Oaxacan Day of the Dead
10:30 TRACEY L HEATHERINGTON (Harvard U) Catholic Spaces: The Sacralization of Moral Geography in a Sardinian Town
10:45 LYNN A MEISCH (St. Mary’s C) Ritual Spaces, Indigenous Faces: The Ecuadorian Practice of Roman Catholicism
11:00 ERIBERTO P LOZADA (Harvard U) Catholic Ancestors: Being Catholic and Chinese in Rural Southern China
11:15 KATHLEEN MURPHY (U Texas-Austin) A Space of One’s Own?: Catholicism within Single Mothers’ Discourses, Guadalajara, Mexico
11:30 Discussant: LARRY J TAYLOR (National U Ireland-Maynooth)
11:45 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

3-049 Workshop: CONCEPTS OF EVALUATION: AN ORIENTATION TO PRACTICAL APPLICATION—PART II (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Room 307, Level Three.
10:30-12:30 Leaders: LENORA BOHREN (Colorado State U) and PETER VAN ARSDALE (Colorado Division of Mental Health)

3-050 Workshop: COMPUTER SIMULATION AS AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL TOOL (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Room 309, Level Three.
11:30-2:30 Leader: CATHY SMALL (Northern Arizona U)

SATURDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 5

3-051 ROUNDTABLE LUNCHEON (Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Rooms 401 & 402, Level Four. Attendance by advance subscription
12:00-2:00 Organizer: WINNIE LEM (Trent U). Tables: 1-MICHAEL BLIM Changes in Welfare Systems and Labour Markets in Europe, 2-JOHN BORNEMAN European
Political Authority between Belonging and Loyalty, 3-JUDITH-MARIA and HANS BUECHLER The Transition to Capitalism in Eastern Europe, 4-DOUGLAS HOLMES Multi-Sited Ethnography in Europe, 5-GAVIN SMITH Rethinking the Varieties of Citizenship in Europe

3-052 FUNDING FOR POPULATION RESEARCH IN ANTHROPOLOGY (Natural Science Foundation) Salon J, Level Five
12:15-1:30 Chair: STUART PLATTNER (NSF) Panelists: STUART PLATTNER (NSF), SYDEL SILVERMAN (Wenner Gren), RICHARD SUZMAN (Natl Inst on Aging), SETENEY SHAMI (Pop Council), CHRISTINE BACHRACH (NICHD) and CAROLYN MAKINSON (Mellon Foundation)

3-053 HUMAN RIGHTS, AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL IMPERATIVE: A FORUM WITH THE COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS (AAA Committee for Human Rights) Room 403, Level Four
12:15-1:30 Chair: TOM GREAVES (Bucknell U)

3-054 AAA WORKING GROUP ON MEDIA RELATIONS Committee Meeting: Promoting Public Awareness of Anthropology Through the Media Conference Suite 1, Level Three
12:15-1:30

3-055 AAA COMMITTEE ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN IN ANTHROPOLOGY Workshop for Departmental Chairs on Dealing with Sexual Harassment Complaints Room 301, Level Three
12:15-1:30

3-056 MENTORING AND GENDER DIVERSITY: ISSUES FOR LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL & TRANSGENDERED STUDENTS (AAA Commission on Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Issues in Anthropology) Room 410, Level Four
12:15-1:30 Organizer: WILLIAM LEAP (American U). Chair: ELLEN LEWIN (U Iowa). Panelists: JEFFREY MASKOVSKY (Temple U) and SUSAN U PHILIPS (U Arizona)

3-057 SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF THE INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES OF THE AMERICA Annual Business Meeting Rooms 414 & 415, Level Four
12:15-1:30 Organizer: VICTOR GOLLA (UC-Davis). Chair: SALLY MCLendon (Hunter & Grad School, CUNY)

3-058 THE AYMARA FOUNDATION Business Meeting Room 407, Level Four
12:15-1:30 Organizer: ANDREW W MIRACLE (Cleveland State U). Chair: THOMAS ABERCROMBIE (New York U)

3-059 EAST ASIA ANTHROPOLOGY INTEREST GROUP Annual Business Meeting Salon I, Level Five
12:15-1:30 Organizer: C SCOTT LITTLETON (Occidental C) Chair: THEODORE C BESTOR (Cornell U)

3-060 ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ANTHROPOLOGIST Business Meeting Salon K, Level Five
12:15-1:30 Chair: JANIS FAYE HUTCHINSON (U Houston)

3-061 CENTRAL STATES ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOCIETY Board of Directors Room 306, Level Three
12:15-1:30
3-062 COUNCIL FOR MUSEUM ANTHROPOLOGY Business Meeting
12:15-1:30 Room 501, Level Five
Chair: SALLY YERKOVICH (New Jersey Historical Society)

3-063 MIDDLE EAST SECTION Board of Directors
12:30-1:30 Room 304, Level Three

3-064 NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRACTICE ANTHROPOLOGY Consultant's
Network Open Forum
12:15-1:30 Room 502, Level Five
Chair: CATHY HODGE MCCOID (Central Missouri State U)

3-065 SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF NORTH AMERICA Business Meeting
12:15-1:30 Room C, Level Five
Chairs: MARIA VESPERI (New C) and TIMOTHY SIBEL (U Massachusetts-Boston)

3-066 SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF WORK Board of Directors
12:15-1:30 Room 305, Level Three

3-067 AIDS & ANTHROPOLOGY RESEARCH GROUP Support Group
12:15-1:30 Room 404, Level Four

3-068 HOW TO PUBLISH IN AEQ (Council on Anthropology and Education,
Anthropology and Education Quarterly) Room 406, Level Four
12:15-1:30

3-069 CAE COMMITTEE #10: CULTURE, ECOLOGY AND EDUCATION
12:15-1:30 (Council on Anthropology and Education) Salon D, Level Five

3-070 CAE COMMITTEE #11: STUDY OF CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAL FUTURES
12:15-1:30 (Council on Anthropology and Education) Salon A, Level Five

3-071 CAE COMMITTEE #12: STUDY OF CULTURAL TRANSMISSION/ACQUISITION
12:15-1:30 (Council on Anthropology and Education) Salon B, Level Five

3-072 BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY SECTION Business Meeting
12:15-1:30 Room L, Level Five
Chair: KATHLEEN GIBSON (U Texas-Houston)

3-072A REMEMBERING JACK: A MEMORIAL APPRECIATION OF JOHN CHILCOTT
12:15-1:30 (Council on Anthropology and Education) Rooms 411 & 412, Level Four

3-073 GLOBALIZATION AND GOVERNMENTALITIES AT THE MILLENNIUM
(Association for Political and Legal Anthropology) Salon H, Level Five
12:15-1:30 Chair: BILL MAURER (UC-Irvine). Panelists: FERNANDO CORONIL (U Michigan),
JAMES G FERGUSON (UC-Irvine), ULF HANNERZ (Stockholm U), EMILY MARTIN
(Princeton U), AIHWA ONG (UC-Berkeley), RICHARD PARRY (UC-Irvine),
ELIZABETH A POVINELLI (U Chicago), SYLVIA YANAGISAKO (Stanford U),
MAYFAIR YANG (UC-Santa Barbara) and BARBARA YNGVESSION (Hampshire C)

3-074 FILM SCREENINGS Asia and Asian Americans
12:20-2:35 Rooms 408 & 409, Level Four
SATURDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 5

12:20 JANET GARDNER (The Gardner Group), PHAM QUOC THAI (The Gardner Group) and GEORGE MORREN (Rutgers) The World Beneath the War
1:25 SPENCER NAKASAKO (Natl Asian Telecommunications Assn) Kelly Loves Tony
2:35 Break and Discussion until 2:50

3-075 Workshop: PREPARING FOR PROFESSIONAL CAREERS IN ANTHROPOLOGY (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Room 310, Level Three. Attendance by advance subscription only
1:30-4:30 Leaders: ELIZABETH BRIODY (General Motors), MERRILL SINGER (Hispanic Health Council) and TIMOTHY MALEFIT

3-076 GRANDMOTHERS OF LIGHT, THE LIVES OF ANCIENT MAYA WOMEN: NEW EVIDENCE FROM ARCHAEOLOGY, ICONOGRAPHY AND EPIGRAPHY (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Salon L, Level Five Organizer/Chair: TRACI A ARDREN (Florida State U)
1:45 SHARON A MISDEA and CYNTHIA ROBIN (U Pennsylvania) “And on This Farm He Had a ...”: Everyday Lives of Rural Farmers in the Xuanantunich Hinterlands
2:00 LINDA STEPHEN NEFF (Northern Arizona U) Gender Division of Labor and Intensive Terrace Agriculture in the Maya Lowlands
2:15 TRACI A ARDREN (Florida State U) Death Became Her: The Imagery of Female Power from Elite and Non-Elite Burials at Yaxuna, Yucatan, Mexico
2:30 ELLEN E BELL (U Pennsylvania) The Engendering of a Dynasty: A Royal Maya Woman in the Margarita Tomb, Copan, Honduras
2:45 RUTH J KROCHOCK (Southern Methodist) Women in the Inscriptions of Chichen Itza
3:00 GABRIELLE VAIL (UC-Davis) Portrait of a Lady: Reflections on the Role of Maya Women in Late Post-Classical and Colonial Literature
3:15 Discussant: JUNE C NASH (City C New York)
3:30 End of Session

3-077 CLASS AND IDENTITIES AT AND ACROSS BORDERS OF DETERRITORIALIZING NATION-STATES (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Room 404, Level Four Organizers/Chairs: MICHAEL KEARNEY (UC-Riverside) and THOMAS M WILSON (Queen’s U-Belfast)
1:45 FEDERICO BESSERER (U Autonoma Metro) Bordering Cultures
2:00 NICHOLAS P DEGENOVA (Stanford U) The Legal Production of Mexican Immigrant Illegality
2:15 DUNCAN EARLE (U Texas-EI Paso) Postnational Borderland People and Nationalist Myths of the US-Mexican Border
2:30 JOSIAH HEYMAN (Michigan Technological U) Class and Classification at the US-Mexico Border
2:45 MICHAEL KEARNEY (UC-Riverside) The Classificatory and Value Filtering Power of Border
3:00 LASZLO KURTI (U Miskolc-Hungary) Borders and Regions: Transylvanism Beyond 2,000
3:15 THOMAS M WILSON (Queen’s U-Belfast) “Doing the Double” Twice Over: The Subversive Economy at the Irish British Border
3:30 End of Session

3-078 CONTEMPORARY RITUAL: INVENTION AND TRADITION (Reviewed by Anthropology of Religion) Room 407, Level Four Organizer/Chair: DANIEL A PONECH (U Pittsburgh)
1:45 JILL DUBISCH (Northern Arizona U) The Run for the Wall: The Creation of an American Pilgrimage
2:00 MILES RICHARDSON (Louisiana State U) The Gift of Presence: The Act of Leaving Artifacts at Shrines, Memorials, and Other Tragedies
SATURDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 5

2:15 PAMELA R FRESE (C of Wooster) New Age Catholicism and the Spirits: Reinvention of Religious Traditions in Contemporary US Society

2:30 ANA MARIELLA BACIGALUPO (Harvard U) Tradition and Re-Invention in Mapuche Collective Fertility Rituals

2:45 DANIEL A PONECH (U Pittsburgh) Techo-Shamanism and Computer Mediated Ritual: Understanding Efficacy and Corporality in the Digital Realm

3:00 Discussion

3:30 End of Session

3-079 IDENTITIES AND (POST-) MODERNITIES: RELIGION, CLASS AND ETHNICITY IN CONTEMPORARY INDONESIA (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society)

Salon C, Level Five

Organizers: NANCY LUTZ (S Illinois U-Edwardsville) and ANDREA K MOLNAR (Northern Illinois U). Chair: NANCY LUTZ (S Illinois U-Edwardsville)

1:45 ANDREA K MOLNAR (Northern Illinois U) Transforming Group Identity: The Restructuring of Precedence among the People of Taka Tunga, Flores (Eastern Indonesia)

2:00 NANCY LUTZ (S Illinois U-Edwardsville) Catholic Modern: Religion, Class and Ethnicity in Flores Timur, Indonesia

2:15 JENNIFER W NOURSE (U Richmond) Blurred Religion/Blended Ethnicity: Birthdays, Badminton and Funerals of the Indonesian Middle Class

2:30 MINAKO SAKAI (Australian Nat! U) Blurred Boundaries and Negotiated Ethnicity: Taming Gumai Origin Ritual Practice in South Sumatra

2:45 KATHLEEN M ADAMS (Loyola U-Chicago) Mining Local Culture for a Nationalist Project: Alor, Museums and the Construction of a Pan-Regional Identity in Eastern Indonesia

3:00 Discussant: RITA S KIPP (Kenyon C)

3:15 Discussion

3:30 End of Session

3-080 CONSUMING "OTHERNESS" AT HOME: CULTURE AND THE COMMODIFICATION OF US MINORITIES (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Room 502, Level Five

Organizers: ARLENE DAVILA (Syracuse U) and BRENDA J BRIGHT (Rice U). Chair: VIRGINIA DOMINGUEZ (U Iowa)

1:45 MARIBEL L ALVAREZ (U Arizona) Border Kitsch as Symbolic Inversion? Imploding the Myths of Stereotypes and Self-Representation

2:00 BRENDA J BRIGHT (Rice U) Lowrider Magazine and Its Discontents

2:15 ELIZABETH JOY CHIN (Occidental C) Three Shades of Black: Marketing, Social Science and the "Ethnically Correct" Doll

2:45 ARLENE DAVILA (Syracuse U) Advertising and Latino/a Culture Fictions

3:00 RACHEL M HERZING (Rutgers U) All about the Benjamins: Hip Hop and the Commodification of Race

3:15 Discussant: STEVEN GREGORY (New York U)

3:30 End of Session

3-081 BODIES AND SPIRITS: RACE, RELIGION AND IDENTITY FORMATION IN THE AMERICAS (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Salon H, Level Five

Organizers/Chairs: HENRY GOLDSCHMIDT (UC-Santa Cruz) and ELIZABETH MCALISTER (Wesleyan U)

1:45 KAMARI M CLARKE (UC-Berkeley/Yale U) Race, Language and Performing Kinship: The Re-Routing of Yoruba Ancestry

2:00 HENRY GOLDSCHMIDT (UC-Santa Cruz) "A Man Born by My Foot": Shades of Christendom in the Crown Heights Riots

2:15 ELIZABETH MCALISTER (Wesleyan U) Jews, Jesus, and Vodou: Roman Catholic Demonization of Pagans in Haiti
2:30 NINA SCHNALL (UC-Santa Cruz) Confessing to Vodou: “Agimal” and the Racial Politics of Haitian Evangelicalism

2:45 JENNIFER J WOJCICKOWSKI (U North Carolina) Black Like Who? The Fisk Jubilee Singers and the Construction of Racial and Religious Authenticity in Reconstruction America

3:00 Discussant: KAREN MCCARTHY BROWN (Drew U)

3:15 Discussion

3:30 End of Session

3-082 TALK, EMOTION, AND SOCIAL ACTIVITY IN THE SOCIALIZATION OF MORAL AGENCY (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Salon A, Level Five

Organizers: LOURDES DE LEON (CIESAS-Mexico) and MARJORIE HARNESS GOODWIN (UC-Los Angeles)

1:45 LOURDES DE LEON (CIESAS-Mexico) Mu Me Majeluk, Mu Me Uteluk (Not with Hitting, Not with Scolding): Socializing Emotion, and Moral Agency in Tzotzil (Mayan) Children

2:00 LINDA L SPERRY (Indiana State U) and DOUGLAS E SPERRY (Indiana State U) From the Rib of Adam: Socialization of Gender in a Rural African-American Community

2:15 AMY KYRATZIS (UC-Santa Barbara) Do Girls and Boys Live in “Separate Worlds”?: Views from Mixed-Sex and Same-Sex Peer Interaction in the US and China

2:30 MARJORIE HARNESS GOODWIN (UC-Los Angeles) Gender, Affect and the Politics of Exclusion in Jump Rope

2:45 PATRICIA BAQUEDANO-LOPEZ (UC-Los Angeles), HECTOR ALVAREZ (UC-Los Angeles) and KRIS GUTIERREZ (UC-Los Angeles) Negotiating Fairness at an Elementary After School Program

3:00 NORMA MENDOZA-DENTON (U Arizona) Preparing for the Prom: Language and the Emergent Socialization of Gendered Practice

3:15 Discussant: SUSAN ERVIN-TRIPP (UC-Berkeley)

3:30 End of Session

3-083 EXPLANATION, UNDERSTANDING, AND THEORY (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Room 410, Level Four

Organizer/Chair: STEPHEN P REYNA (U New Hampshire)

1:45 ANDREW P VAYDA (Cook C/Rutgers U) Scientific Explanation and Anthropological Rapprochement

2:00 ROSS HASSIG (School of American Research) History, Causality, and Explanation

2:15 J TIM O’MEARA (Melbourne U) Causation and the Post-Modern Critique of Objectivity

2:30 STEPHEN P REYNA (U New Hampshire) Causal Hermeneutics

2:45 JAMES W LETT (Indian River Community C) Anthropological Explanations of Religion and Skepticism

3:00 R BRIAN FERGUSON (Rutgers U-Newark) Why Cultural Materialism is Good for You (and War is Bad)

3:15 TIMOTHY R PAUSETAT A Theory of History in Archaeology

3:30 End of Session

3-084 THE SPANISH AMERICAN WAR REVISTED: COLONIAL THEORY AND THE ARCHIPELAGOES (PART II) (Reviewed by Association for Latina & Latino Anthropologists) Salon I, Level Five

Organizers: MARVETIE PEREZ (Smithsonian Institution) and YVONNE M LASSALLE (Knox C). Chair: MARVETIE PEREZ (Smithsonian Institution)

1:45 JAVIER MORILLO-ALICEA (U Michigan) Archival Transitions: Colonial Knowledge Across Spanish and US Empires

2:00 ARLENE TORRES (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) Racist Imagery and Practice: Spain, Puerto Rico and the US (1870-1930)
2:15  MICHAEL SALMAN (UC-Los Angeles) The Slavery Controversy of 1913-14 and the filipino Re-Imagination of the Spanish Colonial and Pre-Colonial Past
2:30  MICHEL S LAGUERRE (UC-Berkeley) Manilatown: Global Exclusion and Global Margins
2:45  Discussant: ANTONIO BENITEZ-ROJO (Amherst C)
3:00  Discussant: BILL M MAURER (UC-Irvine)
3:15  Discussion
3:30  End of Session

1:45  DEBORAH DAVIS JACKSON (U Michigan) From City to Reservation: The Reversal of “Push/Pull” Factors for Urban American Indians in the Midwest
2:00  KATHERINE SCHULTZ (U Pennsylvania) “Don’t Let Him Put Any Kids on You”: Adolescent Discourses of Pregnancy and Motherhood in the Age of Welfare “Reform”
2:15  JULIE HASTINGS (U Michigan) Domestic Violence/State Interventions: Guatemalan Refugees Negotiate Los Angeles
2:30  MARY D GRANTHAM-CAMPBELL (Stanford) Schooling and Policy Borderlands in Two Native Contexts
2:45  SARAH E LAMB (Brandeis U) Welfare Policies and South Asian Immigrants: The Remaking of Aging and National Identity in the San Francisco South Bay
3:00  DEBORAH FREEDMAN LUSTIG (San Francisco State U) Escaping the “Inner-City”: Teen Mothers, Education, and Welfare
3:15  Discussant: DAVID JACOBSON (Brandeis U)
3:30  End of Session

3-086  MODELING PREHISTORIC DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGE (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Salon J, Level Five
Chair: MARY BETH TRUBITTI (Northwestern U)
1:45  BRINNEN CARTER (U Florida) The Demography of American Colonization: 13,000-14,000 BP
2:00  JOHN J ROSE An Explanation of Prehistoric Maya Population Growth From the Perspective of an Agrarian Demographic Model
2:15  MARY BETH TRUBITTI (Northwestern U) Demographic Change and Cultural Complexity in the Mississippian Period Cahokia Chiefdom
2:30  JENNIFER M ARZT (Yale U) Change and Continuity in Chalcolithic Populations in Northern Mesopotamia
2:45  JAMES J SHEEHY (Pennsylvania State U), MIGUEL MEDINA (Escuela N de Antropologia) and PATRICIA IRINEO (U the Americas) Implications of Settlement Resurvey for interpreting Perhispanic Demographic and Cultural Change in Eastern Puebla
3:00  Discussion
3:30  End of Session

3-087  RESISTING IDENTITIES, CONSTRUCTING COMMUNITIES (Reviewed by Society for Psychological Anthropology) Room 306, Level Three
Chair: PAUL ANTZE (York U)
1:45  PAUL ANTZE (York U) Dissociative Mimesis: Multiple Personality as Cultural Commentary
2:00  ROBYN AILEEN KLIGER (UC-Berkeley) The Making and Unmaking of Modern Memories: An Ethnographic Account of the Repressed Memory Controversy
2:15  FREDERICK BLOOM Living on One’s Own: Resisting the Social Course of Schizophrenia
2:30  TAKEYUKI TSUDA (U Chicago) Ethnic Counter-Identities as An Adaptational Response to Negative Minority Status: Japanese-Brazilian Immigrants in Japan
2:45  PENNY A VERIN-SHAPIRO (Case Western Reserve U) Puerto Rico: Status, Identity, Population and Migration
3:00  Discussion
3:30  End of Session

3-088  LOCAL CONSTRUCTIONS OF REPRODUCTIVE PRACTICE  (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Rooms 414 & 415, Level Four
Organizers/Chairs: ELISHA P RENNE (U Michigan) and ELISE C LEVIN (Northwestern U)
1:45  JENNIFER S HIRSCH (Johns Hopkins) "Un Noviazgo Despues de Ser Casados": Companionate Marriage, Contraceptives, and Sexual Intimacy in Modern Mexico
2:00  DANIEL J SMITH (Emory U) How Many Children Does It Take to be Modern: Fertility, Family and Social Transformation in Igbo-speaking Nigeria
2:15  PAULA J DAVIS (Brown U) Market Mamas, Orphans and School Fees: Gender Ideology and the Cultural (Re-)Construction of Fertility in Kampala
2:30  DENISE ROTH (World Health Organization) Mchango, Menses and the Quality of Eggs: Local Analysis of Risks to Fertility in a Rural Tanzanian Community
2:45  Break
3:00  ANDREW JAMES RUSSELL (U Durham) Teenage Sex: Social Problem or Moral Panic?
3:30  CANDICE BRADLEY (Lawrence U) Community, Connectedness and Fertility in Kenya and Zimbabwe
3:45  ELISE C LEVIN (Northwestern U) Strategies of Entry into Reproductive Careers in Guinea (West Africa)
4:00  Discussant: THOMAS E FRICKE (U Michigan)
4:15  Discussant: ANTHONY T CARTER (U Rochester)
4:30  Discussion
5:30  End of Session

3-089  DEBATING "GLOBALIZATION": ANTHROPOLOGY, HISTORY AND MARXISM  (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Salon F, Level Five
Organizer: ANANTHAKRISHANA G AIYER (Temple U). Chair: JEFFRY MASKOVSKY (Temple U)
1:45  DOUG HENWOOD (Left Business Observer) Is There a New Economy?
2:00  LYNN STEPHEN (Northeastern U) Mexico's New Zapatismo: Talking Back to Neoliberalism
2:15  THOMAS C PATTerson (Temple U) Globalization and the End of the Nation-State?
2:30  NAHID SULEIMAN (Morgan U) African Refugees and State-Building
2:45  ROBERT C ULIN (Allegheny C) Globalization and Fields of Power: Historical Agents as Constitutive
3:00  AJIT ZACHARIAS (New School of Social Research) Globalization and Marxist Theory
3:15  Break
3:30  VINAY BAHL (Pennsylvania C of Technology) How Globalization Subverted Subaltern Studies
3:45  WILLIAM ROSEBERRY (New School for Social Research) Perspectives on Globalization, Past and Present
4:00  ANANTHAKRISHANA G AIYER (Temple U) Of Crime and Capital: Implications for Anthropology at the End of the Millennium
4:15  DAVID HARVEY (Johns Hopkins U) The Materialism of Architects and Bees
4:30  Discussant: JOHN GLEDHILL (U Manchester)
4:45  Discussant: AIJAZ AHMAD (Nehru Memorial Museum & Lib)
5:00  Discussant: PAUL FARMER (Harvard Med Sch/Pa rtners in Health)
5:15 Discussion
5:30 End of Session

3-090
INVITED SESSION: EATING RIGHT OR LEFT: MORALITIES OF INGESTION
(Culture and Agriculture) Room 501, Level Five
Organizers/Chairs: BRIAN PALMER (Harvard U) and LOTIE LOUISE BACH
(Copenhagen U)
1:45 ANDREW S BUCKSER (Purdue U) Keeping Kosher: Eating and Social Identity
Among the Jews of Denmark
2:00 EVE JOCHNOWITZ (NYU) Foraging on the Urban Frontier: Food and the Moral
Order at the Park Slope Food Co-Op
2:15 CHARLOTTA LJUNGBERG (Lund U) Communicating Trust, A Study of Food
Shopping and Social Interaction at Los Angeles Farmers’ Market
2:30 LOTIE LOUISE BACH (Copenhagen U) Hardcores and Flexitarians’ Natural
Eating Practices in Cambridge, Massachusetts
2:45 BRIAN PALMER (Harvard U) Swedes Eating Left: Dietary Conscientiousness
Among Practitioners of Accountable Living
3:00 KIMBERLY J LAU (U Utah) Spiritual Consumption: Macrobiotic Eating and the
Asceticism of Bodily Transformation
3:15 JOSEPH SO (Trent U) Food, Medicine, and Nature: Eating Right in Chinese
Culture
3:30 MARIS BOYD GILLETTE (Haverford C) Pork and the Morality of Eating in a
Muslim Chinese Community
3:45 JANET H MORFORD (Rutgers-Camden) Faire Simple: Making Meaning Through
Meals in Middle-Class France
4:00 GABRIEL MORENO VIQUEIRA (Harvard U) The Authorization of Pleasure by
Science: Cultural Practices of Diet in Spain and Puerto Rico
4:15 MELODY KNUTSON (UC-Santa Barbara) “Righting” the Tilted Chalice: Wine
Tourism at the Crossroads in Northwestern Portugal
4:30 VIBEKE STEFFEN (U Copenhagen) Sober Alcoholics and Moral Drinkers:
American and Danish Discourses on Addiction
4:45 ELISABETH L’ORANGE FURST (U Oslo) Eating, Food Symbolism and Gender
Identity
5:00 Discussant: JAMES L WATSON (Harvard U)
5:15 Discussant: CAROLE M COUNIHAN (Millersville U)
5:30 End of Session

3-091
INVITED SESSION: THE CULTURAL ANALYSIS OF KINSHIP: THE LEGACY OF
DAVID SCHNEIDER AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR ANTHROPOLOGICAL
RELATIVISM (Central States Anthropological Society) Salon G, Level Five
Organizer/Chairs: MARTIN S OTTENHEIMER (Kansas State U) and RICHARD
FEINBERG (Kent State U)
1:45 RICHARD FEINBERG (Kent State U) Schneider’s Cultural Analysis of Kinship
and Its Implications for Anthropological Relativism
2:05 MURRAY J LEAF (U Texas-Dallas) David Schneider’s Idealism
2:25 MARTIN S OTTENHEIMER (Kansas State U) Relativism in Kinship Analysis
2:45 SUSAN P MONTAGUE (Illinois U) Cosmic Kinship: The Trobriands Meet David
Schneider
3:05 Discussant: RAYMOND D FOGELSON (U Chicago)
3:25 Break
3:45 LAURA J ZIMMER-TAMAKOSHI (Truman State U) Development and Ancestral
Gerrymandering: David Schneider in Papua New Guinea
4:05 DWIGHT W READ (UC-Los Angeles) What is Kinship?
4:25 ROBERT H MCKINLEY (Michigan State U) The Philosophy of Kinship
4:45 MICHAEL SALOVESH (Northern Illinois U) The Time Machine: Schneider
Through Backward Eyes
5:05 Discussant: WARD H GOODENOUGH (U Pennsylvania)
5:25 Discussion
5:30 End of Session
3-092  CANCER POLICY WARS: WHAT’S SCIENCE GOT TA’ DO WITH IT? (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Rooms 411 & 412, Level Four
Organizers: PAMELA L SANKAR (U Pennsylvania) and DEBORAH R GORDON (Cancer Rsch & Prevention Ctr). Chair: EUGENIO PACI (Ctr for Study of Cancer)
1:45  PAMELA L SANKAR (U Pennsylvania) Introduction
2:00  Discussant: ROBERT A SMITH (American Cancer Society)
2:15  Discussant: SUZANNE FLETCHER (Harvard)
2:45  Discussant: CARLO PERUCCI (Osservatorio)
3:00  Discussant: GIANNA MILANO (Panorama Magazine)
3:15  Discussion
3:30  Break
3:45  Discussant: PATRICIA KAUFERT (U Manitoba)
4:00  Discussant: NANCY PRESS (UC·Los Angeles)
4:15  Discussant: STEVEN EPSTEIN (UC·San Diego)
4:30  Discussant: DEBORAH A GORDON (Wichita State U)
4:45  Discussant: EUGENIO PACI (Ctr for Study of Cancer)
5:00  Discussant: MARY-JO DELVECCHIO GOOD (Harvard U)
5:15  Discussion
5:30  End of Session

3-093  HUMILIATION AND TRANSFORMATION: EMOTION, SUBJECTIVITY, AND MODERNITY IN MELANESIA (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society)
Salon B, Level Five
Organizers: HOLLY WARDLOW (Emory U) and JOEL L ROBBINS (Reed C). Chair: HOLLY WARDLOW (Emory U)
1:45  LISETTE JOSEPHIDES (London School fo Economic) Moral and Practical Frameworks for the Self
2:00  ERIC KLINE SILVERMAN (DePauw U) Sepik River Selves in a Changing Modernity: From Bateson and Mead to the Psychodynamic “I” of Dislocated Desire
2:15  JOEL L ROBBINS (Reed C) The Humiliations of Sin: Christianity and the Modernization of the Subject among the Urapmin
2:30  BAMBI B SCHIEFFELIN (New York U) Reshaping Languages and Persons: The Impact of Tok Pisin among the Kaluli, PNG
2:45  ALETTA BIESSACK (U Oregon) Conversations with lewambo: Theorizing Contemporary Ipili Subjectivity
3:00  DOUGLAS M DALTON (Longwood C) “We are All ‘Lies’ Men”: Sorrow and Modernism in Melanesia
3:15  STEPHEN C LEAVITTI (Union C) “We are Not Straight”: Bumbita Arapesh Strategies for Self-Reflection in the Face of Western Superiority
3:30  Break
3:45  KAREN M SYKES (U Manchester) Turning to Violence: Contestatory Politics in New Ireland
4:00  ANDREW J STRATHERN (U Pittsburgh) and PAMELA STEWART (U Pittsburgh) End-Time Frustrations in Hagen: The Deaths of Moka and Polygamy: Is There a Better World?
4:15  HOLLY WARDLOW (Emory U) Transformations of Desire: Jealousy, Impudence, and Resentment among the Huli of Papua New Guinea
4:30  FREDERICK ERRINGTON (Trinity C) and DEBORAH GEWERTZ (Amherst C) When the Sorcerer and His Apprentice are Company Men
4:45  DAVID W AKIN Ancestral Vigilance and the Corrective Conscience in Kwaio, Malaita
5:00  Discussant: ROBERT J FOSTER (U Rochester)
5:15  Discussant: BRADD SHORE (Emory U)
5:30  End of Session

3-094  INVITED SESSION: SIGNIFICANT CONSEQUENCES OF CULTIGEN DIFFUSION (General Anthropology Division) Salon K, Level Five
Organizers: LEONARD PLOTNICOV (U Pittsburgh) and RICHARD SCAGLION (U Pittsburgh). Chair: LEONARD PLOTNICOV (U Pittsburgh)

1:45 BRUCE D ROBERTS (U Southern Mississippi) From Teosinte to Katumani: Maize Diffusion and Its Incorporation into the African Rural Landscape
2:00 JON D HOLTZMAN (U Michigan) Colonialism, Cultigens and Culture among Samburu Pastoralists in Northern Kenya
2:15 DAVID J DODDS (CIPEC-Indiana U) Miskito Foods, Miskito Forests: Introduced Crops and the Alteration of an Indigenous Landscape
2:30 SIDNEY MINTZ (John Hopkins U) Sweet Interloper
2:45 SUSAN TAX FREEMAN (U Illinois-Chicago) The Capsicums in Old World Culinary Structures
3:00 JOHN FRECHIONE (U Pittsburgh) Taking the Manioc, But Leaving the Processing Break
3:45 RICHARD SCAGLION (U Pittsburgh) Sweet Potatoes in the Pacific
4:00 PAULA BROWN GLICK (SUNY-Stony Brook) Coffee in the Papua New Guinea Highlands
4:15 JAMES G FLANAGAN (Southern Mississippi) and JUSTIN MURPHY (U Southern Mississippi) Organization for Success, Organization for Failure: Substinance Base Shift and Marginal Exploitation in Ireland and Papua New Guinea
4:30 Discussant: SIDNEY MINTZ (John Hopkins U)
4:45 Discussant: LEONARD PLOTNICOV (U Pittsburgh)
5:00 Discussion
5:30 End of Session

3-O95 POPULATION UNDER SIEGE: PACIFIC ASIAN CRISIS AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL IMAGINATION (Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational An
Room 406, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: YOUNGMIN SEO (CUNY)
1:45 YOUNGMIN SEO (CUNY) Introduction
2:00 LAURA E KAEHLER (CUNY Grad School) The Asian Financial Crisis: Framing Questions about Agency
2:15 GORDON C MATHEWS (Chinese U-Hong Kong) Hong Kong after the Handover: The Intertwining Legacies of July 1 and July 2, 1997
2:30 AN-RU LEE (CUNY Grad Ctr) Off-Shore Production Subcontracting and Taiwan’s Industrial Manufacturing in the Asian Economic Crisis
2:45 Discussant: DOUG HENWOOD (Left Business Observer)
3:00 Discussant: MICHAEL L BLIM (CUNY)
3:15 Discussion
3:30 Break
3:45 SUNG-HEUP HONG (Chonnam Natl U, Korea) The Impact of “IMF Crisis” on the Korean Peasants and Their Adaptive Strategies
4:00 ARA A WILSON (Ohio State U) Economic Citizenship in the Thailand Crisis
4:15 ERIC C THOMPSON (U Washington) Blurred Vision? Faith in Development during Economic Collapse
4:30 ANGELA FRANCAIS-SIMBURGER (CUNY Grad Schl) Trouble in Paradise: The Impact of Indonesia’s Economic Crisis on Bali
4:45 Discussant: ALAN SMART (U Calgary)
5:00 Discussion
5:30 End of Session

3-O96 INVITED SESSION: NEW DIRECTIONS IN KINSHIP STUDY: ANTHROPOLOGY’S ONCE AND FUTURE GENEALOGIES (Society for Cultural Anthropology, American Ethnological Society) Salon E, Level Five
Organizer: SUSAN MCKINNON (U Virginia). Chair: GILLIAN FEELEY-HARNIK (U Michigan)
1:45 CAROL L DELANEY (Stanford U) Gender, Generation, Genealogy: Genesis and Kinship Theory
GILLIAN FEELEY-HARNIK (U Michigan) “Communities of Blood”: The Natural History of Kinship in 19th-Century America

SUSAN MCKINNON (U Virginia) The Economies in Kinship and the Paternity of Culture: Origin Stories in Kinship Theory

DANIEL SEGAL (Pitzer C) “The Family” and the Narration of “Western Civ”

JANET CARSTEN (U Edinburgh) Towards a Non-Modern Theory of Kinship

SYLVIA YANAGISAKO (Stanford U) Inciting Bourgeois Desire: Law and Sentiments of Continuity among Italian Capitalists and British Descent Theorists

MARTINE T SEGALEN (Paris X-Nanterre) From Inheritance Patterns to Recomposed Families: The Shift of Kinship Studies in France from Anthropology to Sociology

MELBOURNE TAPPER (U Texas-Austin) “Bloody Africa”: A New “Tribal” Anthropology

RAYNA RAPP (New School for Social Research) Genealogical Dis-Ease: Where Hereditary Abnormality, Biomedical Explanation and Family Responsibility Meet

Discussant: JAMES A BOON (Princeton U)

Discussant: JONATHAN M MARKS (UC-Berkeley)

Discussion

End of Session

RECENT RESEARCH IN SOUTH ASIAN ARCHAEOLOGY (Reviewed by Archeology Division)

Organizers/Chairs: CAROL KRAMER (U Arizona) and MONICA SMITH (U Arizona)

CAROL KRAMER (U Arizona) Introduction

GREGORY L POSSEHL (U Pennsylvania) American Participation in South Asian Archaeology

RITA P WRIGHT (New York U) Conditions of Growth and Settlement Interaction in the Indus Valley Civilization

LOUIS FLAM (Lehman C) The Sindh Archaeological Project: Recent Research in the Western Borderlands of the Indus Civilization

HEATHER M L MILLER (U Wisconsin-Madison) Representations Creating Unity: Evidence for an Ideology of Egalitarianism in the Indus Civilization

V N MISRA (Deccan C) Chalcolithic Culture of Mewar, Rajasthan and the Harappan Civilization

KENNETH A R KENNEDY (Cornell U) Where Did All the Aryans Go? Attributes of South Asian Palaeoanthropology

MARK T LYCETT (U Chicago) and KATHLEEN MORRISON (U Chicago) Scales and Monumentalities: The Production of an Iron Age Landscape in North Interior Karnataka

LARS E FOGELEIN (U Michigan) Negotiating Nirvana: Presentation and Ritual in Early Buddhist Religious Architecture

MONICA SMITH (U Arizona) The Archaeology of Bangladesh: Crossroads of the East

JEAN FRANCOIS SALLES (Maison de l'Orient, Lyon) Early Historic Bengal: New Light from Mahasthangarh

Discussion

End of Session

KIDS AND CODE-SWITCHING: CONSTRUCTING AND CONFOUNDING BOUNDARIES IN MULTILINGUAL POPULATIONS (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology)

Organizers/Chairs: DEBORAH AUGSBURGER (U Pennsylvania) and KATHLEEN C RILEY (CUNY-Grad Ctr)
1:45  KATHLEEN C RILEY (CUNY-Grad Ctr) Introduction
2:00  LAINE A BERMAN (Deakin U) Street Kids in Java: Wielding “The Code”
2:15  KATHLEEN C RILEY (CUNY-Grad Ctr) From Hospitality to Confrontation: The Translinguistic Transformations of Children in the Marquesas, FP
2:30  DEBORAH AUGSBURGER (U Pennsylvania) Kids, Code-Switching, and Competing Kinds of Verbal Power
2:45  PAUL B GARRETT (New York U) Children’s Code-Switching and Convergence of Codes in St Lucia, West Indies
3:00  Discussant: KATHRYN A WOOLARD (UC-San Diego)
3:15  Discussion
3:30  Break
4:00  ILIANA REYES-ROBLES (UC-Berkeley) and SUSAN ERVIN-TRIPP (UC-Berkeley) Analysis of Children’s Conversation: The Use and Effects of Code-Switching
4:15  WARREN P OLIVO (U Toronto) Code Choice, Code Switching, and Institutional Power in ESL Student Interactions
4:45  BARBARA L HALL (U Pennsylvania) Japanese Kids Abroad: Code-Switching, Culture Mixing, and Native Language Communicative Competence
5:00  Discussant: MONICA SHELLER (U Toronto)
5:15  Discussion
5:30  End of Session

3-099  ANTHROPOLOGY AND THE THREE R’S: REACHING THE NEXT GENERATION
(Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Room 405, Level Four
Organizers/Chairs: ELEANOR M KING (U Pennsylvania) and BEVERLY CHIARULLI (Indiana U-Pennsylvania)
1:45  RENATA W WOLYNEC (Edinboro U-Pennsylvania) Teacher Education Must Be More Than Sharing Lesson Plans
2:00  SUSAN J BENDER (Skidmore C) and GEORGE SMITH (National Park Service) SAA’S Teaching Archaeology in the 21st Century Initiative
2:15  LISA OCCHIOINI (U Pennsylvania) Physical Anthropology in the K-12 Classroom: Links with the New National Science Education Standards
2:30  ELEANOR M KING (U Pennsylvania) and JOAN CYPRESS WIDER (U Pennsylvania) Project Archaeology, Pennsylvania Style
2:45  BEVERLY CHIARULLI (Indiana U-Pennsylvania) Project Archaeology Maya: Lessons for the Classroom
3:00  ELLEN D BEDELL (The Ellis School) The Uluburun Shipwreck Project: Interconnections through Trade in the Late Bronze Age Mediterranean World
3:15  KRISTIN J BARSNESS (Federal Way Public Schools) Creating the Interactive K-12 Classroom: Strategies that Support Teaching with Technology
3:30  Break
3:45  JOAN CYPRESS WIDER (U Pennsylvania) Anthropology in Action in the Community
4:00  ELIZABETH NEAVES STRAW (U Pennsylvania Museum) Anthropologists in the Making
4:15  MARY DAY KENT (U Pennsylvania Museum) Anthropology in the Pre-Collegiate Classroom: The International Classroom Experience
4:30  GILLIAN WAKELEY (U Pennsylvania Museum) and DANIEL SIPE (Moore C of Art) Project Create: 9th Graders Interpret the University of Pennsylvania Museum
4:45  PAT MONDRAGON (Fonthill Museum) Archaeology at Fonthill Museum: “Dig Archaeology”
5:00  RUTH SELIG (Smithsonian Institution) Happy Birthday Anthronotes: The Smithsonian Brings Anthropology to the Classroom
5:15  Discussant: JAMES PEACOCK (U North Carolina)
5:30  End of Session
**3-100**  
AAA ETHICS COMMITTEE  
2:00-4:00  
Conference Suite 1, Level Three

**3-101**  
COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION Board of Directors  
2:00-4:00  
Room 307, Level Three

**3-102**  
FILM SCREENINGS The Americas—North and South  
2:50-7:00  
Rooms 408 & 409, Level Four  
2:50  
ELLEN FRANKENSTEIN (Frankenstein Prods) Carved from the Heart  
3:30  
TOM KING (U Nevada) Rabbit Boss  
4:00  
OLGA NAJERA-RAMIREZ (Santa Cruz) La Chirreda!: Rodeo a la Mexicana  
4:30  
Break and Discussion  
4:45  
ALLEN MOORE, LOUIS WERNER and BIRCH CARPENTER A Sheepherder’s Homecoming  
5:35  
MARK FREEMAN (UC-Irvine) Weaving the Future

**3-103**  
Workshop: HOW TO WRITE FOR A GENERAL AUDIENCE (Society for Humanistic Anthropology) Room 309, Level Three. Attendance by advance subscription only  
3:00-5:00  
Leader: BARBARA TEDLOCK (SUNY, Buffalo)

**3-104**  
“ASIANS-IN-MOTION” IN THE TRANSNATIONAL AGE: THE DYNAMICS OF IDENTITY IN GLOBAL ETHNOSCAPES (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Room 410, Level Four  
Organizers: SHINJI YAMASHITA (U Tokyo) and JERRY S EADES (Shiga U-Japan/Kent U). Chair: JERRY S EADES (Shiga U-Japan/Kent U)  
4:00  
SHINJI YAMASHITA (U Tokyo) “Asians-in-Motion” in the Transnational Age  
4:15  
YASUKO TAKEZAWA (U Tsukuba) The Kobe Earthquake and Building a Home: Living Together with Asian Immigrants and Minorities  
4:30  
HIDEKI HARAJIRI (U Air) Korean Residents in Japan: Who are They?  
4:45  
KAZUO YOSHIFURO (Keio U) Cultural Nationalism Among Ethnic Chinese in Thailand  
5:00  
MASAKI ONOZAWA (U Tsukuba) The Formation of New Cultural Groups in the Southeast Asian Immigrants in the USA and Japan  
5:15  
JERRY S EADES (Shiga U-Japan/Kent U) Asians in Motion: Historical and Comparative Perspectives  
5:30  
Discussant: ULF HANNERZ (Stockholm U)  
5:45  
End of Session

**3-105**  
SPECIAL POPULATIONS, GENERAL INTERESTS: REPRESENTATION, GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC POLICY IN DEMOCRATIC SOCIETIES (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Salon J, Level Five  
Organizers: DAVID I BERISS (U New Orleans) and SUSAN HYATT (Temple U). Chair: DAVID I BERISS (U New Orleans)  
4:00  
SUSAN HYATT (Temple U) “A Plea for the Little Ones”: Maternal and Infant Welfare Programs and Government of the Poor in England  
4:15  
J SHAWN LANDRES (U Oxford) Special Populations and the Ritual Production of Civil Society  
4:30  
MARY N ORGEL (U Masssachusetts-Amherst) Deviant Bodies of Knowledge: The Criminalization of the Spanish Anarchist Movement  
4:45  
DAVID I BERISS (U New Orleans) If France is a Democracy, Can the United States Be One Too?  
5:00  
JULIE HEMMENT (Cornell U) Between “Private” and “Public”: NGOS and the Creation of Post-Communist “Civil Society” in Russia  
5:15  
Discussant: JOHN BORNEMAN (Cornell U)  
5:30  
Discussant: M HILARY CUNNINGHAM (Notre Dame)  
5:45  
End of Session
ALCOHOL AND INTERPERSONAL VIOLENCE: ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE ROLE OF ALCOHOL IN VIOLENT EVENTS (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Room 404, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: LEE STRUNIN (Boston U School of Pub Health)
4:00 DWIGHT B HEATH (Brown U) Alcohol and Violence: A Missing Link?
4:15 ROCKY L SEXTON (Augustana C) Ritualized Inebriation, Violence, and Social Control in Cajun-French Mardi Gras
4:30 ROBERT NASH PARKER (U California) Alcohol and Violence in the Remote Arctic: The Impact of Alcohol Prohibition on Assault in Barrow Alaska
4:45 PAUL G SPICER (U Colorado Health Sci Ctr) American Indians, Alcohol, and Violence
5:00 LEE STRUNIN (Boston U School of Pub Health) Drinking and Drunkenness: Alcohol Use and Potential for Violence Among Black Adolescents
5:15 Discussant: LINDA A BENNETT (U Memphis)
5:30 Discussion
5:45 End of Session

COMMUNITIES OF EXCLUSION: PEOPLE AT RISK (Reviewed by Soc for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Salon D, Level Five Organizers: PATTY KELLY (CUNY Grad Ctr) and SETHA M LOW (CUNY Grad Ctr). Chair: CHARLES C RUTHEISER (Georgia State U)
4:00 DENISE LAWRENCE ZUNIGA (California Polytechnic-Pomona) The Seduction of Consumption: Peopling the Design of Public Places for Fun and Profit
4:15 CAITLIN CAHILL (CUNY Grad Ctr) and CINDI KATZ (CUNY Grad Ctr) Hype, Icon, Exclusion: The New Times Square
4:30 SETHA M LOW (CUNY Grad Ctr) "Constructing" Exclusion: Secured Enclaves and Gated Communities
4:45 PATTY KELLY (CUNY Grad Ctr) Space and Power in the Zona Galactica: The Construction of a Redlight District in Urban Mexico
5:00 CHARLES C RUTHEISER (Georgia State U) The Urban Face of Sociocapitalism: Redevelopment and Exclusion in Contemporary Havana
5:15 Discussant: NEIL SMITH (Rutgers U)
5:30 Discussant: SALLY E MERRY (Wellesley C)
5:45 End of Session

BODIES, DISCIPLINE, AND COLONIAL PUNISHMENT (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Room 407, Level Four Organizers/Chairs: STEVEN T PIERCE (U Michigan) and ANUPAMA R RAO (U Michigan)
4:00 STEVEN T PIERCE (U Michigan) Punishment and the Political Body: Flogging and Colonialism in Northern Nigeria
4:15 ANUPAMA R RAO (U Michigan) Problems of Violence, States of Terror: Torture, Suffering, and Colonial Incarceration
4:30 KERRY WARD (U Michigan) Crime and Punishment in the Dutch East India Company Empire C 1650-1800
4:45 SUSAN O’BRIEN (U Wisconsin-Madison) Spirit Discipline: Islam, Gender, and Hierarchies of Treatment in Post-Colonial Northern Nigeria
5:00 Discussant: DAVID SCOTT (Johns Hopkins U)
5:15 Discussion
5:45 End of Session

INVITED SESSION: THE BORDER COUNTS: SUBJUGATING SIGNS AND TRANSNATIONAL AGITATION (Society for Latin American Anthropology, Association for Latina & Latino Anthropologists) Salon I, Level Five Organizers/Chairs: MIGUEL DIAZ BARRIGA (Swarthmore C) and MATTHEW C GUTMANN (Brown U)
4:00 MIGUEL DIAZ BARRIGA (Swarthmore C) La Virgen de Guadalupe in Pennsylvania: Symbols of Subordination and the Formation of Community
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4:15  OLGA NAJERA RAMIREZ (UC-Santa Cruz) La Mexicana Y “Lo Mexicano”:

   Gendered Constructions of Mexican Identity and Culture across Borders

4:30  CAROLE M COUNIHAN (Millersville U) The Baseball Diamond as Border Site of

   Gender and Ethnicity on the Northern Hispanic Frontier

4:45  JAMES M TAGGART (Franklin & Marshall C) and DAVID L ROBICHAUX (U

   Iberoamérica) The Bear’s Son Plays Baseball in the San Luis Valley

5:00  RICHARD FLORES (U Texas-Austin) The Alamo, Mexicans, and Modernity:

   Notes on a Material Border Semiology

5:15  MATTHEW C GUTMANN (Brown U) Chilangos in Gringolandia

5:30  Discussant: PATRICIA ZAVELLA (UC-Santa Cruz)

5:45  End of Session

3-110  DILEMMAS OF SOCIALIST UNITY: NATION HISTORY AND REVOLUTIONARY

DESIRE IN CHINA, UZBEKISTAN, CHILE, NICARAGUA (Reviewed by Society

for Cultural Anthropology) Rooms 401 & 402, Level Four

Organizer: ROSARIO MONTOYA (Western Michigan U)

4:00  LESSIE JO FRAZIER (U South Carolina) Populism and Population: Military

   Poetics and National Memory in the Formation of the Chilean Socialist State

4:15  BETH E NOTAR (U Michigan) A Silent Past: The Erasure of Dali’s Muslim

   Rebellion from Socialist Rebel Histories

4:30  THERESA L TRUAX (Columbia U) Liberating Subalterns from Their History: The

   Uzbek Career of Hegelian Freedom

4:45  ROSARIO MONTOYA (Western Michigan U) Fractures in the Socialist Nation:

   Confronting Subaltern Politics in Sandinista Nicaragua

5:00  Discussant: ABDOLLAH DASHTI (C of William & Mary)

5:15  Discussant: JAMES L HEVIA (North Carolina A&T)

5:30  Discussion

5:45  End of Session

3-111  PORTUGUESE COLONIALISM AND ITS AFTERMATH (Reviewed by American

Ethnological Society) Salon L, Level Five

Organizer: TRICHUR RAGHURAMAN (Temple U). Chair: PAUL AXELROD (Ripon C)

4:00  PAUL AXELROD (Ripon C) and MICHELLE FUERCH How the Portuguese

   Colonialized Agricultural Production in Goa’s Villages

4:15  JUDY BIEBER (U New Mexico) Aldeias or Anthills? Post-Colonial Indigenous

   Policy in 19th-Century Brazil

4:30  LEILIA LOMBA DE ANDRADE (Bowdoin C) Identity and Dignity? The Struggle to

   Construct a Cape Verdean Post-Colonial Identity

4:45  DHADA MUSTAFAH (Clark Atlanta U) Violence and Cultural Survival under

   Portuguese Colonialism: The Case of the Wiriyamu Massacres

5:00  RICARDO E OVALLE-BAHAMON (UC-Irvine) Nation-ness and Education in

   Post-Colonial Angola: The Place of the Colonial Language in the Post-Colonial

   Context

5:15  TRICHUR RAGHURAMAN (Temple U) The Role of Hindu Merchants in the

   Making of 20th Century Goa

5:30  Discussant: DOUGLAS L WHEELER (U New Hampshire, Durham)

5:45  End of Session

3-112  INVITED SESSION: LOCATING POPULATIONS: CONSTRUCTING COMMUNITIES

THROUGH VARIABLE LINGUISTIC STANDARDS (Society for Linguistic

Anthropology) Salon A, Level Five

Organizers: JENNIFER A DICKINSON (U Michigan-Ann Arbor) and LISA ANN

LANE (Texas A&M U). Chair: ALAINA M LEMON (U Michigan-Ann Arbor)

4:00  ALAINA M LEMON (U Michigan-Ann Arbor) Stage Romani vs. the “Gypsy

   Masses”: Fleeting Standards for a Soviet National Minority

4:15  JENNIFER A DICKINSON (U Michigan-Ann Arbor) Coping Linguistically with

   Social and Economic Change: Variable Populations in the Ukranian Borderland
4:30 LISA ANN LANE (Texas A&M U) Mixed Messages and Antithetical Alignments: Negotiating Local and Non-Local Ideologies through Linguistic Standards in West Jutland

4:45 MARY H BUCHOLTZ (Texas A&M U) Standard English as Subversion: Language and Social Division in a US High School

5:00 ANTHONY R BERKLEY (U Michigan) Maya Differing: Imperfectly Shared Local Linguistic Standards

5:15 Discussant: BONNIE URCIUOLI (Hamilton C)

5:30 Discussant: BRUCE MANNHEIM (U Michigan)

5:45 End of Session

3-113 MANIFESTATIONS OF HOME: PLACE AND MEANING (Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Salon C, Level Five

Organizer/Chair MADELEINE TUDOR (Field Museum)

4:00 KATHERINE PLATT (Babson C) Portability of Place: Grieving and the Reconstituting of Home Place in Immigration

4:15 DEBORAH PELLOW (Syracuse U) The Imploded Courtyard: Accommodating Tradition, Enabling Change in an Accra Community

4:30 HANNAH JOPLING (CUNY) Hidden Homes: Housing the Poor in Alleys, Annapolis, Maryland, 1900-1950

4:45 VESNA VUCINIC (U Belgrade) The Stuff of Sacred Homemaking: Christmas Transformation of a House, Churchyard and Town-Square in the Bay of Kotor, Yugoslavia

5:00 ELLEN C K JOHNSON (C of DuPage) Thai Cultural Principles in Suburban Bangkok Homes and Homelife

5:15 ALLISON JABLONKO Places and Shapes of “Home” in Umbria: A Visual Study of Change Within Living Memory

5:30 Discussant: ALAKA WAI (Field Museum)

5:45 End of Session

3-114 THINKING VISUALLY: NEW DIRECTIONS IN ETHNOGRAPHY AND VISUAL CULTURE (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Salon H, Level Five

Organizers: LIZA BAKEWELL (Brown U) and COLLEEN BALLERINO COHEN (Vassar C), Chair: LIZA BAKEWELL (Brown U)

4:00 SALONI MATHUR (New Schl for Social Research) Transnational Journeys: Visual Culture and Imperial Display

4:15 STANLEY H BRANDES (UC-Berkeley) Photojournalism and Anthropology: W Eugene Smith in Village Spain

4:30 DAVID M GUSS (Tufts U) Picturing Tradition: Aesthetics and Performance in the Gran Poder of La Paz, Bolivia

4:45 COLLEEN BALLERINO COHEN (Vassar C) Like Looking at Ourselves, in a Mirror: Making Ethnographic Video in Transnational Space

5:00 MICHAEL HERZFELD (Harvard U) Viewing the Habitus: Bodily Realizations of Inequality in Parallel Domains

5:15 BRIAN LARKIN (Barnard C) Mediating Islam: Ahmed Deedat and the Dialogic Production of Electronic Proselytizing

5:30 Discussant: BRENDA J BRIGHT (Rice U)

5:35 Discussant: FAYE GINSBURG (New York U)

5:45 End of Session

3-115 RELIGION, RITUAL AND LATIN AMERICAN IDENTITIES (Reviewed by Anthropology of Religion) Room 502, Level Five

Chair: STEPHEN D GLAZIER (U Nebraska-Kearney)

4:00 ANNE WOODRICK (U Northern Iowa) and SONIA HIDALGO-NUNEZ Yo Soy Católica! Religion, Class and Identity Among Recent Latina Immigrants

4:15 ERIC W KRAMER (U Chicago) The Ritual Value of Words and Money in Brazilian Neo-Pentecostalism
4:30 CLAY M SAMSON (SUNY-Albany) Historical Protestantism and Maya Identity in Western Guatemala: Re-Enchanting the World?
4:45 N ROSS CRUMRINE (U Victoria) *The Earth Will Eat Us Up* Being Consumed or Consuming. Mortuary Myth and Ritual Transformations and Oppositions Among the Mayo of Northwest Mexico and Tropical Forest Groups in South America
5:00 JAY COURTNEY FIKES (Inst for Inter-Cultural Issues) Blood for the Ancestors: Huichol Indian Social Stratification and Inter-Tribal Alliance
5:15 Discussion
5:45 End of Session

3-115A GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY DIVISION COMMITTEE ON TEACHING
ANTHROPOLOGY Open Meeting on Reforming the Archeology Curriculum
5:30-6:30 Conference Suite 1, Level Three
Chair: DOROTHY KRASS (Society for American Archeology)

3-116 TRANSFORMING ANTHROPOLOGY Editorial Board Meeting
6:00-7:00 Room 309, Level Three

FILM SCREENINGS Open Viewing
6:05-7:00 Rooms 408 & 409, Level Four
Sign up for repeat screenings of 1998 titles

3-117 MELANESIA INTEREST GROUP Organizing Meeting
6:15-7:30 Room 410, Level Four

3-118 GUATEMALA SCHOLARS NETWORK Annual Meeting
6:15-7:30 Room 406, Level Four
Chair: MARILYN M MOORS (Montgomery C)

3-119 KOREA INTEREST GROUP Business Meeting
6:15-7:30 Rooms 411 & 412, Level Four

3-120 ASSOCIATION FOR SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY IN OCEANIA Reception for New and Old members
6:15-7:30 Room 301, Level Three
Organizer: MICHELE DOMINY (Bard C)

3-121 BORNEO RESEARCH COUNCIL Business Meeting
6:15-7:30 Room 304, Level Three
Chair: G N APPELL (Brandeis U)

3-122 DEFINING NATURAL RESOURCES AS PROPERTY An Open Discussion on Criteria
6:15-7:30 Room 305, Level Three

3-123 ANTHROPOLOGY OF RELIGION SECTION Business Meeting
6:15-7:30 Room 403, Level Four
Organizers: JOHN M DONAHUE (Trinity) and BRYAN BYRNE (GVO Inc)

3-124 ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ANTHROPOLOGISTS Student Interest Group
6:15-7:30 Room 306, Level Three

3-125 ASSOCIATION FOR POLITICAL AND LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY Distinguished Lecture: SASKIA SASSEN (Columbia U) The State and the New Geography of Power
6:15-7:30 Salon I, Level Five
Organizer: SALLY MERRY (Wellesley C)
3-126  FEDERATION OF SMALL ANTHROPOLOGY PROGRAMS (GAD) Business Meeting
Room 502, Level Five
Chair: ANN MAXWELL HILL (Dickinson C)

3-127  MIDDLE EAST SECTION Open Membership Business Meeting
Salon J, Level Five
Chair: BARBARA LARSON (U New Hampshire)

3-128  NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRACTICE OF ANTHROPOLOGY Business Meeting (followed by a cash bar reception sponsored by the National Association for the Practice of Anthropology, the Washington Association of Professional Anthropologists, and the Philadelphia Association of Practicing Anthropologists)
Salon K, Level Five
Chair: NATBANIEL TASHIMA (LTG Associates, Inc.)

3-129  SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF CONSCIOUSNESS Business Meeting
Room 501, Level Five
Chair: MIRA ZUSSMAN

3-130  AIDS & ANTHROPOLOGY RESEARCH GROUP Business Meeting
Room 404, Level Four
Chair: FREDERICK BLOOM

3-131  THINKING ABOUT HEALTH INTERVENTIONS (Society for Medical Anthropology) Business Meeting
Room 405, Level Four
Organizer: SUSAN WELLER (U Texas-Galveston). Panelists: DOUGLAS FELDMAN (U Miami, Medical School), PETER KUNSTADTER (UC-San Francisco), LORI LEONARD (U Texas-Houston) and JEAN SCHENSUL (Inst for Community Research)

3-132  SOCIETY OF LESBIAN AND GAY ANTHROPOLOGISTS Business Meeting (a cash bar follows the meeting)
Salon C, Level 5
Chair: LISA ROFEL (UC-Santa Cruz)

3-132A  COLUMBIA GRADUATE ANTHROPOLOGY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION Business Meeting
Salon D, Level Five

3-133  NETWORK OF CHRISTIAN ANTHROPOLOGISTS
Room 413, Level Four
Chair: DARRELL WHITEMAN (Asbury Seminary)

3-134  ANTHROPOLOGY OF SPACE AND PLACE Annual Meeting
Rooms 401 & 402, Level Four

3-137  COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION Business Meeting (a cash bar follows the meeting)
Salon A, Level Five
Chair: G ALFRED HESS JR (Northwestern U)

3-138  COUNCIL ON NUTRITIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY Business Meeting & Distinguished Lecture by Nevin Scrimshaw, Salon L, Level Five
Chairs: DEBORAH CROOKS (U Kentucky) and LESLIE SUE LIEBERMAN (U Florida)
SUNDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 6

3-139  SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EUROPE  Distinguished Lecture by William Christian Jr “Breaking a Taboo: The Reception of Visionairies in the Basque Country. 1997” (a cash bar and reception follows the lecture)
6:15-8:30  Salon H, Level Five

3-140  SOCIETY FOR LATIN AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY & ASSOCIATION OF LATINA AND LATINO ANTHROPOLOGISTS  Cash Bar Reception
6:15-8:00  Salon B, Level Five

3-141  SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  Board of Directors
6:15-9:15  Room 307, Level Three

3-142  AAA DISTINGUISHED LECTURE by Emőke J E Szathmary: Deductions about the Original Peopling of the Americas. Presentation of Awards precedes the lecture
8:00-9:00  Salons E & F, Level Five
Chair: JANE H HILL (AAA President)

3-143  AAA—THE SATURDAY NIGHT DANCE
9:00-12:00  Salon G, Level Five

SUNDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 6

4-001  CHINESE RELIGION, REFLECTIONS FROM THE FIELD (Reviewed by Anthropology of Religion)  Room 502, Level Five
Organizer: MARC L MOSKOWITZ (UC San Diego). Chair: DAVID K JORDAN (UC San Diego)
8:00  ADAM YUET CHAU (Stanford U) Serving the People, The Black Dragon King Cares
8:15  CHANGUI CHI (Boston U) The Politics of Deification in Quemoy
8:30  JOSEPH H LIPTON (U Virginia) Merit, Morality and Money at the Taipei Palace of the Saintly Emperor
8:45  MARC L MOSKOWITZ (UC San Diego) The Haunting Fetus: Sexuality, Abortion, and the Spirit World in Taiwan
9:00  Discussant: DAVID K JORDAN
9:15  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

4-002  EXPLORING THE IMBRICATION OF NATIONAL AND CLASS PROJECTS AND IDENTITIES (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society)  Salon D, Level Five
Organizers/Chairs: A KIM CLARK (U Western Ontario) and SHARRY KASMIR (Hofstra U)
8:00  A KIM CLARK (U Western Ontario) Defining the Cultural Content of Citizenship: Nation and Class in Ecuador (1920s-1940s)
8:15  JERRIE CASEY (John Jay C) Women Workers Claim Puertoriquenidad in the 1990s
8:30  SHARRY KASMIR (Hofstra U) Is There Such a Thing as Working-Class Nationalism?: Considerations on the Basque Case
8:45  LAURIE KROSHUS MEDINA (Michigan State U) Contributors and Usurpers: Struggles Over Class in the Discourses of Nation in Belize
9:00  CHARLES ROBERT MENZIES (U British Columbia) Being Bigouden: Class, Locality, and Nation in Contemporary Brittany
9:15  Discussant: GAVIN SMITH (U Toronto)
9:30  Discussion
9:45  End of Session
DREAMS, DESIRES, HOPES: THE POLITICS OF EMPOWERMENT AND DEVELOPMENT (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Room 303, Level Three
Organizers: DEBORAH L MINDRY (UC-Irvine) and CHRISY MOUTSATSOS (UC-Irvine)

8:00
ERICA L BORNSTEIN (U-Irvine) On Religious NGOs and the Production of Hope

8:15
CHRISY MOUTSATSOS (U-Irvine) Ageless Skin, Masculine Corporate Power: The Politics of Empowerment in the Transnational Cosmetics Industry

8:30
ERIC KALDOR (UC-Irvine) Can the African Entrepreneur Speak? Black Empowerment and the Public Sphere in South Africa

8:45
MICHELLE M ROSENTHAL (UC-Santa Cruz) Empowering Translations: Women's Rights Are Human Rights in the New South Africa

9:00
DEBORAH L MINDRY (UC-Irvine) "Care and Share": Transnational Narratives of Women's Empowerment and Community Development

9:15
Discussant: JAMES G FERGUSON (UC-Irvine)

9:30
Discussion

9:45
End of Session

WOMEN AND HOLISTIC HEALTH CARE IN THE US: PERSPECTIVES IN AUTHORITATIVE KNOWLEDGE AND STRATEGIES FOR SELF-DETERMINATION (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) Salon B, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: K BROOKE OLSON (U Arizona)

8:00
ALLYN KAY WRITESEL (SUNY-Utica) Complementary Medicine in Nursing Education

8:15
K BROOKE OLSON (U Arizona) The Negotiation of Power, Authoritative Knowledge, and Gender in Medically Pluralistic Settings: Women's Involvement in Alternative and Integrated Health Care

8:30
SABRINA M CHASE (Rutgers U) This is My Illness: Alternative Modalities of Healing and the Struggle for Self-Determination Among HIV & Puerto Rican Women

8:45
DEBORAH M ZELLI (Ohio State U) "Healing is What You Make of It": Breast Cancer Survivors, Constructions of Healing, and Alternative Treatments

9:00
CHRISTA C CRAVEN (American U) Guided Holistic Massage: An Intuitive Mapping of the Body as Female

9:15
JANNELI F MILLER (U Arizona) Can a Man be a Midwife

9:30
Discussant: CLAIRE CASSIDY (Paradigms Found Consulting)

9:45
End of Session

CONSTRUCTING THE "NATURAL": OF CULTURE, NATURE AND MODERNITY (Reviewed by Anthropology & Environment Section) Room 501, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: SARAH STRAUSS (U Wyoming)

8:00
SARAH STRAUSS (U Wyoming) Introduction

8:15
BRENDA CHALFIN (U Pennsylvania) The 'Body' Shops the World Market: Naturalizing Cosmetics Production and Consumption

8:30
W ALEX GREENE (UC-Davis) "Clean" Environmental Object, Hybrid Health Subjects: The Politics of Management Discourse in a Belizean Medicinal Forest Reserve

8:45
CARLY L WORMAN (U Wyoming) 'It Can't Hurt': Herbal Medicine and the Concept of the Natural in Wyoming

9:00
Break

9:15
AMY B TRUBEK (New England Culinary Institute) Consuming the Green Mountains: A State in the World

9:30
FRIEDA KNOBLOCH (U Wyoming) Green Acres: The Culture and Politics of Food Co-ops and Community Supported Agriculture

9:45
CAROLYN A BEHRMAN (U Akron) Nature, Modernity and Nuclear Technology: The View From a Trailer Park in Eastern Washington

10:00
Discussant: BENJAMIN ORLOVE (UC-Davis)

10:15
Discussion

11:45
End of Session
4-006  VOYAGERS AND VOYEURS: GLOBALIZATION, TOURISM AND MIGRATION  
(Reviewed by American Ethnological Society)  Room 302, Level Three  
Organizer/Chair: DEBORAH J CAHALEN (NYU)  
8:00 DENISE E BRENNAN (Georgetown U) Gossip and Finger-Pointing in a Transnational Space: The Transformation of Sosua, The Dominican Republic  
8:15 DEBORAH J CAHALEN (NYU) Monks, Money and Mercy Sunday  
8:30 SARAH C ENGLAND (UC-Davis) Local Foreigners, Foreign Locals: Blurring Distinctions between Transnational Migration and Tourism  
8:45 ANDREA KLIMT (U Mass-Dartmouth) and KIMBERLY HOLTON Expo '98: Views from the Portuguese Diaspora  
9:00 NORMAN C STOLZOFF (Bowdoin C) Paradise on the Move: Migration, Tourism, and the Case of Treasure Beach, Jamaica  
9:15 Discussant: JEFFREY COLE (Dowling C)  
9:30 Discussant: RICHARD MADDOX (Camegie Mellon U)  
9:45 End of Session  

4-007  TECHNOLOGIES OF EVERYDAY LIFE: DISTANCING PEOPLE AND POPULATIONS  
(Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology)  Salon H, Level Five  
Organizers: CHRISTOPHER M KELTY (MIT) and VICTOR E BRAITBERG (UNC-Chapel Hill), Chair: VICTOR E BRAITBERG (UNC-Chapel Hill)  
8:00 HEINRICH SCHWARZ (MIT-STS Program) Technologies of Everyday Death: Digital Remembrance and Mediated Mourning  
8:15 THOMAS H CHIVENS (UNC-Chapel Hill) Witnessing Victims: Popular Photogrpahy and Private Violence  
8:30 TED METCALFE (MIT) Directory Assistance  
8:45 BARRY F SAUNDERS (UNC) and VICTOR E BRAITBERG (UNC-Chapel Hill) Total Access and Zero Casualties: Mapping Imaginaries of Military Tele-Medicine  
9:00 WEN-HUA KUO (MIT) Politicizing Family Planning and Medicalizing Reproductive Bodies: US Backed Population Control in Taiwan  
9:15 CHRISTOPHER M KELTY (MIT) Late Modern Health: Consumption, Maintenance, Information  
9:30 Discussant: MICHAEL M J FISCHER (MIT)  
9:45 End of Session  

4-008  THE SYMBOLIC CAPITAL OF IGNORANCE  
(Reviewed by American Ethnological Society)  Rooms 401 & 402, Level Four  
Organizers/Chairs: ILANA GERSHON (U Chicago) and DHOOLEKA SARHEDI RAJ JOAN FUJIMURA (Stanford U-Dept of Anth) Ignorance and the Creation of Knowledge  
8:00 GENEVIEVE BELL (Stanford U) Going Back to the Blanket-Going Native: On Forgetting the Lessons of Assimilation  
8:15 ILANA GERSHON (U Chicago) How to Know When Not to Know: Knowledge Transmission among Samoan Migrant Families  
8:30 MICHAEL W SCOTT (U Chicago) Knowledge is Murder, Ignorance is Peace: Cosmological Transformations in the South-East Solomon Islands  
8:45 PHILIP C PARNELL (Indiana U-Bloomington) Motions of the State  
9:00 DHOOLEKA SARHEDI RAJ (Cambridge U) What One Must Forget to Live in New Delhi  
9:30 Discussion  
9:45 End of Session  

4-009  WOMEN'S WORK AND THE GLOBAL ECONOMY IN SOUTH ASIA  
(Reviewed by American Ethnological Society)  Salon G, Level Five  
Organizer/Chair: MICHELE R GAMBURD (Portland State U)  
8:00 CORALYNN V DAVIS (U Michigan) Feminist Tourists and Developing Women: A Transnational Transformation of Women's Development in Nepal  
8:15 MANJARI WIJENAIKE (Boston U) Good Enough for the World: The Role of Middle Class Women Entrepreneurs in Keeping up Appearances
8:30  CAITRIN LYNCH (U Chicago) Learning to Be Good Workers: “Situated Learning” in Sri Lankan Garment Factories
8:45  MICHELE R GAMBURD (Portland State U) Class Identity and the International Division of Labor: Sri Lanka’s Migrant Housemaids
9:00  Discussant: PIYA CHATTERJEE (UC-Riverside)
9:15  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

4-010  BUYING THE FUTURE: ASPIRATIONS AND EXPECTATIONS FOR POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Rooms 408 & 409, Level Four Organizers/Chairs: JANE MCELDO WNEY JENSEN (U Kentucky) and LAURA M MONTGOMERY (Westmont C)
8:00  JANE MCELDO WNEY JENSEN (U Kentucky) Introduction
8:15  ROBERT A IBARRA (U Wisconsin) Doing a Doctorate at a Distance: Studying Latinos and Academic Culture in a Virtual University
8:30  DENNIS WIEDMAN (Florida Intl U) In Pursuit of Diversity and Quality Management: a University’s Strategic Responses to Rapid Growth
8:45  LAURA M MONTGOMERY (Westmont C) From Entitlement to Vitality: How Changing Population Characteristics May Reinvigorate Higher Education
9:00  JOYCE CANAAN (U Central England) Learning for Profit: Exploring British University Students’ Growing Instrumentality
9:15  DIANA L HALEMAN (U Kentucky) Great Expectations: Single Mothers in Higher Education
9:30  Discussant: MARGARET D LECOMPTE (U Colorado-Boulder)
9:45  End of Session

8:00  ANTONIO LAURIA-PERRICELLI (New School for Social Research) Introduction
8:15  JALIL SUED BADILLO (U Puerto Rico) History of the Death Penalty in Puerto Rico
8:45  Discussant: NEIL L WHITEHEAD (U Wisconsin-Madison)
9:00  Discussant: SAMUEL M WILSON (U Texas-Austin)
9:15  Discussant: ARLENE TORRES (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign)
9:30  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

4-012  XXXVIIIth CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANG UAGES: ETHNOLINGUISTICS (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Room 413, Level Four Organizer: VICTOR K GOLLA (Humboldt State U). Chair: JILL BRODY (Louisiana State U-Baton Rouge)
8:00  JULIA BECKER RICHARDS (USAID-Guatemala) Mayan and Spanish Language Convergence in Key Semantic Domains of Popti and Poqomam Schoolchildren
8:15  COLETTE GRINEVALD (U Lyon, France) Jakaltek Directionals: A Typology of Path Concepts
8:30  YOLAN D LAstra (UNAM) Otomi Lexicon in the Huichapan Codex
8:45  Break
9:00  JASON JACKSON (Gilcrease Museum) Calling in the Members: Linguistic Form and Cultural Context in a Yuchi Ritual Speech Genre
9:30  Discussion
9:45  End of Session
4-013 POPULATION SPECTACLES: THE POETICS AND POLITICS OF ETHNOGRAPHY
(Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Room 405, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: VICTOR ORTIZ (U Illinois-Chicago)
8:00 VICTOR ORTIZ (U Illinois-Chicago) The US-Mexican Border as a Hyperreal Curio Shop: A Population Erased by the Thrill of Transgression
8:15 JANISE HURTIG (U Illinois-Chicago) A Population in (Times of) Crisi: The Social Symbolics of Youth in a Venezuelan Town
8:30 DWIGHT CONQUERGOOD (Northwestern U) Savage Spectacles: Gangs, Violent Youth, and Other “Super-Predators”
8:45 PETER IBARRA (UC-Los Angeles) “YOU’VE BEEN FRAMED!”: ON ETHNOGRAPHIC MEDIATION
9:00 Discussant: ILEANA RODRIGUEZ (Ohio State U)
9:15 Discussion
9:45 End of Session

4-014 RECREATING THE SOCIAL: RATIONALIZING SPACE AND RESOURCES IN THE MODERN STATE (Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational Anthropology) Room 404, Level Four
Organizers: MARTY G BAKER (U Michigan) and KAREN E RIGNALL (U Michigan-Ann Arbor). Chair: KAREN E RIGNALL (U Michigan-Ann Arbor)
8:00 KAREN E RIGNALL (U Michigan-Ann Arbor) Introduction
8:30 KEN MACLEAN (U Michigan) Blurring Spaces and Dissolving the Social Good in Viet Nam
8:45 MANDANA E LIMBERT (U Michigan) Women, Water and Space in Oman
9:00 KAREN E RIGNALL (U Michigan-Ann Arbor) Aesthecizing Urbanism and Planning for the "Indigenes" in Colonial Morocco
9:15 Discussant: KATHERINE M VERDERY (U Michigan)
9:30 Discussion
9:45 End of Session

4-015 DISCOURSES OF CULTURAL IDENTITY IN THE EUROPEAN UNION (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Salon F, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: JOAN GROSS (Oregon State U)
8:00 JOAN GROSS (Oregon State U) Religion, War and Puppets: A Discomforting Tradition in Belgium
8:15 VERA MARK (Pennsylvania State U) From Zola to Zebda: Populating and Repopulating French Popular Culture
8:30 Discussion
8:45 STEPHANIE C KANE (Indiana U) and JASON DOTSON Cultural Specificities of Official Discourse: Changing the Dutch Brothel Law
9:00 MARY M CRAIN (U Barcelona-Spain) Touring Culture through a Mediated Lens: Pilgrims, Anthropologists and Serendipitous Bus Routes in a Peripheral Corner of the European Union
9:15 Discussant: TED SWEDENBURG (U Arkansas)
9:30 Discussion
9:45 End of Session

4-016 THROUGH IMAGE, SONG AND WORD: THE ETHNOGRAPHIC VISION OF JEROME MINTZ (Reviewed by Society for Visual Anthropology) Room 410, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: KELLY ASKEW (Indiana U)
8:00 KELLY ASKEW (Indiana U) Introduction
8:15 ANYA PETERSON ROYCE (Indiana U) The Ethnographer as Poet
8:30 HEIDI KELLEY (UNC-Asheville) Seeing Andalusian Ethnography in the Classroom: Teaching Jerome Mintz’s Films
SUNDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 6

8:45  KELLY ASKEW (Indiana U) Sung Heroes: Aural/Visual Balance in the Films of Jerome Mintz
9:00  DAVID D GILMORE (SUNY-Stony Brook) Image and Word in Mintz’s Spanish Ethnography
9:15  Discussant: JOELLE RALOUL (Indiana U)
9:30  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

4-017  INVITED SESSION: ANTHROPOLOGICAL CONCEPTS IN POPULATION STUDIES: LESSONS FROM AFRICA (Association for Africanist Anthropology) Salon C, Level Five Organizers/Chairs: MARIDA HOLOOS (Brown U) and NICHOLAS TOWNSEND (Brown U)
8:00  Discussant: MARIDA HOLOOS (Brown U)
8:05  Discussant: NICHOLAS TOWNSEND (Brown U)
8:10  Discussant: CANDICE BRADLEY (Lawrence U)
8:15  Discussion
8:30  Discussant: ELLIOT FRATKIN (Smith C)
8:35  Discussant: YAA P OPPONG (SOAS)
8:40  Discussion
8:55  Discussant: W PENN HANDWERKER (U Connecticut)
9:00  Discussant: SARA HARKNESS (U Connecticut)
9:05  Discussant: ELISHA P RENNE (The U Michigan)
9:10  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

4-018  GENDER, COGNITION, AND SPIRITUALITY: PAPERS ON THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF CONSCIOUSNESS (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness) Room 308, Level Three Chair: STEWART GUTHRIE (Fordham U)
8:00  MICHAEL J WINKELMAN (Arizona State U) Shamanism and Cultural Evolution: Psychobiological Integration of Innate Cognitive Modules
8:15  HILLARY K CRANE (Brown U) Men in Spirit: Taiwanese Buddhist Nuns Adoption of a Masculine Gender
8:30  MAI LAN PUTNAM (Syracuse U) The Ghosts of War: Renovation in Vietnam’s Shadow World
8:45  STEVEN C FEDOROWICZ (Washington State U) Tenrikyo’s Spiritual Development: Advantages of Horizontal Social Organization in a Japanese Setting
9:00  EDWARD A IRONS (Graduate Theological Union) Religious Identity in a California I Guan Dao Temple
9:15  JO SCHEDER (U Wisconsin) The Death of Health: Cosmology and Emotion in Colonial Depopulation
9:30  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

4-019  MIGRATION AND HEALTH (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Room 306, Level Three Chair: ELIZABETH CARTWRIGHT (U Arizona)
8:00  CHRISTINA ZAROWSKY (McGill U) Sharing Survival, Sharing Death: Somali Women’s Associations in Post-War Ethiopia
8:15  ALEXANDRA CHROY (U Kansas) The Embodiment and Transformation of Traumatic Memories Among Vietnamese Refugees
8:30  KEUM YOUNG PANG (Howard U) Construction of Korean Popular Somatization: Han, Hwabyung, and Shingyunshayak
8:45  SANDRA S LEE (Stanford U) Ethnic Identity, Aging, and Generational Differences in Diaspora
SUNDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 6

9:00  ELIZABETH CARTWRIGHT (U Arizona) Demographies of Silencing: The Definition and Enumeration of Indigenous Migrant Farmworkers in Northern Mexico

9:15  STEVEN J FOLMAR (Wake Forest) International Migration and Local Health Care Reform: A Case of Mutual Adaptation

9:30  PAUL GRIFHORST (Utrecht U) and MIRAJAM VAN EWIJK (Utrecht U) The Medicalized Experience of The New Migration in the Netherlands

9:45  End of Session

4-020  REREADING POLICIES AND NORMS: SEXUALITY, MOTHERHOOD AND (RE)PRODUCTION (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) Rooms 414 & 415, Level Four

Chair: STEPHANIE J BROMMER (UC-Santa Barbara)

8:00  FEI-WEN LIU (Syracuse U) Historiographical and Epistemological Differences between Genders: The Discourse of Widowhood in Southern China

8:15  KIMBERLEY C FALK-MACARTHUR (U Pittsburgh) Too Close, But Good For Us: Rural North China Villagers’ Perceptions of The One-Child Policy

8:30  LAURA BRIGGS (U Arizona) Misters inthe Social Laboratory: “Demon Mothers” and the Invention of Overpopulation in Puerto Rico, 1945-1960

8:45  CAROLINE TAIT (McGill U) “Keepers of the Culture”: The Politics Of Aboriginal Motherhood in Canada

9:00  STEPHANIE J BROMMER (UC-Santa Barbara) “The Mommy Wars”: Conflicting Ideologies of Motherhood in the United States

9:15  INBAL ESTER CICUREL (Ben Gurion U) Women’s Interpretations to a Male Dominated Religion: The Case of Mikavh-Jewish Ritual

9:30  Discussion

9:45  End of Session

4-021  IDENTITY (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Room 406, Level Four

Chair: ANASTASIA KARAKASIDOU (Wellesley C)

8:00  ANASTASIA KARAKASIDOU (Wellesley C) National Majorities, Ethnic Minorities: The Crisis of Representation in the Ethnography of Greece

8:15  ILAY ORS (Harvard U) Ambiguity in Identity: “Mediterranean” As Consumption and Political Orientation in Turkey

8:30  MARGARET L BROWN (Washington U) Unity in Diversity: Toleration of Difference in a Malagasy Frontier Community

8:45  STEVEN WEBSTER (U Auckland) Political Economy of Maori Retribalisation in Contemporary New Zealand

9:00  ELENA BEE (Florida Intl U) “People like Us”: The Role of Manners in The Construction of ID Entity of Upper-Middle Calss Peruvian Women


9:30  Discussion

9:45  End of Session

4-022  ANTHROPOLOGISTS IN “EL PAIS DE LAS MARAVILLAS”: MIGRATION, BOUNDARIES, AND BELONGING IN CONTEMPORARY CUBA (Reviewed by Society for Latin American Anthropology) Room 407, Level Four

Organizers: PAUL RYER (U Chicago) and NADINE FERNANDEZ (FL Intl U). Chair: PAUL RYER (U Chicago)

8:00  MONA TK ROSENDAHL (Stockholm U) Doing Fieldwork in El Dais de las Maravillas: Anthropology, Change and Uncertainty

8:15  DALE A BRETCHES (UC-San Diego) The Conflict Between Daily Life and Revolutionary Ethics in Cuba’s Reform Process

8:30  MICHAEL ATWOOD MASON (Smithsonian Institution) Imagining Emotion Among AfroCuban Santeria Practitioners, 1998

8:45  NADINE FERNANDEZ (FL Intl U) Race Recycled: The Re-Emergence of Race in the Cuban Public Domain
9:00  PAUL RYER (U Chicago) Passing for Cuban, Passing for Foreign: National Papers and Classificatory Embarrassment in the "Special Period"

9:15  AUDREY K CHARLTON (Columbia U) Jamaicans in Cuba

9:30  MATTHEW J HILL (U Chicago) Rural Urban Migration and the Re-Emergence of Race in Socialist Cuba

9:45  Discussant: HELEN I SAFA (U Florida-Gainesville)

10:00  ROBIN D MOORE (Temple U) "Transformations in Cuban Nueva Trova, 1965-95"

10:15  MARY KATHERINE CRABB (Emory U) Tierra Brava: Power, Kinship and Cultural Fantasy in a Cuban Telenovela

10:30  NANCY J BURKE (U New Mexico) Off the Map: Tourism Planning and Entrepreneurial Access in Old Havanna

10:45  LAURIE ALEEN FREDERIK (U Chicago) "Art is Not a Luxury Art is a Method": The Reinterpretation of Cuban Political Consciousness in Contemporary "Teatro Comunitario"

11:00  THOMAS F CARTER (U New Mexico) Men and Their Balls: Masculinity and Individual Identity in Cuban Baseball

11:15  ARIANA HERNANDEZ The Legend of a Man Called Horse

11:30  Discussant: JORGE DUANY (U Puerto Rico-Rio Piedras)

11:45  End of Session

4-023  BEHAVIORAL AND EVOLUTIONARY ECOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO POPULATION: OPPORTUNITIES FOR CROSS-FERTILIZATION WITH ANTHROPOLOGICAL DEMOGRAPHY (Reviewed by Biological Anthropology Section) Salon K, Level Five
Organizer: JOHN A BOCK (U New Mexico). Chair: JANE B LANCASTER (U New Mexico)

8:00  JOHN A BOCK (U New Mexico) Unified Theories of Fertility: Opportunities for Cross-Fertilization

8:15  BEN C CAMPBELL (Boston U) Evolutionary Models of Human Reproductive Biology and Anthropological Demography

8:30  PHILIP W SETEL (U Newcastle upon Tyne) Contexts and Contents: Expanding the Scope of Studies on Sexual Systems in the Age of AIDS

8:45  BOBBI S LOW (U Michigan) Resources, Environmental Uncertainty, and Fertility: Ecology of Individual Choice and Population Patterns

9:00  HILLARD S KAPLAN (U New Mexico) Evolutionary Models of Below Replacement Fertility: Population Effects of Delayed Reproduction and Parity Specific Cessation

9:15  NG BLURTON JONES (UC-Los Angeles), KRISTEN HAWKES (U Utah) and JAMES F O'CONNELL (U Utah) At Age 45 Contemporary Froager Women Can Expect to Live Another 20 Years. Did Postreproductive Life Evolve, or is it an “Artefact” of Modern Conditions

9:30  BRUCE P WINTERHALDER (UNC-Chapel Hill) and PAUL LESLIE (UNC Chapel) The Variance Compensation Hypothesis: Toward a Risk-Sensitive Analysis of Human Fertility

9:45  SARA E JOHNSON (U New Mexico) The Association between Fertility and Mortality Differentials: The Role of Risk Assessment

10:00  DAVID P TRACER (U Colorado-Denver) Fatness and Fitness: Proximate and Evolutionary Perspectives on Resource Availability and Female Fecundity

10:15  STEVEN C JOSEPHSON (U Utah, Salt Lake City) Polygyny, Fertility, and Long-Term Reproductive Success

10:30  Discussant: JOHN C CALDWELL (Australian National U)

10:45  Discussant: PAT CALDWELL (Australian National U)

11:00  RUTH MACE (U C London) The Co-Evolution of Human Fertility and Wealth Inheritance Strategies

11:15  Discussion

11:45  End of Session
4-024  **RACISM AND RESEARCH** (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Salon E, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: FRANK A SALAMONE (Iona C)
8:00  FRANK A SALAMONE (Iona C) The Rockefeller Foundation and the Development of African Studies
8:15  GERARD COLBY (Toward Freedom Magazine) Is Globalization Really the Crucial Link between Race and Genocide in the Modern Era?
8:30  WALTER R ADAMS (Brown U) The Potential for Racism in Alcohol Research: The Case of ADH and ALDH
8:45  PETER PARISI (Hunter C) Racism and Research: The Power Structure and Accepted Wisdom
9:00  DAVID COPLAN (Witwatersrand) Culture for Race: Ironies of Ethnography in Post-Apartheid South Africa
9:15  EDITH TURNER (U Virginia) Is Racism Implicit in the Non-Western Fieldwork Enterprise? Arguing the Pros and Cons
9:30  Discussant: RICHARD N ADAMS (Patzisotz History Co)
9:45  Discussant: C LORING BRACE (U Michigan)
10:00 Discussant: BRENDA WILSON (NPR)
10:15 Discussant: CHRIS LAVIN
10:30 Discussant: MARK MULLINAUX
10:45 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

4-025  **CONTESTING GENDERED POLICY CONSTRUCTIONS OF “VIOLENT, SILENT AND VICTIM” POPULATIONS** (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Salon L, Level Five
Organizers/Chairs: VICTORIA D L SANFORD (Stanford U) and L ASALE ANGEL-AJANI (Stanford U)
8:00  KIMBERLY S THEIDON (UC-Berkeley) Growing up at the End of Time: Children, War and Religion in Ayacucho, Peru
8:15  IRINA C SILBER (New York U) Not Revolutionary Enough? Grassroots Constructions of Salvadoran Rural Women
8:30  VICTORIA D L SANFORD (Stanford U) No Se Si Tiene Mis Palabras—I Don’t Know if My Words Have Value: The Silencing of Maya Women
8:45  SHANNON SPEED (UC-Davis) Resisting Occupation in Chiapas: Women—Pawns or Protagonists
9:00  Discussant: DAVID M STOLL (Middlebury C)
9:15  Discussant: JULIA LIEBLICH (Newhouse News Services)
9:30 Discussion
9:45 Break
10:00 C SARAH SOH (San Francisco State U) Human Rights and the “Comfort Women”
10:15 ADA GONZALEZ-PETERTSON (Las Americas Immigrant Adv) Battered and Removable: Abused Immigrant Women Living along the US-Mexico Border
10:30 MICHAEL J BOSIA (Northwester U) Blame, Blood and Expertise: How Mothers and Gay Men Contested the Discourse on AIDS in France
10:45 Discussant: PAMELA L BALLINGER (Bowdoin C)
11:00 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

4-026  **ANTHROPOLOGY AND CREOLE LINGUISTICS, A DISCUSSION** (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Room 403, Level Four
Organizers/Chairs: LEILA MONAGHAN (Pitzer C) and JACK SIDNELL (UCLA)
8:00 GERARDO A LORENZINO (Yale U) The Social Dynamics of Creole Differentiation and the Construction of Angolar Identity
8:15 BETTINA M MIGGE (Ohio State U) Substrate Retention in Creole Formation: The Case of Copulas in the Suriname Creole
8:30 RICHARD J SENGHAS (Sonoma State U) When a Superstrate/Substrate Model Doesn’t Fit: The Creolization of Nicaraguan Sign Language
8:45 Discussant: DONALD WINFORD (Ohio State)

9:00 JACK SIDNELL (UC-Los Angeles) Functional Adaptation in a Creole Language System: The Development of Self-Elevating in Guyanese Creole

9:15 JON F PRESSMAN (Bryn Mawr C) Ideological Response to "Francophine" on Saint Barthelemy, West Indies

9:30 JANINA FENIGSEN (Brandeis U) How Transient Encounters Matter: Tourism and Language Shifts in Barbados

9:45 PETER L PATRICK (Georgetown U) The Urban Creole Mesolect as a Speech Community

10:00 Discussant: ARTHUR K SPEARS (CUNY-Grad Ctr)

10:15 LEILA MONAGHAN (Pitzer C) Beyond Words: The New Zealand Deaf Community and the Use of Scaffolding

10:30 J KATHE MANAGAN (New York U) The Creolite Movement: Creolization and Language Ideology in Martinique

10:45 EDWARD H BENDIX (CUNY Grad Sch/Hunter C) From the Atlantic to Southern Soudan: The Language Area as Model for Language Contact in Pidginization

11:00 Discussant: GILLIAN E SANKOFF (U Pennsylvania)

11:15 Discussion

11:45 End of Session

4-027 POPULATION IN THE EVOLUTION OF CULTURES, CULTURE AND CULTURE THEORY (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Salon J, Level Five

Organizer/Chair: ROBERT BATES GRABER (Truman State U)

8:00 RALPH ROWLETT (U Missouri-Columbia) Demographic Factors in La Tene Mamian Social and Cultural Development

8:15 MICHAEL S HARRIS (Florida Atlantic U) The Human-Land Relationship in Rural Bangladesh

8:30 MICHAEL G DAVIS (Truman State U) Ecology, Sociopolitical Organization, and Sociocultural Change on the Great Plains

8:45 SUSAN LOVE BROWN (Florida Atlantic U) Reflections on Population and Culture Change in Natural and Intentional Communities

9:00 Discussion

9:15 AMBER JOHNSON (Southern Methodist U) Density Dependent Strategies, Thresholds, and Cultural Evolution

9:30 GLENN D STONE (Washington U-St Louis) Tactical Population Increase

9:45 STEPHEN J BECKERMAN (Pennsylvania State U) and BEVERLY N GOODMAN (Pennsylvania State U) Population, Political Rivalry, and the Origins of the State

10:00 ROBERT L CARNEIRO (Amer Museum of Natural History) What Constitutes Population Pressure?

10:15 Discussion

10:30 MICHAEL ROSENBERG (U Delaware) Population Pressure and the Evolution of Culture: Re-Examining the Force of Numbers

10:45 ROBERT BATES GRABER (Truman State U) Anthropological Theory, Population, and Cultural Evolution

11:00 DON E DUMOND (U Oregon) Population Growth, Social Discomfort, and Anthropological Theory: Will Reductionism Come into Its Own?

11:15 Discussant: MARVIN HARRIS (U Florida)

11:30 Discussant: PAUL B ROSCOE (U Maine)

11:45 End of Session

4-028 COMPARATIVE RESEARCH ON MESOAMERICAN HEALERS (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Salon A, Level Five

Organizers/Chairs: BRAD R HUBER (Charleston C) and ALAN R SANDSTROM (Indiana U-Purdue)

8:00 LUZ MARIA HERNANDEZ SAENZ (U Western Ontario) The Art of Bleeding: Phlebotomists in Late Colonial Mexico

8:15 JAMES W DOW (Oakland U) Central and North Mexican Shamans
8:30 FRANK LIPP (NY State Exec Dept) A Comparative Analysis of Southern Mexican and Guatemalan Shamans

8:45 ALAN R SANDSTROM (Indiana U-Purdue) Curing through Blood Sacrifice among Contemporary Nahua of Mexico

9:00 Discussant: MICHAEL J WINKELMAN (Arizona State U)

9:15 Discussion

9:30 Break

9:45 BRAD R HUBER (Charleston C) The Recruitment, Training, and Practice of Central and North Mexican Midwives

10:00 SHEILA C COSMINSKY (Rutgers U-Camden) Midwives of Southern Mexico and Guatemala

10:15 BENJAMIN D PAUL (Stanford U) Bonesetters in Native Mesoamerican Communities

10:30 ELENA HURTADO (INCAP) and EUGENIA SAENZ DE TEJADA (BASICS/Guatemala) and CHRISTA DE VALVERDE (INCAP/Guatemala) Relations between Traditional and Modern Health Practitioners in Guatemala

10:45 Discussant: KAJA FINKLER (UNC-Chapel Hill)

11:00 Discussant: GEORGE M FOSTER (UC-Berkeley)

11:15 Discussion

11:45 End of Session

4-029 "CAN'T LEAVE HOME WITHOUT IT": NARRATING IDENTITY IN WOMEN'S TRANSGRESSIVE TRAVELS (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology)

Room 307, Level Three

Organizer/Chair: BILINDA S STRAIGHT (Butler U)

8:00 ANGELIKA BAMMER (Emory U) The Risk of the Close-at-Hand

8:15 MELISSA A JOHNSON (Southwestern U) Constructing "Home" in "Foreign": Belizean Creole Women Negotiating Race, Color, Class and Gender in Chicago

8:30 MICHAEL D JACKSON (Victoria U-New Zealand) In Extremis: Refugee Stories/Refugee Lives

8:45 REBECCA LUNA STEIN (Stanford U) States of Travel: Israeli Tourism Policy and the Traveling Subject

9:00 Discussant: ANNE M LOVELL (U Toulouse Le Mirail)

9:15 Break

9:30 DEBORAH REED-DANAHAY (U Texas-Arlington) Becoming Educated, Desire, and Leaving the Land: Cultural Myths of Gender and Rural Exodus in France

9:45 CAROLINE B BRETTELL (Southern Methodist U) Liminal Space and Liminal Time: Self and Home in a Woman's Travel Narrative

10:00 PNINA MOTZAFI-HALLER (Ben Gurion U) "I Am Not Like My Mother": Second Generation Mizrahi Women Narratives in Israel

10:15 KATHERINE E ZIRBEL (Rhodes C) My Shafiqa: Concerning the Travels and Transgressions of a Southern Egyptian Woman

10:30 BILINDA S STRAIGHT (Butler U) In Search of Hea(r)t(h) and Home: Migration, Loss, and Identity in an Appalachian Woman's Life History

10:45 ELIZABETH A BOHLS (U Oregon) Home is Where the Heart Is (Not): Slavery, Travel, and Affective Community in "The History of Mary Prince" (1831)

11:00 Discussant: MICAEŁA DI LEONARDO (Northwestern U)

11:15 Discussant: NIKO BESNIER (Victoria U of Wellington)

11:30 Discussion

11:45 End of Session

4-030 TEXTS, TEXTUALITY AND PRACTICE: THE ROLE AND CHALLENGE OF TEXT IN RELIGIOUS PRACTICE AND RITUAL (Reviewed by Anthropology of Religion)

Rooms 411 & 412, Level Four

Organizers: ELENI ZATZ LIIT (U Pennsylvania) and SAMUEL COOPER (Bar Ilan U).
Chair: ELENI ZATZ LIIT (U Pennsylvania)

8:00 ELENI ZATZ LIIT (U Pennsylvania) Introduction

8:15 SIMON M COLEMAN (U Durham-UK) Words and the World: Textuality and Embodiment Amongst Charismatic Christians
8:30  PETER J COLLINS (U Durham-UK) "Quaker Faith and Practice" and the Codification of British Quakerism
8:45  SAMUEL COOPER (Bar Ilan U) On Legal Text Narrative & Custom: Generating the Customs of the Jews
9:00  AYALA FADER (New York U) Teaching Sacred Text: Parsha Stories in a First-Grade Hasidic Classroom
9:15  PETER GLUCK (U Michigan) New Ways in Death: Transformation of Body and Text in Late Modern (American) Judaism’s Understanding of Kaddish
9:30  Discussant: RAKHMIEL PELTZ (Columbia U)
9:45  Break
10:00 ELENI ZATZ LITT (U Pennsylvania) Prophetic Texts and the Call to Justice: Jews and Christians Repairing the World in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
10:30 BRIAN E MALLEY (U Michigan) Fixed Text, Adapting Agents: Midwestern Baptists’ Use of the Bible
10:45 SUSAN SERED (Bar Ilan U) Texts, Power & Gender: Okinawan & Israeli Examples
11:00 LOUISE E TALLEN (UC-Irvine) Tanya, Torah, and Teshuvah: Baalot Teshuvah and the Manipulation of Sacred Texts in Lubavitch
11:15 Discussant: HARVEY GOLDBERG (Hebrew U of Jerusalem)
11:30 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

4-031  IMAGINING PAST POPULATIONS FROM THE PRESENT: ALTERNATIVE ARCHAEOLOGY ON THE NORTHERN YUCATAN PENINSULA (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Room 304, Level Three
Organizer/Chair: JENNIFER MATHEWS (UC-Riverside)
8:00  JENNIFER MATHEWS (UC-Riverside) Introduction
8:15  JUSTINE M SHAW (Southern Methodist U) The Terminal Classic at Yaxuna, Yucatan, Mexico
8:30  RAFAEL COBOS (Tulane U) Different People, Same Scenario?: Migrations and the Transformation from Terminal Classic to Early Postclassic in the Northern Maya Lowlands
8:45  BETHANY A MORRISON (UC-Riverside) and SCOTT L FEDICK (UC-Riverside) Beyond Patterns and Alignments: Filling in the Picture of Prehistoric Life in Northern Quintana Roo, Mexico
9:00  CHARLES W HOUCK (Tulane U) Settlement and Sociopolitical Dynamics at Ek Balam: The View from the Hinterland
9:15  DOMINIQUE A RISSOLO (UC-Riverside) and JENNIFER MATHEWS (UC-Riverside) When the Archaeologist Adapts: Living and Working Amongst a Traditional Maya Population
9:30  KURT R HEIDELBERG (UC-Riverside) Ancient Use of Domestic Space in the Northern Maya Lowlands
9:45  Break
10:00 TRAVIS W STANTON (Southern Methodist U) The Divine Experiment: Demographic Repercussions of the Late Preclassic to Early Classic Transition in Political Ideology
10:30 GEOFFREY BRASWELL (SUNY-Buffalo) Trade, Procurement, and Population: Obsidian and the Maya of the Northern Lowlands
10:45 CLIFFORD BROWN (Tulane U) Fractals and Chaos in Archaeological Analysis: Examples from Mayapan, Yucatan
11:00 DAVID P JOHNSTONE (Southern Methodist U) Ceramic and Cultural Spheres of Northern Yucatan
11:15 TARA M BOND (Southern Methodist U), GEORGE J BEY (Millsaps C) and CHARLES W HOUCK (Tulane U) Ceramic Evidence of the Middle Preclassic Period at Ek Balam and Xululub, Yucatan, Mexico
11:30  Discussant: GEORGE J BEY (Millsaps C)
11:45  End of Session

**4-032**  AAA COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS Committee Meeting
9:00-12:00  Conference Suite 1, Level Three

**4-033**  AAA EXECUTIVE BOARD
9:00-1:00  Room 309 & 310, Level Three

**4-034**  ROOTS AND ROOTEDNESS IN SOUTHERN APPALACHIA (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Salon H, Level Five
Organizers: SHANNON GRAY (U Georgia) and MARICEL PINIERO (U Georgia), Chair: SHANNON GRAY (U Georgia)
10:15  SHANNON GRAY (U Georgia) The ‘Nature’ of Southern Appalachia: Whose is it?
10:30  ELEANOR TISON (U Georgia) Obsolete Sweets? The Cultural Salience of a Traditional Crop
10:45  MARICEL PINIERO (U Georgia) Women and Wild Plants: In Search for the Commons
1:00  LAN JIA (U Georgia) Herb, History, and Heritage: Ginseng and Southern Appalachia
1:15  Discussant: ROBERT E RHOADES (U Georgia)
1:30  Discussant: JAMES PEACOCK (UNC-Chapel Hill)
1:45  End of Session

**4-035**  RETHINKING MOVEMENT: DIASPORA, MIGRATION, AND PROCESSES OF IDENTITY FORMATION (Reviewed by Association of Black Anthropologists) Salon D, Level Five
Organizers: JEMIMA PIERRE (U Texas-Austin) and JUNAID ARANA (U Texas)
10:15  EDMUND T GORDON (U Texas) Introduction
10:30  LINTA VARGHESE (U Texas-Austin) Dating and Marriage Threads: Weaving Indian-American Womanhood on the Internet
10:45  MARC D PERRY (U Texas) New York City Garifuna and Multiple Imagines of Diasporic Blackness
11:00  SANDYA HEWAMANNE (U Texas-Austin) Floating Selves: Identity Construction Among Migrant Workers of Sri Lanka
11:15  JUNAID A RANA (U Texas) Writing Inclusion: Diaspora, Class and Gender in the Case of Pakistani-Muslims in Houston, TX
11:30  JEMIMA PIERRE (U Texas-Austin) Theorizing Diasporic Identity: Nigerian Immigrants in the US
11:45  Discussant: EDMUND T GORDON (U Texas)
12:00  End of Session

**4-036**  BETWEEN CENTERS AND PERIPHERIES: NEGOTIATING MODERNITY IN INDONESIA (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Salon G, Level Five
Organizer: JULIET P LEE (U Virginia). Chair: RICHARD HANDLER (U Virginia)
10:15  JENNIFER G LEITH (U East Anglia) Constructing Indonesia’s Periphery from the Centre
10:30  JULIET P LEE (U Virginia) Kota Ambon: A Center in the Periphery
10:45  BARTHOLOMEW J RYAN (Harvard U) Islam and Local Identity: Contrasting Understandings of Sasak Tradition
11:00  JAMES M HAGEN (Pennsylvania State U) Culture, Ethics and the Possibility of Human Rights in Indonesia
11:15  Discussant: WEBB KEANE (U Michigan)
11:30  Discussant: RICHARD HANDLER (U Virginia)
11:45  Break
12:00  End of Session
4-037 RECONFIGURING POLITICS IN THE WAKE OF GLOBALIZATION (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Room 404, Level Four
Organizer: RITTI A LUKOSE (U Chicago). Chair: ARVIND RAJAGOPAL (Purdue U)
10:15 RUPAL OZA (Rutgers U) Transgressive Images: Television Censorship in the Cultural Politics of Economic Reform
10:30 ARVIND RAJAGOPAL (Purdue U) Emerging Markets and New Regimes of Value: Selling Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCGs) in India
10:45 RITTI A LUKOSE (U Chicago) The Politics of Diaspora at “Home”: “Non-Resident Indians” in India
11:00 RAKA RAY (UC-Berkeley) Global Processes, Local Effects: The NGO-ization of the Women’s Movement in India
11:15 Discussant: KAREN LEONARD (UC-Irvine)
11:30 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

4-038 AFROCENTRICITY: THEORY AND PRAXIS (Reviewed by Association of Black Anthropologists) Rooms 408 & 409, Level Four
Organizers/Chairs: YVONNE JONES (U Louisville) and CHRISTOPHER FUNG (U Auckland)
10:15 ROBIN LISA SEWELL (UC-Berkeley) Afrocentrism, Egyptology and the Construction of Race
10:30 PAUL STOLLER (West Chester U) Marketing Afrocentricity: West African Trade Networks in North America
10:45 LEE D BAKER (Columbia U) Afrocentrism and the American Dream
11:00 MARY E DOBGE (U Louisville) Roots and Routes: Engaging the Uneasy “Ties That Bind”: Cultures of Africa and the African Diaspora
11:15 CHRISTOPHER FUNG (U Auckland) When Archaeologists Attack: African Americans, the Olmec and Mesoamerican Archaeology
11:30 YVONNE JONES (U Louisville) Reading History, Creating Culture and Identity: An Analysis of African American Book Clubs
11:45 Discussant: MOLEFI K ASANTE (Temple U)
12:00 End of Session

4-039 EMBODIMENT AND DISEMBODIMENT ( Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness) Room 308, Level Three
Organizer/Chair: MIRA ZUSSMAN (San Jose State U)
10:15 JANET LEVALLEY (Fujitsu Corp) Reaching for the Power: Consciousness, Culture and Alternate Embodiment
10:30 CONSTANTINE HRISKOS (Colby C) and HONG ZHANG (Columbia U) Taoist Alchemy and the Problematic of Dis-Embodiment
10:45 LEE GILMORE (California Inst Integral Stds) The Whore and the Holy One: Contemporary Sacred Prostitution and Transforming Consciousness
11:00 LARISSA M CHAPMAN (San Jose State) From Submissive to Slave: Ritual Bonding and Slave Consciousness
11:15 MIRA ZUSSMAN (San Jose State U) Fairy Butch and the Labia Menorah: Or Your Bubbe’s Worst Nightmare
11:30 JEFFER L MACDONALD (Intl Refugee Cetner of Oregon) Embodying the Spirits among the Lu-Mien
11:45 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

4-040 RETHINKING FEMININITIES: CLASS, RELIGION AND NATION IN BENGAL (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) Salon B, Level Five
Organizer: HEATHER S DELL (Rosemont C). Chair: PARTHA CHATTERJEE (U Calcutta)
10:15 INDRANI MITRA (Mount Saint Mary’s C) Reinventing the Traditional Woman: The Reform Movement in 19th Century Bengal
10:30 MAHUA SARKAR (Johns Hopkins) Woman, Nation, Other: Gender, Religion and the Imagining of India
10:45 HEATHER S DELL (Rosemont C) Prostitution, Middle Class Family Ideology and the State
11:00 SWAPNA BANERJEE (U Florida) Difference or Involvement?: A Critical Reading of the Mistress-Maid Relationship in Colonial Bengal
11:15 ANNE E HARDGROVE (U Michigan) Hindi Literature as Political Space: An Ethnographic Reading of Marwari Women's Fiction in Calcutta
11:30 DINA M SIDIQI (New School For Social Research) From Matari to Bhadramahila: Making Women's Work Respectable
11:45 Discussant: GLORIA GOODWIN RAHEJA (U Minnesota)
12:00 End of Session

4-041 CO-CONSTRUCTING CONTESTED IDENTITIES IN SCHOOLS: HEGEMONIC DISCOURSES AND STRATEGIES OF PERSISTENCE/RESISTANCE/RENEWAL
(Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Room 406, Level Four
Organizers: CHAR C ULLMAN and T L MCCARTY (U Arizona). Chair: T L MCCARTY (U Arizona)
10:15 CHAR C ULLMAN Introduction
10:30 BERNADETTA ADLEY-SANTAMARIA (U Arizona) Teaching Indigenous Youth Their Languages: A Way of Reclaiming Them and Empowering Tribes
10:45 CHAR C ULLMAN Towards a Pedagogy of Identity: The Disclosure of Sexual Identity and Its Effects on Classroom Discourse
11:00 VICTORIA MUNOZ (Wells C) Crossing the Atlantic as if it Were a Puddle: Exploring a Central Metaphor of Puerto Rican Identity
11:15 Discussant: SIGNITHIA FORDHAM (U Maryland-Baltimore Cty)
11:30 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

4-042 CHRISTIANITY, POPULATIONS AND GLOBALIZATION (Reviewed by Anthropology of Religion) Room 502, Level Five
Organizers: MICHAEL A UZENDOSKI (U Virginia) and JOSEPH R HELLWEG (U Virginia). Chair: RITA SKIPP (Kenyon C)
10:15 MICHAEL A UZENDOSKI (U Virginia) Christianity and the Transformation of Value: Quijos-Quichua Evangelicals of Ecuador
10:30 KATHARINE L WIEGELE (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) Catholic “Renewal” and the “Bondage of Religion”: The El Shaddal Movement in the Philippines
10:45 JOSEPH R HELLWEG (U Virginia) A Manlike Evangelical in the Mande Hunters’ Society in Odienne Ivory Coast
11:00 CYNTHIA HOEHLER-FATION (U Virginia) Christian and Muslim Messianism in Colonial Western Kenya
11:15 Discussant: MARK GRUBER (St Vincent C)
11:30 Discussant: RITA S KIPP (Kenyon C)
11:45 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

4-043 INVESTING IN LIVING MATTER: STRATEGIC CLAIMS ON THE BIOLOGICAL (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Room 303, Level Three
Organizers: ADRIANA M PETRYNA (UC-Berkeley) and CORI HAYDEN (UC-Santa Cruz). Chair: JOSEPH DUMIT (Mass Inst of Technology)
10:15 HANNAH LANDECKER (MIT) Cell Banking: Acquisition and Exchange of the Biological at the American Type Culture Collection
10:30 CORI HAYDEN (UC-Santa Cruz) Bio-Mass for Biotech: Prospecting’s Transnational Circuits of Exchange
10:45 ADRIANA M PETRYNA (UC-Berkeley) Chernobyl Ties: Biological Injury and Compensation in Contemporary Ukraine
11:00 STEFAN G HELMREICH (Stanford U) Silicon Second Nature: Culturing Artificial Life and Denaturing Biology
11:30 Discussion
11:45 Discussant: JOSEPH DUMIT (Mass Inst of Technology)
12:00 End of Session

4-044 SITUATED EPISTEMOLOGIES, UNIVERSAL NARRATIVES? ETHNOMEDICINE, BIOMEDICINE, PERCEIVED EFFICACY AND MEANING OF HEALING PRACTICES IN SEVERAL SOCIOCULTURAL SYSTEMS (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Room 305, Level Three
Organizers: MARY RILEY (Tulane U) and MARY M CAMERON (Auburn U). Chair: MARY RILEY (Tulane U)
10:15 NANCY A MULLENAX (Tulane U) Cosmology, Physiology, and the Politics of Identity in Salasaca: An Andean Case Study
10:30 MARK S ROGERS (U Rochester-NY) Being Multiple: Embodiment, Discourse, and Medical Pluralism
10:45 ELLEN ZIEGEMEIER-NAVARRO (Louisiana St U) "I'm Not a Bruja": Curing Narratives of a Lenca Parchera
11:00 ROBERT T ANDERSON (Mills C) A Case Study in Integrative Medicine: Alternative Theories, Common Goals
11:15 MARY RILEY (Tulane U) Heterogeneity of (Bio-, Ethno-) Medicinal Knowledge, Healing Practices, and Treatment Pathways Among the Makushi
11:30 HELEN REGIS (Mississippi State U) Has This Medicine Expired? Lost Efficacy of Drugs and the State in Cameroon
11:45 GERY W RYAN (U Missouri-Columbia) Determinants of Medical Choices in a Rural Cameroon Village
12:00 End of Session

4-045 THE DOUBLE NATURE OF NARRATIVE: MEDIUM AND FRAME FOR LANGUAGE ACQUISITION (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Room 410, Level Four
Organizer: AVIVA BOWER (SUNY Buffalo). Chair: VERA JOHN-STEINER (U New Mexico)
10:15 AMELIA ALVAREZ (Salamanca U) Introduction
10:30 GWEN GORZELSKY (U Pittsburgh) Story, Self, and the Social: Narrative Form, Subjectivity, and Social Roles
10:45 ELVIRA SOUZA LIMA (Cepaos-Brazil) Images, Language, Movement and Narrative: Introducing New Possibilities for Language Development
11:00 AVIVA BOWER (SUNY-Buffalo) Just Buffalo's Writers in Education Project: Classroom Residencies and Poetic Ethnographies
11:15 DORA PELLICER Storytelling and the Informal Appropriation of a Second Language
11:30 ELSA L STATZNER (National Louis U) and LEAH MILLER (National Louis U) Talking Poetry, Writing Culture, and Taking Control: Narratives by Immigrant Children
11:45 Discussant: VERA JOHN-STEINER (U New Mexico)
12:00 End of Session

4-046 MAYA CULTURE AND IDENTITY ACROSS TIME AND SPACE (Reviewed by Society for Latin American Anthropology) Salon I, Level Five
Organizers: EDWARD F FISCHER (Vanderbilt U) and JOHN M WATANABE (Dartmouth C). Chair: EDWARD F FISCHER (Vanderbilt U)
10:15 QUETZIL E CASTANEDA (U Houston) The Maya of the Maya
10:30 JOHN M WATANABE (Dartmouth C) The Play of Identities and Cultures in Southeastern Mesoamerica
10:45 ROBERT S CARLSEN (U Colorado-Boulder) Ironies of Identity in Santiago Atitlan, Guatemala
EDWARD F FISCHER (Vanderbilt U) Maya Cultural Logic and Cognitive Models of the Heart and Soul

GARY H GOSSEN (SUNY-Albany) Magical Realism in the Maya Zapatista Movement

Discussant: RAXCHE’ (Cholsamaj)

HEROIN IN THE 21ST CENTURY (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America) Salon F, Level Five

Organizer/Chair: ANTHONY A MARCUS (John Jay-CUNY)

ALIX CONDE (John Jay-CUNY) Identity, Work and Drug Use Among First Generation Haitian Immigrants in New York City

RIC CURTIS (John Jay C-CUNY) Heroin Chic and Phat Blunts: Drug Use Preferences Among New York City Youth in the 1990’s

JUDY MCGUIRE (John Jay-CUNY) White Chicks on Dope: Heroin Use Among Middle and Upper Middle Class Women

ANTHONY A MARCUS (John Jay-CUNY) Deep Play on Dope: Heroin Social Transgression and Identity Among White Youth

KATE MCCOY (John Jay-CUNY) The Ethics and Politics of Need: heroin Users and Treatment

Discussant: MERCER SULLIVAN (RutgersU)

LAW AND RIGHTS (Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology) Room 302, Level Three

Chair: PAUL J MAGNARELLA (U Florida)


DORI S BIXLER (U British Columbia) Planning Water for Populations: Rwconciling Imagined Communities With People in Place in The Development of Provincial Water Export Policy

HOWARD J DE NIKE The Demise of Terra Nullius and the Question of Indigenous Sovereignty in Australia

PAUL J MAGNARELLA (U Florida) Universal Human Rights and Justice: The United Nations War Crimes Tribunals

ROBERT M STEPHENS (U Kentucky) Conflict or Compensation: NGOs and the Bhopal Crisis

VITAL POLITICS: FROM THE POETICS OF POPULATION CONTROL TO THE PATENTING OF LIFE (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Room 405, Level Four

Chair: S HOON SONG (U Chicago)

S HOON SONG (U Chicago) “We Kill Pigeons, Not Babies”: The Poetics of Pigeon Population Control and the Politics of Citizenship in Rural Pennsylvania

Laurie F Occhipinti (McGill U) Imagining “Indigenous”: The Politics of Population in Argentina

LISA ALDRED Resisting Representation: Lozen and the Politics of Lesbian identity

CHRIS OLIVER (U Chicago) Mediated borders: The production of cosmopolitan Japanese

Soren Gerner (UC-Berkeley) Vital Politics: Patenting Life nd the Government of Welfare in Germany
4-050 POLITICS, IDENTITY, AND CULTURAL EXPRESSION IN THE MIDDLE EAST
(Reviewed by Middle East Section) Salon C, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: CELIA ROTHENBERG (U Toronto)
10:15 KAREN L ANDES (Indiana U-Bloomington) The "Sicilian Invasion:" Toward a Political Demography of the French Colonial State in Tunisia
10:30 HENRY ROSENFELD (U Haifa) The Problematic of Task Oriented Groups in a Colonialist Context: Late Ottoman Palestine
10:45 CHRISTA SALAMANDRA (Oxford) Consuming Ramadan: Popular Culture and Identity Construction in Damascus
11:00 CELIA ROTHENBERG (U Toronto) Infertility and Spirits among Palestinian Women
11:15 ANNE ELLINGSEN The Arabesk Debate in Turkey
11:30 JONATHAN H SHANNON (CUNY Grad Center) Between Meditation and Ecstasy: The Art of Improvisation in Arab Music in Syria
11:45 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

4-051 POPULATION, POLITICS AND CULTURE IN THE NEW EUROPE (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Room 306, Level Three
Chair: KIRSTEN A FOOT (UC-San Diego)
10:15 KIRSTEN A FOOT (U California) The Construction of Demography and Migrations as Quantifiable Indicators of Conflict in the Former Soviet Union
10:30 RICHARD TUNON (Lancaster U, England) Cultural and Genetic Identities in Mapping European Diversity
10:45 ATHENA ATHANASIOU (New School for Social Research) Unravelling Epistemic Violence: Prinatalist Discursive Practices <In the Margins of Europe>
11:00 BRIAN A SHOTT (U Virginia) Population and the Politics of Exclusion in the Balkans
11:15 RADA M DREZGIC (U Pittsburgh) Demographic Nationalism In Serbia
11:30 VASSILIKI YIAKOUKAKI (New School for Social Research) National Identity and the Cultural Politics of Food in Modern Greece
11:45 D CHRISTOPHER LEONARD (Trinity C) Food and Identity: Cultural Homogenization and the Judging of Authenticity
12:00 End of Session

4-052 REPRODUCTION AND SEXUAL CITIZENSHIP (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) Rooms 414 & 415, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: ANA T ORTIZ (U Arizona)
10:15 LYNN KWATKOWSKI (U South Alabama) Appropriating Women's Rights: The Politics of Population Programs and feminist Ideology
10:30 CECILIA MB SARDENBERG (NEIM/UFBA) Changing Markets and Gendered Histories: Opportunity and Inequality in the Industrial Development of Bahia, Brazil
10:45 ARMINE ISHKANIAN (UC-San Diego) Reproducers of the Nation: The Role of Women in Public Life in Post-Soviet Armenia
11:00 ANA ORTIZ (U Arizona) From "Consuming Vegetation" to "Productive Citizens": Constructing Discourses of National Fertility in the Dominican Republic
11:15 COURTNEY COFFEY (U Arizona) "Strong Women" and "Weak Men": Discursive Backlash Against Women's Autonomy in Urban China
11:30 LAUREL BOSSEN (McGill U) Disappearing Girls and Demographic Issues in China's Rural Southwest
11:45 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

4-053 MIGRATION, RESETTLEMENT AND HUMAN RIGHTS (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Room 413, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: ORIT TAMIR (New Mexico Highlands U)
10:15 MARISA LOPEZ (U Florida) Violence, Natural Disasters and Development: A Study of Forced Migration in Pereira, Columbia
10:30 ORIT TAMIR (New Mexico Highlands U) Return to Butte Camp: Japanese-American Experience in a World War Two Internment Center
10:45 KEVIN BOHRER (U Wisconsin-Madison) Human Rights and Social Privileges: The Articulation of Needs and Desires Among Liberian Refugees
11:00 PHILIP W SCHER (U Pennsylvania) The Transnation: Imagining Populations in Diaspora
11:15 DEBORAH GOLDEN (Haifa U) Imagined Prostitutes: Russian Women Migrants in Israel
11:30 CATHERINE DALY Afghan Women’s Struggle for Visibility: the Chaadari (Burqa) and Implications of Its Use
11:45 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

4-054 MEMORY CONSTRUCTION AND THE NEED FOR HISTORY: HONORING MAREA TESKI (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Rooms 401 & 402, Level Four
Organizers/Chairs: MARIA G CATTELL (Field Museum) and JACOB CLIMO (Michigan State U)
10:15 CAROLE L CRUMLEY (UNC-Chapel Hill) Space, Time, Mind: Varieties of Social Memory
10:30 LUKE E LASSITER (Ball State U) Kiowa: On Song and Memory
10:45 LARRY E NESPER (Ball State U) Remembering the Miami Indian Village Schoolhouse
11:00 JOHN CONWAY (Connecticut C) War and Peace—How Catholic Social Memory Differs in Two Irish Contexts
11:15 MARILYN COHEN (Montclair State U) “It Wasn’t a Woman’s World”: Memory Construction and the Culture of Control in a North of Ireland Parish
11:30 DENA SHENK (UNC-Charlotte) Views of Aging African American Women: Memories Within the Historical Context
11:45 Discussant: MARJORIE M SCHWEITZER (Oklahoma State U)
12:00 Break
12:15 DORIS FRANCIS (U North London) A Bridge Between Two Worlds
12:30 MARIA G CATTELL (Field Museum) Remembering the Past, Remembering the Present: Elders’ Constructions of Place and Self in a Philadelphia Neighborhood
12:45 ADINA CIMET (YIVO-Columbia) Language as Window to Political Violence in Mexico
1:00 HANNAH KLIGER (Allegheny U) and BEA HOLLANDER-GOLDFEIN (Pennsylvania Council for Relationships) Formative Narratives and the Metamorphosis of Memory
1:15 JACOB CLIMO (Michigan State U) Memory and Zionist History: American Parents Consider Their Child’s Motives for Aliyah
1:30 RAKHMIEL PELTZ (Columbia U) Re-Creating Identity: The Immigrant Household Remembered
1:45 Discussant: ROBERT L RUBINSTEIN (U MD Baltimore)
2:00 End of Session
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4-056 DISCOURSE, POWER AND THE ENVIRONMENT: THE ROLE OF MEDIATING INSTITUTIONS (Reviewed by Anthropology & Environment Section) Rooms 408 & 409, Level Four
Organizers: ERIC C PONECLET (UNC-Chapel Hill) and KATHLEEN M SULLIVAN (UC-Santa Barbara). Chair: ERIC C PONECLET (UNC-Chapel Hill)
12:15 KATHLEEN M SULLIVAN (UC-Santa Barbara) Stakeholders: Claiming Legitimacy in Environmental Debates
12:30 J PETER BROSIEUS (U Georgia) Entangled Histories: Movements and Institutions in Environmental Politics
12:45  PRISCILLA WEEKS (U Houston -Clear Lake) Brokered Landscapes: The World Conservation Union and Protected Areas
1:00  ERIC C PONCELET (UNC-Chapel Hill) When 1 + 1 = 3: Synergy and Cultural Production in Multi-Stakeholder Environmental Partnerships
1:15  MYANNA H LAHSEN (Rice U) Human-Induced Climate Change and Mediating Institutions: The Construction and Deconstruction of Concern
1:30  Discussant: GREGORY BUTTON (U Michigan-Ann Arbor)
1:45  Discussion
2:00  End of Session

4-057  POLITICS AND GENDER IN LATIN AMERICA: LEGITIMATING AUTHORITY THROUGH THE FAMILIAR (Reviewed by Society for Latin American Anthropology)
Room 410, Level Four
Organizers: ROGER E MAGAZINE (Johns Hopkins U) and CARLOTA MCALLISTER (Johns Hopkins U). Chair: ELIZABETH FERRY (Johns Hopkins U)
12:15  CARLOTA MCALLISTER (Johns Hopkins U) Owning the Dead: The Will to Exhume in a Guatemalan Community
12:30  LES FIELD (U New Mexico) When the Workplace is at Home: Artisan Women and Nicaraguan Feminist Discourse
12:45  HORTENSIA CABALLERO-ARIAS (U Arizona) Authority, Gender, and Cultural Change. The Yanomami Indians and the Intercultural School
1:00  LESLEY GILL (American U) Legitimating Military Power: Development and the Military’s Changing Mission in Bolivia
1:15  ROGER E MAGAZINE (Johns Hopkins U) Mexico City Youth and the Struggle for Democracy: Forgotten Collectivities and the Gendered Discourse of Individualism
1:30  ELIZABETH FERRY (Johns Hopkins U) Gender, Authority and Patrimony in a Mexican Mining Cooperative
1:45  Discussant: ANA M ALONSO (U Arizona-Tucson)
2:00  End of Session

4-058  TOWARD A COMPARATIVE UNDERSTANDING OF THE ROLE OF INTRODUCED DRUGS AND DRUG FOODS IN EUROPEAN EXPANSION (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division)
Salon F, Level Five
Organizers/Chairs: DANIEL BRADBURD (Clarkson U) and WILLIAM JANKOWIAK (U Nevada-Las Vegas)
12:15  MICHAEL V ANGROSINO (U South Florida) Rum and Ganja: Temptation and Transgression in the Establishment of the East Indian Indenture in Trinidad
12:30  CHARLES AMBLER (UTEP) European Imperialism, West Africa and the Alcohol Trade 15th-20th Century
12:45  ROBERT J GORDON (U Vermont) Inside the Windhoek Lager: Liquor and Lust in Namibia
1:00  DAVID N SUGGS (Kenyon C) Alcohol as Incentive in the Mixed Company of the Pre-Colonial Batswana
1:15  PETER C MANCALL (U Kansas) Alcohol and the Fur Trade in North America, 1600 to 1800
1:30  WILLIAM JANKOWIAK (U Nevada-Las Vegas) “Using Drug Foods to Capture and Enhance Labor Performance”: A Cross-Cultural Perspective
1:45  DANIEL BRADBURD (Clarkson U) Stimulating Trade: Opium, Tea, Sugar, Iranian Pastoralists & World Trade
2:00  End of Session

4-059  YUCATECAN ASPIRATIONS AND YUCATECAN THEMES: REGIONAL AND ETHNIC CULTURE (Reviewed by Society for Latin American Anthropology)
Salon D, Level Five
Organizer/Chair: ALLAN F BURNS (U Florida)
12:15  ALLAN F BURNS (U Florida) Nervios in Yucatan: Modernity Across Ethnic Boundaries
12:30  MIGUEL GUEMEZ PINEDA (U Autonoma de Yucata) Visions for the Future of Midwifery in Yucatan, Mexico
12:45  MARCIA L GOOD MAUST (U Florida) Attending Two Bodies and Two Futures: Transformations in the Meaning of a “Good Birth”
1:00  BRUCE DALUSIO (U Florida) Aspirations and Reality in Rural Yucatan: Images and Stories by the Children of Tetiz
1:15  FRANCISCO J FERNANDEZ-REPETTO (U Autonoma de Yucatan) Reflections About Popular Religion in Yucatan: Themes and Social Actors
1:30  Discussant: ALLAN F BURNS (U Florida)
1:45  Discussion
2:00  End of Session

4-060  POLITICS AND EPISTEMOLOGIES IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF BUDDHISM
(Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Room 405, Level Four
Organizers: LAUREN LEVE (Princeton U) and ALAN KLIMA (Bard C). Chair: LAUREN LEVE (Princeton U)
12:15  ETHAN D GOLDINGS (Trace Foundation) Separating Politics and Religion in Modern Tibet
12:30  VINCANNE ADAMS (Princeton U) State Secularisms and Participatory Buddhist Bodies in the Tibetan Autonomous Region
12:45  H L SENEVIRATNE (U Virginia) Kandalama: Environmental Protest in Sri Lanka
1:00  LAUREN LEVE (Princeton U) Knowing “The Truth”/Erasing “The Self”: Buddhist Meditation and Political Foundations in Nepal
1:15  ALAN KLIMA (Bard C) Money Afterlife: Buddhism, Currency Crash, and the Accursed Share in Northern Thailand
1:30  Discussant: GANANATH OBEYESEKERE (Princeton)
1:45  Discussion
2:00  End of Session

4-061  THE POLITICS OF INDIAN COUNTING AT THE FEDERAL AND TRIBAL LEVELS: ACKNOWLEDGMENT AND ENROLLMENT IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
(Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America) Room 301, Level Three
Organizer/Chair: KATHERINE SPILDE (UC-Santa Cruz)
12:30  BARBARA FEEZOR (Arizona State U West) “The Politics of Indian Counting at the Federal and Tribal Levels: Acknowledgment and Enrollment During the Casino Era”
12:45  MICHELE SCHOHN (U South Carolina) Federal Acknowledgment and American Indian Identity in the Pee Dee Indian Nation
1:00  JOHN J BODINGER DE URIARTE (U Texas-Austin) Imagining the Nation with House Odds: Representing American Indian Identity at Mashantucket
1:15  Discussant: TRILOKI NATH PANDEY (UC-Santa Cruz)
1:30  Discussion
2:00  End of Session

4-062  REGULATING POPULATIONS: GENDER, SPACE, AND MODERNITY (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) Salon I, Level Five
Organizers: LYNNE P PHILLIPS (U Windsor) and SUZAN M ILCAN (U Windsor). Chair: SALLY C COLE (Concordia U)
12:15  KATHY M’CLOSKEY (U Windsor) Visibly Present/Substantively Absent: Recasting Navajo Women’s Textile Production within the Spatial Politics of Early 20th Century Colonialism
12:30  SUZAN M ILCAN (U Windsor) and LYNNE P PHILLIPS (U Windsor) Spatial Politics and Gendered Policies: The Modernization Strategies of the UN, 1948-68
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12:45 SHUBHRA GURURANI (York U) Unruly Terrains & Slippery Slopes: Development "Chariots" and Discourses of Sustainability in Uttarakhand Himalayas, India
1:00 BATYA WEINBAUM (Burlington C) Birth as Cultural Intersection on Isla Mujeres Mexico: Changing Feminine Spaces in Yucatan Material Culture and Folklore
1:15 SUSAN E FROHLICK (York U) "An Easy Day for a Lady:" Gender, Danger, and the Enactment of Modernization in Mountaineering
1:30 Discussion
2:00 End of Session

4-063 BORDER CONDITIONS: POWER AND PRACTICE ALONG THE US/MEXICO DIVIDE (Reviewed by Association for Latina & Latino Anthropologists) Room 308, Level Three
Organizer/Chair: CHARLES A PEARSON (U Texas-Austin)
12:15 CHARLES A PEARSON (U Texas-Austin) Framing the Immigrant: Race, Class, and Belonging on the US/Mexico Border
12:30 MARIBEL GARCIA (U Texas-Austin) "Material Geo-Politics" vs "Signifying Spaces": Theorizing Women's Oppression on the US/Mexico Border
12:45 KIRSTIN C ERICKSON (U Wisconsin-Madison) Places of Testimony: Narrating the Yaqui Homeland
1:00 GILBERT A ROSAS (U Texas) Subverting Geographics: The Making of a Transnational Barrio
1:15 ALEJANDRA CASTANEDA (UC-Santa Cruz) Transnational Belongings: Citizenship and Migration
1:30 Discussant: OLGA NAJERA RAMIREZ (UC-Santa Cruz)
1:45 Discussant: RICHARD FLORES (U Texas-Austin)
2:00 End of Session

4-064 COSTA RICA AND THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS: A REVIEW OF FOUR DECADES OF ACADEMIC RELATIONS (Reviewed by Central States Anthropological Society) Room 407, Level Four
Organizers/Chairs: KARLA K KRAL (U Kansas) and GEORGES A PEARSON (U Kansas)
12:15 KARLA K KRAL (U Kansas) Academic Partnerships: An Assessment of a Tradition of Research in Costa Rica at the University of Kansas
12:30 GEORGES A PEARSON (U Kansas) From Kansas to Costa Rica: Clovis Expansion in Lower Central America
12:45 WILLIAM C HOLLIDAY (U Kansas) Going Bananas: Unsustainable Agriculture and Deforestation in Costa Rica, 1900-1990
1:00 ALEXA PFEFFER (U Kansas) Fertility and Mortality Patterns in Costa Rica: Understanding the Mechanisms of Natural Selection using Historical Demography
1:15 Discussant: JOHN W HOOPES (U Kansas)
1:30 Discussion
2:00 End of Session

4-065 WOMEN, WORK AND EDUCATION: EXPLORING THE STRUCTURAL, CULTURAL, EDUCATIONAL AND GENDERED CONSTRAINTS SHAPING WOMEN'S EXPERIENCES OF WORK AND WORK-BASED LEARNING (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Salon E, Level Five
Organizers: MIRA-LISA S KATZ (UC-Berkeley) and JANET S THEOPHANO (U Pennsylvania), Chair: MIRA-LISA S KATZ (UC-Berkeley)
12:15 MARK R JURY (Learning Research & Dev Ctr) Between Valances and Vectors: Creating Working Space as "The Only Girl"
12:30 KAREN L TONSO (U Colorado-Boulder) Making Engineering Women's Work: Alternatives to Prevalent Modes of Engineering Practice
12:45 BARBARA MCCLAIN (Contra Costa Community C) Double Adjustment: Moves Required on Both Sides of the Desk
1:00 MIRA-LISA S KATZ (UC-Berkeley) "Gotta Be a Team Player if You Wanna Be Part of the Family": Competing Workplace Discourses and Changing Notions of "Skills"

1:15 Discussant: MARGARET EISENHART (U Colorado-Boulder)

1:30 Discussant: LUCY SUCHMAN (Xerox Palo Alto Research CTR)

1:45 Discussion

2:00 End of Session

4-066 TEACHER EDUCATION GOES OFF CAMPUS: ETHNOGRAPHIC STUDIES OF TRANSFORMATIVE FIELD PLACEMENTS (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Room 406, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: CAROL L KENNETT (Trinity Intl U)

12:15 IRENE VILLANUEVA (UC-San Diego) and CHERYL A FORBES (UC-San Diego) The Culture of Teacher Preparation: Interaction and Transformation of Teachers and Community

12:30 CHERYL ROSAEN (Michigan State U) and TAMARA LANTZ (Beaver C) Constructing Professional Learning Experiences: Interns in a Professional Development School

12:45 TIM MAHONEY (U Colorado-Boulder) Pushing the Comfort Zone: Pre-Service Teachers and Inner-City Schools

1:00 MARGOT O EYRING (CCCU) Strengthening the Weft: Field Placement Supervisors Examine Their Experience and Practice

1:15 JAMIE B LEWIS (Northern Arizona U) and SALLY M ORAN (N Arizona U) Traveling Unpaved Roads: Site-Based Teacher Education on the Navajo Nation/Ethnographic Portraits of Navajo Women Teachers

1:30 GRETE ROLAND (National Louis U) Acculturation from the Other Side: A Foreign Immersion Experience in Teacher Preparation for Marginalized Populations

1:45 Discussant: KATHLEEN BENNET DEMARRAIS (Northern Arizona U)

2:00 End of Session

4-067 WOMEN, WORK, AND FEMALEヘADED HOUSEHOLDS (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) Salon B, Level Five
Organizers/Chairs: SHEILAH CLARKE-EKONG (U Missouri-St Louis) and TAMAR DIANA WILSON (U Missouri-St Louis)

12:15 KATHERINE E BROWNE (Colorado State U) In the Bosom of the Family: The Economic Benefits for Sons in Matrifocal Households

12:30 SHEILAH CLARKE-EKONG (U Missouri-St Louis) My Mother Carries Me: Ghana’s Market Porter System

12:45 MARSHA PRIOR (Geo-Marine Inc) and ROSE C JONES (U Texas Southwestern Med Ctr) Unbinding the Ties: Gender Reciprocity and Female Autonomy across the Life-Cycle

1:00 SHARON R ROESEMAN (Memorial U Newfoundland) “Entering the Book of the Old”: Female Headed Households in Post Civil War Galicia (Spain)

1:15 TAMAR DIANA WILSON (U Missouri-St Louis) Patriarchy, Neo-Patriarchy and Phallocentrism: Moments in Male Domination (and Associated Myths)

1:30 ANNELOU YPEIJ (Erasmus U) “Welfare Mums” Survival Strategies of Afro-Surinam and Dutch Single Mothers in Amsterdam

1:45 LAURIE SCHWEDE (Census Bureau) Husband Presence/Absence and Family Sustenance Strategies in Rural West Sumatra, Indonesia

2:00 Discussant: HELEN I SAFA (U Florida-Gainesville)

2:15 End of Session

4-068 APPROACHES IN INFORMATION ECOLOGY (Reviewed by Anthropology & Environment Section) Salon H, Level Five
Organizer: JOHN R STEPP (U Georgia). Chair: WARREN P ROBERTS (U Georgia)

12:15 JOHN R STEPP (U Georgia) Antecedents for an Information Ecology

12:30 REBECCA K ZARGER (U Georgia) Graphic Representations and the Role of Information in Human Ecosystems
12:45  THOMAS ABEL (U Florida) The Complex Systems Dynamics of Development Frontiers: The Case of Eco-Tourism on the Island of Bonaire
1:00   ERIC C JONES (U Georgia) The State as an Informational Environment
1:15   DAVID CASAGRANDE (U Georgia) Cognitive Diversity and Consensus in Behavioral Adaptation to Environmental Change
1:30   SUZANNE JOSEPH (U Georgia) Fertility and Decision-Making Models: Potential Uses of Information
1:45   WARREN P ROBERTS (U Georgia) The Emergence of Symbolic Behavior in an Information Ecological Perspective
2:00   End of Session

4-069  UNDERGROUND AND ON THE SCREEN: RE-IMAGINING COMMUNITIES, HISTORIES AND THE WAR IN (EX)YUGOSLAV AND HUNGARIAN FILMS (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Rooms 411 & 412, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: MARKO ZIVKOVIC (U Chicago)
12:15 KRISZTINA ERICA FEHERVARY (U Chicago) Innocence Lost: Cinematic Representations of 1960s Consumption for 1990s Hungary
12:30 ANA DEVIC (UC-San Diego) The Bombing of Belgrade with Gypsy Music: The Balkanization of Characters in the Socialist and Post-Socialist Yugoslav Cinema
12:45 ERIC D GORDY (Clark U) Three Declines in the Yugoslavian Film Industry
1:00 KEITH S BROWN (U Wales) Cross-Cutting Ties: Film and the Politics of Inflection in Former Yugoslavia
1:15 MARKO ZIVKOVIC (U Chicago) Tender-Hearted Criminals and the Reverse Pygmalion: Narratives of the Balkan Male in Recent Serbian Films
1:30 Discussant: DANIEL J GOULDING (Las Americas Immigrant Advocacy)
1:45 Discussant: DAPHNE J BERDAHL (U Minnesota)
2:00 End of Session

4-070  HYBRIDITY AND COLONIAL DESIRE (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Room 404, Level Four
Organizer/Chair: MONICA L RUSSEL Y RODRIGUEZ (Metropolitan State C)
12:30 DONNA GOLDSTEIN (U Colorado-Boulder) Interracial Sexuality in Brazil: A View from the Shantytowns
12:45 MONICA L RUSSEL Y RODRIGUEZ (Metropolitan State C) The Intermediate Race: Mexicans and Mongrels in American Nationalism
1:00 ALEXANDRO J GRADILLA (UC-Berkeley) Population Control as Social Control: Policing Hybridity Through the Construction of Alterity in the United States, 19th and 20th Centuries
1:15 VIRANJINI MUNASINGHE (Cornell U) Nationalisms in Hybrid Spaces: The Production of Impurity Out of Purity
1:30 Discussant: KATYA GIBEL AZOULAY (Grinnell C)
1:45 Discussion
2:00 End of Session

4-071  MOBILE LIVES, MOBILE RESEARCH: LOCATING THE STATE THROUGH SPACE (Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology) Room 413, Level Four
Organizers: HENRY D DELCORE (U Wisconsin-Madison) and SUSAN HANGEN (U Wisconsin). Chair: HENRY D DELCORE (U Wisconsin-Madison)
12:15 NANCY VOGT (U Wisconsin-Madison) Playing the Numbers: Mismanaging Migration in West Kalimantan and Southeastern Maluku, Indonesia
12:30 SUSAN HANGEN (U Wisconsin) Ethnic Political Discourse as a Mirror of Local/State Relations: Explaining Support for the Mongol National Organization in Rural East Nepal
HENRY D DELCORE (U Wisconsin-Madison) Labor Migration and Anti-Mobility: Development Debates as a Struggle for Local Power

PATTY A GRAY (U Wisconsin-Madison) Erasing the Rights of a Local Population: The Predicament of Indigeneous Peoples in Post-Soviet Russia

CHARLES S HAINES (U Wisconsin-Madison) Landscaping the State: The Karakoram Highway and the Making of Pakistan

Discussion: ARJUN GUNERATNE (Macalester C)

End of Session

NARRATIVES OF INEQUITY AND UNEXPECTED SUCCESS IN ACADEMIA: THE POLITICS OF SURVIVAL AND THE REDEFINITION OF SELF-IDENTITY
(Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Salon J, Level Five

Organizers: JOSE CINTRON (CSU-Sacramento) and ENRIQUE T TRUEBA (U Texas-Austin). Chair: JOSE CINTRON (CSU-Sacramento)

ENRIQUE T TRUEBA (U Texas-Austin) Introduction

JOSE CINTRON (CSU-Sacramento) We Carry More “Baggage” Then What They See: A Boricua in Academe

LILA JACOBS (CSU-Sacramento) AFDC to PhD

GENI COWAN (CSU-Sacramento) Hanging In: The Journey to Good Enough

Discussion: SOPHIA VILLENAS (U Utah)

End of Session

RE-EXAMINING CONCEPTS OF CULTURE, CULTURAL KNOWLEDGE, AND CULTURAL BORDERS IN RESEARCH IN ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION
(Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Room 307, Level Three

Organizer/Chair: MARTHA ALLEXSAHT-SNIDER (U Georgia)

KEVIN K BIRTH (Queens C-CUNY) Strangers and Friends: Diversity, the Distribution of Cultural Knowledge, and Social Organization at Queens College

HEEWON CHANG (Eastern C) Reconstruction of Cultural Borders in Multicultural Education

JAVIER TAPIA (U Texas-San Antonio) Re-Examining Anthropology and Education: Bringing Economics Back to Culture

ANNE S DOUGLAS (McGill U) Learning How to Learn: Confronting Change in an Inuit Community

MARY E HAUSER (Carroll C) Look Both Ways Before Crossing: Examining Cultural Border Behavior

Discussion: OLGA A VASQUEZ (UC-San Diego)

End of Session

POUTICAL ECONOMY AND LOCAL KNOWLEDGE: ARTICULATING PERCEPTIONS OF THE AGRARIAN ENVIRONMENT
(Reviewed by Culture and Agriculture) Room 301, Level Three

Chair: JAMES H MCDONALD (U Texas-San Antonio)

SUSAN D RUSSELL (Northern Illinois U) The Political Economy of Fishing Strategy in the Philippine Seining Fleet

HEATHER MCILVAINE-NEWSAD (U Florida) Mapping the Gendered Terrain: A Populations Perception of Food Security and Conservation in the Ecuadorian Tropics

TESFAYE WOLDE-MEDHIN (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) Environment, Livelihood, and Key Metaphors of Temporality Among Highland Farmers of Wolio, Ethiopia

JEFFREY L BAKER (U Arizona) Population, Wetland Agriculture and Human Perception

Discussion: JAMES H MCDONALD (U Texas-San Antonio)

End of Session
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### 4-075

**VOLUNTEERED PAPERS IN HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY** (Reviewed by Society for Humanistic Anthropology) Room 403, Level Four

- **Organizer/Chair:** CAROLINE SEYMOUR-JORN (U Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

- **12:15**
  - CAROLINE SEYMOUR-JORN (U Wisconsin-Milwaukee) The Written and the Unwritten: Formal and Informal Processes of Literary Censorship in Egypt

- **12:30**
  - BARBARA OLSSEN (SUNY-Old Westbury) and STEPHEN GOULD (Baruch C) The Hermeneutic Circle of Gender Construction and Musical Lyrics in Jamaica

- **12:45**
  - NANCY GLAZER (Rutgers U) Living the Word: An Exploration of Inuit Oral Traditions

### 1:00

- JOHN MCCALL (Southern Illinois U-Carbondale) Society, Biology and Kinship: Nigerian Views of American Discourses on Kinship Rights and Obligations

- SRECA PERUNOVIC (John Jay C) Race and Native Population

- **End of Session**

### 4-076

**PRODUCING THE POPULAR** (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society)

- **Salon L, Level Five**

- **Chair:** CHRISTINE R YANO (U Hawaii)

- **12:15**
  - CHRISTINE R YANO (U Hawaii) Scanning Texts of Ethnicity: Foreign Female Singers in a Japanese Pop Music World

- **12:30**
  - JANE E GOODMAN (Brandeis U) "Stealing Our Heritage?" World Music, Copyright, and the Public Domain in Algeria

- **12:45**
  - JAMES E ROBERSON (Musashino Women's U) Okinawan Pops, Pride & Protest

- **1:00**
  - PATRICK DOWDEY (UC-Los Angeles) Creation and Belief in the Chinese Art World

- **1:15**
  - BLYNNE MILGRAM (U Toronto) Consuming Ifugao: Tourist Art Production in the Upland Philippines

- **1:30**
  - SANGMEE BAK (Hankuk U of Foreign Studies) Insadong Alley: Constructing Traditions and Tasting Them

- **1:45**
  - Discussion

- **2:00**
  - End of Session

### 4-077

**NO PLACE UKE HOME: GENDER, DOMESTICITY, REPRODUCTION** (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Rooms 414 & 415, Level Four

- **Chair:** SAWA KUROTANI BECKER (U Colorado-Boulder)

- **12:15**
  - SAWA KUROTANI BECKER (U Colorado-Boulder) Laboring Selves: The meanings of home, Domesticity and selfhood Among Expatriate Japanese Corporate Wives

- **12:30**
  - TRACY BROWN (Duke U) Gender, Sexuality and Power in the Pueblo World: Some Preliminary Considerations

- **12:45**
  - JOSE COLON A Yucatec mayan Folk Theory of Procreation

- **1:00**
  - BAHRAM TAVAKOLIAN (Denison U) Engendering Imperialism: Victorian Representations of Afghan Women

- **1:15**
  - ANNA-MARIA TAPANINEN (U Helsinki) We are Signori at Home but Nobodies Outside: Home-Making in South Italy

- **1:30**
  - MARY T HUBER (Carnegie Foundation) Pious Lives: Hagiography and History in Mission Biography

- **1:45**
  - Discussion

- **2:00**
  - End of Session

### 4-078

**EDUCATION IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES** (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Salon C, Level Five

- **Organizer/Chair:** MARCIA R BRENDEN (U Arizona)

- **12:15**
  - GREG TANAKA (UC-Los Angeles) Diaspora and Interculturalism: The University as Site of Cultural Transformation

- **12:30**
  - NANCY P MCKEE (Washington State U) On Their Own Terms: Working Class Women, Higher Education, and Middle Class Culture

- **12:45**
  - JOHN D HERZOG (Northeastern U) "We Are Not A School!" : Compagnonnage Ritual as Valorization of Cultural Capital
1:00 LESLIE REESE (UC-Los Angeles) Parental Accommodations and Adolescent Outcomes in Contrasting Cultural Settings
1:15 MARCIA R BRENDEN (U Arizona) Appropriating Research and Theory: Alternative Secondary Students Mine Their Own Funds of Knowledge
1:30 SPYROS C SPYROU (SUNY-Binghamton) Russian Missiles and Other Political Toys: How Greek Cypriot Children Come to Imagine Other people and places
1:45 Discussion
2:00 End of Session

4-079 ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division)
Salon K, Level Five
Chair: AMY K WOLFE (Oak Ridge Natl Laboratory)
12:15 MICHAEL R DOVE (Yale U) Incest and the Flood: Nature as Symbol versus Symbolizer in Borneo
12:30 ARE J KNUDSEN (Pakistan Institute) Narratives of Deforestation in District Kohistan
12:45 VILLIA M JEFREMOVAS (Carleton U) Living in a State of Nature: Population, “Tribal Minorities” and Environmental Management in the Cordillera Central of Northern Luzon, Philippines
1:00 AMY K WOLFE (Oak Ridge Natl Laboratory) and DAVID BJORNSTAD (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) Determinants of Social Acceptability of Using Genetically Engineered
1:15 JULIA SMITH (U Pittsburgh) Changing Attitudes, Changing Practice: The Environment and Agriculture in southern Costa Rica
1:30 Discussion
2:00 End of Session

4-080 ISSUES IN CHINA ETHNOGRAPHY (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division)
Salon G, Level Five
Chair: MICHELE S LADENSON (UC-Davis)
12:15 JAY T DAUTCHER (UC-Berkeley) Desettling the Land: Population, Place-Making, and the Production of Identity in Xinjiang China
12:30 ERIC T MILLER (U Pittsburgh) China’s Elders: Between Family and State
12:45 MICHELE S LADENSON (UC-Davis) Intergenerational Coresidence in Urban China
1:00 MARY L SCOOGGIN (Humboldt State U) Censorship, Self-Censorship and Imagined Censorship in Chinese Publications
1:15 MAGNUS FISKESJO (U Chicago) Defeat, Migration, Circumscription, and the Historical Development of Headhunting Terror in Northern Southeast Asia
1:30 Discussion
2:00 End of Session
HONORS AND AWARDS

Distinguished Lecturers

Established in 1969, the Distinguished Lecture Award is given annually to recognize intellectual contributions in anthropology. The text of the recipient's lecture, presented at the annual meeting, is published in the *American Anthropologist*. All AAA Fellows are eligible for this award.


The Franz Boas Award for Exemplary Service to Anthropology

Established in 1976, the Franz Boas Award (formerly the Distinguished Service Award) annually recognizes a career of achievement in a science or service to anthropology.

1976  Margaret Mead  1987  Harold E Driver
      Lita Osmundsen
1977  Bela Maday  1988  Mary Green Seymour
      Nathalie F S Woodbury
1979  John O Brew  1989  David H French  1989  David H P Maybury-Lewis and
      Frederick Johnson  1988  Pia H Maybury-Lewis
      Philip Sapir  1990  Paul T Baker  1990  John W Bennett
      Edward H Spicer
1980  George M Foster  1991  Fred Eggan  1990  Priscilla Reining
      Raymond H Thompson  1991  Beatrice Medicine
      John O Thompson  1992  Clyde C Snow
      Beatrice Blyth Whiting
      Beatrice Blyth Whiting
      Charles F Voegelin and  1993  Benjamin D Paul
      Florence M Voegelin
1984  Ashley Montagu  1994  Walter Goldschmidt
      Philece Nash  1995  June Nash
      B Irving Rouse  1996  Barbara E Harrell-Bond
      Thomas A Sebeok  1996  Patty Jo Watson
      Helen Fisher
1985  David P Boynton  1997  Annette Weiner
      Katherine Dunham  1998  George W Stocking, Jr
      Helen Fisher
1986  J Lawrence Angel
      Frederica de Laguna
      Ward H Goodenough
Anthropology in Media Award

Established in 1987, the AIME Award is given annually in recognition of successful communication of anthropology to the general public, through the media. Anthropologists and nonanthropologists alike are eligible for this distinction.

Jane Goodall (1989)
Tony Hillerman (1990)
Ursula K Le Guin (1991)
Jean Rouch (1992)
Jack Weatherford (1992)
Jonathan Benthall (1993)
Katherine Newman (1994)
Alan Lomax (1995)
Micaela di Leonardo (1996)
Edward T Hall (1997)

Alfred Vincent Kidder Award
for Eminence in the Field of American Archaeology

Awarded every three years since 1950, the Kidder Award recognizes eminence in the field of American archeology.

Earl H Morris (1953) Emil W Haury (1977)
Tatiana Proskouriakoff (1962) Ignacio Bernal (1986)

Solon T Kimball Award for Public and Applied Anthropology

Offered every even-numbered year since 1978, the Kimball Award recognizes outstanding achievements that have contributed to the development of anthropology as an applied science and have had important impacts on public policy.

Thayer Scudder (1984)
Culture and Learning Department
Kamehameha Schools, Honolulu, Hawaii (1986)
Michael M Cernea (1988)
Jean J Schensul and Stephen L Schensul (1990)
William Rathje (1992)
Muriel Crespi (1994)
Douglas A Feldman (1996)
Terrance Turner (1998)

Margaret Mead Award

Established by the Society for Applied Anthropology. Beginning in 1982, the Award has been given jointly by the Society and the American Anthropological Association.


AAA/Mayfield Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching of Anthropology

This award was established in 1997 to recognize teachers who have contributed to and encouraged the study of anthropology

David M McCurdy and Barbara Joans (1997)
Frances Mascia-Lees and Patricia Rice (1998)

AAA President’s Award

Lynne Goldstein (1991)
Nathalie F S Woodbury (1991)
Art Gallaher (1993)
Janet Keller (1993)
Robert Benjamin (1994)
Laila El Hamamsy (1995)

The Willey Prize for Excellence in Archeological Research

Melinda Zeder (1997)
Patricia Crown (1998)
Suzanne Fish (1998)

The Archeology Division Distinguished Lecturer


The Sylvia Forman Prize

Malathi de Alwis (1997 1st Prize Graduate Student Essay)

The APLA Student Paper Prize

Harry G West (1996)
Conerly Casey (1997)

Leslie A White Award

Laura M DeLuca (1994)
Michelle Lynette Ramirez (1997)
Kazuko Yamazaki (1998)

Beth Wilder Dillingham Award

Sue L Erickson (1997)
Elizabeth L Krause (1998)

CSAS Student Paper Prize

Bjorn Munson (1995 undergraduate winner)
William Parkinson (1996 graduate winner)
Elizabeth N C Jones (1996 undergraduate winner)
Marko Zivkovic (1997 graduate winner)
Erik A Dahl (1997 undergraduate winner)
Joyce Hughes (1997 Honorable Mention undergraduate winner)
Kimberly Hart (1998 graduate winner)
Nathan Mauk (1998 undergraduate winner)

George and Louise Spindler Awards

Courtney B Cazden (1993)
Frederick Gearing (1994)
Henry Torres Trueba (1995)
John Chilcott (1996)

Ethnographic Evaluation Award

Carla Asher
Jolley Christman
Elaine Simon

SAE Student Paper Competition

Sharon Roseman (1993 graduate student winner)
Pamela Ballinger (1994 graduate student winner)
Angie K Martin (1994 Honorable Mention graduate winner)
Carolyn Monk (1994 undergraduate winner)
Matti Bunzl (1996 graduate winner)
Arnaud F Lambert (1996 undergraduate winner)

Eileen Basker Prize

Barbara Duden
Margaret Lock
Margarete Sandelowski (1994)

Rudolph Virchow Prize in Critical Medical Anthropology

Hans Baer (1994)

Conrad Arensberg Award

Established by the Society for the Anthropology of Work in 1991 and awarded annually in recognition of contributions made to the field.

Conrad Arensberg (1991)
June Nash (1992)
Karen Brodkin (1993)
Louise Lamphere (1994)
Frederick Gamst (1995)

Victor Turner Prize for Ethnographic Writing

Kirin Narayan (1990)
Dennis Tedlock (1991)
Karen McCarthy Brown (1992)
Jim Wafer (1992)
Alma Gottlieb and Philip Graham (1993)
Lila Abu-Lughod (1994)
Mary Margaret Steedley (1994)
Margaret Weiner (1995)
Carol Stack (1996)
Keith Basso (1997)

**Stirling Award**
Yoram Bilu and Yeudah Goodman (1997)

**L Bryce Boyer Prize**
Robert A Paul (1997)
Allen Johnson and Douglas Price-Williams (1997)

**Richard Condon Prize**
Keith McNeil (1997)

**Anthony Leeds Prize in Urban Anthropology**
Steven Gregory (1998)
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TOPIC INDEX

The following indexes scientific sessions by general topic. It is not an index of individual papers but a guide to sessions treating these topics. It should also be noted that this index is largely compiled from key words supplied by authors. This accounts for some inconsistencies in coverage.
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Abortion 1:084
Academic Partnerships 4:064
Action Anthropology 0-068
Activist Anthropology 1:007
Adaptation 1:006, 1:031
Adoption 2:099
Aesthetics 2:011, 2:043, 3:090, 3:114, 4:076
Africa 0:049, 1:023, 2:016, 2:080, 4:017
African Americans 0:115, 1:039, 2:015, 2:026, 3:040, 4:038
African Diaspora 2:040
Afrocentricity 4:038
Agency 1:012, 2:081
Agricultural Systems 1:043
Agriculture 0:045
AIDS 0:047, 1:075, 3:012
Alcohol 3:106
Altinity 4:070
Alternative Medicine 0:020, 0:056
Amazonia 2:097
American Indians 0:110
Americas 3:081
Amerindian 0:10, 1:088, 2:022, 2:086, 4:012
Andes 1:020
Anthropology 1:042, 2:101, 3:099, 4:079
Anthropology History 2:026
Antiquity 2:039
Anxiety 2:044
Applied Anthropology 0:061, 0:093, 1:004, 1:007
Archaeological Methods 0:062
Archaeological Theory 0:062
Archaeology 0:062, 1:014, 1:043, 1:089
Art 3:008
Art, Performance 0:076
Art and Structure 1:072
Asia 3:104
Authenticity 2:115
Authoritative Knowledge 4:004
Authority, Anthropological 1:027

B

Banana Industry 2:004
Belief 0:033
Belonging 2:036
Biodistance 2:023
Biodiversity 2:020
Biomedical Technology 2:034
Biomedicine 0:069, 2:118
Biopower 4:049
Biotechnology 4:043, 4:079
Bodies 0:046, 2:079, 3:108, 0:070
Body Politic 2:097
Border 0:113, 3:077, 3:109, 4:063
Bomeo 0:059
Buddhism 4:060
Building Offspring Sets 1:099
Biomedicine 0:069, 2:118
Biopower 4:049
Biotechnology 4:043, 4:079
Bodies 0:046, 2:079, 3:108, 0:070
Body Politic 2:097
Border 0:113, 3:077, 3:109, 4:063
Bomeo 0:059
Buddhism 4:060
Building Offspring Sets 1:099

C

Cancer 0:003, 0:089, 3:092
Careers 0:030
Caribbean 3:005
Caucasia 1:106
Ceramics 0:084
Change 0:091
Child Language 3:082
Childlessness 1:107
Children 0:068, 1:076, 1:111, 2:096, 3:098
China 3:014, 4:080
Christianity 4:042
Chronic Illness 0:089
Cities 3:043
Citizenship 2:036, 2:041, 3:095, 4:025
Civil Society 3:023
Class 3:077, 4:002
Climate Change 1:026
Clinical Applications 3:037
Clinical Supervision 4:066
Code-Switching 3:098
Cognition 3:047
Collaboration 4:059
Colonial Mesoamerica 2:112
Colonial Theory 3:045, 3:084
Colonialism 0:071, 3:032, 3:108, 4:050
Commodification 0:056, 0:057, 1:077
Communication 0:048, 0:096, 3:015
Communication Practice 2:076
Community 0:053, 0:075, 1:009, 1:068, 2:103, 2:113
Comparative 4:028
Computers 2:028
Conflict 1:090
Consciousness 4:039
Consumption 0:084, 2:094
Contested Histories 0:051
Contradiction 1:083
Cosmologies as Discourse 0-051
Costa Rica 4-064
Courseware 2-028
Craft 2-039
Creoles 4-026
Criminality 3-044
Critique of Anthropology 2-100
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Cultigens 3-094
Cultural Anthropology 0-078, 1-089
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Cultural Evolution 4-027
Cultural Expression 4-050
Cultural Identity 1-101
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Cultural Representation 0-039, 3-042
Cultural Reproduction 0-092
Cultural Studies 2-100
Cultural Technologies 0-063
Cultural Theory 3-089, 4-027
Culture 0-003, 1-105, 2-016, 3-015
Curriculum 0-077

Death Penalty 4-011
Democracy 0-111, 3-105
Demography 0-044, 0-088, 3-019, 4-051
Development 0-071, 1-028, 1-078, 4-014
Diabetes 0-110
Diasporas 0-075, 4-035
Diasporic Communities 0-006
Dictionaries 2-022
Dietary Change 0-072
Difference 1-080
Diffusion 3-094
Disability 1-022
Disciplinary Practice 0-078
Discipline (Power) 3-044
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Discourses of Migration 0-039
Disease 1-073
Dislocation 0-097
Diversity 0-077, 2-084, 4-010, 4-072
Diversity Loss 1-006
Domestic/International 3-012
Domination 1-027
Drug Foods 4-058
Drug Use 1-004, 1-044
Drugs 4-047
Dual Degrees 3-037
Dumézil, G 0-011

East Asia 0-012, 0-079, 0-106
East-Central Europe 4-069
Ecological Anthropology 4-068
Ecology 1-003
Economic Anthropology 0-052
Economic Crisis 3-095
Economic Restructuring 2-019
Education 0-014, 0-090, 0-109, 1-080, 2-096, 3-040, 4-045, 4-065, 4-073, 4-078
Educational Anthropology 2-084
Educational Ethnography 1-040
Embodyment 2-011, 2-043
Emotion 3-093
Entitlement 2-013
Environment 0-080, 0-108, 1-037, 2-003, 3-007, 4-056, 4-079
Environmental Perception 1-026
Environmentalism 0-074
Equity 1-080
Ethics 1-093
Ethnic Distinctions 2-025
Ethnic Identity 1-072
Ethnicity 0-016, 0-022, 0-037, 0-066, 2-015, 3-038, 4-046, 4-059, 4-078
Ethnobiology 2-020
Ethn ecology 2-095
Ethnographic Method 0-104, 1-070
Ethnographic Writing 0-040, 2-114
Ethnography 0-004, 0-035, 0-060, 0-061, 0-063, 0-109, 1-075, 1-093, 2-014, 2-103, 4-013, 4-016, 4-022
Ethnolinguistics 4-012
Ethnology 0-083, 0-085
Ethnomedicine 4-044
Eugenics 2-093
Europe 0-007, 0-067, 0-082, 0-119, 1-079, 2-010, 2-013, 2-014, 2-123, 3-105, 4-051
European Union 4-015
Evaluation 0-055
Everyday 0-107, 4-007
Evolution 1-003
Exclusion 2-116, 3-107
Experience 0-105
Experimental Anthropology 2-077
Explanation 3-083

Families 0-017
Family 1-041, 3-025, 4-067, 4-080
Family History 2-008
Family Planning 0-021, 1-112
Family Systems 1-099
Federal Indian Policy 4-061
Female-Headed Households 4-067
Feminization of Poverty 1-030
Feminist Theory 1-042
Fertility 0-021, 3-019
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<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
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<tr>
<td>Fertility Behavior</td>
<td>1-112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fictive Kinship</td>
<td>2-099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Methods</td>
<td>3-028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fieldwork</td>
<td>0-004, 0-054, 4-024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film</td>
<td>4-016, 4-069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Person Narrative</td>
<td>1-101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible Accumulation</td>
<td>1-110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>0-013, 3-090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Intake</td>
<td>0-072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forced Migration</td>
<td>0-095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic Anthropology</td>
<td>1-109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four Fields (of Anthropology)</td>
<td>1-042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Ethnology</td>
<td>0-112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Analysis</td>
<td>2-102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0-088, 0-091, 1-012, 1-029, 1-041, 1-069, 1-100, 1-107, 3-076, 4-025, 4-039, 4-040, 4-057, 4-062, 4-077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender Studies</td>
<td>4-009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genealogies</td>
<td>1-024, 3-096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genocide</td>
<td>1-025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometric Symmetries</td>
<td>1-072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gesture</td>
<td>2-076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global</td>
<td>3-043, 0-120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Processes</td>
<td>0-057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Public Culture</td>
<td>0-060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globalism</td>
<td>3-039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globalization</td>
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<tr>
<td>Government</td>
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<tr>
<td>Grammar</td>
<td>2-086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>2-025, 4-046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healers</td>
<td>4-028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healing</td>
<td>0-020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>0-029, 0-036, 0-047, 2-020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Care</td>
<td>4-019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Policy</td>
<td>0-008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Status</td>
<td>0-115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hegemony</td>
<td>4-041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heritage</td>
<td>1-088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical Archaeology</td>
<td>2-005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical Demography</td>
<td>0-045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical Transformations</td>
<td>0-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>0-025, 1-008, 1-019, 3-027, 3-094, 3-110, 3-111, 4-011, 4-040, 4-054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>0-006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV/AIDS</td>
<td>1-004, 1-044, 1-103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holistic Healing</td>
<td>4-004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home</td>
<td>0-097, 3-113, 4-029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homosexualities</td>
<td>1-091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Biology</td>
<td>2-117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Impacts</td>
<td>1-026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Rights</td>
<td>1-025, 1-109, 4-048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanism</td>
<td>2-114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunter-Gatherers</td>
<td>0-094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybridity</td>
<td>4-070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>0-006, 0-013, 0-014, 0-030, 0-034, 0-043, 0-050, 0-074, 0-076, 1-029, 1-039, 1-078, 1-081, 2-010, 2-035, 2-037, 3-005, 3-017, 3-040, 3-079, 3-087, 3-104, 4-002, 4-022, 4-035, 4-041, 4-047, 4-050, 4-063, 4-072</td>
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<td>4-008</td>
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<tr>
<td>Imagination</td>
<td>0-033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imagined Communities</td>
<td>0-039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration</td>
<td>0-119, 1-092, 2-044, 3-109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>4-061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indigenous Peoples</td>
<td>0-032, 1-028, 4-048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indigenous Rights</td>
<td>4-061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>0-011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>3-079, 4-036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inequality</td>
<td>1-008, 2-117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inequity</td>
<td>4-072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infertility</td>
<td>2-006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Ecology</td>
<td>4-068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insider Outsider Status</td>
<td>2-040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutions</td>
<td>0-052, 2-081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruction</td>
<td>2-028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>2-076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinary</td>
<td>0-031, 0-078, 2-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>3-028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intimacy</td>
<td>2-021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invention</td>
<td>3-078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irian Jaya</td>
<td>1-094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islam</td>
<td>1-081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issues</td>
<td>0-104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>0-083, 3-018, 3-025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jews</td>
<td>1-087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journeys</td>
<td>0-009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kids</td>
<td>3-098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinship</td>
<td>2-094, 3-091, 3-096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinship Theory</td>
<td>3-096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klass, Morton</td>
<td>3-006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Management</td>
<td>2-082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Transmission</td>
<td>4-008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor</td>
<td>4-058, 4-067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landscape</td>
<td>2-095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>0-034, 0-090, 0-105, 1-101, 1-104, 3-009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Acquisition</td>
<td>4-045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Ideology</td>
<td>0-043, 0-058, 3-098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Socialization</td>
<td>3-082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Use</td>
<td>2-102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages 1-010, 2-022, 2-086, 4-012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Capitalism</td>
<td>1-074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America 0-049, 0-065, 0-066, 0-088, 0-113, 1-109, 2-004, 2-098, 4-057</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late American 1-082</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latino Education</td>
<td>0-034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law 3-016, 4-048</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning 1-009, 1-105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legitimation 4-057</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesbian &amp; Gay Kinship 3-026</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesbian and Gay 3-017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberalization 2-080</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liminal Populations 2-034</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lineages 1-024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic Anthropology 2-102, 3-112, 4-026</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic Ideologies 2-011, 2-012, 2-043</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic Revival 0-007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistics 3-047</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguists 1-088</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local 0-120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Responses 1-074</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locality 3-007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mafia 2-085</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magic 0-033</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malthus 2-088, 4-055</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginality 0-030, 0-081, 2-013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Reforms 0-108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marriage 0-012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marxism 3-089</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masculinity 3-010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass Media 3-080</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material Culture 1-014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materialism 1-003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal &amp; Child Health 2-111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya 2-119, 3-076, 4-031, 4-046</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayan Studies 0-092</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media Studies 0-048, 0-060, 0-096</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Anthropology 0-008, 0-20, 1-022, 1-037, 1-076, 1-103, 1-111, 2-098, 3-037</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Pluralism 4-044</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicinal Epistemologies 4-044</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine 3-014, 3-092</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meetings 2-012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melaniasia 3-093</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory 0-097, 4-008, 4-054</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Health 0-114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Illness 3-087</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesoamerica 0-092, 1-024, 1-090, 2-119, 3-076, 4-028</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metaphor 3-009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methodology 3-114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods 2-096</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico 2-007, 4-046</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East 0-005, 0-054, 0-095, 1-041, 1-089</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migrants 0-047, 0-053, 3-046</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migration 0-091, 2-007, 3-041, 3-087, 4-006, 4-019, 4-035, 4-053</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Militant 0-117</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining 0-010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minorities 0-089, 0-109, 4-021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minority Languages 0-007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missionaries 3-032</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitochondrial 3-031</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility 4-071</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Models 3-047</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modernity 0-005, 0-079, 0-095, 0-106, 1-081, 1-100, 2-035, 2-042, 3-006, 3-008, 3-032, 3-079, 3-093, 4-005, 4-036, 4-062</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modernization 2-005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money 1-077, 3-041</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morality 3-090</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiculturalism 1-092, 2-084, 3-030, 4-073</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Museums 1-078, 2-115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mythology 0-011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrate 4-029, 4-045, 4-054, 4-072</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nation 1-104, 3-017, 3-110, 4-002, 4-037</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nation-States 3-077</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nationalism 0-013, 0-022, 0-037, 4-038, 4-070</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Americans 0-023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature 4-005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neoliberalism 0-111, 2-116</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neonativism 2-044</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Reproductive Technologies 3-026</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North &amp; Central American Scholars 4-064</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America 0-055, 1-071, 2-005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Atlantic 0-080</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Ireland 3-024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSF 2-046</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrition 0-072, 0-093</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object Relations 2-009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania 3-031</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Anthropology 2-045</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Culture 2-045, 4-010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organized Labor 1-007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Asia 3-095</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paleodemography 2-023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paleoeidemiology 1-073</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paleopathology 1-073</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua New Guinea 0-010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paradigm Shifts 3-016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients 0-069</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedagogy 0-116, 1-083</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfection 2-093</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personhood 0-016, 1-084, 2-034</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenomenology 0-017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia 1-108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Pidgins 4-026
Pilgrimage 0-050
Place 1-008, 2-095, 3-007
Plants 4-034
Poetics 2-083, 2-087, 2-114, 3-004, 4-013
Policy 0-023, 2-003, 3-085, 3-092, 3-106
Political Ecology 1-037
Political Economy 1-071, 2-113, 2-117
Political Organization 3-023
Political Violence 1-094
Politics 0-032, 0-058, 0-070, 0-107, 0-111, 1-069, 2-004, 2-036, 2-080, 3-012, 3-027, 3-041, 4-013, 4-037, 4-047, 4-060
Politics of Identity 0-051
Pop Culture 0-064
Popular Catholicism 3-048
Popular Culture 0-064, 1-011, 3-080, 4-076
Population 0-003, 0-012, 0-029, 0-031, 0-032, 0-045, 0-059, 0-065, 0-080, 1-006, 1-013, 1-021, 1-031, 1-091, 1-112, 2-006, 2-025, 2-038, 3-019, 3-031, 4-007, 4-017, 4-027, 4-031, 4-055
Population as Discourse 0-112, 1-036
Population Contact 4-015
Population Control 2-121, 4-049
Population Dynamics 2-016
Population Movements 1-089
Population Planning 0-008
Population Policy 0-044
Population Studies 3-088
Populations 0-036, 2-098, 3-024, 3-112, 4-042
Populations Dynamics 0-026
Populations of Color 2-026
Portuguese Colonialism 3-111
Possession 0-009
Postcolonial Theory 1-082
Postcolonialism 3-008, 3-111
Postmodernity 1-093, 3-004
Postsecondary Education 4-010
Postcolonialism 0-082, 2-041, 2-085, 2-123, 4-069
Poststructuralism 2-087
Power 0-067, 1-021, 4-077
Power Relations 4-056
Practitioners 0-069
Pragmatics 1-038
Praxis 1-040
Prelate 3-099
Prehistoric Health 2-023
Primates 1-013
Primitivist Representations 1-094
Production 0-084
Property 2-123
Proxemic 3-015
Psychoanalysis 3-018
Psychocultural 1-022
Psychological Anthropology 0-085
Public 1-019, 2-101
Public Education 3-099
Public Health 0-093
Public Policy 2-046, 3-105
Public Programs 0-017
Public Sphere 2-019
Puerto Rico 4-019
Punishment 3-108
Race 0-022, 0-043, 0-046, 1-039, 1-087, 1-104, 2-015, 3-010, 3-038, 3-081
Race and Ethnicity 0-023
Race Paradigms 1-092
Race/Ethnicity 2-118
Racism 0-026, 1-082, 2-118, 3-038, 4-024
Rap/Hip Hop 1-011
Rebirth 2-077
Reconstruction 3-013
Reconstructing Tradition 0-025
Reexifying Anthropology 3-046
Reexifying Ethnography 0-054
Reflexivity 2-078
Refugees 0-075, 3-046, 4-019, 4-053
Regimes of Truth 1-027
Relativism 3-091
Relativity 0-105
Religion 3-006, 3-081, 4-030, 4-060
Representation 0-025, 1-020, 3-024, 4-015, 4-021
Representation of "Cultures" 0-040
Reproduction 1-031, 1-069, 1-091, 1-107, 2-094, 2-111, 2-121, 3-088
Reproductive Health 0-021
Reproductive Strategies 1-099
Reproductive Technologies 2-006
Research 2-040, 4-024
Resettlement 4-053, 4-080
Resistance 0-076
Resources 0-031, 2-088
Restructuring 1-030, 1-068
Revitalization & Innovation 0-085
Rhematic 0-058
Ritual 0-009, 1-077, 1-105, 3-078, 4-030, 4-039
Ritual Kinship 2-099
Romantic Love 2-021
Rootedness 4-034
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<td>Tsetskhладze, Gocha R</td>
<td>1-106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsuda, Takeyuki</td>
<td>3-087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tucker, Compton J</td>
<td>0-003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tucker, Hazel</td>
<td>2-014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tudor, Madeleine</td>
<td>3-113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuite, Kevin J</td>
<td>0-011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumer, Billie Lee</td>
<td>1-095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumer, Edith</td>
<td>2-077, 4-024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuskan, John O</td>
<td>0-026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tutton, Richard</td>
<td>4-051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twine, France Winddance</td>
<td>1-039, 1-069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tzian, Jesus Leopoldo</td>
<td>2-025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulin, Robert C</td>
<td>3-089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ullman, Char C</td>
<td>4-041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulrich, George J</td>
<td>1-093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulike, Poeschi</td>
<td>0-114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulysses, Gina</td>
<td>3-041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umberger, Emily</td>
<td>2-083</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Unwin, Nigel 0-093
Upton, Janet L 0-053
Upton, Rebecca L 1-021
Urqui, Javier 1-024
Urquidi, Bonnie 1-104, 3-112
Urfa, Jacqueline 1-011, 2-093
Usher, Bethany M 2-023
Uusihakala, Katja 0-039
Uusikyla, Heli 1-112
Uzendoski, Michael A 4-042

Vail, Gabrielle 3-076
Valentine, David 2-103
Valentine, Rand 1-088
Van Arsdale, Peter W 1-006
Van Hollen, Cecilia 0-029
Van Horn, Lawrence F 0-032
Van Winkle, Barnik 1-104
Vanderinden, Lisa 2-006
Varese, Stefano 0-113
Varga, Christin A 2-016
Vargas-Cetina, Gabriela 1-074
Varghese, Unta 4-035
Varisco, Daniel O-054
Vasey, Daniel E 0-080
Vasquez, Olga A 4-073
Vavrus, Frances 2-111
Vayda, Andrew P 3-083
Vazquez, Veronica 1-010
Vedwan, Neeraj 1-026
Velez-Ibanez, Carlos G 3-046
Verdery, Katherine M 4-014
Vern-Shapiro, Penny A 3-087
Vesper, Maria D 0-077
Vestenansson, Orm 0-080
Vickers, William T 2-020
Vieitez, Soledad 2-016
Vigil, Diego 0-077
Villanueva, Irene 4-066
Villar, Maria 3-030
Villenas, Sophina 0-034, 4-072
Vinogradov, Andrei A 2-024
Virtue, David C 0-014
Visweswaran, Kamala 1-092
Vivanco, Luis A 0-041
Vogt, Nancy 4-071
Von Hassell, Malve 0-068
Voros, Miklos V 2-013
Vradenburg, Joseph 1-073
Vucinic, Vesna 3-113

Walck, Christa L 2-045
Wal, Alaka 3-113
Walker, John H 1-043
Walker, Michael Montoya 3-028
Wallace, Anthony F C 0-085
Wallace, James 2-014
Wallace, Kendra R 2-015
Wallace, Merle 1-105
Wallat, Cynthia 0-029
Walley, Christine J 0-074
Walsh, Laure A 4-021
Walter, Shana 3-042
Wang, Danniing 1-021
Wang, Feng 0-044
Wannier, Catharine 2-121
Wantscher, Helmut 2-077
Ward, Beverly 1-102
Ward, Kenny 3-108
Wardlow, Holly 3-093
Ware, Norma 1-005
Warner, Faith R 0-047
Warnock, Peter 0-062
Warren, Kay B 0-092
Wash, Suzanne M 2-086
Washburn, Dorothy K 1-072
Wasson, Christina 2-012
Watanabe, John M 4-046
Watanabe, Yasushi 0-083
Waters, Anne B 1-100
Waterston, Alisse 1-030
Watkins, John M 1-009
Watkins, Susan C 2-008, 2-081
Watson, James L 0-013, 3-090
Watson, Rubie S 2-115
Wattenmaker, Patricia A 3-029
Wautscher, Helmut 2-077
Weaver, David S 1-073
Weaver, Thomas 2-003
Webb, Ronald 2-039
Webster, David 2-088
Webster, Steven 4-021
Wedel, Jane R 2-085
Weeks, Margaret R 1-075
Weeks, Patsy 4-056
Wehner, Karen 3-011
Weil, Jim 4-011
Weinbaum, Batya 4-062
Weiner, Diane 0-110
Weinstein, Matthew G 0-053
Weisgrau, Maxine 3-006
Weismantel, Mary J 1-091
Weiss, Anita M 0-029
Weiss, Brad 0-071
Weiss, Kenneth 2-088
Weiss, Meira 2-034
Weiler, Susan C 2-091
Wellmeier, Nancy J 0-075
Werder, Richard P 2-099
Werner, Cynthia 2-115
Wesolowski, Donald Scott 0-086
West, Harry 1-023
Westermark, George 0-038
Weston, Joan 3-010
Wheeler, Douglas L 3-111
Whitaker, Robin 3-024
White, C Todd 1-029
White, Geoffrey 2-100
White, Jane J 1-085
Whiteford, Linda M 2-098
Whiteford, Scott O-108
Whitehead, Neil L 2-097, 4-011
White, C Todd 1-029
White, Geoffrey 2-100
Whitaker, Robin 3-024
Whiteford, Linda M 2-098
Whiteford, Scott O-108
Whitehead, Neil L 2-097, 4-011
Whitehead, Tony O-115
Whitmer, John 2-037
Whyte, Susan R 1-076
Wider, Joan Cypress 3-099
Wiedman, Dennis 4-010
Wiegele, Katharine L 4-042
Wieringa, Saskia 2-103
Wigen, Karen O-106
Wiget, Andrew O 0-061
Wightman, Jill M 0-047
Wijenaike, Manjari 4-009
Wilce, James M 2-011
Wil, Richard R 0-052, 0-092
Willkerson, James R 0-012
Williams, Bret 1-008, 2-015
Williams, D Charles 0-115
Williams, Elizabeth A 0-115
Williams, Holly Ann 1-111
Williams, Lynne A 2-026
Williams, Melvin D 0-046
Williamson, Patrick 2-090
Williamson, Thomas A 3-041
Wilson, Margaret 1-082
Wilson, Ana 1-014
Wilson, Alexandra V 1-099
Wilson, Ara A 3-095
Wilson, Brenda 4-024
Wilson, Carter 2-098
Wilson, D Scott 1-075
Wilson, Doug 1-037
Wilson, Kathryn E 3-010
Wilson, Ruth P 2-016
Wilson, Samuel M 4-011
Wilson, Tamar Diana 4-067
Wilson, Thomas M 3-077
Winegar, Jessica R 3-008
Winford, Donald 4-026
Winkelmann, Michael J 4-018, 4-028
Winland, Daphne O-119
Winslow, Deborah O-052
Winterhalder, Bruce P 1-003, 4-023
Winthrop, Robert H 2-003
Wissoker, Kenneth 2-100
Wogan, Peter M 0-090
Wojcikowski, Jennifer J 3-081
Wolbert, Barbara 1-089
Wolde-Medhin, Tesfaye 4-074
Wolfe, Alvin W 1-102
Wolfe, Amy K 4-079
Wolyniec, Renata B 3-099
Wood, James W 2-023, 2-088
Wood, William Warner 0-023
Woodrick, Anne 3-115
Woodtor, Delores P 3-013
Woodward, Mark R 1-081
Woodward, Michelle 1-043
Woolard, Kathryn A 3-027, 3-098
Woollett, Jim 0-080
Worby, Eric W 1-023
Worman, Carly L 4-005
Wortham, Stanton E 1-101
Wozniak, Danielle F 2-094
Wright, Rita P 3-097
Writersel, Ally Kay 4-004
Wu, David Y H 0-039
Wulff, Helena 0-063
Y
Yamaguchi, Mike M 1-099
Yamamoto, Akira 1-088
Yamanaka, Keiko 1-012
Yamashita, Shinji 3-104
Yanagisako, Sylvia 2-093, 3-096
Yang, Mayfair 1-100
Yano, Christine R 4-076
Yeanwood, Gabby M 3-005
Yelvington, Kevin A 3-005
Yenai, Deniz 0-095
Yenai, Zafer 0-095
Yiakoumaki, Vassiliki 4-051
Yngvesson, Barbara 2-094
Yocum, Glenn E 0-050
Yoossef, Norman 1-089
York, Heather P 1-031
Yoshihara, Kazuo 3-104
Young, Kathleen 0-042
Young, William C 0-054
Youngstedt, Scott M 2-016
Yount, Kathryn 0-008
Yorij, Annelou 4-067
Yung, Vicki 3-039
Yurchak, Alexei 2-085
Z
Zabusky, Stacia E 1-079
Zachanas, Ajit 3-089
Zarger, Rebecca K 4-068
Zarowsky, Christina 4-019
Zavella, Patricia 1-030, 3-109
Zeitlin, Judith F 1-024
Zeller, Anne 1-013
Zelli, Deborah M 4-004
Zentai, Ana Celia 3-098
Zhang, Everett Yuehong 1-100
Zhang, Hong 4-039
Zhang, Li 0-079, 2-041
Ziegemeier-Navarro, Ellen 4-044
Zielinski, John P 1-043
Zimansky, Paul E 1-106
Zimmer-Tamakoshi, Laura J 0-004, 3-091
Zink, Sheldon L 2-091
Zirbel, Katherine E 4-029

Zito, Angela 0-079
Zivkovic, Marko 4-069
Zorn, Debbie 1-009
Zuniga, Denise Lawrence 3-107
Zuppan, Mary E 0-018
Zussman, Mira 4-039
Zutter, Cunthia 2-095
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Aldine de Gruyter—Booth #314
Scholarly books and monographs in anthropology, featuring the interdisciplinary journal, HUMAN NATURE, and the series “Evolutionary Foundations of Human Behavior.”

Allyn & Bacon—Booth #220
Publisher of college textbooks and professional reference books.

AltaMira Press—Booth #501
We are full service publishers for professional, scholarly and student anthropologists. Our display has new works by Ashley Montago, Marvin Harris, Russell Bernard, and others.

American Museum of Natural History—Booth #226
Anthropological papers of the AMNH and other publications of the Department of Anthropology at AMNH.

Archaeology & Ethnography Program, National Park Service—Booth #517
The exhibit is to disseminate information on the Applied Ethnography program and the archeology program in the National Park Service. Staff are available to discuss the programmatic issues including research and possibly contract opportunities.

Archaeology Magazine—Archaeology Institute of America—Booth #122
Archaeology, official publication of the Archaeological Institute of America, attracts an educated, affluent, adventurous readership. We will be distributing travel and archaeological related product information from our multi-media booth.

Association Book Exhibit—Booth #502
A combined book exhibit featuring titles from leading publishers selected specifically for the American Anthropological Association audience.

Association of American University Press—Booth #510
The AAUP is a not-for-profit organization which promotes and represents the finest in university and scholarly publishing.

Basic Books—Booth #325
Basic Books is a leading publisher of serious trade & academic non fiction in political and social science, history and more.
Beacon Press—Booth #206
New books from Jose Limon, Ralph Cintron, Richard Price, plus the best of Ruth Behar, Sidney Mintz, Renato Rosaldo, Emily Martin, Sherry Ortner, and more.

Berg Publishers—Booth #411, 413
Berg Publishers offers a large selection of anthropology titles, including the “Materializing Culture” series and the “Dress, Body, Culture” series. Berg is distributed in North America by NYU Press.

Berghahn Books—Booth #426
Berghahn Books publishes scholarly and academic books in a variety of disciplines including: Anthropology, History, Sociology, Migration Studies, Cultural Studies and gender studies.

Blackwell Publishers—Booth #222
Blackwell Publishes academic journals and general, scholarly, college and reference texts, with an emphasis on the humanities, social sciences, business, and anthropology.

Cambridge University Press—Booth #217, 219, 221
Visit the Cambridge booth to view Ernest Gellner’s Language and Solitude and Paul Sillitoes’s An Introduction to the Anthropology of Melanesia plus many other excellent works.

Columbia University Press—Booth #423
Columbia University Press is a publisher of trade, scholarly, and reference books, as well as, CD-ROMS and online publications.

Cornell University Press—Booth #324, 326
We publish scholarly and general interest books in a wide variety of disciplines, including a series edited by Roger Sanjek called “The Anthropology of Contemporary Issues.”

Garland Publishing—Booth #113
Garland publishes scholarly and reference books in the humanities and social sciences with particular emphasis on gender and multicultural studies.

Gordon & Breach/Harwood Academic Publishers—Booth #401
Publisher of academic books and journals in several anthropological fields, including: physical anthropology, applied anthropology, cultural anthropology, nutritional anthropology and medical anthropology.

Greenwood Publishing Group/Heinemann—Booth #508
Academic, text, trade, and reference books for students, scholars, and professionals in the fields of anthropology and archaeology.

Human Relations Area Files, Inc.—Booth #406
Demonstrations of HRAF’s collection of ethnography and archaeology on the world wide web and on CD-ROM.

Indiana University Press—Booth #405, 407
Indiana University Press is a major international scholarly press with headquarters on the Bloomington campus of Indiana University.

Intermediate Technology Publications—Booth #402
Important new titles in anthropology and development from IDRC, Intermediate Technology, Oxfam and Pluto Press plus Stylus publishing’s higher education list. 20% off all titles.

Lynne Rienner Publishers—Booth #306
Lynne Rienner Publishers produces scholarly books and journals in the social sciences and the humanities as well as a distinguished list of international titles in fiction, poetry, and literary criticism.

Mayfield Publishing Company—Booth #105, 107
As a leading publisher of text books for the anthropology curriculum, Mayfield is committed to providing solutions to your teaching problems. Drop by and see!

McGraw-Hill—Booth #114
McGraw-Hill offers a comprehensive list of titles in Anthropology. In addition to offerings in
General, Cultural and Physical Anthropology, ethnographies, and books for upper-level courses are available.

**National Science Foundation—Booth #523**
Research grants in anthropology.

**Nota Bene—Booth #414**
Software for scholarly writing: Nota Bene (specialized word processor, bibliographic management, text retrieval, and multilingual support), Citation (bibliographic management for Word/WordPerfect users), and BookWhere (Internet bibliographic retrieval).

**NOVA Research Company—Booth 513**
A new multimedia software package for qualitative research (AfTER) is being demonstrated. This windows program allows users to code documents, pull excerpts, build reports, and create data files for statistical analysis.

**Penguin Putnam Inc.—Booth #425**
Penguin Putnam is the publisher of quality hardcover and paper back books used in classrooms around the world. Visit our booth for show specials and discounts totaling 50% cover price.

**Princeton University Press—Booth #310, 312**
Princeton University Press publishes trade books, general interest titles, and Scholarly monographs.

**Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, Inc.—Booth #514**
An independent press publishing innovative texts and classroom supplements for college courses, and crossover trade books that convey scholarly trends to an educated readership.

**Rutgers University Press—Booth #218**
Books in the areas of body studies, race and ethnicity, religion, gender, culture, health and medicine, the Americas, South Asia, and the Middle East.

**School of American Research—Booth #424**
The School of American Research (SAR) is a nonprofit center for advanced studies in anthropology, the humanities, and southwest Indian arts. SAR Press is the school’s publishing arm.

**Seabury & Smith—Booth #511**
Seabury & Smith is the administrator of the Insurance Program for AAA members. Staff from Seabury & Smith and insurance brochures will be available at their booth.

**St. Martin's Press—Booth #309**
Publishes trade books, monographs and textbooks in the social sciences and humanities.

**Smithsonian Institution Press—Booth #224**
Featuring rethinking Hopi Ethnography, new books on Cahokia, Moundville, the Makuna (Colombia), and the Kuna (Panama), and *Anthropology Explored: The Best of the Smithsonian AnthroNotes*.

**Stanford University Press—Booth #108, 110**
Publisher of scholarly books.

**State University of New York Press—Booth #111**
The current publishing program of State University of New York Press includes the following anthropology related series: Anthropology of Work, National Identities, Anthropological Studies of Contemporary Issues, Anthropology and Judaic Studies.

**Temple University Press—Booth #120**
Scholarly and trade book publishers

**Transaction Publishers—Booth #505**
Publisher of record in international social science, some of our esteemed authors in anthropology are: John Bennett, David Bidney, A.L. Epstein, Robin Fox, Melford Spiro, and Wilcomb Washburn.
The University of Chicago Press—Booth #208, 210, 212
The University of Chicago Press, a leading publisher of books and journals in all fields of anthropology for 100 years, welcomes you to our exhibit.

The University of Michigan Press—Booth #223
Scholarly books in all areas of anthropology, including cultural, social, gender studies, developmental, historical, physical, and ethnicity studies.

The University of North Carolina Press—Booth #225
UNC Press publishes scholarly, regional trade, and general interest non-fiction books.

The University of Tennessee Press/The University of Iowa Press—Booth #112
University Press publishing scholarly, trade and regional titles.

University of California Press—Booth #311, 313
Publisher of general and academic books in anthropology.

University of Hawaii Press—Booth #118
Publisher of anthropological books on Hawaii, the Pacific, and Asian Studies. Visit our web site at www2.hawaii.edu/uhpress or call us toll-free at 1-888-UHPRESS (847-7377).

University of Illinois Press—Booth #409
Scholarly books including anthropology and archaeology, African American studies, ethnic studies, Indian studies, literature, music, Native American studies, and animal culture.

University of Minnesota Press—Booth #109
Social Sciences, Scholarly and Trade Publisher in the fields of Anthropology, Literary Theory, Media Studies and Cultural Studies.

University of Nebraska—Booth #115, 117
The University of Nebraska Press specializes in studies of the historical and cultural experiences of native peoples in North America, the history of anthropology, and archaeology.

University of New Mexico Press—Booth #124, 126
University of new Mexico Press is a scholarly press specializing in the fields of photography, anthropology/archaeology, western history, Latin American studies, and Chicano/o literature.

University of Oklahoma Press—Booth #317, 319
Publisher of a wide variety of books on anthropology, archaeology and other areas of interest to attendees.

University of Pennsylvania Press—Booth #106
The University of Pennsylvania Press publishes in Anthropology and related fields such as Ethnography, Folklore, Archaeology, Gender Studies and Cultural Studies.

University of Texas Press—Booth #408, 410
Our books present the results of original anthropological research conducted all across the United States, Latin America and in centers throughout the world.

University of Washington Press—Booth #507
Publications in Anthropology.

University of Wisconsin Press—Booth #518, 520
Scholarly books on anthropology & folklore, including new books by Alcida Ramos, Charles Nuckolls, Fred Simons, Alan Dundes, Andrew Lattas, and Harold Scheub.

University Press of America—Booth #512
A publisher of academic books and monographs in the social sciences and humanities.

University Press of Florida—Booth #225
University Press of Florida is a publisher of outstanding books in anthropology and Floridiana for over 50 years.

Waveland Press, Inc.—Booth #205, 207, 209
Publisher of college-level textbooks and supplements, Waveland Press proudly makes more
than 200 inexpensively priced titles available to U.S. and Canadian faculty and students in all areas of anthropology and other social science fields.

**Westview Press—Booth #321, 323**
Westview Press publishes academic and general interest books in the social sciences and humanities.

**The World Bank—Booth #506**
Publisher of books, periodicals, and electronic products covering economic and social development.
New from Duke

Paper Tangos
JULIE TAYLOR
160 pages, 89 b&w photos, paper $13.95
Public Planet Books

A New Criminal Type in Jakarta
Counter-Revolution Today
JAMES T. SIEGEL
160 pages, paper $17.95

Postcolonial Developments
Agriculture in the Making of Modern India
AKHIL GUPTA
432 pages, paper $21.95

Bad Colonists
The South Seas Letters of Vernon Lee Walker and Louis Becke
NICHOLAS THOMAS AND RICHARD EVES
160 pages, paper $16.95

Forthcoming
Flexible Citizenship
The Cultural Logics of Transnationality
AIHW A ONG
272 pages, paper $17.95

The Cultures of Globalization
FREDRIC JAMESON AND MASAO MIYOSHI, EDITORS
416 pages, paper $18.95
Post-Contemporary Interventions

Cities and Citizenship
JAMES HOLSTON, EDITOR
256 pages, paper $17.95
A Public Culture Book

The Cultural Life of Intellectual Properties
Authorship, Appropriation, and the Law
ROSEMARY J. COOMBE
456 pages, paper $19.95
Post-Contemporary Interventions

Differences in Medicine
Unraveling Practices, Techniques, and Bodies
MARC BERG AND ANNEMARIE MOL, EDITORS
288 pages, paper $17.95
Body, Commodity, Text

Creating Beauty to Cure the Soul
Race and Psychology in the Shaping of Aesthetic Surgery
SANDER L. GILMAN
176 pages, cloth $21.95
Shining and Other Paths
War and Society in Peru, 1980–1995
STEVE J. STERN, EDITOR
532 pages, paper $21.95
Latin America Otherwise

New in Paperback

The Politics of Memory
Native Historical Interpretation in the Colombian Andes
JOANNE RAPPAPORT
280 pages, paper $17.95
Latin America Otherwise

To Die in This Way
Nicaraguan Indians and the Myth of Mestizaje, 1880–1965
JEFFREY L. GOULD
336 pages, paper $18.95
Latin America Otherwise

Identity and Struggle at the Margins of the Nation-State
The Laboring Peoples of Central America and the Hispanic Caribbean
AVIVA CHOMSKY AND ALDO A. LAURIA SANTIAGO, EDITORS
392 pages, paper $21.95
Comparative and International Working-Class History

Forthcoming

The Grimace of Macho Ratón
Artisans, Identity, and Nation in Late-Twentieth-Century Western Nicaragua
LES W. FIELD
280 pages, paper $17.95

Close Encounters of Empire
Writing the Cultural History of U.S.-Latin American Relations
GILBERT M. JOSEPH, CATHERINE C. LEGRAND, AND RICARDO D. SALVATORE, EDITORS
528 pages, paper $19.95
American Encounters/Global Interactions

Rural Revolt in Mexico
U.S. Intervention and the Domain of Subaltern Politics
DANIEL NUGENT, EDITOR
408 pages, paper $19.95
American Encounters/Global Interactions

Expanded Edition

Cochabamba, 1550–1900
Colonialism and Agrarian Transformation in Bolivia
BROOKE LARSON
456 pages, paper $18.95

The End of Nomadism?
Society, State, and the Environment in Inner Asia
CAROLINE HUMPHREY AND DAVID SNEATH
368 pages, paper $21.95
Central Asia Book Series

Come visit us. These and other titles 20% off at booths #305 and #307.
Announcing the
MILLENNIAL QUARTET
a series of special issues
addressing thematics of
global processes

I
Alternative Modernities
Guest Editor:
Dilip Parameshwar Gaonkar
Winter 1999

II
Globalization
Guest Editor: Arjun Appadurai
Winter 2000

III
Millennial Capitalism
Guest Editors:
Jean and John Comaroff
Spring 2000

IV
Cosmopolitanism
Guest Editorial Committee
Fall 2000

To subscribe to Public Culture
Volume 11, 1999
3 issues per year
$85 institutions
$32 individuals
$20 students

Toll-free within the US and Canada:
1-888-DUP-JRNL (1-888-387-5765)
Outside the US: 919-687-3613
Fax: 919-688-3524
e-mail: cinfoltz@acpub.duke.edu
http://www.duke.edu/web/dupress
From the authors of the best-selling Humanity, this brief text covers the basic theories, methods, concepts, terms and dimensions of cultural diversity that make up the core of an introductory cultural anthropology course.

NEITHER MAN NOR WOMAN: THE HIJRAS OF INDIA, 2/E (99)
Serena Nanda
0-534-50903-7

Author Serena Nanda now offers a newly revised and updated edition of her highly praised cultural study of the Hijras of India—a religious community of men who dress and act like women.

UNDERSTANDING PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY AND ARCHAEOLOGY, 7/E (99)
Turnbaugh, et al
0-534-53451-1

This newly revised Seventh Edition of Understanding Physical Anthropology and Archaeology by William Turnbaugh uniquely integrates the dual fields of physical anthropology and archaeology into one text, doing so with authoritative, comprehensive coverage.

VIRTUAL LABORATORIES FOR PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY CD-ROM
John Kappelman, Editor

These virtual laboratories permit the student to work through special problems in a highly interactive way using color images, video clips, animation, and sound.

VISIT US AT BOOTHS 211 AND 213

Wadsworth Publishing Company 10 Davis Drive • Belmont, CA • 94002
Making Majorities
Constituting the Nation in Japan, Korea, China, Malaysia, Fiji, Turkey, and the United States
Edited by DRU C. GLADNEY
East-West Center Series
$19.95 paper $55.00 cloth

Cadres and Kin
Making a Socialist Village in West China, 1921-1991
GREGORY A. RUF
$49.50 cloth

The Temple of Memories
History, Power, and Morality in a Chinese Village
JUN JING
$16.95 paper $45.00 cloth

Informal Politics
Street Vendors and the State in Mexico City
JOHN C. CROSS
$18.95 paper $49.50 cloth

ReMembering Osiris
Number, Gender, and the Word in Ancient Egyptian Representational Systems
TOM HARE
$18.95 paper $55.00 cloth

Practical Reason
On the Theory of Action
PIERRE BOURDIEU
Translated by Randall Johnson and Others
$14.95 paper $39.50 cloth

Homo Sacer
Sovereign Power and Bare Life
GIORGIO AGAMBEN
Translated by Daniel Heller-Roazen
$16.95 paper $45.00 cloth

visit our booth
800•872•7423 www.sup.org
EXCITING NEW TITLES

LESSONS FROM THE PAST: An Introductory Reader in Archaeology, by Kenneth L. Feder
This supplementary reader offers 39 articles and biographical sketches that demonstrate how the study of the past can make a genuine contribution to our understanding of the present.

THE NONHUMAN PRIMATES, by Phyllis Dolhinow and Agustin Fuentes
This contributed text introduces students to primates through 34 essays written expressly for this volume by experts in their research areas. (Available in January '99)

VIRTUAL DIG: A Simulated Archaeological Excavation of a Middle Paleolithic Site in France, by Harold L. Dibble, Shannon P. McPherron, and Barbara Roth
This combination of workbook and CD-ROM takes students to a “virtual field school” where they can carry out an excavation using real data. (Available in March '99)

MUCH-AWAITED REVISIONS OF THESE POPULAR TEXTS

APPLYING ANTHROPOLOGY: An Introductory Reader, Fifth Edition, by Aaron Podolefsky and Peter J. Brown
Fifty-two diverse readings from the four subfields demonstrate how anthropologists apply their skills to solve problems that affect our everyday lives. Among this edition’s classic and contemporary selections are eleven new articles, including a new section called “Culture and Race.”

APPLYING CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY: An Introductory Reader, Fourth Edition, by Aaron Podolefsky and Peter J. Brown
This fascinating collection of classic and contemporary articles highlights the role of cultural anthropology in everyday life. Among this edition’s forty-one selections are seven new readings, including three selections focusing on “Culture and Race.”

1280 Villa Street • Mountain View, CA 94041
MUCH-AWAITED REVISIONS OF THESE POPULAR TEXTS

♦ BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY, Second Edition,
  by Michael Alan Park
  This concise introduction to biological (physical) anthropology discusses the core areas of the discipline within a unique framework modeled on the scientific method. For this edition, the fossil record chapters have been significantly updated and reorganized to make sense of all the new data and ongoing debates about human evolution.

♦ FRAUDS, MYTHS, AND MYSTERIES, Third Edition,
  by Kenneth L. Feder
  Exploring fascinating archaeological frauds as well as genuine mysteries, this entertaining and informative supplementary text demonstrates that the veritable past is as exciting and intriguing as the fantasies concocted by the purveyors of pseudoscience.

♦ THIS LAND WAS THEIRS, Sixth Edition,
  by Wendell H. Oswalt and Sharlotte Neely
  Hailed as “the best-researched, most up-to-date text on American Indians available,” THIS LAND WAS THEIRS examines both traditional and contemporary lifeways of 12 major North American tribes. This edition places more emphasis on contemporary Native American issues.

♦ VICTIMS OF PROGRESS, Fourth Edition, by John H. Bodley
  This provocative text is a compelling account of the effect of development on indigenous peoples throughout the world. The text has been significantly revised and updated throughout to reflect the important global changes that have occurred since the publication of the previous edition in 1990.

VISIT OUR BOOTH TO SEE THE COMPLETE LIST OF ANTHROPOLOGY TITLES

(800) 433-1279 • www.mayfieldpub.com
New from Princeton

Remaking Women
Feminism and Modernity in the Middle East
Edited by Lila Abu-Lughod

Culture/Power/History
Paper $16.95  Cloth $55.00

The Domestication of Desire
Women, Wealth, and Modernity in Java
Suzanne April Brenner
Paper $19.95  Cloth $55.00

Lord of the Three in One
The Spread of a Cult in Southeast China
Kenneth Dean
Cloth $45.00

Abraham on Trial
The Social Legacy of Biblical Myth
Carol Delaney
Cloth $29.95

Producing Public Television, Producing Public Culture
Barry Dornfeld
Paper $17.95  Cloth $55.00

Apparitions of the Self
The Secret Autobiographies of a Tibetan Visionary
Janet Gyatso
Cloth $39.50

Transcultural Cinema
David MacDougall
Edited and with an introduction by Lucien Taylor
Paper $18.95  Cloth $59.50

Ethnography through Thick and Thin
George E. Marcus
Paper $14.95  Cloth $49.50

Black Corona
Race and the Politics of Place in an Urban Community
Steven Gregory
Cloth $29.95

The Insistence of the Indian
Race and Nationalism in Nineteenth-Century American Culture
Susan Scheckel
Paper $16.95  Cloth $49.50
New from Princeton

Thinking with History
Explorations in the Passage to Modernism
Carl E. Schorske
Cloth $24.95

Gender and American Social Science
The Formative Years
Edited by Helene Silverberg
Paper $18.95  Cloth $55.00

Outside the Fold
Conversion, Modernity, and Belief
Gauri Viswanathan
Paper $16.95  Cloth $55.00

Indigenous Movements and Their Critics
Pan-Maya Activism in Guatemala
Kay B. Warren
Paper $16.95  Cloth $55.00

New in paperback

American Academic Culture in Transformation
Fifty Years, Four Disciplines
Edited by Thomas Bender and Carl E. Schorske
With a preface by Stephen R. Graubard
Paper $16.95

Molding Japanese Minds
The State in Everyday Life
Sheldon Garon
Paper $15.95

Orpheus and Power
The Movimento Negro of Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo, Brazil 1945–1988
Michael George Hanchard
Paper $15.95

Visit us at Booth 310-312
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS
Available at fine bookstores or directly from the publisher: 800-777-4726
http://pup.princeton.edu
A revised edition

Florence E. Babb
Between Field and Cooking Pot
The Political Economy of Marketwomen in Peru

Brian S. Bauer
The Sacred Landscape of the Inca
The Cusco Ceque System

Inge Bolin
Rituals of Respect
The Secret of Survival in the High Peruvian Andes

Jean-Robert Cadet
Restavec
From Haitian Slave Child to Middle-Class American

David Delaney
Race, Place, and the Law, 1836–1948

Newly reissued by UT Press
Vine Deloria, Jr., and Clifford M. Lytle
The Nations Within
The Past and Future of American Indian Sovereignty
Wisconsin
www.wisc.edu/wisconsinpress/

20–70% discounts available

BOOTHs #518 & 520
THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN PRESS

INDIGENISM
Ethnic Politics in Brazil
Alcida Rita Ramos
Cloth $55.00, Paper $21.95
New Directions in Anthropological Writing

THE VAMPIRE
A Casebook
Edited by Alan Dundes
Cloth $45.00, Paper $16.95

DEAD END KIDS
Gang Girls and the Boys They Know
Mark S. Fleisher
Cloth $24.95

PATHWAYS OF MEMORY & POWER
Ethnography and History Among an Andean People
Thomas A. Abercrombie
Cloth $60.00, Paper $27.00

CULTURES OF SECRECY
Reinventing Race in Bush Kaliac Cargo Cults
Andrew Lattas
Cloth $59.95, Paper $24.95

PLANTS OF LIFE, PLANTS OF DEATH
Frederick J. Simoons
Cloth $65.00, Paper $34.95

CULTURE
A Problem that Cannot Be Solved
Charles W. Nuckolls
Cloth $55.00, Paper $22.95

20–70% discounts available

BOOTHs #518 & 520
THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN PRESS

AFTER TYLOR
British Social Anthropology, 1888–1951
George W. Stocking, Jr.
Paper $24.95

VOLKSGEIST AS METHOD AND ETHIC
Essays on Boasian Ethnography and the German Anthropological Tradition
Edited by George W. Stocking, Jr.
Paper $17.95

STUDYING NATIVE AMERICA
Problems and Prospects
Edited by Russell Thornton
Forthcoming January '99
Cloth $65.00, Paper $27.95

THE FOREST OF TABOOS
Hunting, Identity, and Morality among the Huau10 of the Moluccas
Valerio Valeri
Forthcoming Spring '99
invites you to publish your scholarly monograph with us.

Complete the information below, or call (716) 754-2266 to talk to the acquisitions editor.

1. General topic of work proposed for publication
2. Specific contribution of this work to the field of scholarship
3. Describe contents of work by noting major parts or chapters
4. Please give your scholarly/professional background. Attach your academic resume if possible.
5. Present state of manuscript and projected date of completion
6. Your name, address, & phone number (day/ evening).

---

New Titles from Mellen

UNDERSTANDING THE CHINESE PERSONALITY: Parenting, Schooling, Values, Morality, Relations, and Personality by William J. F. Lew

"This book is a magnum opus in many senses of the term. . . . The book's focus is on human development across the life span, but its scope is truly multidisciplinary. Lew discusses differences between Chinese and Western people that have been a central issue in anthropology, questions about social structure that are basic to sociology, and analyses of historical change in Chinese nations that are important topics in political science . . . Through the biographical interviews and autobiographical case studies, Professor Lew gives life to events such as the Cultural Revolution." - Thomas H. Berndt, Head of Department of Psychological Sciences, Purdue University

AMERICANISATION AND THE TRANSFORMATION OF WORLD CULTURES: Melting Pot or Cultural Chernobyl? edited by Phil Melling and Jon Roper


---

Mellen - Serving the Scholarly Community for 25 years

The Edwin Mellen Press
415 Ridge St/PO Box 450
Lewiston, NY 14092-0450
NEW FROM ALDINE

Bernard Campbell

Human Evolution
Fourth Edition
1999 • approx. 528 pages • Tables, figures, references, index
0-202-02041-X Cloth $58.95 • 0-202-02042-8 Paper $31.95

For this long-awaited new edition of his classic introduction to the field, Campbell has revised and updated the text throughout. Once again he presents a complete and integrated description of the evolution of Homo sapiens by synthesizing the major findings of research and theory up to the present, including developments in microbiology and the extended fossil record. Campbell's text remains the most lucid and comprehensive account of human evolution in a single volume.

Also of Interest

Conceptual Issues in Modern Human Origins Research
G.A. Clark and C.M. Willermet (editors)
1997. xiii + 508 pages References, index
0-202-02039-8 Cloth $89.95 • 0-202-02040-1 Paper $44.95
(text adoption price on orders of ten or more paperback copies: $34.95)

A distinguished group of experts examines the reasons why those who study modern human origins disagree so widely in their assumptions about what the remote human past was like. Essential reading for teachers and students of human evolution in anthropology or biology departments.

New World Primates
Ecology, Evolution, and Behavior
Warren G. Kinzey (editor)
1997. xvii + 436 pages References, index
0-202-01185-2 Cloth $62.95 • 0-202-01186-0 Paper $31.95

"This book is evidently a must for anybody working on Neotropical mammals, and is highly recommended."

— NEOTROPICAL PRIMATES

Aldine de Gruyter (a division of Walter de Gruyter, Inc.)
200 Saw Mill River Road • Hawthorne, NY 10532 • (914) 747-0110

VISIT US AT BOOTH #314!
This multivoiced collection of essays challenges traditional disciplinary and cultural boundaries, and moves beyond any unified feminist historical narrative to present a "relational" feminism of diverse communities, affiliations, and practices. The texts/images partake of many genres: reflective essay, testimonial dialogue, performance piece, digital collage, prose poem, and photomontage. Forging connections between usually compartmentalized areas of knowledge and of activism, the volume helps us to envision alternative epistemologies and imaginative alliances.

Contributors include: M. Jacqui Alexander, Meena Alexander, Marina Alvarez, Maria Magdalena Campos-Pons, Shu Lea Cheang, Malika Dutt, Coco Fusco, Renée Green, Inderpal Grewal, Guerrilla Girls, Jameelie Hassan, Mervat F. Hatem, Mona Hatoum, Maria Hinojosa, bell hooks, Lisa Jones, Caren Kaplan, Wahneema Lubiano, Yong Soon Min, Chandra Talpade Mohanty, Shirin Neshat, Lorraine O'Grady, Catherine Opie, Hanh Thi Pham, Adrian Piper, Tricia Rose, Juan Sanchez, Lorna Simpson, Jaune Quick-to-See Smith, Annie Sprinkle, Carmelita Tropicana, Kara Walker, and Lynne Yamamoto.

Copublished with the New Museum of Contemporary Art
304 pp., 66 illus. $30 paper

A Zuni Artist
Looks at Frank Hamilton Cushing
Cartoons by Phil Hughte

"A generally gentle if satiric, re-envisioning of this legendary intercultural encounter...." Jesse D. Green, American Indian Culture and Research Journal

Published by Zuni
A:shiwi Publishing
Paper: $24.95

Sick Cushing
—Cushing has a hard time adjusting to Zuni life and used to get sick a lot.
**State University of New York Press**

** Booth 111 • New in Anthropology • 20% Discount **

**France on Display**
Peasants, Provincials, and Folklore in the 1937 Paris World’s Fair
Shanyn Peer
$21.95 pb / isbn 0-7914-3710-8

**For the Time Being**
Ethnography of Everyday Life
Richard Quinn
$20.95 pb / isbn 0-7914-3852-X

**In the Wake of the Giant**
Multinational Restructuring and Uneven Development in a New England Community
Max H. Kirch
$19.95 pb / isbn 0-7914-3826-7

**Hair**
Its Power and Meaning in Asian Cultures
Alf Hiltebeitel
Barbara Miller, eds.
$21.95 pb / isbn 0-7914-3742-6

**More Than Class**
Studying Power in U.S. Workplaces
Ann E. Kingsover, ed.
$21.95 pb / isbn 0-7914-3729-5

**Eating Culture**
Ron Scapp and Brian Seltz, eds.
$24.95 pb / isbn 0-7914-3860-0

**Pigs, Profits, and Rural Communities**
Kendall M. Thu
E. Paul Durrenberger, eds.
$17.95 pb / isbn 0-7914-3888-0

**and Liberal States**
Carol J. Greenhouse, ed.
$21.95 pb / isbn 0-7914-3964-X

---

**Exile**

*A Memoir of 1939*

Bronka Schneider

Edited with forewords by Erika Bourguignon and Barbara Hill Rigney

Bronka Schneider and her husband, Joseph, were two of the 30,000 Austrian Jews admitted as refugees to Great Britain between March 1938 and 2 September 1939. It was not until 1960, however, that Schneider wrote her memoir about the year she spent as a housekeeper, with Joseph as a butler, in a Scottish castle.

$20.00 cloth 132 pp.

[see this book at the AAUP booth](#)
You're in Good Company...

NEW ANTHROPOLOGY FROM ALTAMIRA PRESS

20% CONFERENCE DISCOUNT

ALFRED L. KROEBER
DONALD COLLIER,
EDITED BY
PATRICK CARMICHAEL,
WITH AN AFTERWORD BY
KATHARINA J. SCHREIBER
The Archaeology & Pottery
of Nazca, Peru
Alfred Kroeber’s 1926 Expedition
$39.95 hc (89641)

THOMAS F. KING
Cultural Resources Laws & Practice
An Introduction
$22.95 Pb (90445)

STEPHEN H. LEKSON
The Chaco Meridian
Centers of Political Power
in the Ancient Southwest
$23.95 pb (91816)

EDWARD C. GREEN
Indigenous Theories
Of Contagious Disease
$24.95 pb (92006)

ASHLEY MONTAGU
The Natural Superiority Of Women,
5th Edition
$19.95 pb (9828X)

MARVIN HARRIS
Theories Of Culture
In Postmodern Times
$22.95 pb (90216)

H. RUSSELL BERNARD, ED.
Handbook Of Methods In Cultural
Anthropology
$89.95 hc (91514)

MICHAEL ANGROSINO
Opportunity House
Ethnographic Stories of Mental Retardation
$19.95 pb (91717X)

R. S. KHARE
Cultural Diversity
& Social Discontent
Anthropological Studies on Contemporary India
$24.95 pb (92502)

JONATHAN FRIEDMAN
System, Structure & Contradiction
The Evolution Of Asiatic Social Formations, 2nd Ed.
$24.95 pb (8934X)

JEAN J. SCHENSUL &
margaret d. lecompte, eds.
ethnographer's Toolkit
$99.95, 7 vol. pb boxed set (90429)
Coming in Spring 1999

VISIT US AT BOOTH 501

plus books in the following series: Ethnographic Alternatives,
Contemporary Native American Communities,
Critical Perspectives on Asian Pacific Americans, and more...

AltaMira Press
order@sagepub.com/www.altamirapress.com

AltaMira ISBNs include the prefix 0-7619 & the 5 digit code numbers listed above.
HOW JEWS BECAME WHITE FOLKS AND WHAT THAT SAYS ABOUT RACE IN AMERICA
KAREN BRODKIN
Paper, $18.00; Cloth, $48.00

EVALUATING ALTERNATIVE CANCER THERAPIES
A Guide to the Science and Politics of an Emerging Medical Field
DAVID HESS
Cloth, $35.00

A PATCHWORK SHAWL
Chronicles of South Asian Women in America
SHAMITA DAS DASGUPTA, ED.
Paper, $19.00; Cloth, $49.00

PRIVATIZING HEALTH SERVICES IN AFRICA
MEREDETH TURSHEN
Paper, $23.00; Cloth, $50.00

BORDERS AND BOUNDARIES
Women in India’s Partition
RITU MENON
With KAMLA BHASIN
Paper, $20.00; Cloth, $50.00

PRIVATIZING NATURE
Political Struggles for the Global Commons
MICHAEL GOLDMAN, ED.
Paper, $20.00; Cloth, $50.00

FROM DOCTOR TO HEALER
The Transformative Journey
ROBBIE DAVIS-FLOYD AND GLORIA ST. JOHN
Foreword by Larry Dossey, M.D.
Paper, $20.00; Cloth, $50.00

INVENTING PAIN MEDICINE
From the Laboratory to the Clinic
ISABELLE BASZANGER
Paper, $22.00; Cloth, $50.00

THE MAKING OF THE UNBORN PATIENT
A Social Anatomy of Fetal Surgery
MONICA J. CASPER
Paper, $20.00; Cloth, $50.00

RUTGERS university press
(800) 446-9323
Makuna
Portrait of an Amazonian People
Kaj Århem
Photographs by Diego Samper
95 color, 9 b&w photographs
192 pp • Hardcover $34.95

Spirit of Siberia
Traditional Native Life, Clothing, and Footwear
Jill Oakes and Rick Riewe
85 color, 50 b&w photographs, 30 line drawings, 12 maps • 224 pp • Hardcover $45.00

Mande Potters and Leatherworkers
Art and Heritage in West Africa
Barbara E. Frank
36 color, 131 b&w photographs, 13 line drawings, 2 maps • 192 pp • Hardcover $45.00

Anthropology Explored
The Best of Smithsonian AnthroNotes
Edited by Ruth Osterweiss Selig and Marilyn R. London
Foreword by David W. McCurdy
42 b&w line illus • 350 pp
Hardcover $35.00 • Paperback $17.95

SMITHSONIAN SERIES IN ETHNOGRAPHIC INQUIRY

Historical Vines
Enga Networks of Exchange, Ritual, and Warfare in Papua New Guinea
Polly Wiessner and Aki Tumu
18 b&w photographs, 18 maps • 494 pp
Hardcover $45.00 • Paperback $19.95

A People Who Would Not Kneel
Panama, the United States, and the San Blas Kuna
James Howe
39 b&w photographs, 4 maps • 432 pp
Hardcover $55.00 • Paperback $19.95

Transformations of Kinship
Edited by Maurice Godelier, Thomas R. Trautmann, and Franklin E. Tjon Sie Fat
85 b&w illos., 5 maps • 450 pp
Hardcover $45.00 • Paperback $21.95

Rethinking Hopi Ethnography
Peter M. Whiteley
17 b&w photographs, 2 maps
Hardcover $39.95 • Paperback $18.95

Being There
The Necessity of Fieldwork
Daniel Bradburd
28 b&w photographs, 3 maps • 190 pp
Hardcover $32.50 • Paperback $15.95

Legends of People, Myths of State
Violence, Intolerance, and Political Culture in Sri Lanka and Australia
With a new preface
Bruce Kapferer
19 b&w photographs • 288 pp • Paperback $17.95
now in paperback

**Choctaw**

Genesis, 1500–1700
By Patricia Galloway
$25 paper/$65 cloth
1996 Erminie Wheeler-Voegelin Prize
1996 James Mooney Award
1997 McLemore Prize

**Cherokee Women**

Gender and Culture Change, 1700–1835
By Theda Perdue
$40 cloth

**American Indians in the Lower Mississippi Valley**

Social and Economic Histories
By Daniel H. Usner Jr.
$45 cloth

**The Brainerd Journal**

A Mission to the Cherokees, 1817–1823
Edited by Joyce B. Phillips and Paul Gary Phillips
Forward by Philip H. Viles Jr.
$55 cloth

**Authentic Alaska**

Voices of Its Native Writers
By Susan B. Andrews and John Creed
$15 paper/$35 cloth
American Indian Lives Series

**Essie's Story**

The Life and Legacy of a Shoshone Teacher
By Esther Burnett Horne and Sally McBeth
$35 cloth
American Indian Lives Series

**The Allegany Senecas and Kinzua Dam**

Forced Relocation through Two Generations
By Joy A. Bilharz
$40 cloth

**The Lakota Ritual of the Sweat Lodge**

History and Contemporary Practice
By Raymond A. Bucko
$40 cloth
Studies in the Anthropology of North American Indians Series

Visit booth 115-117

Publishers of Bison Books 800-755-1105 nebraskapress.unl.edu
Visit booth 115-117
Publishers of Bison Books 800-755-1105 nebraskapress.unl.edu

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS
ANTHROPOLOGY
Ninth Edition
Carol R. Ember and Melvin Ember

THE NINTH EDITIONrepresents the most comprehensive revision to date—reflecting the most recent anthropological research and controversial developments. Integrating new features in each chapter, this text is designed to spark and maintain student interest. In addition to the text, a new CD-ROM is blister-packed into the back of every book. Developed by Object Learning Environment, Inc., this CD-ROM coincides with the book’s chapters and provides quizzes, exercises, and portions of the text for additional definitions. Also, an interactive website offers students online quizzes and links to anthropological resources on the World Wide Web.

The site can be accessed at
http://www.prenhall.com/ember

ANTHROPOLOGY, NINTH EDITION:
© 1999, 648 pp., paper
(0-13-791526-8)

CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY,
NINTH EDITION:
© 1999, 456 pp., paper,
(0-13-791534-9)

www.prenhall.com
this brief text covers all of the core concepts found in a typical Physical or Biological Anthropology course. With a micro to macro focus, it looks first at the origins of life and ends with the origins and development of humans, while helping students to place humans into the broader context of life on the planet.

© 1999, 416 pp., paper (0-13-080793-1)

GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY

- Anthropology: A Global Perspective, Third Edition
  Raymond Scupin and Christopher R. DeCorse
  © 1998, 582 pp., paper (0-13-602087-9)

CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY

- A Little Anthropology, Third Edition
  Dennison Nash
  © 1999, 224 pp., paper (0-13-906736-1)

- Cultural Anthropology: A Global Perspective, Third Edition
  Raymond Scupin
  © 1998, 404 pp., paper (0-13-602095-X)

- Being Human: An Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
  Mari Womack
  © 1998, 444 pp., paper (0-13-644071-1)

PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY

- The New Physical Anthropology
  Shirley C. Strum and Donald G. Lindburg
  © 1999, 512 pp., paper (0-13-206517-7)

BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY

  Robert W. Sussman
  © 1999, 448 pp., paper (0-13-799735-3)

HUMAN EVOLUTION

- Understanding Human Evolution, Fourth Edition
  Frank E. Peters and Jeffrey K. McKeen
  © 1999, 400 pp., paper (0-13-096152-3)

FORENSIC ANTHROPOLOGY

- The Forensic Anthropology Training Manual
  Karen Ramey Burns
  © 1999, 320 pp., paper (0-13-10576-7)

ANTHROPOLOGY OF GENDER

- Gender and Culture in America
  Linda Stone and Nancy P. McKeen
  © 1999, 256 pp., paper (0-13-875410-1)

THAT’S NOT ALL!

For more information on all of our new titles in Anthropology, stop by Prentice Hall booth #400. You can also contact your local Prentice Hall representative, or write to:
Via e-mail: chris_dejohn@prenhall.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bone Voyage</td>
<td>Stanley Rhine</td>
<td>Cloth: $49.95 Paper: $16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Navajo Verb</td>
<td>Leonard M. Faltz</td>
<td>Cloth: $49.95 Paper: $27.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American Identities</td>
<td>Scott B. Vickers</td>
<td>Cloth: $40.00 Paper: $19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before the Great Spirit</td>
<td>Julian Rice</td>
<td>Cloth: $45.00 Paper: $22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tales of an Endishodi</td>
<td>Father Berard Haile and the Navajos, 1900-1961 Transcribed and Edited by Father Murray Bodo, O.F.M.</td>
<td>Cloth: $45.00 Paper: $24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Zuni Life</td>
<td>Virgil Wyaco</td>
<td>Cloth: $35.00 Paper: $17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Ute Women</td>
<td>Katherine M. B. Osburn</td>
<td>Cloth: $45.00 Paper: $19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Archaeology</td>
<td>Alan P. Sullivan III</td>
<td>Cloth: $50.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Warriors of the Clouds
A Lost Civilization in the Upper Amazon of Peru
Keith Muscutt
Cloth: $59.95 Paper: $29.95

People of the Peyote
Huichol Indian History, Religion, and Survival
Edited by Stacy B. Schaefer and Peter T. Furst
Paper: $29.95

The Sowing and the Dawning
Termination, Dedication, and Transformation in the Archaeological and Ethnographic Record of Mesoamerica
Edited by Shirley Boteler Mock
Library edition: $60.00

The Gift of Life
Female Spirituality and Healing in Northern Peru
Bonnie Glass-Coffin
Cloth: $50.00 Paper: $15.95

The Faces of Honor
Sex, Shame, and Violence in Colonial Latin America
Edited by Lyman L. Johnson and Sonya Lipsett-Rivera
Diálogos series
Library edition: $40.00 Paper: $19.95

Scattered Round Stones
A Mayo Village in Sonora
David Yetman
A University of Arizona Southwest Center Book
Cloth: $40.00 Paper: $19.95

La Fiesta de los Tastoanes
Critical Encounters at a Mexican Festival
Olga Nájera-Ramírez
Now in paper: $18.95

¿Que vivan los tamales!
Mexican Cuisine and National Identity
Jeffrey M. Pilcher
Cloth: $37.50 Paper: $16.95

University of New Mexico Press
See these and other titles at our booth #124 & 126.
NEW EDITION

WORLD PREHISTORY

A Brief Introduction
Fourth Edition
BRIAN M. FAGAN, University of California–Santa Barbara
©1999 • 352 Pages • Paper • 0-321-02365-X
World Prehistory, 4/e, the compact edition of Brian Fagan’s bestselling
People of the Earth, is a unique brief survey of world archeology that
emphasizes the latest advancements in the study of human evolution.

ALSO AVAILABLE

PEOPLE OF THE EARTH

An Introduction to World Prehistory
Ninth Edition
BRIAN M. FAGAN, University of California–Santa Barbara
©1998 • 576 Pages • Paper • 0-321-01457-X
People of the Earth, 9/e, known for its hallmark multidisciplinary
and global approach, includes coverage of new fossil discoveries
and expands coverage of early civilizations, especially in Egypt
and Southeast Asia.

NATIVE AMERICAN VOICES

A Reader
SUSAN LOBO, Intertribal Friendship House
STEVEN TALBOT, San Joaquin Delta Community College
©1998 • 448 Pages • Paper • 0-321-01131-7
This unique introduction to the field of Native American studies reflects
the interdisciplinary nature of the field—drawing on ethnography, biogra­
phy, journalism, art, and poetry—to familiarize students with the historical
and contemporary experiences of native peoples throughout the Americas.

Stop by the Longman booth for more information on these and other Anthropology titles.

To order an examination copy of any of these
titles–fax your request to 1-800-284-8292;
e-mail your request to exam@awl.com; or contact your
local Addison Wesley Longman sales representative.

Visit us on the World Wide Web at
http://longman.awl.com
New from MINNESOTA

MARCEL HÉNAFF
Claude Lévi-Strauss and the Making of Structural Anthropology
Translated by Mary Baker
$19.95 paper (2761-4) $49.95 cloth (2760-6)

NICHOLAS B. DIRKS, EDITOR
In Near Ruins
Cultural Theory at the End of the Century
$19.95 paper (3123-9) $49.95 cloth (3122-0)

JOHN WILLINSKY
Learning to Divide the World
Education at Empire's End
$22.95 cloth (3076-3)

PATRICIA HILL COLLINS
Fighting Words
Black Women and the Search for Justice
$18.95 paper (2377-5) $47.95 cloth (2376-7)
Contradictions of Modernity Series, Volume 7

JOSE GIL
Metamorphoses of the Body
Translated by Stephen Muecke
$22.95 paper (2683-9) $57.95 cloth (2682-0)
Theory Out of Bounds Series, Volume 12

JAN LIN
Reconstructing Chinatown
Ethnic Enclave, Global Change
$19.95 paper (2905-6) $49.95 cloth (2904-8)
Globalization and Community Series, Volume 2

ROBERT G. DUNN
Identity Crises
A Social Critique of Postmodernity
$19.95 paper (3073-9) $49.95 cloth (3072-0)

GERSHON SHAFlR, EDITOR
The Citizenship Debates
A Reader
$19.95 paper (2881-5) $49.95 cloth (2880-7)

PHENG CHEAH AND BRUCE ROBBINS, EDITORS
Cosmopolitics
Thinking and Feeling Beyond the Nation
$21.95 paper (3068-2) $54.95 cloth (3067-4)
Cultural Politics Series, Volume 14

MAYFAIR MEI-HUI YANG, EDITOR
Spaces of Their Own
Women's Public Sphere in Transnational China
$19.95 paper (3146-8) $49.95 cloth (3145-X)
Public Worlds Series, Volume 4
Available February 1999

RAKA RAY
Fields of Protest
Women's Movements in India
$19.95 paper (3132-8) $49.95 cloth (3131-X)
Social Movements, Protest, and Contention Series, Volume 8
Available February 1999

MAY JOSEPH AND JENNIFER NATALYA FINK, EDITORS
Performing Hybridxity
$19.95 paper (3011-9) $49.95 cloth (3010-0)
Available February 1999

FRAN~OIS DOSSE
Empire of Meaning
The Humanization of the Social Sciences
Translated by Hassan Melehy
$39.95 cloth (2964-1)

FRAN~OIS DOSSE
History of Structuralism
Volume 1: The Rising Sign, 1945-1966
Translated by Deborah Glassman
$29.95 paper (2241-8) $49.95 cloth (2239-6)

FRAN~OIS DOSSE
History of Structuralism
Volume 2: The Sign Sets, 1967-present
Translated by Deborah Glassman
$29.95 paper (2371-6) $49.95 cloth (2370-8)
CONSUMING FASHION
Adorning the Transnational Body
Edited by Anne Brydon and Sandra Niessen
Dress, Body, Culture Series
1-85973-969-5 / $19.50 paper

FASHIONING THE FRAME
Boundaries, Dress and the Body
Alexandra Warwick and Dani Cavallaro
Dress, Body, Culture Series
1-85973-986-5 / $19.50 paper

OTHER WORLDS
Notions of Self and Emotion among the Lohorung Rai
Charlotte Hardman
Explorations in Anthropology Series
1-85973-155-4 / $19.50 paper

WOMEN AND ISLAMIZATION
Edited by Karen Ask and Marit Tjomsland
1-85973-255-0 / $19.50 paper

RESISTING THE HOLOCAUST
Edited by Ruby Rohrlich
1-85973-216-X / $19.50 paper

HOUSE LIFE
Space, Place and Family in Europe
Edited by Donna Birdwell-Pheasant and Denise Lawrence-Zuniga
1-85973-235-6 / $19.50 paper

COMMON DENOMINATORS
Ethnicity, Nation-Building and Compromise in Mauritius
Thomas Hylland Eriksen
Global Issues Series
1-85973-959-8 / $19.50 paper

MIGRANTS OF IDENTITY
Perceptions of ‘Home’ in a World Movement
Edited by Nigel Rapport and Andrew Dawson
Ethnicity and Identity Series
1-85973-999-7 / $19.50 paper

NYU Press is the exclusive North American distributor of Berg Publishers.
1-800-996-NYUP www.nyupress.nyu.edu
Announcing a New Series

MATERIALIZING CULTURE
Edited by Paul Gilroy, Michael Herzfeld, and Daniel Miller

STONEHENGE
Making Space
Barbara Bender
1-85973-908-3 / $19.50 PAPER

THE SOCIAL LIFE OF TREES
Anthropological Perspectives on Tree Symbolism
Edited by Laura Rival
1-85973-928-8 / $19.50 PAPER

MATERIALIZING ART HISTORY
Gen Doy
1-85973-938-5 / $19.50 PAPER

TOURISTS AND TOURISM
Identifying with People and Places
Edited by Simone Abram, Jackie D. Waldren, and Don Macleod
ETHNIC IDENTITIES SERIES
1-85973-905-9 / $19.50 PAPER

MEMORIES CAST IN STONE
The Relevance of the Past in Everyday Life
David Sutton
MEDITERRANEAN SERIES
1-85973-948-2 / $19.50 PAPER

CROSS-CULTURAL MARRIAGE
Identity and Choice
Edited by Rosemary Breger and Rosanna Hill
CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON WOMEN SERIES
1-85973-968-7 / $19.50 PAPER

ITALY'S "SOUTHERN QUESTION"
Orientalism in One Country
Edited by Jane Schneider
1-85973-997-0 / $25.00 PAPER

FOOTBALL HOOLIGANS
Knowing the Score
Gary Armstrong
EXPLORATIONS IN ANTHROPOLOGY SERIES
1-85973-957-1 / $19.50 PAPER

CHILD'S PLAY
Myth, Mimesis and Make-Believe
Laurence R. Goldman
EXPLORATIONS IN ANTHROPOLOGY SERIES
1-85973-918-0 / $17.00 PAPER

MIGRANTS OF IDENTlTY
Perceptions of 'Home' in a World Movement
Edited by Nigel Rapport and Andrew Dawson
ETHNICITY AND IDENTITY SERIES
1-85973-999-7 / $19.50 PAPER

OTHER WORLDS
Notions of Self and Emotion among the Lohorung Rai
Charlotte Hardman
EXPLORATIONS IN ANTHROPOLOGY SERIES
1-85973-155-4 / $19.50 PAPER

CONFRONTING THE PRESENT
Towards a Politically Engaged Anthropology
Gavin Smith
GLOBAL ISSUES SERIES
1-85973-205-4 / $19.50 PAPER

COMMON DENOMINATORS
Ethnicity, Nation-Building and Compromise in Mauritius
Thomas Hylland Eriksen
1-85973-959-8 / $19.50 PAPER

CHANGE AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
Thomas C. Patterson
1-85973-256-9 / $19.50 PAPER
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Series</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRESSING UP DEBUTANTES</td>
<td>Michaele Thurgood Haynes</td>
<td>Dress, Body, Culture Series</td>
<td>1-85973-939-3</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pageantry and Glitz in Texas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSUMING FASHION</td>
<td>Edited by Anne Brydon and Sandra Niessen</td>
<td>Dress, Body, Culture Series</td>
<td>1-85973-969-3</td>
<td>$19.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adorning the Transnational Body</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRESS, GENDER AND CULTURAL CHANGE</td>
<td>Annette Lynch</td>
<td>Dress, Body, Culture Series</td>
<td>1-85973-979-2</td>
<td>$19.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian-American and African-American Rites of Passage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FASHION THEORY</td>
<td>Edited by Valerie Steele</td>
<td>The Journal of Dress, Body &amp; Culture</td>
<td>1-85973-944-X I 1-85973-949-0</td>
<td>$13.95 $13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOTH, DRESS AND ART PATRONAGE IN AFRICA</td>
<td>Judith M. Perani and Norma H. Wolf</td>
<td>Dress, Body, Culture Series</td>
<td>1-85973-295-X</td>
<td>$19.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adorning the Transnational Body</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEADS AND BEAD MAKERS</td>
<td>Edited by Lidia D. Sciama and Joanne B. Eicher</td>
<td>Cross-Cultural Perspectives on Women Series</td>
<td>1-85973-995-4</td>
<td>$19.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FASHIONING THE FRAME</td>
<td>Alexandra Warwick and Dani Cavallaro</td>
<td>Dress, Body, Culture Series</td>
<td>1-85973-986-5</td>
<td>$19.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundaries, Dress and the Body</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOUSE LIFE</td>
<td>Edited by Donna Birdwell-Pheasant and Denise Lawrence-Zuniga</td>
<td>Dress, Body, Culture Series</td>
<td>1-85973-235-6</td>
<td>$19.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space, Place and Family in Europe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIRTUALISM</td>
<td>Edited by James G. Carrier and Daniel Miller</td>
<td></td>
<td>1-85973-242-9</td>
<td>$19.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A New Political Economy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VISIT US AT BOOThS 412 &amp; 413</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYU PRESS IS THE EXCLUSIVE NORTH AMERICAN DISTRIBUTOR OF BERG PUBLISHERS</td>
<td><a href="http://www.nyupress.nyu.edu">www.nyupress.nyu.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Now available in paperback...

American Folklore
An Encyclopedia
Edited by Jan Harold Brunvand
794 pages, Illustrated
PB $34.95, 33350-1, 10/98
CL $125, 30751-9, 3/96

Anthropological Resources
A Guide to Archival, Library, and Museum Collections
Edited by Lee S. Dutton
c. 350 pages, 31188-9, c. $125, 11/98

Archaeology of Prehistoric Native America
An Encyclopedia
Edited by Guy Gibbon
1,024 pages, 30725-X, $165, 8/98

Asians in America
The People of East, Southeast, and South Asia in American Life and Culture
Edited by Franklin Ng
6-volume set, 32688-5, $418/or by volume, 5/98

The Garland Encyclopedia of World Music Australia and the Pacific Islands
Edited by Adrienne L. Kaeppler & Jacob W. Love
1,116 pages, 06038-5, $165, 6/98

Chinese Women Traversing Diaspora
Memoirs, Essays, and Poetry
Edited by Sharon K. Hom
196 pages, 32162-7, $42, 12/98
Volume 13, Gender, Culture, and Global Politics

Gypsies
An Interdisciplinary Reader
Edited by Diane Tong
376 pages, 32549-5, $60, 6/98

Higher Education in the Post-Communist World
Case Studies of Eight Universities
Edited by Paula W. Sabloff
322 pages, 32443-X, $55, 12/98
Volume 14, Garland Studies in Higher Education

Modern Germany
An Encyclopedia of History, People, and Culture, 1871-1990
Edited by Dieter K. Buse & Juergen C. Doerr
1,158 pages, 2 volumes, 30503-6, $175, 3/98

Modern Japan
An Encyclopedia of History, Culture, and Nationalism
Edited by James L. Huffman
352 pages, 32525-8, $95, 10/97

Modern China
An Encyclopedia of History, Culture, and Nationalism
Edited by Ke-wen Wang
480 pages, 30720-9, $95, 11/97

Race and the Production of Modern American Nationalism
Edited by Reynolds J. Scott-Childress
406 pages, 32016-7, $65, 12/98
Volume 18, Wellesley Studies in Critical Theory, Literary History and Culture

Women and War in the Twentieth Century
Enlisted With or Without Consent
Edited by Nicole A. Dombrowski
392 pages, 32287-9, $59, 12/98
Volume 13, Women's History and Culture

Women in the Third World
An Encyclopedia of Contemporary Issues
Edited by Nelly P. Stromquist
720 pages, 30150-2, $135, 4/98
NEW from Alabama
Visit Booth # 412

Mississippian Towns and Sacred Spaces
Searching for an Architectural Grammar
Edited by R. Barry Lewis and Charles Stout
“It is most refreshing to see plazas receive the attention they deserve, in addition to mounds and palisades.”
—Ian W. Brown
The University of Alabama
288 pages, $29.95 paper

The Georgia and South Carolina Coastal Expeditions of Clarence Bloomfield Moore
Edited and with an introduction by Lewis Larson
Classics in Southeastern Archaeology
“There is no other individual who can provide the perspective and in-depth knowledge that Dr. Larson represents. His reflections are insightful and lucid.”
—Frank Schnell
The Columbus Museum
312 pages, $34.95 paper

A World Engraved
Archaeology of the Swift Creek Culture
Edited by Mark Williams and Daniel T. Elliott
“These studies make us rethink our notions of social boundaries and interactions and the scope of individual movements in the Woodland period. . . . A World Engraved has no rivals.”
—John Scarry
UNC–Chapel Hill
344 pages, $29.95 paper

The Lower Mississippi Valley Expeditions of Clarence Bloomfield Moore
Edited and with an introduction by Dan F. Morse and Phyllis A. Morse
Classics in Southeastern Archaeology
“Here, under one cover, we at last have Moore’s expeditions to the middle reaches of America’s Nile (the Mississippi) and its major tributaries in the Mid-South, edited by the leading Mississippi Valley researchers. . . . A must for scholars, students, and serious amateurs.”
—Marvin D. Jeter
Arkansas Archeological Survey
472 pages, $39.95 paper

Classics in Southeastern Archaeology
Stephen Williams, Series Editor
Supported in part by grants from:
Southeastern Archaeological Conference, Panamerican Consultants, Inc.,
Southeastern Archaeological Services, Georgia Council of Professional Archaeologists, Council of South Carolina Professional Archaeologists, South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology, Savannah River Archaeological Research Program, Archaeological Society of South Carolina, Arkansas Archeological Society, and Arkansas Archeological Survey.

THE UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA PRESS
Orders (773) 568-1550 • Fax orders (773) 660-2235 or (800) 621-8476
www.uapress.ua.edu
Exotics at Home
Anthropologies, Others, American Modernity
Micaela di Leonardo
Cloth $35.00
Women in Culture and Society Series

Minima Ethnographica
Intersubjectivity and the Anthropological Project
Michael Jackson
Paper $17.00

Impasse of the Angels
Scenes from a Moroccan Space of Memory
Stefania Pandolfo
Paper $22.50

Travesti
Sex, Gender, and Culture among Brazilian Transgendered Prostitutes
Don Kulick
Paper $18.00
Worlds of Desire: The Chicago Series on Sexuality, Gender, and Culture

Material Cultures
Why Some Things Matter
Edited by Daniel Miller
Paper $22.00

Cartographic Encounters
Perspectives on Native American Mapmaking and Map Use
Edited by G. Malcolm Lewis
Cloth $60.00
The Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr. Lectures in the History of Cartography

The History of Cartography, Volume 2, Book 3
Cartography in the Traditional African, American, Arctic, Australian, and Pacific Societies
Edited by David Woodward and G. Malcolm Lewis
Cloth $150.00

Corporate Futures
The Diffusion of the Culturally Sensitive Corporate Form
Edited by George E. Marcus
Paper $62.00
Late Editions 5: Cultural Studies for the End of the Century

Museums and American Intellectual Life, 1876-1926
Steven Conn
Cloth $32.50

The Power of Babel
Language and Governance in the African Experience
Ali A. Mazrui and Alamin M. Mazrui
Paper $19.00

Pronouncing and Persevering
Gender and the Discourses of Disputing in an African Islamic Court
Susan F. Hirsch
Paper $19.00
Language and Legal Discourse

King Khama, Emperor Joe, and the Great White Queen
Victorian Britain through African Eyes
Neil Parsons
Paper $18.95

Nationalists and Nomads
Essays on Francophone African Literature and Culture
Christopher L. Miller
Paper $19.00
Music of Hindu Trinidad
Songs from the India Diaspora
Helen Myers
Paper $39.00
Also contains a CD of 32 tracks.
Chicago Studies in Ethnomusicology

Inventing Masks
Agency and History in the Art of the Central Perde
Z. S. Strother
Cloth $49.95

Malinowski's Kiriwina
Fieldwork Photography 1915-1918
Michael W. Young
Cloth $40.00

Camera Indica
The Social Life of Indian Photographs
Christopher Pinney
Paper $29.00

Picturing Empire
Photography and the Visualization of the British Empire
James R. Ryan
Cloth $38.00

In the Course of Performance
Studies in the World of Musical Improvisation
Edited by Bruno Nettl and Melinda Russell
Paper $25.00
Chicago Studies in Ethnomusicology

African Royal Court Art
Michele Coquet
Translated by Jane Marie Todd
Cloth $55.00

Let Jasmine Rain Down
Song and Remembrance among Syrian Jews
Kay Kaufman Shelemay
Paper $25.00 CD included.
Chicago Studies in Ethnomusicology

FORTHCOMING 1999

White Slaves, African Masters
The American Barbary Captivity Narratives
Edited and with an Introduction by Paul Baepler
Paper $19.00

Art, Culture, and Cuisine
Ancient and Medieval Gastronomy
Phyllis Pray Bober
Cloth $55.00

Savaging the Civilized
Verrier Elwin, His Tribals, and India
Ramachandra Guha
Paper $20.00

Sambia Sexual Culture
Essays from the Field
Gilbert Herdt
Paper $22.00
Worlds of Desire: The Chicago Series on Sexuality, Gender, and Culture

The Human Career
Human Biological and Cultural Origins
Richard G. Klein
Cloth $45.00

Paranoia within Reason
A Casebook on Conspiracy as Explanation
Edited by George E. Marcus.
Paper $25.00
Late Editions 6: Cultural Studies for the End of the Century

The Enigma of the Gift
Maurice Godelier
Translated by Nora Scott
Paper $19.00

Wallbangin'
Graffiti and Gangs in L.A.
Susan A. Phillips
Paper $25.00
Just Words
Law, Language, and Power
John M. Conley and William M. O'Barr
Paper $13.00
Language and Legal Discourse

Women's Science
Learning and Succeeding from the Margins
Margaret A. Eisenhart and Elizabeth Finkel
Paper $15.00

An Explorer's Guide to the Field Museum
J. Logan Ward
Paper $5.00

Prisoners of Shangri-La
Tibetan Buddhism and the West
Donald S. Lopez, Jr.
Cloth $25.00

On Civilization, Power, and Knowledge
Selected Writings
Norbert Elias
Edited and with an Introduction by Stephen Mennell and Johan Goudsblom
Paper $17.95
Heritage of Sociology Series

Welcome to Middle Age!(And Other Cultural Fictions)
Edited by Richard A. Shweder
Paper $16.00

Seductive Journey
American Tourists in France from Jefferson to the Jazz Age
Harvey Levenstein
Cloth $30.00

New in Paper
Flights of Fancy, Leaps of Faith
Children's Myths in Contemporary America
Cindy Dell Clark
Paper $15.00

The Conquest of Cool
Business Culture, Counterculture, and the Rise of Hip Consumerism
Thomas Frank
Paper $14.00

High Art Down Home
An Economic Ethnography of a Local Art Market
Stuart Plattner
Paper $16.00

Kamikaze Biker
Parody and Anomy in Affluent Japan
Ikuya Sato
Paper $17.00

Freedom in Fulani Social Life
An Introspective Ethnography
Paul Riesman
Translated by Martha Fuller
Paper $16.00

Journals available at this meeting:
• Current Anthropology
• Signs
• Economic Development and Cultural Change
• Journal of Consumer Research
• The Journal of American Linguistics

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS
5801 S. ELLIS AVE., CHICAGO, IL 60637  www.press.uchicago.edu
Matthew Restall
*Maya Conquistador*

"Offers an entirely new view of the Maya. Through his command of their language, Restall is in a class by himself as a scholar of colonial Yucatan."
—FRANCES KARTTUNEN, author of *Between Worlds*

**HARDCOVER $27.00**

José Limón
*American Encounters*
Greater Mexico, the United States, and the Erotics of Culture

"An original, engaging and subtle study of the crises, cruxes, crosses (and double-crosses) that have engendered Mexican American identity."
—GUSTAVO PEREZ FIRMAT

**HARDCOVER $25.00**

Lillian Faderman w/ Ghia Xiong
*I Begin My Life All Over*
The Hmong and the American Immigrant Experience

"An invaluable collection of first-person oral histories culled from interviews with central and northern Californian Hmong immigrants and their children."
—MAUD CASEY, *Newsday*

**HARDCOVER $25.00**

Ralph Cintron
*Angels' Town*
Chero Ways, Gang Life, and Rhetorics of the Everyday

$15.00

William V. Flores and Rina Benmayor, eds.
*Latino Cultural Citizenship*
Claiming Identity, Space, and Rights

$14.00

Richard Price
*The Convict and the Colonel*

$15.00

Mary Zeiss Stange
*Woman the Hunter*

$16.00

Plus books by Ruth Behar, Sidney W. Mintz, Sherry B. Ortner, Michel-Rolph Trouillot, and more.
ANTHROPOLOGY AND CULTURAL STUDIES
Edited by Stephen Nugent & Cris Shore
A fascinating look at the challenges, insights, and potentially new agendas that anthropology faces in an increasingly shared terrain of globally interacting cultures and identities.
1997 • 208pp • Paper • $18.95 • 0 7453 1135 0
Cloth • $54.95 • 0 7453 1136 9

NEW DIRECTIONS IN ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY
Susana Narotzky
A highly readable introduction to the main themes and concepts currently transforming the field. Includes case studies of Western societies.
1997 • 264pp • Paper • $19.95 • 0 7453 0718 3
Cloth • $54.95 • 0 7453 0717 5

To order or request a complete catalog, contact: Stylus Publishing, 22883 Quicksilver Dr, Sterling, VA 20166-2012. Tel: 1 800 232 0223 • Fax: 703 661 1501

Visit the Pluto Press WebSite: www.leevalley.co.uk/plutopress

Intermediate Technology Publications is a leading publisher concerned with third world issues and appropriate technologies, with an exciting list in anthropology, development, ethnography and women's studies.

New
MISSIONARIES AND MANDARINS
Feminist Engagement with Development Institutions
Edited by Carol Miller and Shahra Razavi
November, paper, $17.50

Just published
SUPPORTING CITIZENS' INITIATIVES
Bangladesh's NGOs and Society
Richard Holloway
paper, $30.00

INSIDE NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS
Learning to Manage Conflicts Between Headquarters and Field Offices
Naoki Suzuki
paper, $24.95

See us at booth 402!

Distributed in the U.S. by Stylus Publishing, LLC
For our complete development catalog, call 1-800-232-0223, fax 703-661-1501 or e-mail Styluspub@aol.com
THE FATEFUL HOAXING OF MARGARET MEAD
A HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF HER SAMOAN RESEARCHES
Derek Freeman
304 pages • $24.00 cloth
Second Edition

RIGOBERTA MENCHÚ AND THE STORY OF ALL POOR GUATEMALANS
David Stoll
432 pages • $28.00 cloth

RACE AND HUMAN EVOLUTION
A FATAL ATTRACTION
Milford Wolpoff
Rachel Caspari
464 pages • $16.00 paper

INDIGENOUS SOUTH AMERICANS OF THE PAST AND PRESENT
AN ECOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE
David Wilson
560 pages • $60.00 cloth • $27.50 paper

HOW WE THINK THEY THINK
ANTHROPOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO COGNITION, MEMORY, AND LITERACY
Maurice E.F. Bloch
216 pages • $18.00 paper

HUMAN FAMILIES
Stevan Harrell
624 pages • $79.00 cloth • $30.00 paper

Please visit us at booths #321 & 323!

5500 Central Avenue • Boulder, CO 80301  Phone: 303-444-3541  Fax: 303-449-3356
FLOODS, FAMINES, AND EMPERORS
EL NINO AND THE FATE OF CIVILIZATIONS
Brian Fagan
February 1999 • 320 pages • $25.00 cloth

ECO HOMO
HOW THE HUMAN BEING EMERGED FROM THE CATAclySMIC HISTORY OF THE EARTH
Noel T. Boaz
288 pages • $14.00 paper

LOOK, LISTEN, READ
Claude Lévi-Strauss
208 pages • $10.00 paper

WHY IS SEX FUN?
THE EVOLUTION OF HUMAN SEXUALITY
Jared Diamond
176 pages • $11.00 paper

THOUGHT CONTAGION
WHEN IDEAS ACT LIKE VIRUSES
Aaron Lynch
208 pages • $14.00 paper

MYTHS OF GENDER
BIOLOGICAL THEORIES ABOUT WOMEN AND MEN
Anne Fausto-Sterling, M.D.
320 pages • $17.50 paper

Please visit us at Booth #325!
10 East 53rd Street • New York, NY 10022
New from University of Toronto Press

Eh, Paesan!
BEING ITALIAN IN TORONTO
Nicholas DeMaria Harney
PAPER $17.95
Today's Italian-Canadians face different images than previous generations. An exploration of the reproduction of cultural heritage in a global economy of rapid international communication.

‘You’re So Fat!’
EXPLORING OJIBWE DISCOURSE
Roger Spielmann
PAPER $19.95
Today's Italian-Canadians face different images than previous generations. An exploration of the reproduction of cultural heritage in a global economy of rapid international communication.

Unfinished Dreams
COMMUNITY HEALING AND THE REALITY OF ABORIGINAL SELF-GOVERNMENT
Wayne Warry
PAPER $18.95
Warry contends that self-government can be realized only when individuals are secure in their cultural identity and can contribute to the transformation of their communities.

Franz Boas with the Inuit of Baffin Island, 1883-1884
JOURNALS AND LETTERS
Edited by Ludger Müller-Wille
Translated by William Barr
CLOTH $50.00
The first detailed narrative of the pioneering foray into participatory observation among the Inuit, now available in English.

The Canadian Sansei
Tomoko Makabe
PAPER $19.95
A reflection on the third-generation of Japanese Canadians and on history, culture, and the survival of identity.

Crown and Ritual
THE ROYAL INSIGNIA OF NGOYO
Zdenka Volavka
CLOTH $75.00
Combining extensive field work with ethnographic, historical, scientific, and linguistic analysis, Volavka reconfigures the nature of kingship and royal ritual among the Ngoyo.

University of Toronto Press
CALL 1-800-565-9523 FAX 1-800-221-9985 WWW.UTPRESS.UTORONTO.CA
NEW FOR 1999!

Bates, Fratkin
Cultural Anthropology, 2/e

Gillespie, Singleton
Across Cultures: A Reader for Writers, 4/e

Joralemon
Exploring Medical Anthropology

Katz
The Scalpel's Edge: The Culture of Surgeons

Miller
Cultural Anthropology

Robbins
Global Problems in the Culture of Capitalism

Ward
A World Full of Women, 2/e

Yetman
Majority and Minority: The Dynamics of Race and Ethnicity in American Life, 6/e

THE NEW IMMIGRANTS SERIES
Edited by Nancy Foner,
State University of New York, Purchase

Freeman

Gold
From the Workers' State to the Golden State: Jews from the Former Soviet Union in California

Kohty
New Pioneers in the Heartland: Hmong Life in Wisconsin

Lessinger
From the Ganges to the Hudson: Indian Immigrants in New York City

Mahler
Salvadorans in Suburbia: Symbiosis and Conflict

Margolis
An Invisible Minority: Brazilians in New York City

Min
Changes and Conflicts: Korean Immigrant Families in New York

Pessar
A Visa for a Dream: Dominicans in the United States

Stepick
Pride Against Prejudice: Haitians in the United States

Wong
Ethnicity and Entrepreneurship: The New Chinese Immigrants in the San Francisco Bay Area

CULTURAL SURVIVAL STUDIES IN ETHNICITY AND CHANGE
Edited by David Maybury-Lewis and Theodore Macdonald, Jr., both of Cultural Survival, Inc., Harvard University

Dentan et al
Malaysia and the "Original People": A Case Study of the Impact of Development on Indigenous Peoples

Fondahl
Gaining Ground? Evenkis, Land, and Reform in Southeastern Siberia

Fratkin
Ariaal Pastoralists of Kenya: Surviving Drought and Development in Africa's Arid Lands

Macdonald
Ethnicity and Culture Amidst New "Neighbors": The Runa of Ecuador's Amazon Region

Maybury-Lewis
Indigenous Peoples, Ethnic Groups, and the State

Niezen
Defending the Land: Sovereignty and Forest Life in James Bay Cree Society

Reed
Forest Dwellers, Forest Protectors: Indigenous Models for International Development

ALLYN & BACON
For college course adoptions
(800) 852-8024 • FAX: (781) 455-7024
Email: AandBpub@aol.com

For single copy purchases
(800) 276-3525 • FAX: (515) 284-2607
Email: ablondwood@aol.com

World Wide Web
http://www.abacon.com
CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY: A PROBLEM-BASED APPROACH, SECOND EDITION
Richard H. Robbins  State University of New York, Plattsburgh

The second edition of this widely adopted text continues to provide a fresh, new look at cultural anthropology. Organized around problems rather than topics, it allows for a natural and integrated discussion of such traditional cultural anthropology topics as kinship, caste, gender roles, and religion within the context of meaningful questions.

Extensive comparisons of world cultures encourage students to recognize their own cultural perspectives. Exercises and simulations that can be used for written assignments, class discussion, or group work are provided throughout. An instructor’s resource guide and test bank is available.

This is an outstanding book. Each chapter focuses on a single theme in a way that not only engages the student but manages to cover the key issues in contemporary cultural anthropology. The book is highly substantive, for it covers a large body of material, and it never loses sight of the significance of the issues and information presented. —Elvin Hatch, University of California, Santa Barbara

Available now 251 pages paper

A TOWN WITHOUT STEEL
ENVISIONING HOMESTEAD
JUDITH MODELL

PHOTOGRAPHS BY
CHARLEE BRODSKY

"[Modell] has an uncanny ability to integrate several voices, including those of the observer, the interviewer and the social analyst.... It is especially commendable that the author has presented the social science and history in such a way as to invite the general reader to her table."

—Douglas Harper, Duquesne University

CLOTH $45.00 / PAPER $24.95

ADOLESCENCE IN PACIFIC ISLAND SOCIETIES
EDITED BY GILBERT HERDT AND STEPHEN C. LEAVITT

ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY IN OCEANIA MONOGRAPHS

"This book makes an invaluable contribution to this highly significant and relatively neglected period of life and provides interesting comparisons to some of the existing works that focus on adolescence in specific cultures such as those of Mead, Whiting, and Burbank."

—Jeanette Dickenson-Putnam, Purdue University

CLOTH $50.00 / PAPER $22.95

For more information on these titles, please visit our website at www.pitt.edu/press.
THE DIDJERIDU
From Arnhem Land to Internet
Edited by Karl Neuenfeldt
Distributed for John Libbey & Company Limited
paper $19.95 cloth $35.00

MUSIC AT THE BORDERS
"Not Drowning, Waving" and Their Engagement with Papua New Guinean Culture
Philip Hayward
Distributed for John Libbey & Company Limited
paper $19.95

THE IMPERATIVE
Alphonso Lingis
Studies in Continental Thought
paper $15.95 cloth $35.00

DICTIONARY OF LOUISIANA CREOLE
Albert Valdman, Thomas A. Klingler, Margaret M. Marshall, and Kevin J. Rottet
cloth $75.00

New edition!
FROM A RUINED GARDEN
The Memorial Books of Polish Jewry,
Second, Expanded Edition
Edited and translated by Jack Kugelmass and Jonathan Boyarin with Geographical Index and Bibliography by Zachary M. Baker
Published in association with the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
paper $17.95 cloth $39.95

BLACKNESS IN LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
Social Dynamics and Cultural Transformations
VOLUME I: CENTRAL AMERICA AND NORTH AND WESTERN SOUTH AMERICA
Edited by Norman E. Whitten, Jr., and Arlene Torres
VOLUME II: EASTERN SOUTH AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
Edited by Arlene Torres and Norman E. Whitten, Jr.
each volume-
paper $24.95 cloth $39.95

AFRICANS ON STAGE
Studies in Ethnological Show Business
Edited by Berth Lindfors
Available December 1998
paper $16.95 cloth $35.00

GRIOTS AND GRIOTTES
Masters of Words and Music
Thomas A. Hale
cloth $35.00

THE AFRICAN DIASPORA
African Origins and New World Identities
Edited by Isidore Okpewho, Carole Boyce Davies, and Ali A. Mazrui
Available December 1998
cloth $59.95

ONCE UPON A KINGDOM
Myth, Hegemony, and Identity
Isidore Okpewho
paper $19.95 cloth $39.95

TIME AND SACRIFICE IN THE AZTEC COSMOS
Kay Almere Read
Religion in North America
cloth $39.95

TOWARD A GLOBAL SCIENCE
Mining Civilizational Knowledge
Susantha Goonatilake
Race, Gender, and Science
paper $19.95 cloth $39.95

TOO SOON TOO LATE
History in Popular Culture
Meaghan Morris
Theories of Contemporary Culture
paper $19.95 cloth $39.95

FIGURING AGE
Women, Bodies, Generations
Edited by Kathleen Woodward
Theories of Contemporary Culture
Available January 1999
paper $24.95 cloth $49.95

Now in paperback!
CHOREOGRAPHY AND NARRATIVE
Ballet's Staging of Story and Desire
Susan Leigh Foster
★ 1997 SPECIAL CITATION, DANCE PERPECTIVES FOUNDATION, DE LA TORRE BUENO PRIZE;
★ A CHOICE OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC BOOK OF 1997
department 1-800-441-6796 www.indiana.edu/~press
Earth, Water, Air and Fire
Studies in Canadian Ethnohistory
David T. McNab,
editor for NinDa.Waab.Jig.

Paper $29.95 • 348 pp. • ISBN 0-88920-297-4

Uses a holistic approach comprising the four elements—earth, water, air and fire—to address the diverse themes and variations in First Nations communities across Canada.

Now available in Paper

Erect Men/Undulating Women
The Visual Imagery of Gender, “Race” and Progress in Reconstructive Illustrations of Human Evolution
Melanie G. Wiber

Paper $29.95 • 300 pp. (16 illus.) • ISBN 0-88920-308-3

Montane Foragers
Asana and the South-Central Andean Archaic
BY MARK S. ALDENDERFER

“Publication of this innovative and authoritative work will serve a broad audience of both Andean scholars and students of foragers and hunter-gatherer societies in general. Studies of ancient mountain foragers will never be the same again, either in the Andes or in other cordilleras.”
—Michael E. Moseley, University of Florida

344 pages, 53 photos, 123 drawings, $39.95 hardcover

Visit us at booth #112
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Pages/Pages, Illustrations</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Price (paperback)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Temptation</td>
<td>Edgar Tolson, Julia S. Ardery</td>
<td>376 pages, 7 x 10, 10 color/77 b&amp;w illus.</td>
<td>$45 cl / $19.95 pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selling Tradition</td>
<td>Appalachia and the Construction of an American Folk, 1930–1940</td>
<td>352 pp., 37 illus.</td>
<td>$55 cl / $18.95 pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living Stories of the Cherokee</td>
<td>Barbara R. Duncan, Davey Arch, Robert Bushyhead, Edna Chekelele, Marie Junalasuk, Kathi Smith Littlejohn, Freeman Owle</td>
<td>272 pp.</td>
<td>$29.95 cl / $15.95 pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Multimedia Dig</td>
<td>Excavating Occaneechi Town</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Political Ecology of Bananas</td>
<td>R. P. Stephen Davis Jr., Patrick Livingood, Trawick Ward, Vincas P. Steponaitis, etc.</td>
<td>CD-ROM with 8-page booklet</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting into the Meatpacking Line</td>
<td>Workers and Change in the Rural Midwest</td>
<td>264 pp.</td>
<td>$45 cl / $17.95 pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact Points</td>
<td>American Frontiers from the Mohawk Valley to the Mississippi, 1750–1830</td>
<td>408 pp., 20 illus.</td>
<td>$49.95 cl / $18.95 pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Border Life</td>
<td>Experience and Memory in the Revolutionary Ohio Valley</td>
<td>272 pp.</td>
<td>$45 cl / $17.95 pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORTHCOMING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRING 1999</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beyond Regulations</td>
<td>Ethics in Human Subjects Research</td>
<td>Approx. 304 pp.</td>
<td>$39.95 cl / $18.95 pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fertile Ground, Narrow Choices</td>
<td>Women on Texas Cotton Farms, 1900–1940</td>
<td>368 pp.</td>
<td>$59.95 cl / $19.95 pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Minds of the West</td>
<td>Ethnocolural Evolution in the Rural Middle West, 1830–1917</td>
<td>442 pp.</td>
<td>$39.95 cl / $19.95 pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Mystery of Samba</td>
<td>Popular Music &amp; National Identity in Brazil</td>
<td>160 pp.</td>
<td>$34.95 cl / $15.95 pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Cultures</td>
<td>A quarterly journal edited by John Shelton Reed and Harry L. Watson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subscriptions: Individuals $28, Institutions $44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Congratulations Louise Lamphere,

VISIT OUR EXHIBIT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New in Paper!</th>
<th>Living with the Adirondack Forest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Green Benches</strong></td>
<td><strong>Local Perspectives on Land Use Conflicts</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growing Old in a New Downtown</td>
<td><strong>CATHARINE HENSHAW KNOTT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARIA D. VESPERI</td>
<td><strong>$45.00 cloth, $18.95 paper</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With a New Afterword by the Author</td>
<td><strong>The Anthropology of Contemporary Issues</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF CONTEMPORARY ISSUES</strong></td>
<td><strong>$12.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>$12.95</strong></td>
<td><strong>The Need for Enemies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Women in Old Norse Society</strong></td>
<td><strong>A Bestiary of Political Forms</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JENNY JOCHENS</strong></td>
<td><strong>F. G. BAILEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>$17.95</strong></td>
<td><strong>$39.95 cloth, $15.95 paper</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Matter of Revolution</strong></td>
<td><strong>Sicily before History</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science, Poetry, and Politics in the Age of Milton</td>
<td><strong>An Archaeological Survey from the Palaeolithic to the Iron Age</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN ROGERS</td>
<td><strong>ROBERT LEIGHTON</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>$16.95</strong></td>
<td><strong>$49.95 cloth, $19.95 paper</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>San’ya Blues</strong></td>
<td><strong>Democracy at Work in an Indian Industrial Cooperative</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboring Life in Contemporary Tokyo</td>
<td><strong>The Story of Kerala Dinesh Beedi</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDWARD FOWLER</td>
<td><strong>T. M. THOMAS ISAAC, RICHARD W. FRanke, AND PYARALAL RAGHAVAN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>$15.95</strong></td>
<td><strong>An ILR Press Book</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>$15.95</strong></td>
<td><strong>CORNELL INT’L REPORT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>$39.95 cloth, $14.95 paper</strong></td>
<td><strong>$45.00 cloth, $17.95 paper</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phone orders call (800) 666-2211

SAGE HOUSE • 512 E. STATE STREET • ITHACA, NY 14850
A Theory of Shopping
DANIEL MILLER
$39.95 cloth, $16.95 paper

Dispersing the Ghetto
The Relocation of Jewish Immigrants across America
JACK GLAZIER
$39.95

Between Two Nations
The Political Predicament of Latinos in New York City
MICHAEL JONES-CORREA
$45.00 cloth, $17.95 paper

Blackness Visible
Essays on Philosophy and Race
CHARLES W. MILLS
$39.95 cloth, $16.95 paper

White Lung
Anatomy of a Public Health Disaster
ALAN DERICKSON
$29.95

When the Mines Closed
Stories of Struggles in Hard Times
THOMAS DUBLIN
$45.00 cloth, $17.95 paper

Ancestral Images
The Iconography of Human Origins
STEPHANIE MOSER
With a Foreword by Clive Gamble
$39.95

Aliens in America
Conspiracy Cultures from Outerspace to Cyberspace
JODI DEAN
$39.95 cloth, $15.95 paper

Visit our website
www.cornellpress.cornell.edu
ECOLOGY OF FOOD AND NUTRITION
An International Journal
Edited by Peter L. Pellett and Christine Wilson
ISSN: 0367-0244 • 4 Issues per Volume • Gordon and Breach

FOOD & FOODWAYS • Explorations in the History and Culture of Human Nourishment
Edited by Steven Kaplan, Maurice Aymard, Jean-Louis Flandrin and Claude Grignon
ISSN: 0740-9710 • 4 Issues per Volume • Harwood Academic

HISTORY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
Edited by Caroline Humphrey, Anthony Pagden, Christopher Pinney and Nicholas Thomas
ISSN: 0275-7206 • 4 Issues per Volume • Harwood Academic

IDENTITIES
Global Studies in Culture and Power
Edited by Nina Glick Schiller
ISSN: 1070-289X • 4 Issues per Volume • Gordon and Breach

MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY
Cross-Cultural Studies in Health and Illness
Edited by Peter J. Brown
ISSN: 0145-9740 • 4 Issues per Volume • Gordon and Breach

REVIEWS IN ANTHROPOLOGY
Edited by Nina L. Etkin
ISSN: 0093-8157 • 4 Issues per Volume • Gordon and Breach

VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY
Edited by Paul Hockings
ISSN: 0894-9468 • 4 Issues per Volume • Harwood Academic

Gordon and Breach Publishers
and Harwood Academic Publishers

Visit us at Booth 401
20% discount for conference participants!

To Order
All prices are tentative and subject to change without notice.

North/South America
(Books) PTT • Tel. +1 800 356 8917
Fax. +1 802 864 7620
book.orders@gdbcv.com
(Journals) PTT • Tel. +1 800 545 8398
Fax. +1 215 750 6343 • info@gdbhap.com

Europe/Middle East/Africa
(Books) Marston Book Services
Tel. +44 173 546 5500
Fax. +44 173 546 5555
direct.orders@marston.co.uk
(Journals) JPD Marketing Services Ltd
Tel. +44 118 956 0090
Fax. +44 118 956 8211
info@gdbhap.com

Asia
International Publishers Distributor
Tel. +65 741 6922 • Fax. +65 741 6922
ipdinfo@sg.gdbhap.com

Australia/New Zealand
For a separate Australian Dollar price please contact our distributor:
Fine Arts Press • Tel. +61 9 9878 8929
Fax. +61 9 9878 8212
info@gdbpub.com.au

Japan
For a separate Yen price please contact our exclusive agent in Japan: YOHAN
(Western Publications Distribution Agency) • Tel.: +81 3 3208 0186
Fax. +81 3 3208 5308
yohan@infoweb.ne.jp
NEW FROM CAMBRIDGE

Language and Solitude
Wittgenstein, Malinowski, and the Habsburg Dilemma
Ernest Gellner

Doctors for Democracy
Health Professionals in the Nepal Revolution
Vincanne Adams
Cambridge Studies in Medical Anthropology 6

Property Relations
Renewing the Anthropological Tradition
C.M. Hann

At Home in the Street
Street Children of Northeast Brazil
Tobias Hecht

Cambridge and the Torres Strait
Centenary Essays on the 1898 Anthropological Expedition
Anita Herle and Sandra Rouse, Editors

The Trading Crowd
An Ethnography of the Shanghai Stock Market
Ellen Hertz
Cambridge Studies in Social and Cultural Anthropology 108

Questions of Competence
Culture, Classification and Intellectual Disability
Richard Jenkins, Editor

Language, Identity and Marginality in Indonesia
The Changing Nature of Ritual Speech on the Island of Sumba
Joel C. Kuipers
Studies in the Social and Cultural Foundations of Language 18

Speak of the Devil
Tales of Satanic Abuse in Contemporary England
J.S. La Fontaine

Bodies and Persons
Comparative Perspectives from Africa and Melanesia
Michael Lambek and Andrew Strathern, Editors

An Introduction to Theory in Anthropology
Robert Layton

Pragmatic Women and Body Politics
Margaret Lock and Patricia Kaufert, Editors
Cambridge Studies in Medical Anthropology 5

The Worlds of Japanese Popular Culture
Gender, Shifting Boundaries and Global Culture
D.P. Martinez, Editor
Contemporary Japanese Society

Healing Dramas and Clinical Plots
The Narrative Structure of Experience
Cheryl Mattingly

Maternities and Modernities
Colonial and Postcolonial Experiences in Asia and the Pacific
Kalpana Ram and Margaret Jolly, Editors

The Scramble for Art in Central Africa
Enid Schildkrot and Curtis Keim, Editors

An Introduction to the Anthropology of Melanesia
Culture and Tradition
Paul Silisoe

The City in Time and Space
From Birth to Apocalypse
Aidan Southall

A Cognitive Theory of Cultural Meaning
Claudia Strauss and Naomi Quinn
Publications of the Society for Psychological Anthropology 9

Questioning Misfortune
The Pragmatics of Uncertainty in Eastern Uganda
Susan Reynolds Whyte
Cambridge Studies in Medical Anthropology 4

Border Identities
Nation and State at International Frontiers
Thomas M. Wilson and Hastings Donnan, Editors

Available in bookstores or from
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS 40 West 20th Street, N.Y., NY 10011-4211
Call toll-free 800-872-7423.
Web site: http://www.cup.org

Please stop by the Cambridge booth to see these and many other outstanding titles.
Essential reading

SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY
Published for the European Association of Social Anthropologists

Editor:
Jean-Claude GALEY,
Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, Paris

Social Anthropology is an international journal that serves the needs of all scholars with an interest in social anthropology. Not only does it publish some of the best scholarship available, but it acts as a forum for debate about key issues and concepts in the field, challenging and re-examining the boundaries of the discipline.

Triannual (ISSN 0964-0282) • Volume 7 (1999)

also of interest:

Ancient Mesoamerica
Editor: William R. FOWLER, Jr., Vanderbilt University
Semi-annual (ISSN 0956-5361) • Volume 10 (1999)

Comparative Studies in Society and History
Editor: Thomas R. TRAUTMANN, University of Michigan
Quarterly (ISSN 0010-4175) • Volume 41 (1999)

International Journal of Middle East Studies
Editor: R. Stephen HUMPHREYS, University of California, Santa Barbara
Quarterly plus 2 Bulletins (ISSN 0020-7438) • Volume 31 (1999)

Journal of Latin American Studies
Editors: James DUNKERLEY, Institute of Latin American Studies, University of London • Laurence WHITEHEAD, Nuffield College, Oxford
Triannual (ISSN 0022-216X) • Volume 31 (1999)

STOP BY THE BOOTH FOR MORE INFORMATION!

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
40 West 20th Street
New York, NY 10011-4211

to order: (800) 872-7423, x-154
fax: (914) 937-4712
e-mail: journals_marketing@cup.org • WWW: http://WWW.cup.org
NEW FROM HAWAI'İ

AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY IN MICRONESIA
An Assessment
edited by Robert C. Kiste and Mac Marshall
568 pp., illus., $45.00 cloth

BRIDGING MENTAL BOUNDARIES IN A POSTCOLONIAL MICROocosm
Identity and Development in Vanuatu
William F. S. Miles, foreword by Kirk Huffman
288 pp., illus., $22.95 paper

AN AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST IN MELANESIA
A. B. Lewis and the Joseph N. Field
South Pacific Expedition, 1909-1913
Volume 1: Field Diaries, Volume 2: Appendixes
edited and annotated by Robert L. Welsch
952 pp., illus., $125.00 cloth (two volume set)

CHINA'S LIVING HOUSES
Folk Beliefs, Symbols, and Household Ornamentation
Ronald G. Knapp
210 pp., illus., $34.95 paper

CLASH OF SPIRITS
The History of Power and Sugar Planter Hegemony on a Visayan Island
Filomeno V. Aguilar, Jr.
336 pp., $28.95 paper

THE FOX AND THE JEWEL
Symbolizing Shared and Private Meanings in Japanese Inari Worship
Karen A. Smyers
312 pp., illus., $27.95 paper

PRACTICALLY RELIGIOUS
Worldly Benefits and the Common Religion of Japan
Ian Reader and George J. Tanabe, Jr.
328 pp., illus., $22.95 paper

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI'I PRESS
2840 KOLOWALU STREET, HONOLULU, HAWAI'I 96822
TOLL-FREE PHONE: 1-888-UHPRESS (847-7377), FAX: 1-800-650-7811
PHONE: 808-956-8697, FAX: 808-988-6052.
Email: uhpmkt@hawaii.edu Web Site: www2.hawaii.edu/uhpress/
NEW FROM MICHIGAN

Alan H. Goodman and Thomas L. Leatherman, Editors
BUILDING A NEW BIOCULTURAL SYNTHESIS
Political-Economic Perspectives on Human Biology
cloth $65.00, paper $19.95

Jack David Eller
FROM CULTURE TO ETHNICITY TO CONFLICT
An Anthropological Perspective on Ethnic Conflict
cloth $54.50, paper $19.95

Jeanette Marie Mageo
THEORIZING SELF IN SAMOA
Emotions, Genders, and Sexualities
cloth $57.50, paper $22.95

Caroline Humphrey
MARX WENT AWAY—BUT KARL STAYED BEHIND
Updated edition of Karl Marx Collective: Economy, Society, and Religion in a Siberian Collective Farm
cloth $70.00, paper $28.95

Dolores Koenig, Tiéman Diarra, and Moussa Sow
INNOVATION AND INDIVIDUALITY IN AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT
Changing Production Strategies in Rural Mali
cloth $47.50

Bruce M. Knauff
FROM PRIMITIVE TO POSTCOLONIAL MELANESIA AND ANTHROPOLOGY
cloth $54.50, paper $19.95 (February)

Mary Taylor Huber and Nancy C. Lutkehaus, Editors
GENDERED MISSIONS
Women and Men in Missionary Discourse and Practice
cloth $44.50 (February)

Pamela Feldman-Savelsberg
PLUNDERED KITCHENS, EMPTY WOMBS
Threatened Reproduction and Identity in the Cameroon Grassfields
cloth $47.50 (March)

Austin Sarat and Thomas R. Kearns, Editors
CULTURAL PLURALISM, IDENTITY, POLITICS, AND THE LAW
cloth $47.50

Eve Darian-Smith and Peter Fitzpatrick, Editors
LAWS OF THE POSTCOLONIAL
cloth $49.50 (February)

Visit us at booth 223

Credit card buyers may order by phone (734-764-4392) or by fax (800-876-1922).

The University of Michigan Press
Dept. CG
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106-1104
Books that bypass the textbook doldrums. In jargon-free, conversational style, they are ideal for introductory classes.

**ON BECOMING HUMAN** — a description of the major stages of human evolution and history. Half of each chapter is a fictionalized scenario, the other half a “seminar” on the meaning of the event. For beginning anthropology or multidisciplinary classes. 420 pp. Paper. $14.95

**TAKEOVER: How Euroman Changed the World** — The oldest surviving anthropologist explains to the aliens who have conquered the world in 2020 A.D. how humankind became the dominant species and Euroman drastically influenced everyone’s life. Ideal for culture change and area classes. 250 pp. Paper. $13.95

**ON BEING A CONCEPTUAL ANIMAL** — How humans perceive the universe, through concepts. Experiential anthropology, applying the concepts of the discipline to explain the events of life. Ideal for general education and anthropology students. 310 pp. Paper. $13.95

**AN ANTHROPOLOGIST UNDER THE BED: The Human Way of Sex** — Experiential anthropology II. A recently deceased anthropologist sees “life videos” in the afterworld to decide on his new-to-be reincarnated life form. Half of each chapter a fictionalized life, the other half a discussion of the sex drive. For social structure, family or sex classes. 400 pp. Paper. $14.95. Available December 1998.

Request examination copies or place order at Association Book Exhibit or THE HOMINID PRESS, P.O. Box 1491, Bonsall, CA 92003 Tel. (800) 616-7457, Fax (760) 728-6002. E-mail: niehoff@access1.net. Free shipping for AAA Conference Attendees.
People Are Not the Same
Leprosy and Identity in Twentieth-Century Mali
Eric Silla
0-325-00005-0 / 1998 / 220pp / Cloth / $60.00

A Green Place, A Good Place
Agrarian Change, Gender, and Social Identity in the Great Lakes Region to the 15th Century
David Schoenbrun, University of Georgia
0-325-00041-7 / 1998 / 312pp / Cloth / $59.95
0-325-00040-9 / 1998 / 312pp / Paper / $24.95

In Pursuit of History
Fieldwork in Africa
Edited by Carolyn Keyes Adenaike, Vassar College
Jan Vansina, University of Wisconsin
0-435-08990-0 / 1996 / 155pp / Cloth / $60.00
0-435-08992-7 / 1996 / 155pp / Paper / $26.95

Law, Custom, and Social Order
The Colonial Experience in Malawi and Zambia
Martin Chanock, La Trobe University, Melbourne

A. Fiona D. Mackenzie, Carleton University, Ottawa
0-325-00024-7 / 1998 / 286pp / Paper / $26.00

To place an order or to request a catalog:
call: 1-800-793-2154; fax: 1-800-847-0938;
or write: Heinemann, 88 Post Road West, P.O. Box 5007, Westport, CT 06881

Visit Booth 508 to purchase these and other fine titles at a 10% discount.
This large jade mask is from a private collection in Guatemala. The Olmec-style mask is nearly seven inches in height and weighs several pounds.

BETRAYING THE OMAHA NATION, 1790–1916
By Judith A. Boughter
$27.95

EUROPEAN AND NATIVE AMERICAN WARFARE, 1675–1815
By Armstrong Starkey
$39.95 cloth; $17.95 paper

AZTEC ART
By Esther Pasztory
$29.95 paper

MANGAS COLORADAS
Chief of the Chiricahua Apaches
By Edwin R. Sweeney
Vol 231 in The Civilization of the American Indian Series
$34.95

BATTLE CRIES AND LULLABIES
Women in War from Prehistory to the Present
By Linda Grant De Pauw
$24.95

THE INDIAN REFORM LETTERS OF HELEN HUNT JACKSON, 1879–1885
Edited by Valerie Sherer Mathes
$39.95

THE GREAT LAW AND THE LONGHOUSE
A Political History of the Iroquois Confederacy
By William N. Fenton
Vol 223 in The Civilization of the American Indian Series
$70.00

VISIT OUR DISPLAY FOR THESE & MANY NEW PAPERBACKS!
University of Oklahoma Press
Check at the booth for author autographing information.
THE MYTHOLOGY OF NATIVE NORTH AMERICA
By David Leeming and Jake Page
$22.95

THE DISPOSSESSED
Cultural Genocide of the Mixed-Blood Utes
An Advocate’s Chronicle
By Parker M. Nielson
$34.95

NUMBERS FROM NOWHERE
The American Indian Contact Population Debate
By David Henige
$47.95

MASSACRE IN THE PAMPAS, 1872
Britain and Argentina in the Age of Migration
By John Lynch
$28.95

RITUAL AND MYTH IN ODAWA REVITALIZATION
Reclaiming a Sovereign Place
By Melissa A. Pflüg
$28.95

CONVERSATIONS WITH LEW BINFORD
Drafting the New Archaeology
By Paula L. W. Sabloff
$18.95 cloth; $9.95 paper

THE DISCOVERIE OF THE LARGE, RICH, AND BEWTIFUL EMPYRE OF GUIANA
By Sir Walter Ralegh
Transcribed, annotated, and edited by Neil L. Whitehead
Vol 77 in The American Exploration and Travel Series
$37.95 cloth; $19.95 paper

VISIT OUR DISPLAY FOR THESE & MANY NEW PAPERBACKS!

University of Oklahoma Press
Check at the booth for author autographing information.
NEW IN ANTHROPOLOGY

Imaging the Arctic
Edited by J.C.H. King and Henrietta Lidchi
Paperback, $40.00

Down from the Shimmering Sky
Masks of the Northwest Coast
Peter Macnair, Robert Joseph, and Bruce Grenville
Paperback, $30.00

Spirit of the First People
Native American Music Traditions of Washington State
Edited by Willie Smyth and Esmé Ryan
Paperback, $29.95

Baleen Basketry of the North Alaskan Eskimo
Molly Lee
Pub. with University of Alaska Museum, Fairbanks
Paperback, $17.95

Native Arts of the Columbia Plateau
The Doris Swayze Bounds Collection
Edited by Susan E. Harless
Pub. with The High Desert Museum
Clothbound, $50.00 Paperback, $29.95

Legends of Our Times
Native Cowboy Life
Morgan Baillargeon and Leslie Tepper
Pub. with Canadian Museum of Civilization
Clothbound, $38.95

Trading Identities
The Souvenir in Native North American Art from the Northeast, 1700-1900
Ruth B. Phillips
Clothbound, $75.00 Paperback, $40.00

Unnatural Selection
The Yanomami, the Kayapó, and the Onslaught of Civilisation
Linda Rabben
Paperback, $18.95

Costume and Identity in Highland Ecuador
Edited by Ann Pollard Rowe
Pub. with The Textile Museum
Paperback, $50.00

Ethiopia
Traditions of Creativity
Edited by Raymond A. Silverman
Pub. with Michigan State University Museum
Paperback, $40.00

Return to Tradition
The Revitalization of Turkish Village Carpets
June Anderson
Pub. with the California Academy of Sciences
Paperback, $24.95

Hindu Festivals in a North Indian Village
Stanley A. Freed and Ruth S. Freed
Dist. for American Museum of Natural History
Paperback, $34.95

Photographs at the Frontier
Aby Warburg in America, 1895-1896
Peter Burke et al.
Clothbound, $45.00

Introduction to the Primates
Daris R. Swindler
Paperback, $22.00

See these and our other fine titles at booth 507

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON PRESS
P.O. Box 50096, Seattle, WA 98145-5096 http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/
Eric R. Wolf
Envisioning Power
Ideologies of Dominance and Crisis
$45.00 cloth, $16.95 paper, illustrated

Lee D. Baker
From Savage to Negro
Anthropology and the Construction of Race, 1896–1954
$40.00 cloth, $17.95 paper, illustrated

Lawrence Cohen
No Aging in India
Alzheimer’s, the Bad Family, and Other Modern Things
$45.00 cloth, illustrated

Mary Douglas & Steven Ney
Missing Persons
A Critique of the Social Sciences
Wildavsky Forum, Published in association with the Russell Sage Foundation, $24.95 cloth, illustrated

Shelly Errington
The Death of Authentic Primitive Art and Other Tales of Progress
$48.00 cloth, $19.95 paper, illustrated

Janet L. Finn
Tracing the Veins
Of Copper, Culture, and Community from Butte to Chuquicamata
$45.00 cloth, $16.95 paper, illustrated

Nancy Louise Frey
Pilgrim Stories
On and Off the Road to Santiago
Modern Journeys Along an Ancient Way in Spain
$45.00 cloth, $17.95 paper, illustrated

Melvyn C. Goldstein & Matthew T. Kapstein, Editors
Buddhism in Contemporary Tibet
Religious Revival and Cultural Identity
Foreword by Orville Schell
$40.00 cloth, $15.95 paper, illustrated

Stefan Helmreich
Silicon Second Nature
Culturing Artificial Life in a Digital World
$29.95 cloth, illustrated

Nina G. Jablonski & Leslie C. Aiello, Editors
The Origin and Diversification of Language
$32.00 cloth, $19.95 paper, illustrated

Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett
Destination Culture
Tourism, Museums, and Heritage
$55.00 cloth, $24.95 paper, illustrated

Gail Kligman
The Politics of Duplicity
Controlling Reproduction in Ceausescu’s Romania
$50.00 cloth, $19.95 paper, illustrated

Translated and Annotated by Jürgen Kovacs & Paul U. Unschuld
Essential Subtleties on the Silver Sea
The Yin-hai jing-wei: A Chinese Classic on Ophthalmology
Comparative Studies of Health Systems and Medical Care,
$65.00 cloth, illustrated

Jerrold E. Levy
In the Beginning
The Navajo Genesis
$45.00 cloth, $16.95 paper
Liza Dalby
Geisha
Back in print with a new preface
$17.95 paper, illustrated

T. Fujitani
Splendid Monarchy
Power and Pageantry in Modern Japan
Twentieth-Century Japan, $16.95 paper, illustrated

University of California Press
Arizona

American Indians and National Parks
ROBERT H. KELLER and MICHAEL F. TUREK
340 pp. $40.00 cloth

Contested Ground
Comparative Frontiers on the Northern and Southern Edges of the Spanish Empire
Edited by DONNA J. GUY and THOMAS E. SHERIDAN
Southwest Center Series
280 pp., $50.00 library cloth, $24.95 paper

Expanding the View of Hohokam Platform Mounds
An Ethnographic Perspective
MARK D. ELSON
Anthropological Papers, No. 63
160 pp., $16.95 paper

Folk Mammalogy of the Northern Pimans
AMADEO M. REA
285 pp., $45.00 cloth

Gender, Law and Resistance in India
ERIN MOORE
190 pp., $32.95 cloth

Massacre at the Yuma Crossing
Spanish Relations with the Quechan, 1779-1782
MARK SANTIAGO
240 pp., $35.00 cloth

Oyster Wars and the Public Trust
Property, Law, and Ecology in New Jersey History
BONNIE J. McCAY
304 pp., $45.00 cloth

The Power of Kiowa Song
A Collaborative Ethnography
LUKE E. LASSITER
270 pp., $40.00 library cloth, $17.95 paper

Prehistoric Land-Use and Settlement of the Middle Little Colorado River Valley
The Survey of the Homolovi Ruins State Park
RICHARD C. LANGE
Distributed for the Arizona State Museum
ASM Archaeological Series, No. 189
175 pp., $17.95 paper
Prehistoric Sandals from Northeastern Arizona
The Earl H. Morris and Ann Axtell Morris Research
KELLEY ANN HAYS-GILPIN, ANN CORDY DEEGAN, and ELIZABETH ANN MORRIS
Anthropological Papers, No. 62
168 pp., $15.95 paper

Reconstructing Eighteenth-Century Navajo Population Dynamics in the Dinétah
RONALD H. TOWNER and BYRON P. JOHNSON
Distributed for the Arizona State Museum ASM Archeological Series, No. 190
150 pp., $15.95 paper

The Sierra Pinacate
JULIAN HAYDEN
Southwest Center Series
96 pp., $24.95 cloth

To Show Heart
Native American Self-Determination and Federal Indian Policy, 1960-1975
GEORGE PIERRE CASTILE
216 pp., $35.00 cloth

The Wintu and Their Neighbors
A Very Small World-System in Northern California
CHRISTOPHER CHASE-DUNN and KELLY M. MANN
310 pp., $35.00 cloth

Bloodlines
Odyssey of a Native Daughter
JANET CAMPBELL HALE
187 pp., $15.95 paper

History and Mythology of the Aztecs
The Codex Chimalpopoca
Translated by JOHN BIERHORST
248 pp., $17.95 paper

Organizing the Lakota
The Political Economy of the New Deal on the Pine Ridge and Rosebud Reservations
THOMAS BIOLSI
280 pp., $17.95 paper

What the Bones Tell Us
JEFFREY H. SCHWARTZ
292 pp., $17.95 paper

Zuñi Coyote Tales
FRANK HAMILTON CUSHING
104 pp., $7.95 paper

See new stuff, recent stuff, and great old stuff at booths #522-524

The University of Arizona Press
1230 N. Park Ave., Tucson 85719
1-800-426-3797 • www.uapress.arizona.edu
ARCHAIC STATES
Gary M. Feinman
and Joyce Marcus, editors
In new comparative studies of societies in the Old and New Worlds, the authors highlight the diversity and instability of ancient states and their wide variation through time and across space.
Cloth $45 Paper $19.95

CRITICAL ANTHROPOLOGY
NOW
Unexpected Contexts, Shifting Constituencies, Changing Agendas
George E. Marcus, editor
Picking up where Writing Culture left off, the authors address the changing nature of ethnographic research and writing at the end of the millennium.
Cloth $45 Paper $19.95

LEGACY
Southwest Indian Art
at the School of American Research
Duane Anderson, editor
Over 100 color plates
50 black-and-white illustrations
Collector's Edition $250 Cloth $100
January 1999

SAR PRESS · SCHOOL OF AMERICAN RESEARCH
PO BOX 2188 · SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87504-2188
(505) 954-7206 · Fax (505) 954-7241 · E-mail: bkorders@sarsl.or g
Visit SAR Press online at www.sarweb.org

VISIT SAR PRESS AT BOOTH 424 FOR A 20% DISCOUNT ON THESE AND OTHER FINE TITLES
IN THE BLOOD
Sickle Cell Anemia
and the Politics of Race
Melbourne Tapper
Critical Histories
$22.50 Cloth

THE OBJECT OF MEMORY
Arab and Jew
Narrate the Palestinian Village
Susan Slyomovics
$45.00 Cloth
$19.95 Paper

THE FANTASY FACTORY
An Insider's View of the Phone Sex Industry
Amy Flowers
Feminist Cultural Studies, the Media, and Political Culture
$36.50 Cloth / $16.50 Paper

BETRAYAL OF THE INNOCENTS
Desire, Power, and the Catholic Church in Spain
Timothy Mitchell
$39.95 Cloth / $16.50 Paper

FRAGMENTS OF EMPIRE
Capital, Slavery, and Indian Indentured Labor in the British Caribbean
Madhavi Kale
Critical Histories
$37.50 Cloth

UNBOWED
An Algerian Woman Confronts Islamic Fundamentalism
Khalida Messaoudi with Elisabeth Schemla
Critical Authors and Issues
$35.00 Cloth / $14.95 Paper

THE GUATEMALAN MILITARY PROJECT
A Violence Called Democracy
Jennifer Schirmer
Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights
$47.50 Cloth

NOW IN PAPERBACK
THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF GARDEN AND FIELD
Edited by Naomi F. Miller and Kathryn L. Gleason
$14.95 Paper

EARLY ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE SIXTEENTH AND SEVENTEENTH CENTURIES
Margaret T. Hodgen
$19.95 Paper

Join us for a Reception
on Friday, December 4th
at the Philadelphia Marriott Room 306
7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS
Visit us at booth #106 or call 1.800.445.9880
www.upenn.edu/pennpress
BOY-WIVES
AND FEMALE-HUSBANDS
Studies in African Homosexualities
Edited by
Stephen O. Murray & Will Roscoe
0-312-21216-X $29.95 cl.

KOREA AND ITS FUTURES
Unification and the Unfinished War
Roy Richard Grinker
1998 • 320 pp.
0-312-21091-4 $49.95 cl.

POSTMODERN CARTOGRAPHIES
The Geographical Imagination in Contemporary American Culture
Brian Jarvis
0-312-21345-X $19.95 pb.

RE-INVENTING AFRICA
Matriarchy, Religion and Culture
Ifi Amadiume
1998 • 256 pp.
1-85649-534-5 $25.00 pb.
Zed Books

WHAT WOMEN DO IN WARTIME
Gender and Conflict in Africa
Edited by
Meredeth Turshen & Clotilde Twagiramariya
1998 • 192 pp.
1-85649-538-8 $19.95 pb.
Zed Books

CHANNEL SURFING
Racism, the Media, and the Destruction of Today’s Youth
Henry A. Giroux
1998 • 256 pp.
0-312-21444-8 $14.95 pb.

THE MALTHUS FACTOR
Poverty, Politics and Population in Capitalist Development
Eric B. Ross
1998 • 256 pp.
1-85649-564-7 $25.00 pb.
Zed Books

NEGOTIATING REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS
Edited by
Rosalind Petchesky & Karen Judd
1998 • 320 pp.
1-85649-536-1 $25.00 pb.
International Reproductive Rights Research Action Group—Zed Books

THE ANATOMY OF POWER
European Constructions of the African Body
Alexander Butchart
1998 • 256 pp.
1-85649-539-6 $65.00 cl.
Zed Books

New in the Postcolonial Encounters Series
General Editors: Richard Werbner & Pnina Werbner

MEMORY AND THE POSTCOLONY
African Anthropology and the Critique of Power
Edited by
Richard Werbner
1998 • 256 pp.
1-85649-592-2 $25.00 pb.
Zed Books
The Big Drum Ritual of Carriacou
Praisesongs in Remembrance of Flight
Lorna McDaniel
Cloth. $39.95

Caribbean Creolization
Reflections on the Cultural Dynamics of Language, Literature, and Identity
Edited by Kathleen M. Balutansky and Marie-Agnes Sourieau
Cloth. $49.95

Popular Expression and National Identity in Puerto Rico
The Struggle for Self, Community, and Nation
Lillian Guerra
Cloth. $49.95

The Political Calypso
True Opposition in Trinidad and Tobago, 1962-1987
Louis Regis
Cloth. $49.95

The Ceramics of Ráquira, Colombia
Gender, Work, and Economic Change
Ronald J. Duncan
Cloth. $49.95

A History of Protestant Churches in the West Indies
Arthur C. Dayfoot
Cloth. $49.95

The British Army in the West Indies
Society and the Military in the Revolutionary Age
Roger Norman Buckley
Cloth. $55.00

In Place of Slavery
A Social History of British Indian and Javanese Laborers in Suriname
Rosemarijn Hoefle
Cloth. $49.95

Buenos Aires
Perspectives on the City and Cultural Production
David William Foster
Cloth. $39.95

Middle Eastern Women and the Invisible Economy
Edited by Richard Lobban
Foreword by Elizabeth W. Fernea
Cloth. $49.95
Hernando de Soto among the Apalachee
The Archaeology of the First Winter Encampment
Charles R. Ewen and John H. Hann
Foreword by Jerald T. Milanich
Paper, $29.95

An Environmental History of Northeast Florida
James J. Miller
Foreword by Jerald T. Milanich
Cloth, $49.95

BACK IN PRINT!
Early History of the Creek Indians and Their Neighbors
John R. Swanton
Foreword by Jerald T. Milanich
Introduction by William Sturtevant
Paper, $29.95

Space and Time Perspective in Northern St. Johns Archeology, Florida
John M. Goggin
Foreword by Jerald T. Milanich
Introduction by James J. Miller
Paper, $29.95

Archeology of the Florida Gulf Coast
Gordon R. Willey
With a new preface by the author
Foreword by Jerald T. Milanich
Paper, $29.95

NEW IN PAPERBACK!
Ecology of an African Rain Forest
Logging in Kibale and the Conflict Between Conservation and Exploitation
Thomas T. Struhsaker
Paper, $29.95

Florida Indians and the Invasion from Europe
Jerald T. Milanich
Paper, $19.95

Chiefdoms and Chieftaincy in the Americas
Edited by Elsa M. Redmond
Foreword by Neil L. Whitehead
Cloth, $55.00

Ancient Earthen Enclosures of the Eastern Woodlands
Edited by Robert C. Mainfort, Jr., and Lynne P. Sullivan
Foreword by Jerald T. Milanich
Cloth, $49.95

Florida's Indians from Ancient Times to the Present
Jerald T. Milanich
Cloth, $39.95 Paper, $19.95

The Timucuan Chiefdoms of Spanish Florida
Volume I: Assimilation
Volume II: Resistance and Destruction
John E. Worth
Foreword by Jerald T. Milanich
Volume I: Cloth, $49.95
Volume II: Cloth, $49.95

Archaeology of Colonial Pensacola
Judith A. Bense

Precolumbian Architecture in Eastern North America
William N. Morgan

Corn in Clay Maize Paleoethnobotany in Precolumbian Art
Mary Eubanks

Women and Urban Change in San Juan, Puerto Rico, 1820-1868
Felix V. Matos Rodriguez

Unconquered People Florida's Seminole and Miccosukee Indians
Brent Richards Weisman

Panama's Poor Victims, Agents, and Historymakers
Gloria Rudolf

Visit our Booth #225!
The Southern Colonial Backcountry
INTERDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVES ON FRONTIER COMMUNITIES
Edited by David Colin Crass, Steven D. Smith, Martha A. Zierden, and Richard D. Brooks
288 pages, illustrations
ISBN 1-57233-019-8, $38.00

African-American Gardens and Yards in the Rural South
WITH A NEW PREFACE
Richard Westmacott
216 pages, illustrations
ISBN 0-87049-762-6, $24.95 paper

Bazaars and Fair Ladies
THE HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN FUNDRAISING FAIR
Beverly Gordon
320 pages, illustrations
ISBN 1-57233-014-7, $45.00

Rebuilding the Rural Southern Community
REFORMERS, SCHOOLS, AND HOMES IN TENNESSEE, 1900–1930
Mary S. Hoffschwelle
248 pages, illustrations
ISBN 1-57233-021-X, $32.00

Annapolis Pasts
HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY IN ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND
Edited by Paul A. Shackel, Paul R. Mullins, and Mark S. Warner
408 pages, illustrations
ISBN 0-87049-996-3, $50.00

Shipping & handling: $3.50 for first book; $.75 for each additional book

Coming in Spring 1999

Christianity in Appalachia
PROFILES IN REGIONAL PLURALISM
Edited by Bill J. Leonard
April, 344 est. pages
ISBN 1-57233-039-2, $35.00 cloth
ISBN 1-57233-040-6, $17.50 paper

Parlor Ladies and Ebony Drudges
AFRICAN AMERICAN WOMEN, CLASS, AND WORK IN A SOUTH CAROLINA COMMUNITY
Kibibi Voloria C. Mack
March, 256 est. pages, illustrations
ISBN 1-57233-030-9, $34.00

UT Press Online:
http://sunsite.utk.edu/utpress
Rowman & Littlefield

INTERTEXTS
Writings on Language, Utterance, and Context
By William F. Hanks
$22.95 paper • $60.00 cloth

PUTTING RISK IN PERSPECTIVE
Black Teenage Lives in the Era of AIDS
By Renée T. White
“Renée White listened carefully to teenage-women speaking about love, sex, motherhood, HIV disease and the future, keeping in sight the links between the women’s personal behaviors and broader social contexts. Dispensing with many popularly held assumptions about teenage sexual behavior, this book clears the path for more finely tuned and effective forms of health intervention and evaluations.” —Shirley Lindenbaum, City University of New York
$17.95 paper • $55.00 cloth

UNCERTAIN TRANSITION
Ethnographies of Change in the Postsocialist World
Edited by Michael Burawoy and Katherine Verdery
$23.95 paper • $65.00 cloth

LATINOS UNIDOS
From Cultural Diversity to the Politics of Solidarity
By Enrique (Henry) T. Trueba
“This moving work offers a variety of explanations for the cultural cohesiveness of the broad spectrum of Latino realities. It examines the cultural roots of Latino resilience and offers a roadmap for a ‘pedagogy of hope.’” —Carolo and Marcelo Suarez Orozco, Harvard University
$17.95 paper • $62.50 cloth

WESTERN RATIONALITY AND THE ANGEL OF DREAMS
Self, Psyche, and Dreaming
By Murray L. Wax
$22.95 paper • $60.00 cloth

POWER, ETHICS, AND HUMAN RIGHTS
Studies of Refugee Research and Action
Edited by Ruth M. Krulfteld and Jeffery L. MacDonalld
“Rich and moving descriptive data are integrated with the authors’ own experiences, enlightening readers to personal and ethical dilemmas in refugee work....a very good read.” —Juliene G. Lipson, University of California, San Francisco
$22.95 paper • $60.00 cloth

HOLY WRIT AS ORAL LIT
The Bible as Folklore
By Alan Dundes
$14.95 paper

SCIENCE, REASON, AND ANTHROPOLOGY
A Guide to Critical Thinking
By James Lett
“James Lett provides both a concise guide to critical thinking for students and professionals as well as his own application of critical thinking to the longstanding split in anthropology between science and humanism.” —Tom O’Meara, University of Melbourne
$17.95 paper • $58.00 cloth

For a complete selection of our new & recent titles
BOOTH 512

Rowman & Littlefield
An Independent Publisher for the 21st Century
4720 Boston Way • Lanham, MD 20706
1-800-462-6420
“See our Award Winning Films in Anthropology”

**ROUCH'S GANG**
by Steef Meyknecht, Dick Nijland and Joost Verhey
video sale $195, rental $50
color, 70 minutes, rd 1998

**PEPINO MANGO NANCE**
by Bann Roy and Gillian Goslinga
16 mm inquire
video sale $95, rental $35
black & white 11 minutes, rd 1998

**WEAVING THE FUTURE**
by Mark Freeman
video sale $195, rental $50
color, 24 min., rd 1997

**REMEMBRANCE**
By Tobias Wendland and Nancy du Plessis
video sale $195, rental $50
color, 55 minutes, rd 1997

**passing girl, riverside;**
**AN ESSAY ON CAMERA WORK**
By Kwama Braun
video sale $195, rental $40
color, 22 minutes, rd 1998

**THESE THINGS:**
Birth in a Newar Village
By Barbara Johnson, with support from the Smithsonian Institution's Human Studies Film Archives 16mm inquire, video sale $195, rental $50 color, 40 minutes, rd 1998

**INAGINA: THE LAST HOUSE OF IRON**
By Eric Huyscom & Bernard Augustoni
16mm inquire, video sale $195, rental $50
color, 24 minutes, rd 1998

See Our Web Catalog:
http://der.org/docued
Fluid Ontologies
Myth, Ritual, and Philosophy in the Highlands of Papua New Guinea
Edited by L.R. Goldman and C. Ballard
0-89789-557-6. $22.95

A Model Development Plan
New Strategies and Perspectives
By David H. Lempert, Kim McCarty, and Craig Mitchell
0-275-96360-8. $24.95

American Culture
Myth and Reality of a Culture of Diversity
By Larry L. Naylor
0-89789-542-8. $19.95

The Anthropology of Medicine
From Culture to Method
Third Edition
Edited by Lola Romanucci-Ross, Daniel E. Moerman, and Laurence R. Tancredi
0-89789-516-9. $29.95

The Cultural Context of Aging
Worldwide Perspectives
Second Edition
Edited by Jay Sokolovsky
1997 Richard Kalish Innovative Publication Award
0-89789-453-7. $29.95

African Families and the Crisis of Social Change
Edited by Thomas S. Weisner, Candice Bradley, and Philip L. Kilbride
In collaboration with A.B.C. Ocholla-Ayayo, Joshua Akong'a, and Simiyu Wadidiba
0-89789-519-3. $29.95

Travel Culture
Essays on What Makes Us Go
Edited by Carol Traynor Williams
0-275-95727-6. $59.95

The AIDS Crisis
A Documentary History
By Douglas A. Feldman and Julia Wang Miller
0-313-28715-5. $49.95

Power in the Southern Cone Borderlands
An Anthropology of Development Practice
By Carmen A. Ferradás
0-89789-560-6. $59.95

The Encyclopedia of Native American Legal Tradition
Edited by Bruce Elliott Johansen
Foreword by Charles Riley Cloud
All conference attendees are cordially invited to attend a reception honoring this book and its editors.
Friday, December 4, 1998
University of Pennsylvania Museum
33rd & Spruce Streets, 6:00 to 8:30 p.m.

ISLAND SOUNDS IN THE GLOBAL CITY
Caribbean Popular Music and Identity in New York
EDITED BY RAY ALLEN AND LOIS WILCKEN
Illus. Paper, $17.95

ON THE EDGE OF THE AUSPICIOUS
Gender and Caste in Nepal
MARY M. CAMERON
Illus. Cloth, $49.95; Paper, $24.95

RECENTLY PUBLISHED
THE PALEOLITHIC OF SIBERIA
New Discoveries and Interpretations
EDITED AND COMPILED BY ANATOLI P. DEREV’ANKO
Demetri B. Shlikin and W. Roger Powers (American Ediors)
Translated by Irena P. Larcheika
Illus. Cloth, $59.95

THE NEWSPAPER INDIAN
Native American Identity in the Press, 1820-90
JOHN M. COWARD
A volume in the series The History of Communication
Illus. Cloth, $39.95; Paper, $18.95

WOMEN AMONG WOMEN
Anthropological Perspectives on Female Age Hierarchies
EDITED BY JEANETTE DICKERSON-PUTMAN AND JUDITH K. BROWN
Foreword by Nancy Foner
Paper, $14.95

SEPARATING CHURCH AND STATE
Roger Williams and Religious Liberty
TIMOTHY L. HALL
Cloth, $44.95; Paper, $19.95

AN ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE SOUL
North American Indian Belief and Ritual
ROBERT L. HALL
Illus. Cloth, $49.95; Paper, $24.95
1997 Winner of the Ruth Benedict Prize

BEHIND THE BURNT CORK MASK
Early Blackface Minstrelsy and Antebellum American Popular Culture
WILLIAM J. MAHAR
A volume in the series Music in American Life
Illus. Cloth, $60.00; Paper, $24.95

TWO-SPRIT PEOPLE
Native American Gender Identity, Sexuality, and Spirituality
EDITED BY SUE-ELLEN JACOBS, WESLEY THOMAS, AND SABINE LANG
Illus. Cloth, $44.95; Paper, $19.95

ZOO CULTURE
BOB MULLAN AND GARRY MARVIN
Illus. Cloth, $39.95; Paper, $16.95

FORTHCOMING
SEX, SEXUALITY, AND THE ANTHROPOLOGIST
FRAN MARKOWITZ AND MICHAEL ASHKENAZI
Cloth, $34.95; Paper, $18.95

AFRICAN-AMERICAN PIONEERS IN ANTHROPOLOGY
EDITED BY IRA E. HARRISON AND FAYE V. HARRISON
Illus. Cloth, $49.95; Paper, $21.95

PISTOL PACKIN’ MAMA
Aunt Molly Jackson and the Politics of Folksong
SHELLEY ROMALIS
A volume in the series Music in American Life
Illus. Cloth, $39.95; Paper, $18.95

www.press.illinois.edu • UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS • 1325 S. Oak St. • Champaign, IL 61820 • (800) 545-4703
New for 1999!

Ritual and Belief: Readings in the Anthropology of Religion
First Edition
David Hicks
0-07-028817-8

Paleoanthropology
Second Edition
Milford Wolpoff
0-07-071676-5

Mirror for Humanity: A Concise Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
Second Edition
Conrad Phillip Kottak
0-07-290171-3

On Being Different: Diversity and Multiculturalism in the North American Mainstream
First Edition
Conrad Phillip Kottak
Kathryn A. Kozaitis
0-07-035973-3

Assault on Paradise
Third Edition
Conrad Phillip Kottak
0-07-290180-2

If you would like to request a complimentary examination copy or require more information, contact your local McGraw-Hill representative, or write on your college letterhead to: McGraw-Hill College Division Comp. Processing and Control, P.O. 08520-0452-0452. You can also e-mail your request to anthropology@mcgraw-hill.com or call: 1-800-338-3987.
New From Columbia

The Presence of the Past
Popular Uses of History in American Life
Roy Rosenzweig and David Thelen
320 pages • 0-231-11148-7 • $27.50, cloth

Oasis Identities

Between Men—Between Women: Lesbian and Gay Studies
Lillian Faderman and Larry Gross, Editors
Female Desires
Same-Sex Relations and Transgender Practices Across Cultures
Evelyn Blackwood and Saskia Wieringa, Editors
January • 352 pages • 6 photos • 0-231-11260-2 • $49.50, cloth • 0-231-11261-0 • $18.50, paper

Recognizing Ourselves
Ceremonies of Lesbian and Gay Commitment
Ellen Lewin
320 pages • 6 photos • 0-231-10392-1 • $29.95, cloth

Public Sex, Gay Space
William L. Leap, Editor
January • 304 pages • 8 photos • 0-231-10690-4 • $49.50, cloth • 0-231-10691-2 • $17.50, paper

COlumbia is the Distributor of:

The American University in Cairo Press
Bedouins, Settlers, and Holiday Makers
Soraya Altorki and Donald Cole
256 pages • 977-424-484-2 • $19.50, paper

Directions of Change in Rural Egypt
Nicholas Hopkins and Kirsten Westergaard, Editors
352 pages • 977-424-483-4 • $27.50, paper

International Consumption and Material Culture in Contemporary Japan
Michael Ashkenazi and John Clammer, Editors
200 pages • 4 photographs • 0-7103-0618-0 • $95.00, cloth

Name and Social Structure
Examples from Southeast Europe
Paul H. Stahl, Editor
0-88033-404-5 • $31.50, cloth

Kegan Paul

Columbia University Press
Booth #423
800-944-8648
columbia.edu/cu/cup

Anthropologist’s Cookbook
Jessica Kuper
248 pages • 0-7103-0543-5 • $29.50, cloth
American Anthropologist

For $25, a current AAA member who is not receiving the AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST may choose a one-year subscription (four issues).

The AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST is the flagship journal of the AAA and the discipline, and it is the Association's goal to expand readership. Your interest and support will help attain that goal.

AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST publishes articles integrating anthropological information and articles on new methods of investigation, new research and interpretation, and public policy issues. The journal also has comprehensive sections of reviews of important books, films, and exhibits on anthropology.

To receive AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST for $25, you must be an AAA member not currently receiving the journal. Please send this form to:

Member Services
American Anthropological Association
4350 North Fairfax Drive, Suite 640
Arlington, VA 22203-1620

The AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST is also available through membership in the Archeology Division, Biological Anthropology Section, and Council for General Anthropology, and as a benefit of at-large AAA membership.

Name: ________________________________________________ 

Address: ________________________________________________ 

Work Phone #: ____________________________________________ 

Specify: check enclosed __ money order __ credit card charge __

If paying by credit card, enter credit card expiration date: ___ / ___

Credit card number: ____ -____ -____ -___ _

Circle one:     VISA    MasterCard   (no others accepted)
After the usual three years of service, Simon Harrison has handed over the Honorary Editorship of the JRAI to James Carrier, of the University of Durham. As ever, submissions are welcomed across the whole range of anthropology, and the policy is to maintain the highest international standards. The new Reviews Editor, succeeding James Carrier, is Filippo Osella.

Among major articles published by Anthropology Today this year are ‘Breast cancer: reading the omens’ by Margaret Lock, ‘Living gods’ by Roland Littlewood, ‘The politicization of culture’ by Susan Wright, ‘Who owns the Rotondi? Church vs. State in Greece’ by Charles Stewart, and ‘Why did the Nazis kill?’ by Alex Hinton.

The Institute’s free Internet service, ANTHROPOLOGICAL INDEX ONLINE, by means of which the titles of journal articles dating back to 1986 held in the Museum of Mankind Library may be searched, has attracted a very large number of searches, especially from North America. Funding is guaranteed till the end of 1999, and the intention is that in due course the service will become financially self-supporting. Search on http://lucy.ukc.ac.uk/AIO.html

The Institute continues its efforts to raise research funds for anthropology. Details of the RAI/Goldsmiths Fellowship in Urgent Anthropology (University of London), funded by the Anthropologists’ Fund for Urgent Anthropological Research (Founding Sponsor: George N. Appell) will be found in Anthropology Today. A substantial grant has also been raised from the Diana, Princess of Wales, Memorial Fund to help found a new Centre for Child Focused Anthropological Research at Brunel University, West London, which will be launched in 1999.

The Sixth International Festival of Ethnographic Film was successfully held in London on 17-19 September 1998, the usual biennial film prize competition being combined with a conference organized by Goldsmiths College relating anthropology to contemporary visual art.

The quarterly Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute (incorporating Man) and the bimonthly Anthropology Today are both included in the Overseas Fellows’ subscription of $90 (for 1999) or ‘Junior Fellows’ rate of $52 (for those under 30 on 1.1.99). ‘Members’ receive Anthropology Today for $27. Library subscriptions are $159 for JRAI, $53 for Anthropology Today. You may pay by Visa, Access/MasterCard or American Express, or by a USS or sterling cheque. Enquiries to RAI, 50 Fitzroy Street, London W1P 5Hb; Tel. (+44) 171 387 0455, fax (+44) 171 383 4235. Email: rai@clix.compulink.co.uk. Registered UK charity no. 246269.